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decisions and outcomes of the project. Judged in this light-, the
project was not a success. However, arother evaluation model, the
''organized anarchy model," is based on the assumption that planning
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important issues. Judged from this viewpoint, the project was
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"symbolic interaction model," views planning as a renegotiation of
the unwritten contract between the school system and its. community.
viewed.. this way,- the project, merely by bringing together so= many
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IN TRODUCT IC)1,1

Attempts to bring about "educational change", whether broadly or
narrowly defined, are not uncornmh in this country. The last fifteen years
have seen a great deal of federal government and foUndation acti-vity designed
to revitalize educational systems by bringing in more and new participants,
changing the organiza tion of schools, andtrying new teaching methods and
instructional programs.

With feiv exceptions, two features have characterized the studies
that sought to describe and analyze these numerous educational innovations.
The first one is of a .substantive nature; the second has been a methodological
one.

Substantively, studies of educational innovations have examined
educational change by assuming that the officially-stated ends were the only
ones that _.1e4rved to be analyzed and evaluated, Attention was focussed on
these official ends because it was ienquesi'ioned that educational organizations
were very purposive bodies. In addition, studies of educational innovations
have generally assumed the existence of a technology to achieve educational
innovations. Thus, 'analyses of educational change have, often focused on the
degree to which appropriate technological measures were taken, and failure of
these innovations has usually been defined in terns of the organization's in-
ability to follow existing technological procedures. Reviews of educational
innovations have, thus, ,underscored as reasons for failure to achieve
officially-stated objectives the lack of feedback mechanisms (Gross, et al.,
1971); the failure to create structural changes within the organization (Gro
et al., 1971; Weiler, -1974; Berman et al., 1975); the lack of training for the
new roles to be assumed by the participants (Gross et al, , 1971; Smith and
Keith, 1971; Weiler, 1975; CASEA, 1973); the inability Co foresee time pre
sures (CASEA, 1973; Smith and Keith, 1971); and the lack of sufficient
mpterial and human resources (CASEA, 1973; Gross et al. , 1971; Weiler et
al. , 1974), Substantively, then, studies of educational change have been based
on the premise that educational organLations are purposive and that behavior,
in accordance with technological knowledge is necessary to achieve organiza-
tional ends. In short, studies of educatfonal change have been dominated by a'
single explanatory framework.

From the methodological viewpoint, the majori
cational change efforts have occurred post-facto and gen
questionnaires and a limited number of, interviews. Ex

5-)

f studies of edu-
lly via-one or two

nations of change
attempts. in *which the researcher has been at the site of the innovation since
its inception and throughout its existence are rare; these dases include the



analysis of-an atter ipt to introducestudent-centered teaching in an element-
ary school (Gress et J. , 1971), the study of multiple structural and in-
structional innovations in an elementary - school (1cAth and Smith, 1971); ef-
forts-to de?velop arid implement new patterns of staff deployment in public
schools (CASEA., 1971); and an experiment in consurner choice in the selec-
tion of educational environments (Weller, 1974).

'The present study attempts to depart from usual paLtegn of
educational innovations. It will de so by exploring 4terrative and cont riding
theoretical frameworks for what was being attempted through, an educational
project. Methodologically, it is different, in that it is the product of four years
of constant observations and a Variety of data -gathering methods by, tbree indi-
vidnals.who played different roles in the change of

The focus cif this study is a district-wide attempt to "redesign the
educational system to meet changing societaLneeds"by means of long- range
planning . It was spearheaded by the superin elicient of the district! ymboLic-
ally, it was named Projeet Redesign..

During the time the project lived, wheels were set in notion which
resulted in the establishment of a large-scale participatory,plar9ing pro ect.
Scores., even hundreds, of parents; students, teachers, and administrators
worked together within the project, on task forces, cdrnmittees, and pla.nning
teams. They developed a "plan for -planning ", conducted studies, collected data,

d, finally, developed priposals which were combined into a long-range plan
the school district. In addition to those directly involved, additional un-

dreds participated through attenda_nce at meetings or by completing quest on-
mires at some time during the life of, the project.

-lir examining the origins, life, and fate of an ambitious project to
involve community and staff Jneirlbers in long-range planning, we utilize three
different analytical frameworks. Since the change process eivisaged by the
long-range planning process entailed essentially a series of decision-making
activities, we adopted as the prototype for analysis the work by Graham Allison,
The Essence of Dec is ion 1974 ), Allison'-s examination of the Cuban rn is sae.
crisis showed that a given phenomenon creates a multitude of perceptions, not
only for the actors critically involved in it, but also for those who seek to under
stand the occurrence of the phenomenon and its consequences.

Allison's work showed that there is much to be learned from adopt-
ing dif e nt paradigms in the understanding of events and outcomes, In his
book, he utilized three decision-making frameworks:

ional model - which assumes that the behatrior of
the main organizational actors is purposive and extremely
calculative;



The or= anizationai mod I which emphasizes the organ-
ization's tendency to act in estahlished,ways via.standard
operating procedures;

The political model -'which focuses on the idiosyncratic
behavior of individuals i i major institutional roles.

By focusing on alternative explariatoi y frameworks, Allison derno atei-th.at
the often-utilized model of rational, purposive,human behavior represents Only
one war understanding events. urther, he demonstrates that tll rational
paradigm receives only moderate cOrroborationin the empirical world and that
its explanatory value is at times more limited than that obnon=rational (not to
be equated with irrational) models.

'T?
.

The translation of a decision-making studyto an echicational setting
necessitates some modifications. .And these we made. in attempting to compre-
hend ulna happened in Project Redeeign -we glso utilize three decision-making
paradigms, as follows: ..

1

,

1

The ration model - which starts from the premise that
the organization ,-- the leadership' of the school distitek
in this ease was motivated by clear objectives and made..
a number of conscious decisions to achieve its goals; ,

1 )The organized anarch model - which combines some of
the features of Allison's organizational model while in=
troducing an element of exogenous variation, namely,'
the unpredictable flow of participants and time demands"

certain issues;

The symbolic_ interaction model - which looks at the
change effort from the perspective of a diff-Use social
tmderstanding between community and school staff
members regarding-what constitutes valid educational
issues.

The Locue of Project Redesign

Project Redesign took place in an upper - middle- class suburb
which we will call Mekdow City.-

Meadow City is a comm ity thp.t has long been roudjf Its School
system. It is one of those systems t at has considered itself a "lighthouiseIT
district,. where the professionals stay on the cutting edge of advances in. teach-
Lug techniques. 1Siumerous successful educational improvement projects have-

.
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fak a place within this syste i. Although 0 co
pro bl§ a higher proportion of teachers and a
suit is by other districts from this systQln thari
listrct.

The community has con
such elections were failing everywhere else.
higher than for most districts. The school systetn Act'
versity and educational levels are high for the nate/Aunt y ns
tern serves children from kinliergarten through gedde twelve
schools. and 6 secondary schools., Students n inbofi vproxinlat0,
nurnber has been declining at about four percent Pler year in ree
eral thousand aduksare served by the adult education depannio.
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Apart from the school system, the 4A7nitiuntty has k siren
community identity. The community and thescbool s3>OteM are not voter
The school system includes areas which are ontgcle the city linitM, the
being its neighboring university.

While some contextual features may be char- o
City and similarly wealthy suburbs, its ectocatiotial system
to thoSe in most American public schools. All elementary
Will be nearly indistinguishable from an elernentorii ache
ministrators and teachers from anywhere in the atkiteCi gateS vviti firt
face the same expectations and problems here. ©Nartizati©ii
munity forces affecting schools are very sitotlat everlrwhete,
what easier in some places, or the i5s4c0 may te cliffereat,, Out
cipal, a parent, a classroom, a VTAp a stiDePint odent of Seho4
common to every American community, If palOcipotory Oat-14th
and studied anyWhere, it could be studied, long the same
we are using here. The insights we have gained Shoulki be
tempting participatory planning, and partiettlallY, knyorte atte
organizational histony..
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The Chronolo of Events

A_ bare outline of the major events
chronological order, with only a line er two of e
We will plunge into this bare -bones outline in

February- August, 1971_

The superintendent of the
the decision to press for Project Rede
it about:

The idea was outlined in a
prograrn sponsored by the

School tristrie
pielialtriary

due tiob.

A consultant was hired to c

lone



An "Educational Master planning
appointed to study the possibilities,

September, 1971

Project Redesign was given its fi
of Education. Specifically, approval wai
month project aimed at producing a masts
paid director, operating with a $70, 000 PU vt, Drily Dart
of which was from regular district searc

ober 1971- March 1972

An extensive national search was
for Project Redesign.

April, 1972_

The Project Director was hired.
was set at $60,000.

Ma -Au st, 1972

The newly-hired director spent time beep:
with the community. No planning activate were
ducted during this period.

Sep inber 1972_

The projdct director made his first
Board of Education in,which he reconiftwe:1
vening Committee" be appointed to develop s j t Rede-
sign fUrther, this Committee to consist tens ad-
ministrators, parents, and students.

October, 1972

Thirty-one persons were appointed as
Convening Committee by the Board of
assigned task was to develop a "plan for

November 1972 - anuar 1973

The Convening-Cornrnittee orked on the

February, 1973

The Convening .CoMmittee submitted itS propene plan to
the Board. This plan called for appo tm ent of, a 'Design
Management Team to oversee a brbad--ranging patticiDa-
tory planning project. Within the project, ta8lt forces
would be organized to conduct studies, "sc4001--
community input teams" would develop propoal far
school change. The placn as presented by the Committee
was adopted by the Board.

cif the
Their



-arch, 1973

The hoard of Education appointed the mem
Design IVl arta ernent Team.

April -

The Design Management Team organized itself and
darmed 6.,task forces for the purpose of conducting studies.

pternb 19_73
'

Studies were conducted by task forces on various topics.
One hundred eleven participants served 011 -6 task forces.
These included:

.a Retrospective Data Task Force. This group corn- -
piled iniormatiou from previous studies conducted
in the district.
Curriculum Task Force.' An ever-all cu.rriculu m
survey was conducted and wine' theoretic .issues
were studied.

Task Force on Emerging Educational d oietal
Futures. This group compiled futures
wrote possible scenarios.for the futuXe,. and de-
veloped a multimedia version of its findings.

Organization and Decision-Making Study Task Force.
Both the formal structure of decisiohs and the actual
path of decisions' on various topics were studied.

Needs Assessment Task Force. A large-scale coin-
rounity/stalf/student survey was conducted to exam-
ine perceived needs.

School/dorranunity Profile Task Force. The derio
graphic anff sociological profile of the
Was studied by this group.

January, f974 _

The-first School/Community Input Teanis were organized
and charged with -developing Plans for improving- education
ire the district. Each SC IT included parents; students

d teachers.- Five SCUP s were organized initially to
rk in the following areas:

Alternatives in Elernentary Education

G:

6

Early Adolescent Education
c. Sectitdary Educatiion
d. Personal and Professional Growth _
e. School/Community Relationships

The work of the taskiorces was completed and
ports were published ,by these g 02ps.
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Work continued in the School

Se her - 1974

Input_Teams'

Six_additional scrA - later called Pla ninPlanning Teary s --
were organized; as follows:

Long-Range Finance
Teacher-Learner Relations
Administrative Needs
Primary Education

u Curriculum
1. Special Educational and Support Services

Approximately 120 persons served on planning teams
During this period, the district superintendent an-
nounced his intention to retire by April, 1975.

ry --_August;1975

During this period, the output of the planning teems was
completed and the draft of the long-range plan, w writ-
ten. A new superintendent was hired and began work in
April, 1975.

September, 1975

The draft of the long-range plan was presented to the
Board of Education. The project director was appointed
Director of Research, Evaluation, and Organizational
Development, effective January 1, 1976.

October November, 1975

The Board delayed taking formal action on any of the
goals set forth in the long-range plan until the issue
of school reorganization was settled, which was ex-
pected to be in February, 1976.

December -1975 - February 1976-

No further action was taken on the long - range plan.

arch - November 1976

'Tie project director - now the director of Research,
Evaluation, ,and Organizational Development left
the district in June, 1976,

The Board of Education acted on the recommendations
in the long-ranp plan in a series-of Board meetings.
The project was formally concluded November 2, 1976.

Having stated these events in outline form, the three authors of
this report will now move in divergent directions to explain what "actually"
happened.



'The-first of the approaches is the rational model. Starting with the

assumption that a planning project is a= calculative process that follows a step-
thy-step sequence to achieve intended results, the author of this section seeks
to ekplain all eyents as rational decisions made by key actors. Events- are

thought to follow decisions In an orderly, expected way. Behavior by key act-
ors, iaexamined from the perspective of whether; or not it conforms with _cer-

tain expected *aiitcorneS...

The second approach - the organized anarchy model - emphasizes
organizational forces that are somewhat independent of the actions of the key
decision-makers. The structure of educational organizations-and the workings

of the decision-making process within the structure produce outcomes like flour

from theRrganiiational and decision-making mill, and the results are not neces
sarilythosetiittended by anyone, including the key decision- Tri akerS.

Finally, the whole project is looked at with a third set of lenses
this time, emphasizing the control over schools exerted not by decision-makers
nor by organizational forces internal to the organization but by concepts in the

minds of parents, students, and other members of the - community. this con-
ceptual framework, -school change will depend not upon the decisions made by
principals and superintendents, nor upon the tangle of forces and energy within
the system, but upon what the community thinks about the schools and what it -

expects of them. The plamiers, if they are to effect change, have an educational

task on their hands, maybe even a value-changing task, which is quite different
from analyzing data on 'student achievement or trying to find a means to fill a
position with someone sympathetic to the particular approach.

The next three sections of this report, then, were written independ-
ently, by separate authors, each describing the project from a different point of

view. The last chapter of the report brings together some conclusions and pol-

, . icy recommendations drawn from all three chapters.

fle used in Develo in the Case Stud

Project Redesign in Meadow City received a grant from the National
Institute of Education to study participatory planning. The grant made possible

the careful study of the project, using a variety of research methodologies.

'Active project participrits were observed and completed questionnaires. Inter-

views were conducted with planning team leaders, Board members, and top ad-

mini§trators. Formal Board meetings were attended. Minutes and other
printed documents were examined. The views of uninvolved citizens and staff

members were solicited.

The three authors of this report, aKthen doctoral_ students in the

School of Education in Meadow City's neighlorineimiversity, played different
roles within the project. Rudolph Johnson Was instkimental in obtaining the

.NEE grant and served as the project's research coordinator from the award in

14



1971 Until the project's termination in 1976. In this official capacity, he was
responsible for the organization and ,suppert of the task forces and planning
teams, which did the information-gathering and planning. lie also worked in
the preparation of the long-range plan.

Belly Sti-ornquist was involved in the project first .as a research
assistant (1973-75) -and later as a research associate (1975 -76). She gathered
and analyzed rnrost of the data upon which a study on participation was made.

Carla Edlefson joined the research staff during the la.pt year of
the projec

This work is based, then, on contributions from authors who occur
pied different roles. Johnson served both aS a participant and an observer.
Strornquistd Edlef son, on the other hand, functioned as non-Participant ob-
servers.
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SECTION l Tlil IIA T 4i, MODEL

13y Nally_ 1'dn'alov, Strornqulst

Organizations, and educational organizations as well, are generally
considered to be purposive. It is taken as axiomatic that the purpose of an or-
ganization is the achievement of certain objectives and tha he behavior"of the
organiation's members is goai-oriented.

When. organizations are considered pUrposive, attempts to explain
organizational history_ focus on their deciaiori-making process. Mouzelis (1967)
expresses this well:

"When people coordinate their activities for the -attain-
ment of a certain goal, they have continuously to make
decisions, to choose among alternatiVes of action. Con--
sequently, in administrative studies, thetemphasis is on
rational asp_ ects of human behavior. A inember of an or-
ganization, more than an instrument or an autonomous

gent of drives and emotions, is a decision-maker and a
problem-solver." (p. 123)

Having defined an organization as purposive, organizational behavior
is then perceived and explained in terms of key decisions made by the organiza-
tion. The dominant inference pattern is that organizational action is a product of
conscious choice made to attain organizational goals and that this choice is made
or shaped by those who occupy leading positions within the organization.

In organizations, as in other arenas of human interaction, there are
many activities that take place without personal directives and,supervision.
Perrow (1972) maintains that these unattended 'activities involve perhaps 80 per-
cent of the total behaviors. Studies that center on the formal decision-making of
the organization are not oblivious to this phenomenon. They argue that since or-
ganizations tend to have stable goals and a visible hierarchy, it is only sensible
to consider that the leadership of the organization plays a crucial role in organ-

,

izational outcomes. As March and Simon (1958) note, those in authority have the
power or the tools to structure the environment and the perception of members
in the organization by setting priorities and altering t119 flow of inputs and stimuli.
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The Lookii_ig-Glass of the Rational Model

Due to its simplicity and 'liana eabijity, the rational model i
unrivaled paradigm in analyses of decision-making By asserting that man's
behavior is rational most-of the (Mae, the analyst corn have a hold over other-
wise.confusin -diffuse, and intractable events.

--A model of ratioftql decisi on ake ive clear -coat urap-Ating
about individual and group be ha-

individuals develop consistentblish'
and evaluate (heir objeetive8

simple :

when there is a plurality of objectives, ese can be
anged by the individual, according to some order

f priority

information about the Various rnean`6 of obthin g de-
sired objectives is obtained and utilized s:.

/-
individuals develop discrete alternatives about the
means and make conscious choices arming thern

- choices among alternatiyes utilize a trade--off
calcidatiOh: the selected m6, ns is that which will
offer the greatest benefit for the least cost

Key concepts utilizedln rdtional paradigms are few

1) A rational actor: this entity is generally assumed
to possess' an identifiable set of goals, a se
perceived and preferred options,' and single -
:lot accurate - estimates of the -outcomes attach
to each option.

The problem: a situation or event with discern-
ible boundaries wbtghi bee owes the focus of the
actor's action.

The alternatives: the
solve a given problem.

4) The decision: the deliberate selection of one al-

earls or ways to

ternative among several.



The rational model connects These four elements through ac o
An action is an activity that has four sequential components:

- establishing goals or objectives (what problems
must be solved?)

determining options (what means can be used? )

- assessing consequences (what costs are attached
toeach means?)

- making 4, choice (which is the hest
its cost'? )

eans -en

Given these organizing concepts, the rational paradigin explains
events by what Allison (1971) has called "Vicarious problem-solving". This
is a process by which the researcher - Or person trying:Jo understand all event
- goes about explaining it by asserting what the most logical thing to do would
have been in such a situation. This strategy leads the analyst not Aly to at-
tribute a clear motivation to the actors' actforro, but to assume that these motiva-
tions remain relatively constant.

1 The extension of incifvidual r 1 decision-rnalang to- organizational
behavioriposits,the n an of "collectiire action". By this, it is assumed that de-
cisions made by organizations are essentialfy "a process characterized by can-
census, in which the various clecislon-:makers in the organization attempt to
evolve by debate and mutual effort a set of calculations which meet the criteria
of_ analytic logic" (Stethbruner, 1974: 38). .

In the application of the rational model to organizational decision-
making, the. notion of 'collective action" leads to the treatment of the" organiza-
tion as a single entity. As Allison illustrates in his analysis of the decisions
made during the Cuban missile crisis, in the examination of national behavior,
the maj'r unit of analysis-becomes "the government". The analyst lumps to-
gether ctions by the presideInt, his cabinet, and key advisors and congressional-
lea and treats -inajor outcomes as consensul. and logical.

When the rational 'model of decision - snaking is applied to the analysis
of organizational behavior in educational settings, the formal .leadership of a
school or a school district becomes the main actor to be examined. Thus, in
cases where bulges have been attempteditt-thP school level, the decisions by

-.The principal d the administrator in chgrge of the project constitute the focus
of analygis (sees for instances the works of Gross'et al., 1971, and Smith and

ith, 1971 ) In the case we will examine herein, a change effOrt at the school
di.Strict level, the math actor becomes the su erintendent. He is the person with
the greatest formal authority and resnoosibilt his "organization".

choosing the superintendent as the, main actor in a rational
it may be necessary to refer to some facts that will



help us to separate rhetoric frorii reality, Although American society has a
strong, tradition of community participation in educational-policy, and the local
Board of Education is generally described as the representativetof the will of
the community in educational issues, research - findings testify that boards'usti-
ally playa weak role in educational governance. A disproportionate amount
board actions simply endorse recommendations or proposals brought forth by
school -administrators (9oldhanner, 1964; Kerr; 1964; Pois, 1964; Wirt and
first, 1972; Zeigler and Jennings, 1974). Policies that have impact at the
school district lev,e1 are generally those proposed by administrators and, al-
though not all decisions originate with them, hardly any major organizational
decision is made viithout the consent of the chief officer, the superintendent.

The instance of educational.planning we will examine in this report
will allow us to test the model of rational decision-making. By following the
behavior of the superintendent and, to a lesser extent, that of the Board of Edu-
cation in,,creating, sponsoring, and dealing with a planning project, we will
assess whether the evidence supports the "rationality" of the outcomes that
took place.- It is our contention that defining rationality without reference to ob-
servable behavior would be to engage in hopeless solipsism.

The present analysis of Project Redesign using the rational model
departs 'from previous analyses using the same paradigm, in that it does not
limit itself to exploring the rationality of elT ostensible "official" objectives aii7
nounced for the existence of the change project. The possible objectives of-the
pxoject are, then, not one but three. These were not determined a priori, but
emerged from our constant observation of the project and informal conversations
with major particiPants and witnesses. It also departs from usual rational models
ofdecision-making in that it emphasizes the role of a single major actor, namely,
the superintendent. We do so in an effort to test as fully_as possible the implica-,
tioris derived from the ,rational model.-

Participatory as a Rational Activity

"Planning" is a term perceived as synorkmous with rationality, logic,
foresight. .A plamiins activity evokes images of actors seeking and utilizing data,
weighing alternative means to achicvo desired objectives, and selecting the most
efficient ways of attaining these objectives.

Participatory planning is a now mode of planning. It-has become a
subject of interest in recent years, as various organizations - from private indusr
try to government agencies - have iinplementedplanning activites of a "partici-
patory" nature.

Definitions of what" is or should be "participatory" abound, but they

are not always similar. herein vie will define educational participatory planning

as a mode of participation based upon the premise that all community members
(defined as.parents, students, citizens, teaching and non-teaching, staff). should

jiave an. opportu_nit o participate in decisitms that affect them, either as recipi,
ents or as exeduto of such decisions. Their involvement in thissis seen as
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desirable because it is anticipated to produce (a) -better understanding of the
school system by the participants and by the rest of the community; (b) a
more receive attitude toward educational programs by all those affected;
and (c) a greater rate of innovations in the school function and structure. It
is also anticipated that the heterogeneity of- the membership ( i.e., the mix
ofstudenta, parents, teachers, and administrators) will contribute to a more
holistic view of the school system as the various deeisions - in the form of
planning proposals will be examines' from several perspectives.

While not seeking the active involvement of all community inefnbers,
a key objective of participatory. planning is that of expanding the process of par-
ticipation. This paradox is possible in the sense that the part icipants in a
participatory planning activity, despiteAhe fact that they were nofelected, but
simply chose to partiCipate, can develop a strong norm to find legitimacy by
,acting theba.sis,of what-most community members want and need. To be
sure, this norm is not intrinsic to participatory planning, but is one that can be
transmitted by those supervising the activity. The internalization of this norm
leads planning members to design proporls by making constant use of corns-- .
munity opinnon.and reaction by means Iv pubic meetings, school-staff meetings,
and Oartieularly needs assessment, op ion - finding, and priority surveys(

1

Participatory planning is expe ed to help reduce the layman/
sional conflict' that often occurs when community members enter the polNy-
formation arena. Under a participatory p ng mode, :all proposalS areto be
based on data and research,` as well as to be acteRtableto community members
and school staff. Hence, given the attributes of these larming proposals, it` is

aced that administrators - and other estOlished.decision--4akers - will
be cau us in their attacks against such proposai-s c4 in criticizing them. To
the degri f= that participatorwlanning increases the rational level of decisions,,
adrninistrat u=s and other school decision-makers are expected to accept or re-

.

ject proposals also on a rational basis.
1

/ -Uhrough the process\_of planning and by means ef a participatory modes.
° it i.$ anticipated that changes will be brought to the educational system. T-Ii'e pu -

pose of a participatoryplanning activity is not to repace an organization that i
huracterized by a hierarchical organiiation and institutional leadership, but to

provide this grganization, ( i.e., the school system) with a means for making de
ions on the basis of knowledge and Reed, rather than authority.

-° some other assumptions made by the awticipatory mode are: (1) a
numl::erof xroblems, previously diffuse or unshara will-come to be identified;
(2) it will allow the solution of problems best described as "ill-structured",
since the.pltrticipanis will be freer (than\school personnel) from institutional
rigidities, such as authority roles, hierarchical chains of command, and dead-
lines for problem solution; (3) it is anticipated that the new mix of people will

"facilitate "new ;rays of seeing old ideas" and bring forth new 'perspectives in
the analysis of educational objectives and gleans to them.



As seen above, participatory planning makes some rational, logical
assumptions. Iiieornparison to close, technical models of educational planning,
participatory planning is assumed, and expected, to be better. Participatory
planning, therefore appears to be a very propitious ground for a model of
rational decision-rinkhig. And to it, we tun;

I. THE DEC IOl Tt HAVE FROJE'CT REDESIGN

There is a strongly-shared consensus that the ides. of having Proj
Redesign in the IVICSD was started and sponsored by the then superintehdent of
the school district. The origin of the project itself is traced by most observers
to a speech by the superintendent to a PTA-organized meeting, at_which he spoke
vehemently of the need for ectucation ti change so as to meet the society's needs
in the decades ahead. In his speech, said:

s highly iniportant to our stem of goverment and to
as individuzd_s that the 'n of public education be

reforme. d and thus preserved.. The. task is a difficult one,
especially in the emotional, highly-charged climate in
which we find ourselves. We have made efforts arid vary-

ing degrees of success have been achieved. But not nearly
enough. We have really been putting patches e old de-
sign, sonetirnes putting patches on patches.

The community must now, together, review its entire edu--
cational system-. And this community has the necessary
components to take this first necessary. step toward educa-
ional i efomation, 'A new design, based upon all we know
about lea vie e, have available from technology, and
all we ca learn from experts in all fields useful- to us must
be developed. " (1) (original emphasis)

The year of 1971, when it all started, found the 'VIM cairn, quite
wealthy, andtwith many of its students performing as usual on the 90th per-
centile, or above, in standardized achievement tests. The district was in
such comfortable financial circumstances that it had 20 cents per dollar from
.an approved override tan still tinutilized.(2) There was an active and influ-
ential PTA ,' at both the district and the school building level. Over 4000
persons volunteered their services in the local schools and of se, approx-

imately 5 percent were involved in PTA leadership positions, a visOry com-
mittees appointed by schoSi district authorities, or were independent
"boarthvatchers".

given these characteristics and conditions of the IVICSD, what
vated the superintendent to embark on what would subsequently be known as
"Project Redesign" 7- 'The various participants in and witnesses to the Project
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attributed several different reasons to the superintendent's decision. We -will
concentrate on- the three most frequently reported. These reasons will be
trea4131 as hypotheopes, and although the term is riot being used a rigorous
sense, it is chosen because, in examining these "hypotheses", we will present
ev-denee and then conclude whether it supports or fails to suppoyt, the attributed
re en, The hypotheses most frequently stated for the creation of Project Ro-
d ign. could 13e stated as follows:

Hypothesis. One: Project Redesign was Initiated because
the'superintendent liked to have large-scale, grandiose
plans.

()thesis Two: Project Redesign was initiated because
of the superintendent's desire to place partidipants within
a shigle channel.

Arpothesis Three: Project Redesign was initiated be-
cause of the superintendent's concern,with educational
change and renewal.

These hypotheses are not necessarily mutually exclusive but, as will be seen
later, they can lead to different expectations.

111 ottrpte: The Superintendent's Penchant for Lar
Grandiose Projects

During his nine years in the district up to the time of his speech,
the snperintendent had won a reputation among his close associates and other
persons in the district as a man who liked to "go big". The superintendent
himself was very proud of his reputation as a man with "bold, ideas ". In ask-
ing the Board of Education to approVe his Project, he said, "A superintendent
today, if he is anything, has to be a risk-taker. Ile has to make a judgment
ahotit what he thinks ought to be done, and then he has to be willing to put his
name on. the line that he is willing to go this route. '' (3)

Also, the superintendent was deeply aware and concerned with main-
t thing the 1MCSD's image as a "lighthouse district". in a retreat held with

lected community and staff members shortly before his idea was accepted by
the Board, he stated:

"I believe that we have ,made significant and inn ortarit
improvements in the quality of education in Meadow
City, and I am certain that we do have one of the best
educational systems of any school district in the United
States. Let us recognize this and give credit to all who
have-had a part in the building of the system. But we
want the Gold Medal, and before us lies Montreal. (4)

If the superintendent's main motivation for having Project Redesign
was to va a bold, innovative pet project, he may have embarked on the



project with only a vague idea of what he wahteci to
fulness of the Project, then, would have been to
and that of the district. According to this hypothesis,
the Project would have been in using it as a dletzilay of
emphasis would have been on public relation?, tulle'.
ducts of the,Project.

Hypothesis Twa:

hli9h. The
hi6 pe r9vtjal prestige

the mairl ear tern with
"taacvii.tivelloso". The
than on tht) Flotilla' pro-
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citizen and parent participation in edscatio
tional and occupational level of the eornrrnill
strong interest in monitoring decisions rnsd
administration, but many of these concerto
come up with suggestions, reviews, and eritieislbS
school authorities.

-.ot only
and the

often to
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In the previous five years, tt
controversies: (1) the decision by the superi
educational department hadIed to the hiring (1)
director, who later invited Black Panther Inemhers t
Community-groups became upset with this and a
3000 signatures had called unsuccesefull
(2), The decision by the administration to
institutions, instead of a course in ldttrope
groups. Although this controversy mobilize
irnately 50 parents and citizens) , it produce
Board meetings, and strong criticism of an
trative behavior.
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at a, multicultural
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thO students.-,

vliiela collected over
derit!s resignation.
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After nine years in the the
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therefore, to create Project Redesign to bring 19,0
fielipation. He may have needed a central place vrher
ists, particularly those accustomed to expresoing unsolicited
cisins. If this was-indeed the chief rnotivatioo, the super
vocated a mechanism for participation that, while colic
tribution shifted concerns with pres6nt probloros to
that would focus on "decades ahead". In thi6lo.gy, the particip
had something to do without disturbing oh-goisg oDeTatioris of th

Jed,
of par-
activ-

riti-
ve ad-

According to this hypothesis, Me Our) fintendell
concerned with the process than with the prodrtct5 to be create
design. His emphasis would have been on roalyg 0111-0 that ma
and particularly school "constructive critics ", Cable under the

o- ve
diet_

ave bee



Project, and that topics usually
in the scone of the new Project.

_en up.by these 'feral afl clod

This was the official motivation and was
in his presentations to both the community and 'Board Inenibet's, aS
various interviews we held with him. Accor-ding-to his staternent
ways wanted to revitalize the educational System, hilt had heti perm e
dssary community and staff support until he presented hiA speech -a13 ut ecluea°
tional change.

In his original speech, the superintendent had noted
societies are now visibly and seriously dissatisfied with nlony
tions, including their schools. Educational systerns
meet the needs of students growing up in the dancertain, faSt-Chtingingi corrf0lex
world of the 1970's and early 1980's." (5) ft,seetrs that' nesireci a rather'

r.,.

unexpectedly enthusiastic respoue to his presentations, In fliA

reaction ".. .. from members cif the community and from individuals outsidi
community; both educators and others, was heartenitikarid quite 6Loprisin
me." -(6)

..nit tst
institu-

to

It is possible that superintendent rt d'
he perceived a very supportive irnate all of 4 sudden.
he had to seize it, According to his hypothesis, Pnje
becaUse the superintendent was deeply concerned with tli
system to update itself. To accomplish this, qTprehetisiv
Thus, a long-range plan seemed a very appropiate treenail
educational system was to be responsive to changing goeiete
ment of the community in designing the new systern was ittlp
the Project was also to be participatory, open to all constitnehoies served by the

schools.

ign bee
s ripe and
s initiated

the educational
e was needed,.
d since a new

eels, the involve-
Aim Therefore,

We have thus f r Otated three plausible r ival lr ctlne sea. tirt-de

of these three different motivations, it is possible to ar'g-ue that the superintend=
ent's behavior was intentionally rational. Each of these trot vatic ii cann be con.

sidered as leading to a goal toward which the super=intendent directed s actions.
His behavior, according to the rational model, would have been that of choosing
means most likely to Asult in the attainment of Me goal. let us examine the be-
haviors that followed from the presentation of the superintendent's speech.

c

Immediately after the speech, the supe
of his top-level associates ( i.e. , the Cabinet) an
former Board of Education member- and tho most eonsta
participate in an "Educational Master Planning" group,

Aro

lied upon various
own citizens (a

"bout-dwateher") to
'eh would be the team



to "explore ways in ich we could most expeditiously plan the educational sys-
tem for the seventies and early eighties". (7) His decision to ask his closest
colleagues and prominent citizens ( whom he described as "individuals in.whoin
I had some cehfidence and people who had,, I thought, sonic concerns and some
good judgment f, )

-(8) is, 'consistent with Hypothesis Three, rk drastic change
was to take place, the involvement of top-level acirninistrators was necessary

-insu re._ the i r- sup po s_-a otion-was.. riot _very, consistent .with the_ e a .of_a
"participatory process ", but it might be argued tha.t before presenting Ills idea
to the Board of Ecluakon, the superintendent may have warted to gain the sup-
port of his associates and of some influential Community members.

Records of the work done by the "Educational Master annizig" group,
however, indicate that this group met only twice., When the superintendent pre-
sented his, proposal to the Board on October 19; 1971, he stated that the poject
represented the work of the "Master Planning" team, yet most of the cenceptyal
work was in fact. ,done by _the "boardwatcher" in the group, who was.c omrnis-
sioned by the superintendent in private to develop a paphr on how to proceed to
redesign the system. This-the "b6ardwateher" did, and chargid the sttperirt-
tendent $1600 fora five-page document.* In'the conceptual Plan, its author
introduced some ideas as to the structure and-cliaracte% of the' project. It was
to -have various sets of teams: design teams, planning teams, study groups. It
was to be long-range-oriented and was to center on production of a Master Plan,

Anal
The tot that the superintendent hired someone to develop paper on

redesigning the educational system suggests that he was not very clear afoOut the
changes he wantecito make, nor how one should proceed to achieve the charig-es.
The superintendent's lack of clarity appears to be more congruent with Hypo-
theses One and Two thapioith Hypothesis Three. In other words, ff he intended
to have a large; project for the prestige such a project would bring, or If be
simply wa4ted to create a mechanism by which those who wished to r c'pate
could be channeled, such a limited sense of direbtion regarding the objectives
and the structure of the project would have been expected. Hypothesis Three,
the superintendent's desire to achieve educational change, would have fed us to
expect a more precise idea on his part regarding the' features Project Redesign

* The superintendent had authorized the' Business Manager to pay tee "board-
watcher" up tc 500 for his services. It is unclear whether the fcrooardwatcher"
received that much.



should have, or at least a greater role
-objectives 'and structures of the project.

In addition to establishing the "Educational Master Planning Team
the superintendent-sent requests for a development grant to various govern-
ment and private agencies, including the Ford, Rockefeller, and Rosenberg
Foundations. AlthoUgh he later noted that he had done this to-obtain "outside
funding'', the MCSD had enough financial resources-tilbover the anticipated
local expenditures for the project (initially quite modest: $25,000 for the first
year). It would appear that his contacting these educational agencies was more
congruent with,llypothesis One, namely, the desire t%bring attention to the dis-
trict's innovative behavior. Further supportLng this hypothesis is the supertn-
tendent's description of what made the p roject so special. Among its "remark-
able aspects", he said, were "..... the effort to test a redesign process which,
if successful, could be exported to other school districts-1" and the effort
to produce a more effective educational system which itself could be exported"
(emphasis added)'. (9) In these two statements, it can be noted that a great
premium was being placed on having the MCSD once more play its rOle as a
"lighthouse" district.

In his original speech, the superintendent had mentioned five priorities
for educational change: curriculum, the role,of the educator; teacher tenure,
new organizational patterns for management', and community involvement. In

referrhig to community Lrivolvement, he said: "More and better ways must be
found to involve the total community as a real part of the educational institution
so that this support will flotii.ish. My question is, 'Will the community respond?
Will it drop the adversary role to close`ranks in order that we may utilize our
great resources in the most effectiveway ?'(" And in a local newspaper article
announcing the Board;s decision to begin_typlannLng for a comprehensive rede-

sign of the.entire educational system", the superintendent noted that another un-
usual feature of Project Redesign would be "the large-scale involvement of stu-
dents, citizens, and staff members throughout the planning stages of the
Project." (11)

It appears, however, that what the superintendent initially meant by
"community" was not the "entire community". In requesting that the Board of
Education embark on a project that weld look at future needs of the educational
system, the superintendent also said the participants should be "competent and

interested students, citizens, edudators, and professional consultants. ". (12)

The emphasis seemed to be on expertise, rather than on open participation.
Furthermore, in replying to the superintendent's recommendation, the Board
went along with the idea of a select group of participants. This seemed ex-
actly what the superintendent wanted. All this suggests that one element im-
plicit/in Hypothesis Three - the notion that the change, process should be parti-
cipatory - did not seem an overriding concern on the superintendent's part.



The other element in Hypothesis Three - the idea that changes had to be co
prehensive and drastic is also not, supported by the superintendent's pre-
sentation to the Board of Education. ,When he asked the 'Board to endorse the
concept of a Master Plan, he expressed the belief (quite-unrealistic, given

e large scope of the planning task) that such a plan could be drafted within
ar's time.

The superintendent had repeatedlpasserted that comprehensive re-
forms were needed because we should avoid "putting patches or patches ".
It could also be that although he wanted to embark on long7ralige planning and
sought to accomplish educational change, he was not blear about how to ac-
complish this, since his knowledge was imperfect and he did not have a handle
on a change technology. This possibility - that the superintendent wanted to
achieve educational .chasige but that the technology was unknown - becomes ap-
parent as we examine various pieces of evidence from the various stages of
the process. As will be seen in our analysis of the rational decision-making
model, instances of unclear technology were present throughout the life of the
Project and may account for events which are not satisfactorily explafried by
any one of the three selected hypotheses.

The document in which'the superintendent presented his .idea to the
'Hoard of Education was a brief threepage paper, its. substantive portion eon-
slating of three small paragraphs ( i.e. , the. Section describing the elements
of the. Master Plan). According to the document, the Plan would include the
"needs, mission, philosophy of education, and goals of the MCSD for the seven-
ties and early eighties"; the "anticipated constrahits, opportunities, interests,
requirements, and conditions that will prevail in the district during the seven.;.
ties and early eighties"; and "the redesign of the MCSD educational system
including the design of a system for moving the change as we move from where
we are to where we want to be." Al:

Examination of the Board minutes for the meeting of October 19th -
when the superintendent made the formal presentation of his project - reveals
that most Board members did not know what .the superintendent hadbeen doing
about his "educational reformation" idea. At that time, most Board members
saw his project as a long-range planning activity that would involve community
members. Their concern at the, meeting seemed more with the citizen in-
volvement the p roject would entail than with the concept of "planning for the
future". One Hoard member stated-that the planning task "cannot be done by
the community at large, but we must seek a few really qualified people who
represent a broad base to function in the committee". Another member wanted
to know "how many different task forces, study groups, and design teams"
there would be. A third thought that there was no need to involve the.commun-
ity and that a staff committee would be equally effective.

What the superintendent requested at that meeting was simple and
quite different from what the project would become. He asked for three 'items:



a year's time "to produce a master plan"; a budget of $25,000 for the 1971-72

yea ,( presumably, the year hi which the-plan would be developed); and.author-
ization to hire a full-time director.

After some lengthy discussion,- the Board of Education approved the
superintendents idea by a 3-to 1 vote ( the fifth Board member was absent that
night but was suppOrtive of the project). In approving the superintendent's
idea; it is evident that the Board did so not because they had a full understand-
ing of what the project would entail ( something which was unclear even to the
superintendent) but because they realized that'the superintendent wab stroAly

terested in having the project., Some Board members noted that in talking to
"comMunity,residentie, the "need I or long-range planning came up constantly".
Those Board members may have endorsed the project because they saw it as
responsive to a desire in -some segments of the community to have some plan-
ning. Yet, the collective Board of Education decision seemed essentially to
reflect a standardized behavior on the part of boards toward administrators.
Boards usually defer to "educational leadership", particularly in cases where
o harm is readily apparent, and when financial costs are not very high.

From examining the, actors, problems, and choices related to the
decision' to have Project Redesign, we have seen that the most important actor
was. the superintendent. It was through his initiative and follow-through that
the district moved into having a long-range planning project. Secondly, once
the superintendent decided on a long- rangeilan approach that would "drastic-
ally change the educational syStern", neither he nor Board members discussed
alternative ways of accomplishing educational change. Some Board members

I

questioned the need to involve community members in the process but, even so,
their objections were mild. Thirdly, although the superintendent had been the
originator of the project, he was not very clear about how to p'roceed. He
sought to involve the community, yet he asked for selected participants. His

expressed goal was to accomplish educational changes to meet societal needs

of the 70's and 80's, yet he, thought that a year Was enough time in which to de-

velop such a plan.

THE CHOICE OF THE PR6JECVS DIRECTOR

If the intention was to have a pa icipatory" project, the initial phase

of Project Redesign was very closed. Shortly after receiving pertnission from
the Board, the superintendent initiated a search for the -project's director.

Although there is no docurnentatioki, ,we Im.4 from various central -
e administrators' statements that the superintendent intended to hire the

"boardwatcher" who had drafted the conceptual plan, as director of the project.
However, the Board members had rejected this proposal because they felt that

the "boardwatcher" was perceived by others ( and, in fact, described himself)

as a "gadfly". Also, they thought there was a need for someone who was

"uncontaminated "; essentially, someone new.

i



A notice announcing the, director's position circulated within the dis-
in November but, as one administrator confided; later, such announcement

vas made because it was "mandated by law" - no one really expected to find the
person to lead the sumrintendent's project among district teachers. * When
the internal search fails' to produce a director from among six in-housecandi-
dates, a Beard member wrote tolhe dean of a school of eduCation of a mid-
western uniVersity;:asking him for the names of potential candidates: The
dean's reply fisted six OsPibilfties all of, them recent gradtates of an "educa-
tional leadership training program" at his university. The person chosen as
director would,be a graduate_ of this prcigram, a man who had been an advertis-

.ing and marketing executive in a large firm for twenty-years. He .had, switched
careers and had just finished his 20-month "educatienal leadership" program.

According to those who were members of the interview teams, the
man chosen had been selected for various reasons. He had "experience in deal-
ing with people"; was: open to new ideas"; and had "just come froM an educa-
tional program and was up on recent developments". An interesting aspect in
the selection of the director was that hisRlualifieations actually did not match
those given in the flier advertising the position. The "General Description of
the Administrator for the Educational System Redesign Project", written by
the superintendent himself, listed as important qualifications: (a) "suitable
education in such areas as sociology, psychology, education, and/or related
fields; and (b) successful school and/or administrative background; understand-
ing of the institution of public education, including curriculum, finance, and
organizational management; experience in developing a system to manage change
in a school district desirable". (14) The man chosen had a B. A. in zoology, a
two-year involvement in an educational program, and '( except for a ten-week
period during which he served as a teacher's aide in an inner-city school as
part of the educational leaderPhip program) no experience as a teacher or an
administrator in a school. On the other hand, he had led a commumity-
initiated group in a large.midwestern city that had requested and attained a few,
but significant, changes in its school district; he was very articulate and had a
great ability to interact with other people and develop social networks. The
director was appointed in an executive session, and his position and salary did
not appear ins the customary "personnel action" sheet that is distributed at the
district's Board meetings.

* The superintendent appointed three teams to interview and select a director.
The teams were: (a) representatives from the two teacher organizations, a mem-
ber from a citizen-initiated group, "Forum for Education", and the Personnel
Director (6 persons in all); (b) Board members and schoOl principals ( 5 mem-
bers); and (c) members of the superfritendent's cabinet and the district research
ditector (5 members ). Q
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The choice of the actual director is in agreement with H othesis
e. if the superintendent wanted to be in the limelight, by choosing someone

recommended by the dean of a midwestern university he was insuring that Pro-
ject Redesign would be talked about through iniormal educational networks. In
addition, the selection of someone with strong public relations skills guaran-
teed that the image of the district would be properly presented and diffused.

The fact that the. superintendent had initially proposed the "board-
atelier" as project director is congruent with Hypothesis Two, i.e. , he wanted
place all activists in-a single central location. The "boardwatcher" was a very

active 'individual in district affairs and by far its best -known "constructive_ critic".
In wanting him as project director; the superintendent may have wished to under-
Score the fact that Project Redesign was to be the place where critics could go.

Yet, the choice of the act al director also fits Hypothesis Two. If 1

the Superintendent wanted to develop participation vehicle in which all critic'
arid activists could be placed, it made sense to put in charge of the project a p

1

er-
son with very strong abilities in the area of human and social relations.

The choice of the director is less consistent with Hypothesis Three.
While it is true -that the director had just completed a two-year program in educa-
tional leadership, he had never before written a plan, was not knowledgeable
about the technology of plann' and had no deep familiarity with school district
management.

The director, who assumed his position in July of 1972 spent two
months becoming acquainted with the district and the community. Actions by the
project director contributed to change substantially the hatur_ d size of the pro-
je/ct. He presented a repor(to the Board of Education in a epecial study session
on four alternative emphases the project could take. ( These were: a needs focus;
a problem-solving focus;_ a community-of-learners focus; and a goal-setting focus.)
Most importantly, he made the recommendation that a three-month ad hoc Project
Redesign ,Convening Committee of 20 or 30 members be appointed. This group was
to deal with eight project elements:

- goals
conceptual frarnewo
clarification of roles
structure and organization

- time frame
- evaluation procedures

anticipated budget and sources of funding
- archives and documentation- (15)

Here we see that the introduction of a new actor, i.e , the dil ector,
brought in a"new set of motives". Why did the director suggest the cre tion of
a Convening Committee ? According to his Own statements, there were
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three reasons: his conversations with community residents during the previous
two months had convinced him that these people wanted to be involved and would
not let major educational change .occur without their participation; he _had led a
community initiated group active in educational affairs and was, therefore, an
advocate of citizen participation; and he had "sensed" that the superintendent
wanted broad participation in the project. Another reason might be that he had
wished to increase the scope and size of the project because, in so doing, he
would increase his own status in the school district.

On September 18, four days later, the superintendent sent a memor-
andum to the Board of Education, asking the Board to take action on formation
of the Convening Committee. In his memorandum, he stated that ifsuch a body
were to be formed, it "should have a charge", that is, a clear specification of
the task to be performed. He also listed a number of suggested attributes for
membership on the committee. These were:

"Willingness to work on the task of designing Project
Redesign, rather than dwelling on specific areas of need.

Willingness to invest a significant amount of time, per-
haps eight or ten evenings and as many as two weekends,
during the approximately 90-day period allocated to this
phase o1 the project.

Being the kind of person who is generally.perceived to be
open and valued by the subgroups from which they come.
Being future-oriented and generally optimistic." (16)

At the Board meeting to decide On the Convening Committee, the
superintendent maintained it was necessary for the Board to "have a strong hand
in the appointment of members to the committee. This committee is not intend-
ed to be an instrument of the administration." He said this was necessary to
"give the Project credibility". (17) Much of the discussion by the Board mem-
bers revolved around(the issue of whether the committee should be the , "Board's
committee" or the "superintendent's committee". It was finally decided that
both the superLntendent and the Board would appoint members to the comtnitteer,
and that two Board members would work with the superintendent in "developing
a charge to be given to the committee". The two Board members appointed were
(1) a very strong supporter of the project; and (2) its only (but harsh) critic.

A very involved process ensued as the superintendent, Board mem-
bers, and the project director proceeded to select names of potential Convening
Committee members. A list of 85 nominees was compiled, including 19 ( 22 per-
cent) critics, i.e., people who were either "constructive critics" or "dissatis-
fied with the school district". (18) Of these 85, 34 were chosen; 7 i20 percent)
were critics. *

* The data on "critics" in the MCSD were obtained by asking the two central office
administrators with the greatest community contact for their opinion. These two
provided almost identical judgments in separately-held interviews.
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The charge was developed and presented to the Board as a whole at .%
a meeting on October 3. The charge of the committee was stated as follows:
"To recommend for the redesign of the educational system' to meet
community and individual needs in the 1970's and 1980's" (emphasis added).
In addition, the committee was to consider the following areas:

- a conceptual framework e bracingthe goals
for Project Redesign

organization and structure with emphasis on
dialogue among all people

time line for development

evaluation procedures (20)

By clear design, the, Co ening Committee was not to de41'with topics and areas
of educational refer only with the way the project would be organized.

A letter invitatio signed by the superintendent and the
Education had gone to the 34 chosen individuals'on September 27 (i.e
receiving Board approval). Thirty-one of the nominees accepted the
The membership, in terms of the various school constituencies, was
pare ts and citizens, 16; principals and teachers, 9; students, 6.

Board of
,. before
invitation.
as (ollows:

j Although the membership selection iras representative, in the sense
that an effort was rnasje to. appohit- individuals holding different roles in the dis-
trict (teachers,- students, parents, citizens, adrninisti/ators), there was a dis-
tinct emphasis on not having these persons aOt as spokesmen for their respective
groups The message conveyed to them by project staff was that they were to
participate as "individuals".

Analysis

Ad the process moved from selection of the director to the appointment
of a Convening Committee, we notice three features in it: (1) the maintenance of
a closed process as to who should participate; (2) a persistent lack of clarity in
the decisions made; and (3) a simplification in the kind of activities the project
was to encompass. The process of participation continued to be closed, not only
because the director had been Chosen mainly by school staff, but also because the
selection of the Convening_ Committee, which was to set the procedural blueprint
for the project, had been a very exclusive activity. There was -never a call for
volunteers to the Convening CoMmittee. Those appointed were a combination of
active persons in the school district (whether parents, teachers, or students);
some "critics"; and a fair number of "notables" who, in the Meadow City com-
munity, were professionals associated with the neighboring university or with the
city's major electronic firms.



The maintenance of the project as a cloSed one fits first two
hypotheses stated above. To have a "grandiose" project (Hypothesis Qnp)r,iit
could be argued, membership of the Convening Committee had to-be exclusive
so as to choose the "best among the best", If the superintendent wantedeto ore-
ate a vehicle to centralize participation, including .plici,,patIon by Critics
(Hypothesis Two)-, he had to, have control -over the selection of the convening
Committee. In this manner- for instance, the Committee would have "critics"
but in such a proportio n they would not have, control over decikions emerg-
ing from the group. us the Committee Cate to have 7 "critics" arnoncr-its..
31 members.

The Closed election of the Convening Conimittee does n t support
Hypothesis Three, but does not reject it, either. If the superintend ntwas'in---
deed interested in achieving drastic educational &range!' it made sense to select"
individuals so as to make sure they would be "knowle geable" and ' competent ".

In this way, the project would have a pod start, s e a very.c e-team of
individuals would have served as "foundin fathers"

The two other `features of the process so fa - the vagueness of the

decision made regarding the need for a Convening Co` ee, and the tendency
to simplify project activities - indicate a ossible lac sang e technology on

the part of the major actors behind the project nsequenee7thege led to
the limited rational action by the superintendent d the Board of Education.

The willingness of the superintendent an' the Board to go ahead with
the director's suggestion to have a,Convening Committee pipdicates that he and
the Board were not clear as to how to proceed.with the project. When the sug-
gestion was made to form the Committee, no alternatives were explored. When

the ?nembership was recommended to be between 20 and 30 persons, no one ques
tioned these figures. The ultimate number - 31 -- was not determined according
toffy discernible criterion. It appears, rather, to have beeri selected on the

basis of the number of suitable critics and notables available.

Originally, when the director proposed creation of the Convening

Committee, he had listed eight areas of activity. As the actual, "charge" to the
Committee was drafted and transmitted to its eventual members, the Areas of
activity had been reduced to four. MiSsing were activities to clarify roles within
the district, to draw up a budget and list anticipated sources of funding, and to

set up archives and documentation. Without arguing whether this was a "good"

or a "bad" decision, let us note that the reduction seemed to -be,, above all, a
matter of convenience. The "charge" was simplified, probably to make it shorter,
rather than because it had been re-examined and certain elements were to have
priority_ .

The behavior of the superintendent and the Board of Education in en-,
dorsing the proposal to have a Convening Committe and in simplifying the chdrges
of this ad hoc group cannot. be explained under any of the three hypotheses listed.
Rather, the behavior seeiiis to have been dictated more 'by reasons of urganiza-
tional dynamics. Once the issue of forming the Convening Committee was brought

34



as an "action item" on the Board meeting agenda, action had to take place. This

- action was bound td result in approval because nobody had alternatives to present,
and the proposal seemed to be satiSfactory. There did not-appear to beany major
disagreement betweenthe superintendent and the Board. Furthermore, -a sear*
foOlfernatives would have iiivolVed additional time. is to the simplification of
theeharge, it occurred in part because the two-Board members who worked on it

=spent'only a few hours in its preparation.

THE REPORT OF THE CONVENING COMMITTEE

The district's newsletter to parents and staff (What's Happening) of

, Odtober 1072 announced the formation of the project's Convening Committee and

Said that its findings and recommendations were. to_ be submitted to the Hoard _of

Education by January 15, 1973. The article, which apparently was based on an

interview with the-director, stated: "At this time (i.e. , January-15, 1973) ,

everyone should have a somewhat better idea of what Project Redesign may-en-

-tail, how much it will cost, how long it may take, and what it may produce." (21)

The article also stated that "...the Committee is authorized only to plan how

the.project will operate, not what it will accomplish" temphasis in original).

The director was quoted. as saying that "...the project probably won't solve

everyone's problems -and it won't solve anyone's immediate problem. It. just

isn't that kind of approach. The whole idea behind Project Redesign to take

some time for long - range, global Planning." (23 )'

The Convening Committee started work on October 15 and met as a

whole ten times, although its Steering Committee Met several more times. (The

_ --Steering Committee consisted of six persons. ) It presented its -report on Janu=

ary 23, 1973, at a regular Board meeting, in a`uparticip-atory" format, not

atypical of the work of advisory committees operating in the district. This meant

that the verbal presentation of the report was done by several members, each of

whom elaborated on a section or aspect of it.

Beyond-the "participatory" aspect of the Cdaveni_ng Committee's pre-

sentation and the rhetoric contained in the introduction to its report, the document

reiterated some of the key points contained in the boardwatcher's original plan -

although, according to the project staff, neither they nor members of the Convening

Committee had ever seen a copy of such a plan. Points in common with the orig-

inal plan were the idea of four phases for the project, -the notion of having task

forces and.design teams, and thetquaintenance of a selected body of citizens and

staff members to manage the project.

However, the same document contained major, though subtle, changes..

In the presentation by the superintendent back in.1972 the project was to have four



phases: (1) one year to produce a Master Plan; two years to have (2) redesigh;
(3) preparation phases; and three years for the (4) implementation phase. In
the Convening Committee report, the four phases had different names and their
duration was left unspecified. The phases were now:

(1) Li.12r2-aratiease in which the participants
organize, develop participation and leadership skills,
become familiar with possible alternative futires, gather
resources,- specify the tasks, begin to interact.
(2) An Input Phase,' in which informed input from
clients/users and other sources systematically_ col-
lected, analyzed, and fed back for review.

(3) -A Design and Decision-Making Phase, in which
inputs are organized, alternatives developed, recom-
mendations formulated, reactions, refinement and sup-
port- pnerated by those affected, and decision-makers
endorse the changes.

(4) An Implementation Phase,. in which approved
changes-are installed. This phase also includes evalua-
tion and recycling the process by-looking again at school/
community needs and goal's for the future." (23)

A timetable totaled four 'and one-half years for these phases. But,
while the superintendent's proposal had asked for one year for the. Master Plan's
preparation, the Plan - which seemed to come under the third phase - was now
to take two and one-half years.

The Convening Committee report recommended that a Design Man-
agement Team, to be competed of 9 to 13 members., be created to "...have
general responsibility for the direction, coordination, and integration of Project
Redesign activities. The DMT would'report "directly to the Board of Educa-
tion". On the other hand, the director was to "report ,directly to the superintend-
ent" and was to have "Cabinet status"; i.e. , by one of the top-level administrators.

The report also recommended the creation of. "school/community in-
put teams". These were to be the "principal vehicle for linkage between and par-
ticipation by individuals in our schools and communities", and "the focal point for
the development and review of many Redesign proposals" (emphasis -in original).
Most significantly, membership in these input teams was to be "open to all, and
will include people of diverse and broadly-based educational interests, m
from more than one elementary school boundary area, and citizens, parents,
staff, and students.", Whereas the superintendent and the Board of Education
had originally focused on a selected group of participants, the project was now
to have open, unrestricted membership h its considerably important planning teams.



The fourth significant change is that while originally the project's
budget was to be $70, 000 per year...... but we do not expect to exceed the
$25,000 item budgeted by the - district for this purpose", the new budget was
to be $65-75,060 per year, with no reference made to what costs would be
directly paid by the school district.

From the minutes of the Board meetin of January 23, it =seems
a the Convening Committee report included sole surprises both for the

superintendent and Board members. The superintendent noted that 1;
'contained in the report is a reference to future committees reporting directly
to the Board (but) that in his view, this particular committee is different from
the Usual kind of advisory committee and (he) agrees with .the recOmmenda-
tion. (26) Some Boaird members were surprised by the tremendous deploy-
ment of community involvement it would take to form the various task forces
and school /community input teams mentioned in the report. One of the strong-
est Project supporters on the Board declared himself "staggered by the enor-
mity of the task that has been set" , but could see no reason not to embark
Upon it. (27)

Converi'Mg Committee members completed ,their` presentation to the
Board of Education by asking it to rt..... receive and review the report, an
the Board considers the report satisfactory, then (1) reindorse Project Rede-
sign, (2) make a public announcement of that reindorsement, and (3) alloW a
response period and encourage feedback." (28)

At the next meeting of the Board of Education (February 6, 1973),
and in the absence of any feedback to the Convening Committee report - even
though some Board members had expressed a desire to have the -report before
making a decision - the superintendent asked the Board to take action on the re-
port. The Board readily complied and the projebt was unanimously "rein-
dorsed". The significant aspect of this decision is that not one Board member
seemed to connect it with the approval they had given niore than a year ago to
the superintendent's proposal to embark on a planning project. .In October of
1971, when approval was given to the superintendent'si request, the motion had
been to give him permission to (1) hire,a director, (2) allocate $25,000 of dis-
trict funds to the project, and (3) produce, within 12 months; a Master Plan.
Further, it t as stated that ,the Board will decide at that time whether or
not to proceed with the redesign, preparation, and implementation phases. " (29)
Fourteen months later, the Convening Committee presented, not a Master Plan,
but, instead, a structure and procedure for the roject. And-yet; not a single
BOard member attempted to evaluate the project's first year activities as a cri-
terion for continuing or stopping the project. No one seemed to remember.

It has been noted already that it was very unrealistic to have expected
a Master Plan to overhaul the entire educational system in no more than a year's
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time. The point to be underscored is not the failu of the project staff and
the Convening Committee to produce such a plan, y t-the almost non-existent
organizational memory on the part of thP Board of ducationft It did not see
a connection between the decision of February 6, 1 73 and tee one previously
made in October, 1971. indication of this is th. while the 1971 decision,
which approved the Project for one year only, had Wien about 66 percent of
the Board's meeting time; the February 1973 decis on, which committed the
district to a four-year Project took, only 20 percer of the Board's meeting
time.,

How is it that the Convening Connflittee *signed the recommenda-
tions which it finally presented? Although the Cominittee made a "collective
presentation" beforethe Board, the work was done= jy its six-member Steering
Committee. Most Committee members were satisfied with their'performance
and product, but those who were not noted that the steering Committee had writ-
ten drafts of the report and presented them to the other members for approval,
instead of incorporating the various members' idea and helping the group ex-
plore alternatives. In a self-evaluation report whi h summarized comments of
Committee members on completion of their task, one member said, "When the
Steering CommitteeWas agreed on, its task was to*ork out agendas for the
Convening Committee. After it decided. that we weren't moving along and made
a first attempt at a draft, we fell into the pattern of responding to the Writings

of the Steering Committee. As a total group,', we did not discuss whether this

was the best pattrn to follow The Convening Committee members, in spite

of all the reading Matter, felt out of touch with the process. We did not know

where the areas of difference and agreement lay, dr how the Steering Committee

arrived at particular conclusions." (30)

The-re is reason to believe that- much of what was decided occurred
outside the Convening Committee meetings. Reading of their minutes does not

indicate many. outcomes from their-deliberations. In contrast, it seems that
the role of the Project staff was significant-in shaping many of the Steering Com-

mittee recommendations. As one member stated, "It was there (in the Steering
CoMmittee) that the staff undoubtedly played its most prominent role; in the total
committee, the staff remained fairly unobtrusive." (31) On the other hand oi

every action proPosed by the Steering Committee seems to have been a calculated
decision on the part of the project director. For instance, the recommendation
that he have cabinet status was not ',lade by the director himself, but by a gradu-
ate student volunteering his services in tkConvening Committee, According to

the student, the suggestion was made in an attempt to assure a much-needed liai-
son with ongoing district operations for the prejeet. The presence of the project
director in cabinet meetLngs would develop two-way communications; in addition,

it would give the project more legitimacy in the district.

Analysis
To summarize he work of the Convening Committee, we note.

that 14 months after the superintendent-obtained approval for his project, he was

surprised by some of the new features it was assuming. -The oard did not



remember. that it was supposedato decide, on the basis of a produced Master
Plan,,whether the project should be continued. Although the Convening Cony-
mittee had been formed to create a participatory process, it (1) had been
ehesen through a very closed.process, and (2) only a handful of its members,
contributed to,what was eventually presented as the group's report.

Hypotl esis Ond had posited that the project was started because of
the superintendent's inclination toward large projects as a status symbol. 1
Would he, therefore,. have been expected to publicize his project? This he did.
While the Convening Committee was working on the report, the superintendent
wrote a letter to several well-known educators, telling them about his project
and inviting them tee come to the district to discuss it. _Among the educators
invited was the state Superintendent of Schools, but he declined. Six of thOse
contacted, including two from a neighboring state, came for one day (all ex-
penses paid):. During the meeting, the superintendent asked them essentially
two questions: "How do you feel about Project Redesign and what can you con-
.tribute ?" and "How can we proceed from here?" The advice he got was- mod-
est: "Know what you are doiltig"; "Know how you are going to spend the money"
"Don't ask for a big grant." (33) This meeting had no follow-up. 'While a
reason might have been that the experts' contributions were quite meager, the
fact that these people were asked to meet with the superintendent, rather than
with the working Convening Committee, might suggest that the purpose of this
gathe,Tigg was, mostly of a public relations nature.

According to Hypothesis Two, the superintendent was seeking 0.0
all participants into a single channel, as well as to deflect particiPants from in-
volvementvolvement Ln ongoing concerns and problems of the district administrators.
His behavior matches several eXpeclations attached to Hypothesis Two. He
would have liked the recommendation that the project's coordinating bodceNte
Design Management Team, would be filled only by a selection process, in which
he would participate as an active judge. He would also have liked the vagueness
in the Convening Copmittee'report regarding implementation and evaluation
steps. The report contained a number of ground rules, a description of the
structure of the project (the DMT, the various task forces, the planning teams,
relations between the roject and superintendent and the Board of Education);
yet, it said nothing about the process of acceptance/rejection of the'proposals
and their _implementation. Tke report stated that "validated proposals" would'
be accepted by the school district, but it left unclear how this "validation pro
cess" 'was to be effected.

The behaviorlof the superintendent and the Board of Education
acting to the Convening Committee"g recommendations does not contribute evi-
&nee to validate H othesis Three. If there was indeed genuine concern ith
educational renewal and if the phange process was indeed to be participat
the superintendent and the Board should have wanted to discuss recommendations
in detail and ask bomMunity members (parents, teachers, students, taxpayers
in general) for their opinions about the report. The process should have been



-much more deliberatei, Theregs no written evidence that an one-reacted to the
Convening Committeets recommendations. The Board approved the report,
following a superficial-discussion. Further, statements made by the project
director, stressing that the project would not "solve anyone's`problem", weak-
ened the proposition that educational change wasdesired; at the same time, the
constant characterizationef the project as dealing with "global, long-range plan-
ning" contributed to giving the project a 'Tuturistic° rather-than a "change agent
-linage.

.
Immediately thereafter, the city's newspaper carried "an invitation

from the President of the Board of Education". This announcement asked for the
community's "written response" to the Convening Committee report and for
"nominations for persons to serve on a Design Management Team which will co-
ordinate Project Redesign.' " . (34) The announcement described the project as
"Scomprehensive study of, e Meadow City school system to determine what
changes need to be made to meet the needs of the children in the Seventies and
Eighties".

The Board President's invitation, public as it was, was addressed to
a very select group of individuals, since DMT membership was deemed to require
"collectively", several uncommon attributes:

"a. ,fu_nctioning of our present school System'
techniques and principles of planning and organ-

_

izational theory
c. student, staff, and parent perspectives
d. the diverse needs and interests of the community_
e, alternative and emerging educational systems
f. techniques of decision-making, conflict resolution

communication, arid participation and group interaction
g legal knowledge (i.e., the Education Code)
h educational theory and practice" .(35)

Additional and "off-the-record" characteristics - mentioned in a memo
from the project director to the Board of Education -.were to be "minority consid-
eration", "high conceptual skills, to deal with many complex and subtle Managerial
problerris", and "nurturing skills". (36> fieflecting the great emphasis on the proper
selection of individuals, the director's memorandum stressed that the composition

of the DM'kwill have an enormous Mfluence on the conduct of the redesign process
and in developing and managing detailed operational plans. "

Some 133 persons responded to the call for membership- in the DMT.

Of these, 11 ire finally selected: five parents and citizens withou(school chil-
dren, three principals and teachers and three students. No "critics" were



among these members. According to competent informants in the district,
they were individuals well known for the usually "supportive" and "Construct-
ive" involvement in educational issues. To be selected for the DMT Was per-
ceived by the various candidates as quite an honor. One member was tocon-
fide later that she had been proud to have been selected. "Wow, they cheSe
me; they want my opinion." (37)

The proud DMT held its first meeting on April 23,, 1973. As it be-
gan to function, the report by the Convening Committee became its guide.
Thus,' much of the initial DMT work revolved around setting in motion the task
forces, which' gie:jo obtain the data base for the planniiii process, and, later,
organizing tfieVanning teams, which were to develop proposals for long- range'
educational change.

An organizational procedure devised by the Convening Committee re-
port was that,the DMT would submit quarterly reports to the Board of Educa-
tion to keep -it -aware of the project's progress and development. The DMT'
dedicated considerable time to preparing these reports, but after three of them,
had been submitted, they were discontinued. Reasons for this, according to the
DMT chairman, were that the Board and others who received the reports "were
not reading them", and that the. DMT "didn't sense great enthusiasm on the part
of the Board of Education at the presentation .of the quarterly reports." (38)
According to the Board minutes for the meeting_ s al which DMT reports were sub
milted, the attention given to discussion ofthe project represented only approx.-.
imately 20 percent of the meeting time. However, comments by Board members
were rather superficial. A great deal of "pleasure" and "enthusiasm" with DMT
work was expressed, yet hardly any questions were asked about substantive
issues regarding the ongoing work of the task forces, nor about forthcoming
planning teams. When the DMT reports were discontinued, neither, the Board
of Education nor the superintendent seemed to be aware of this. In any case,
no official questions were raised.

While attention to the activities of the DMT "decreased monotonically",
in the view of some DMT members, both the Board and the superintendent showed
great interest-An utilizing resources available in_,the DMT, particularly some of
the technical eNpertipe of several participants. During the 'life of the project,
the district organized two campaigns to increase school tax revenues, carried
out a budget priority survey in the community, and dealt with the problem of
closing three elementary schools because of declining enrollment. In all of
,these instances, the superintendent and the Board drew on the project's person-
nel and its voluntary participants to lend technical help.

After the task forces completed the compilation of data assigned to
them, the DMT proceeded to recruit participants for planning teams. It spent

iol/a great deal of time debating the possible topics tote 'overed, and whether it
should allow planning teams to choose what they wanted to examine, or assign
them a topic. Although the DMT never made these decisions, it produced a docu-
ment, "Description, Functions; and Ground Rules for the School /Community
Input Teams", stating that the basic charge of each planning team was to develop



"validated proposals for, long-range educational improvement in the MCSD". It
defined as a "validated proposal" one which presented evidence that (1) it is edu-
cationally sound; (' it is legally and financially feasible; (3') it is acceptable to
the professional st, who will be directly affected by the proposal; (4) it is ac-
ceptable to and desired by those members of the community who will be directly
affected; (5) it is a response not merely to present needs but to future needs and
opportunities." (39)

The DMT's behavior regarding the formation of the planning teams is
best described as fortuitous. A small-group consultant who helped in the training
sessions of the teams early in January 1974 had argued that the teams should feel
free to gather around common concerns. In consequence , planning teams formed
in January were given complete freedom to select their problem areas. When addi-
tional teams were formed in July and August, the DMT felt that there were some
aspects of the school system which were not receiving attention. Hence, planning
teams formed at that til-fle,were given a topic for examination,'that is, they were
given "charges" to deal with, and participants now chose teams with clear assign-
ments, rather than with self-defined problem areas.

Interviews held with Board of Education members and central office
administrators in July 1974 revealed that they had little awareness of the project's
task forces and planning teams. The knowledge of these individuals ranged from
little to moderate, with the eXception of one Board member, who had volunteered
to serve as liaison between the 'Board and the DMT. Most Board members and ad-
ministrators had read some of the task force reports, knew_ there were some plan-
ning teams now formed, but didn't know what areas they were de ling with. More
crucially, there was a disparity regarding the objectives and expectations of the

-project. Some Board members and q_draMistratorS wanted -the project --to-focus on
the future and come up_ with "creative" proposals; others wanted the project to
help in current problems; still others wanted the project to emphasize its process
(i.e. , involving community members as participants), rather than any particular
outcome. The superintendent himself said that the project's main usefulness would
be in producinge'a greater, understanding of the school system and the problems it
has, such as the case of tenure of poor teachers". (40)

It is of interest to note that there was a low level of concern and aware-
ness 6? Project Redesign on the part of Board members and top-level school 'dis-
trict officials, despite the fact that the project's structure was designed specific:
ally to avoid this. As indicated earlier, the DMT was to report quarterly to the

_Board and the director -met weekly with the superintendent and his principal assist-
ants in cabinet meetings, -In the case of the DMT, it appears to have failed to re-
ceive Board attention because the Board's concern tended to focus on the immedi-
ate issues it faced in its meetings. As f ar the project director, he became so
involved in helping the district hi several immediate issues that he gave less im-
portance to his role as long-range planner. Although hid personal estimate was
that he was devoting (during the years 1974-75) approximately
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25 percent of his e to district issues, as opposed to project activities, estim-
atei by other competent observers put that fignre between 60 and 70 percent. In
addition, it appears that some idiosyncratic factors operated in the director's
failure to use cabinet meetings to keep others informed of Project Redesign active
ities. According to one cabinet member:

(The director) didn't come into cabinet and walk us
through what was happening, lie didn't get us excited
or involved; just gave us reams and reams of stuff.
We' .asked him for reports, but we didn't get them. He
didn't seem secure in what he was doing, and didn't
seem to want to talk about it.

Analysis

(41)

Werethe developments described above at odds with the hypotheses
we have posited? Under Hypothesis One, the superintendent's intention, was to
have the district talked about and to get visibility. To do so, he would have em-
phasized external rather than internal issues of the project. There were, in
fact, project-related developments that bolstered the image of the district as an
"innovative school system". The superintendent's speech on an "educational sys-
tem for the future" was printed by the State Department of Education in, a publica-
tion, Education for the People, sent to all school districts in the state. A grant
proposal to the National Institute of Education to study the planning teams as a
"social invention" was successal.. The ME grant gave the MCSD $122, 500 for a
three-year period; more importantly, in the words of the superintendent, that
"demonstrated that what we are doing is important nationally. NIE grants are
among the most prestigious in the nation." (42)

Additionally, the project director wrote an article for the state school
.

administrators' journal, describing Project Redesign as "making our District
planning-conscious, future-conscious, and participation-conscious in fresh and
innovative ways." Within the school/community, five articles were written about
Project Redesign, both in the local paper and, in the district newsletter. The super-
intendent sent a letter to six neighboring school district superintendents, inviting
them to "monitor" the process, discuss its progress, and audit sessions of the
groups. He personally arranged for the state association of school administrators
to pay for their= travel and dinner expenditures. For his part, the project director
invited the dean of the school of education of an important western university to
speak to DMT and planning team members. All these events tend to support Hypo-
thesis One..The image of the MCSD as a lighthouse was considerably reinforced by
these activities.

According to Hypothesis Two, the superintendent would have wanted
to make sure that as many critics as non-critics became involved in the project.



Yet, while there was a conscious decision to include critics in the Convening
Committee, the composition of the DMT included only` individuals known for
their supportive involvement in school activities. Furthermore, while the
DMT was very careful in the selection of task forc:-! members, involvement
in the planning teams was left quite open. While it Is possible that by the time
the planning teams were formed, the project might have developed an image
as "the superintendent's project", participation in the planning teams was,
nonetheless, unrestricted.

The evidence gathered for this period does not support Hypothesis
Two. If one of the purposes of Project Redesign was to provide a central chan-
nel for participation, several of the superintendent's actions contributed strongly
to weaken rather than strengthen the status of the project as a central vehicle
for participation. When interviewed in June, 1974, the superintendent had said
he, hoped Project Redesign would help to "synchronize" the "multiplicity of ef-
forts" going on in the district. Yet, he did little to help the legitimacy or status
of the DMT and the various planning teams. Reports sent to him by thesy groups
went largely unanswered and unused. It is noted, however, that when asked
whether he had used the materials produced by the participants, the superintend-
ent maintained that he had "used them in cabinet meetings" * and that such input
had been "valuable and useful". He also said that he had not reacted to them be-
cause they were "interim reports and didn't ask for decisions". (43) In con-
trast to his perception, various-persons in the district - particularly parents -
had commented informally that "there have been a number of decisions made in
the district with long-range implications, with no involvement by Project
Redesign".

The most clear-cut action taken by the superintendent and construed
by others as deleterie:1,7 to the project's status occurred when he formed middle-
school task _forces in the three junior high schools in the district to deal with the

oblem of movi ng from a "junior high school" to a "middle school" format.
Since one of the project planning teams had been working for some months on
early adolescent education and had developed a set of criteria for an "ideal mid-
dle school", the superintendent's decision disturbed this planning te4m and con-
vinced some DMT members that the project was not "the project to end all
projects", but simply "one more advisory committee". When two DMT members
wrote to the superintendent protesting this decision, he corrected his action by
having a member of the Project Redesign planning team serve on each of the

Note that this assertion by the superintendent contradicts the statement made
by some of his cabinet members. As quoted on page 37 , one of his closest
associates claimed limited knowledge about Project Redesign developments.



ee appointed middle -school task forces. Yet some psychological damage had

a ready been done.

According to othesis Three, if the superintendent really saw Pro-
ject Redesign as a vehicle for drastic educational change, he would have moni-

tored more closely the products derived from the DMT and the planning teams,

and given them more attention and salience. The superintendent indicated in an

interview midway through the project that, according to his leadership style,

"If-you are going to tell people you're going to do long-range planning, then you

have to let them go; you can't dirt them"; and that, "in my model, the super-
intendent is willing to let loose. ou get more from people if you let them

\ate in a comfortable manner." ( 1 ) While it is possible that he may have
wanted to give project participants as much room for action as feasible, his be-
havior verged on indifference toward the project. There was no comment or

response on the part of the superintendent or the -Board to material presented
by the various task forces or planning teams. As noted above, the.DMT quar-

terly reports were discontinued because of lack of attention by these individuals.

Another indication of the low level of attention paid to Project Redesign is that

hi preparing a list of educational priorities for 1973-74 to be discussed by the

Board of Education, the superintendent listed Project Redesign as eighth in pri-

ority among eleven items. Moreover, as the Board discussed this list, it nar-
rowed it down to six priorities; Project Redesign was not one of the six.

The issue of an unclear planning technology surfaces in the work of

the DMT. It was never entirely-able to define its role in the project. On the

one hand, it felt its main responsibility was to "monitor the progress of the plan-

ning teams" and to "see that they were in some form carrying their charge out".

On the,other hand, it "wanted the planning teams to feel free". (45) In the ab-

sence of. a means by which to determine, which role was better, the DMT lived
with this ambiguity and its performance was often obscure. Various planning

team leaders never saw a need for the DMT; they were not sure of what it was
supposed to do. Despite the fact that the DMT itself had called for a "valida-
tion" procesS for the proposals originating in the planning teams, it never at-

tempted to enforce its own definition. Had it decided to do so, a mechanism

for the "validation" of proposals would have had to be established. A more mun-

dane reason for the DMT's failure to monitor the work of the planning teams was

that the DMT members - bOng volunteer participants - could not find time to

attend both DMT meetings and those of the planning team they were supposed to

monitor. As a result, a DMT leader was to say of the DMT's knowledge of the

planning teams, "We didn't !mow about rho,ir health, their pulse... " (46)

T E LIFE OP THE TASK FORCES AND THE PLANNING TEAMS

The DMT utilized the Convening Committee report as its main guide-

line. Thus, it formed task forces to "conduct special tudies" and to "develop
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input for 'use by the DMT and the planning teams' ". Subsequently, the DMT
formed planning teams to "provide a liaison between Project Redesign and the
people" and to serve as the "focal point for the development and review of
many Redesign proposals", as stated in the Convening Committee report.

The task forces were formed with selected members and consider-
able time was spent on their selection. From a total o 168 persons who vol-
unteered to serve, the DMT chose 111. In contrast, .the teams were
characterized by their open membership. Whoever wanted to participate could
do so. Recruitment letters were sent to all teachers and other district staff;
to "parents and students", and to numerous "community leaders". Approxi-
mately 200 persons expressed a desire to serve on the planning teams and about
120 became stable participants; that is, they were Lnvolved with their planning
team for at least six months. A number of persons joined the Project but with-
drew shortly afterwards.

In spite of the differences in membership and function, the work of
the task forces and planning teams exhibited many similarities. In both cases,
the group's work tended to be done by a small three-to-six person core. In the
development of their work, the search for alternative ways of presenting data
and/or proposals was minimal and more implicit than explicit. The productivity
of these teams in terms of written reports was high. A total of forty-one reports
were written, not including the final long-range plan, an eighty-page document.
Both the task forces and the planning teams considered their mission accomplished
with the presentation of their reports, rather than with seeing them used or acted
upon. Data from interviews with and questionnaires from the participants showed
that the interpersonal and learning experience afforded by the small-group setting
of the task forces and planning teams was considered very important by the par-
ticipants - so important that it seemed to be more valuedthan the desire to
achieve specific outcomes.

Project staff made available all the work of these task forces and the
planning teams by sending it to school personnel in the top and mid-management
positions in the district and by providing copies to anyone, on request. Several
of the reports met heavy demand, particularly a needs assessment survey of the
district, and some reports from the teams on alternative elementary learning
environments, the education of early adolescents, and high school graduation
requirements.

7
* See Nelly'P. Stromquist, "Antecedent and Concurrent Conditions of Participa:-
tion: The Case of Participatory Educational Plaiming." Unpublished Ph. D. dis-
sertation, 1975.



The purpose of setting up the task forces had been to develop a data
base for use by the planning teams in designing the various long-range pro-
posals. However, while the work of the task forces was found "useful" and
"interesting" by different segments Of the school and conmunity, the planning
teams did,not use the data as anticipated. Generally, the data utilized in the
preparation of planning team recommendations were gathered by the teams on
the basis of their definition of the particular problem. They frequently car-
ried out extensive literature searches, visited schools, and interviewed per-
sonnel in the school district. Five of the ten planning teams gathered data
from the school/community by means of surve,xs,; in this way, approximately_
2500 community and staff members participate.d indirectly in shaping the plan-

t&ning proposals.

Why did the planning teams fail to use, to any significant extent, the
work of the task forces? A major reason seems to be the limit7d usefulness
of the tasli force reports tosthe definition of problems and the generation of
solutions chosen by the planning teams. Besides, there is evidence that the
work of the planning teams did not fit a rational model of planning.

From the team coordinators' description of their planning activity,
alternative solutions were seldom explored formally. In some cases, the pro-
posed solutions "emerged" from the data-gathering-process itself. This was
particularly true when surveys of parents, students, and teachers were util-
ized. For instance, a planning team which explored alternative teaching en-
vironments at the elementary level offered as its "solution" the fact that the
results of its survey ha7a indicated that while some people liked "structured
schools", others liked "open classroomp"; others liked "individualized and
prescriptive schools"; and so on. Another team charged with reviewing exist-
ing administrative practices and procedures and recommending alternative
structures and processes of administration reduced its charge to the carrying
out of a survey of administrative needs and its main recommendation was that,
since about 50 percent of the respondents perceived central administrators as
"very ineffective" or "ineffective", there was a need to understand the reason
for this perception.

In other cases, the eventual redefinition of the problem led to the
formulation of 'its solution; that is, the planning proposal. An example of this
was the case of the curriculum planning team. Unable to fellow its charge,
which included among other tasks the design of a procedure to integrate K-12
curriculum offerings, the team redefined its charge to argue for the creation
of a curriculum commission, to be composed of citizens, parents, and school
staff. Once the "problem" was so defined, its "solution" dealt with the pos-
sible membership and functions of such a commission.

Although the mainrole of the planning teams was that of contributing
proposals to a long-range educational plan, the teams carried out their work
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in isolation from one another. Over the life of the planning teams, only two
general meetings took place, and little information was exchanged on their
specific activities. On the other hand, planning team members were gener-
ally pleased with their involVement in the project and did not show an interest
in learning what other teams were doing or in seeing that the DMT would in-
corporate all of their proposals' in the long-range plan and that the Board of
Education would accept or implement their recommendations. It appears that
an important reason fa the involvement of many participants was not the out-
comes that would be generated by Project Redesign (i.e. , "educational change")
but the pleasure of participating in planning deliberation-, in and of itself. *

k,_
While toile work of the planning teams was hardly the regular rational

.process in which alternative solutions were evaluated and the various proposals
advanced in terms of their general fit in a comprehensive long-range plan, the
DMT - and particularly the project staff - gave a great deal of attention to the
level of specificity the proposals would have. After intensive consideration,
they decided that all proposals to be included in the long-range plan would be
formulated as "operational goals". The term "operational goal" was defined as
"a description of the desired future possible for-the organization within a time
span of from two to five years." (47) Team coordinators attended a meeting
in which the term was further clarified by mean of examples, and they were
also given individual help in phrasing the reco mendations. The decision to
have "operational goals" was justified by p ject staff by the need to have "the
right level of abstraction': and not to have the proposals "either too abstract or
too specific". It was thought that the forthcoming public debate on the proposals
would be fostered by this level of speCificity.

Analysis

The work of the task forces and the planning teams reflects the lim-
ited rationality that characterized the planning process of Project Redesign. The
performance by the task force and planning team members bears on the three
hypotheses of the Rational Model only indirectly. However, the behavior of the
superintendent toward these groups would have been expected to be different un-
der each of the three hypotheses. The superintendent's behavior toward the plan-
ning teams must be considered as critical, because their products were to be the
proposals by which "educational change" would be accomplished.

* Stromquist, ibidd. For an expanded description of the process of planning car-
ried out at the plaming team level, see Rudolph Johnson and Nelly Stromquist,
"Participatory Educational Planning: Report of a Field Experiment", paper pre-
sented at the AERA annual meeting, San Francisco, April 1976.
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According to Hypothesis One, the superintendent should have given
as much publicity as possible to the reports of the task tomes and the pro-
posals of the planning.teams. In this way, observers in other districts would
have seen the "products" coming from an innovative project.' This the super-
intendent did not do. On the other hand, he did not have to do it, because the
pre)ect staff took care of that. A great deal of emphasis was in fact placed
on printing all the reports and making them available at no cost. In addition,
the project director joined the consultantship circuit and attended numerous
meetings and presentations where he spoke of the "uniqueness" and "achieve-
ments" of Project Redesign. Indirectly, then, Hypothesis One is supported.

Under Hypothesis Two, the superintendent's intention would have
been to place all participants and critics in a central place. As time went by,
he became less and less interested in the project. In an interview on February
5, 1975, he expressed concern that the project was not attracting more teachers
and staff, ..but seemed to believe that it had done quite well in reducing_ the num-
ber IA critics.

"By and large, people who worked in Project Redesign came
to be very supportive of the schools and were equally sup-
portive of change where it was necessary..... It was a vehicle
for people of divergent views to soften one another; now (there)
was tolerance for other views. People who came in were
active in the community and with fairly strong views. When
they went back, they hari a different story to tell."

The superintendent expressed the belief that the participants in Pro7
ject Redesign had become "missionaries" as they had "understood the problems
of the district". Yet, when he was asked to name some of these individuals, he],
could mention only one, and even so, he mispronounced the name. There wer,,41
only 18 critics (or 8 percent) among the task force and planning team members.
In terms of attracting actual critics, Project Redesign, then, did not seem to
be very successful. HoweVer, the superintendent felt it had done quite well in
recruiting and transforming critics. We believe that this supports Hypothesis
Two.

According to Hypothesis Three, the superintendent should have been
quite concerned in reading the output of the task forces and finding out what
products were coming from the planning teams. Data from-Interviews with him'
reveal that he had read the task force reports, some in more detail than others,
but that'he was only moderately familiar with the activities of the planning
teams. In conversations with him in June, after six months of planning team
activities, if appeared that the superintendent did not know how many teams
there were nor what subjects were being treated.

When we interviewed the superintendent again in December, 1975, he
maintained that he had ",....kept aware of a good deal of Project Redesign
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through casual remarks. You lea ril to listen." However, as noted by his
behavior in appointing additional citizen committees, he was either unaware
of some planning teams or chose to ignore their products. There was no
discussion of the planning teams' recommendations, _either by the superin-
tendent or the Board. In sum, there was little evidence in the superintend-
ent's behavior toward the task forces and-ihe planning teams to suggest that
his mainrmotivation toward the project was to create major and drastic
educational reforms. It is possible that he might, have considered the pro-
ducts of the task forces and the planning teams to be of poor quality and thus
useless to him. If such was the case, he kept this opinion to himself.

VII. THE LONG -MANGE PLAN

In July, 1974, barely six months after the planning teams had
started to function, the superintendent announced his decision to retire. Be-
cause the MCSD was a "lighthouse district", the Board initiated a nation-wide
search to hire a new superintendent. The brochure printed for his recruit-.,,
rnent described Project Redesign .as "an extensive long-range planning program".
It stated that the project would submit to the Board of Education a Master Plan
"for consideration in the spring of 1976".

When the new superintendent came to the district in April 1975, he
spoke to the project director and apparently stated his expectation to see such
a plan because, after the meeting, the director exclaimed, "My God! We have
nothing to show him." The planning teams had been requested, in November of
1974, to formulate their proposals for the long-range plan in the form of opera-
tional goals. By April, 1975, most planning teams had presented their respec-
tive operational goals to the DMT, but-there was no sense of urgency in prepai-
ing the plan. The arrival of the new superintendent precipitated a frantic activi-
ty to draft it.

The writing of the long-range plan paralleled the process by which
the Convening Committee prepared its report. It was noted in an earlier sec-
tion of this paper that most of the Convening Committee recommendations had
been written by its Steering Committee, which had presented several drafts for
approval to the rest of the Committee. In the case of the long-range plan, the
full-time members of the project staff served as the,de facto steering commit-
tee of the DMT. They presented eight- drafts for approval to the DMT members
ut, essentially, they wrote the long-range plan. In doing so, the staff incor-

porated in Coto the operational goals advocated by some planning teams; in other
instances, they chose from among the operational goals presented by some of
the other planning teams; and in still other cases, they developed operational
goals which seemed necessary to include, in the light of what they had perceived
as a need or preference in some of the task force reports, or in conversations

5



between the project staff and Board members. In all, the staff devoted ap-
proximately two months of intensive work to writing the plan. -Later, the
director was to say that he could authorship of two-thirds of
the yellow sections", which contained the proposals of the long-range plan.

The long-range plan, which was officially called the "Working.
Draft of the Long-Range Plan", contained in its final version 36 operational
goals. Table 1 presents these goals as listed in the plan and gives informa-
tion about the implementation details accompanying each goal. As can be
seen, 'the goals were somewhat vague: 18 of them did not mention the body or,
persons in charge of their implementation, and in only 3 cases was an actual
cost figure cited. Although it attempted to be a long-range plan, many of its
proposals seemed addressed to the immediate present, with no elaboration of
how they would tie in with some other proposals or desired situations. Nine-
teen of the goals did not specify a date' for implementation and, thus, were pre-
sumably long-term proposals; 10 of them were to be implemented within one
year; 6, within two years; and 1 within 5 years.

Reflecting that several proposals underwent substantial modification
in the process of being "fitted" into the long-range plan, data froni interviews
with the coordinators of the 10 planning teams and the. DMT chairman showed
that the planning teams could claim "direct" authorship of 20 of the proposals
and "indirect" (i.e., perception of some similarity or recognition of some of
their own influence) of 11 of the operational goals. The DMT asserted diet
authorship of 7 of the proposals. Five could not be recognized as their own by
any of these respondents.

Despite the fact that the DMT incorporated into the long-range plan
some of its own operational goals, its leader said, "The DMT has always been
an editing, or reviewing, body. They always felt that the master plan was not
really theirs. They never felt emotionally committed." This person said that
the master plan was "like jumping on a train the last 50 miles from a 2,000-
mile trip. We never had a-chance to put it together. It is a collection of 36
operational goals; it's not a coherent, integrated long-range plan. It would
have taken an impossib le amount of time." (48)

The,planning teams were given ample freedom to define their charges
/and propose solutions, yet the eventual operational goals which represented

their many_ onths of work were not, in general, controversial. Eight of the 11
groups at work (i.e., the 10 planning teams and the DMT) thought their propos-
als "addressed the needs and concerns of teachers"; were "extensions of what
we have been doirig"; "echoed a need this community has been expressing for
the last twenty years"; or "represent an improvement over the present situa-
tion". .Two team leaders described their proposals as innovative because these
were "trying to make the educational system more responsive to changing needs";



TABLE 1- OPERATIONAL'GOALS IN THE LONG-RANGE PLAN, BY SPECIFICITY LEVELS

,4(

GOAL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

1,1

New pupil assessment procedures

shall be made available to primary

teachers on a voluntary basis,

1.2

Two elementary classroom teachers

on special assignment shall be ap-

pointed to assist classroom teachers

in Language Arts and Mathematics.-

1,3

The Language Arts faculty at the

secondary level shall establish spe-

cific long-range objectives and indis

cators for meeting those objectives

)related to improvement in writing

and oral skills. These objectives

and proposed indicators should be

reported to the Board through the

Administration within one year of

adoption othis goal.

1,4

Each secondary school shall develop

a plan and take initial steps toward

increasing personaliza-

tion of the educational experience,

based on an appraisal in which stu-

dents are include&.

Main Implementor

Unstated

Unstated

Cost

"Language Arts Faculty at

the secondary level,"

* Responsibility of imple-

mentation under

Asst, Supt. for Instruc-

tional Services,

Date of Implementation

"Minimal out-of-pocket Unstated

expenses,"

"Resources should be

reallocate& ii

"Unknown at this time,

staff in each secondary Unstated

school.

Unstated, * "To. begin

January, 1977:'

Unstated, * "Not later

than September, 1976,1'

Unstated



GOAL

Main Implementer

1:111PLEIVIE117ATICN DETAILS

Cost Date of Implemen,ation

1.5

The Guidance and Counseling

Departments shall assess and

report on the usefulness of

self-coneept inventories af-

. fecthig learning.

1.6

`Staff development rograrns

for teachers of early adoles-,

cents shall be offered that em-

phasize practical methods of

working with students having

difficulties,

Guidance and Counseling

Department

2,1

Within one year the Board twill

approve the installation of a

sensing system to provide data

as needed on perceived needs,

operating goals and budget

2, 2

An Ad Hoe Committee appointed

'by the Superintendent shall pre-

sent comprehensive recommenda-

tions' to the Board for making the

local school the basic unit of

ecational management,

Unstated

"A rcitatuig standing coot

mittee of)eachers, adrnin-

istrato8, citizens, students,

supported by a staff person,"

An "ad hoc committee:

posed of teachers and admin-

istrators

"Mini n al"

"Mictimar

9. 0 year"

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated

'Within one year"

Unstated



2,3

As a rims of supphi ng the

Boad of Education hi its cur-

rieulum responsibility, we

propose the formation of a

District Curriculum Commis-

sion .cornposed of profession

staff merit is, parents, and

students.

2,4

Those responsible for budget

construction shall he in-

structed to make proposals

over the next five years that

recLee the ratio of ADA reve-

nue base expenditures per stu-

dent to 1.5. times the average

state quality education support

level.

2.5.

Nnumber of total staff inem-,.

hers (F,T, E,) per student shall

be Wed to enrollment, A

-change exceeding t 1% shall be

regarded a a change in policy.-

and shall 'require Board action,

2.5

Wlthi two years the manage-

aunt of all Human Services in

the District shall be coordiri-

lted,.by One department,

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Main Int le enter Cost Date of Irnplementaiion

A commission" composed.

of professional staff inem-

bers$ parents, and students

assisted by.prafessional

'staff support

"Those responsible for

-budget conatruction'

Unstated, To be the

responsibility of the Asst.

Supt. for Bus; Services/

operations .

Unstated, *.To be the res

.,ponsi6lity..pi the Ibirector

of Guidance

n$5,600/year"

Unstated

Unstated.

Urlstat

Unstated

Liastated

Unstated. 'Current'

!Within two y



GO INIiEN"TATICN DETAILS

Cost
, Date of trapletrientationMain linpleppri o.

2,7

13y fall, 1976, thabis riot shall im-

plement the California state Master

Plan as detailed in the North Santa

Clara Coady Comprehensive. Plan

for Special Education.

2.8:

The reoent'developnent of staff-

stndent-parent advisory groups in

schools and departments, and es-

pecially Special Education,. shall

be officially encouraged as District

policy,

2,9

Within one year a nevi organiz a-

tional arrangement shall be created.

to coordinate our many prograns

related to Exploratory Eqerience,

Work/Eddy, Career Awareness,

Vocational and Technical Training,

2.10 4

Within one year, factors responsible

for teacher perception of District

administration shall be identified.

and reported. Proposals shall, he

made to improve the relationship-,

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated, %"To be the

repaility of the
partraent of Instructional

ServiC es, '1

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated

' By fall of 19161'

Unstated

Within one yea r.
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2,11

Using the Adininietrative Needs

Study as a starting place, the Dis-

trict, Under the leadership of the

Superintendent, shall initiate a pro-

gram .aimed at clarification of role

andlime management for principals. ,

'3.1

During 1975-.76, AM shall hiti .

ate 2:06pprpheasive,:oteli-etdp-d

syste of staff development,

3.2

Oning operations of the D1 net

shall be used as opportunities for

staff development.

3.3,

Principals shall enable teachers to

spend at least one teaching day per

year observing in the classrooms of

other teachers, either within this

District or nearby,

3,4

During 1975-76, a confer nee for all

primary teachers shall-he held to

identify, examine, and inteiptet

changes in the role of primary

teachers, ,

60

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Main kflpleMelltOr Cost_

"Under the leadership of

the Superintendent".

* "Assn, Supt, has begun

development of a manage-

ment program,"

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated

Unstated,

"Significmt investment

.,of resources"

Unstated

Unstated

"Some staff in-service

funds should be used,"

7j
-

Date of Implementation

Unstated. "Being imple-

mented now,

"Daring 1975-76",

'Daring 1976-77"

Unstated

Unstated

'During 1975-76"

Gi



GOAL

IVIain Implementor

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Cost Date of Implementation

3.5

By September, 1976, a Teachers'

Center for elementary classroom

teachers Shall be established.

3,6 .

Within. two years,, the District shell

have organized a Parent Education

program each local school..

3,7

The' sc hbol district...shall.sive.renewe Unstated

en4hasia:.to deVelopin+tdddt

cisto0-rdalUt skins and eiviele-

4t.tsibility by providing opportuni-
,,

tics to participate b all significant

4ecisio47inalcing situations and

tatipaal structUres::::-

Unstated

"Supervision, ftindingt

and administration can be

through Adult Education, "

8

During 1975-76, the District shall

Study kid akqproposals for furs

ther ekpansion aid coordination of

volunteer program's,

Unstated. * PTA Council

lqpresept:_a report,

systemltip plan t6 provide Unstated, * "To,:be th

tive elementary leading environments responsibility of the Research

shall by developed and iniplementeth: Specialist.

during the next two to three years.

"Costs incurred would By September, 1976

be in building operation

and maintenance, other

expenses should be de-

rived from reallocation

of existing program

budgets."

Unstated "Within two years."

Unstated Unstated

Uhstated, "rot needed'

tnstated

''During1915-76"

"Within the ne.-itt two years, "

*,."Data collection to begin in

the 1976L77 school year,"



GOAL

Main Implementor

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Cost Date of Implementation

4.2

By fall, 1976, Middle Schools shall

be, established to meet more closely

the educational, social, and psycho-

logical needs of the early adoles-

cents in our District,

4.3

Within five years, a system of

competency-based educatip shall

be developed,: piloted, and a deci-

sion made to expand or drop the ap-

proach.for Palo Alto

1.4,

Within threlyears, the opRortzity

, for at least one-half of ourligh

;school students to participate in

planned, on-or-off-campus work or

career-related experience, shall be

developed,

1.5

Within two years, the PAUSD shall

establish District-wide standards

and procedures for aecreditig off-

6amptii.academic achievement,

4.6

The Adult Education program shall

be expanded at maximurn levels per-

!bitted by law to serve both intend'

and. needs that have been

identified;

Cl

Unstated

Vnstated, *"Cabinet to . Unstated, *."No in-

present report- " vestment,,needed,

"Within five years, "

Unstated. Unstated,

Unstated

"By training volunteers Unstated

(Operational Goal 3,6), pro-

viding'stordeMppment

(Operatiohat:Goal.3. 1), 'sem-

ulg senior

"Within three years."

"Within two years, "

\



GOAL

Main Implernen or

VIPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Cost Date of Implementation

4,7

The usefulness and acceptability of

community schools within the PAUSD

shall be test by the establishment

of a pilot community school= during

405=76,

5,1

A Director of Program Evaluation

shill be appointed for the District.

5,2

The Board of Educatiot,vtliFough the

Administration, shall receive re-

ports on selected major programs

prepared by the Director of Evalua-

tionand achninistrative personnel

responsible for programs, on'a

schedule agreed on by the Superin-

tendent and PrestAent of the Board,

5,3

Training programs in program

evaluation skills for staff shall be

contkicted beaming 1976-77,

5.4

Each elementary school, each de-

partme4 i4Secondary schools, and

each separately-funded department

at the\ District level shall nigntain

progrankevaluatio,n modelit both

program improvement and decision-

making levels.

Unstated Unstated, *

$26,400 budget per

year.

"During 197546"

"The District, TrA 'budget, should be

developed`,

tated

"The Director of Evalua-

tion, and Administrative

personnel,"

Covered by 5. 1

"The Director of Evalua-

Hen should have a major

responsibility,"

Covered by 5,1

"The Director of 1:)rOgrani

Evaluation,

Beginning 10p-76

,Unstated

*'Indicates Modification to the Operational Goal made when it was presented to the Board for its official action.



or "gave parents, more insight into he schools and asked individualized pro-
grams for special children". Only one team coordinator categoriZed his team
proposals as controversial. In his opinion, the proposals were "causing the
district to respond to state action" by fore frig the district to react to possible
court directivcsregardng educational finance,

The opin s of members of the Board of Education and the central
,office administrators regarding Lhe Proposals were not unlike those of the team
coordinators. BOth groups thought the plan dealt with the most important isL
sues Of the district. An administrator expressed disappointment at not seeing
more "controversial" and "innovative" propOsals. Most of the proposals were
seen by most administrators as addressed to "changes already under way in the
district". The new superintendent seemed to share these opinions:

I was pleased (with the long-range plan) but, in some ways,
it fell short of initial expectations, With the futuring and
think tanks. I expected it to be more penetrating, to pro-
pose more fundamental changes, rather than the patchwork
that it is 6 a 'e It is a series of recommendations. They did
not intend to pull them all together and show the relations
between the goals; that's a task for someone else. " (49)

The long - range -plan was presentedto the Board of Education in two
full sessions, one in September and the second in October. Members of the
planning teams - which had ceased to function after writing-their operational
goals - took part in these presentations, thus diving the projectits usual
"participatory" aura. Afterpresentation of the operational goals, the MIT
asked the Board of Educatton to adopt proposed procedure for "orderly con-
sideration of the operational goals". According to this procedure , the Board
would deal with the goals in the following order:

(I) Those which can be agreed upon and adopted wieldy.

( 2) Those for which there is relatively high agreement
but still (ha,, ) a need for staff/community com-
ment, with the likelihood of some revision and
further development before adoption.

Those which are more complex and call for the
most thorough review by staff andzommunity and
then satire developrn' ental work in response to that

1.40 "input

This procedure was usly accepted by the Board of Edue



Though no formal decision was made, the Board requested the super-
intendent and his cabinet to comment on the long-range plan. Five dates were
selected for cabinet discussion of the plan. It had ben superintendent'S inten-
tion to give "top priority" to the plan, but after some intensive discusSion, the
cabinet felt the task was very complex. In a meeting with the district staff on
October 8, the superintendent had already remarked that the proposals were
"well thought Out" and, that he had been "struck by the amount of human energy
that would be required to implement them ".

The cabinet began an in-depth discussion of the plan, goal by go
but aiter"the fourth operational goal, the superintendent suggested another
eedure61 Arguing that "a tremendous amount of process worltis going to be re-

.quired to close the gap between what the Board and cabinet buibw hoy to deal
with and what they want !', he suggested presenting the Board with dlist of "safe
Operational goals",, which he defined as "goals we have arrived at as not pre-
senting complications as we att-empt to shape; ,major changes." (51)

In preparation for the study session to be held on November 4, when
the Board would have its first formal discussion with the superintendent and
top-level administrators about the plan, the, project director sent to the Board
a memorandum stating that while "the cabinet has not completed an in-depth
annalsis of each goal", it believed that :

ff......there are Some operat n q is that iriimight be dealt
with early because the goal is ei

1. consistent with present or anticipated activitiet
2. not likely to cost enough to present a problem;
3. not likely to divert much time from current or

normal work r,Isignments." (52)

The memorandum said Lull, the'cobinet had thus selected 10 operational_ goals.
It noted that at the meeting- which the Board had received the.long-range plan,
they had indicated willin ness to deal immediately with 17 of the goals. Four of
these goals, the director ; happenci. also to be among the 10 chosen by the
cabinet,.

During the lengthy discussion that took place in the study session,
the Board and the cabinegn'S well as the project representatives, expressed
two major concerns: the need to be responsive to the people who had pa,rtici-
pated in Project Redesign,,and the need to deal with a current and important
problem the district was facing due,to declining enrollment narrielY, the elos-

, tire of three elementary schools. It was decided, in ,consequence, to adopt
tentatively the four goals that were present on both the Board and cabinet lists.
The Board president recommended adding a fifth g( al, which concerned her very
much, and a sixth wfisaldeil because "it already had been done": Additionally,
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was decided to postpone discussion an -the plan until Feb
intendent had stated c onvinoingly that:

Analysis

y. The supe

"Right now, we are in aicind_of jog jam. It (the plan) hap-
pens to be dumped in our lap at an unpropitious time. The
Cabinet will be fairly limited unless you tell us t9 change
our priorities. I feel very good with the Project Redesign
product. I say it orice,,,twice-, th'ree ii_nes trying to
find time to deal with it. For now let's show acceptance
and commitment." (53)

F

(4

In terms of the applieation of the Rational Model, it ii usl.be noted,
the key, actor the superintendent) changed durtng a crucial phase

of the project, namely, when the lonff -range plan was prepared. Since the new
ktperinfend t found Project Redesign ,Ashen he took the lob in the IVIC,SD, it is
no,lofig aopriate to attribute _o h ,,,'any of -the motivations the former'
gaperitrtendent might hav,,had. Nonetheless, it is still possible to examine
the "rationalit " of the actions that took pla'ce.

The new Stiperbtendentrs math stance toward the project was one
of closure. lie did not have reason to identify with the' project nor to feel
responsible Or its success. lie pressed for prOduction of the long-range plan
and this he obtained., . In conversations with the project staff and DMT memb'ef6;
he expressed hiS desire to act on the Fecoinnendations, but at an October meet-
ing with the district mid-level management, _lie announced that project Redesign
would end as of Januhry 1, 1976. In other words,- he had maintained that
he was very supportive of the project, he declared it disbanded at a very crucial
time_ : the products were just beginning to be discussed when it was decreed that
the body that had originated them no longer existed.

F
Piibliel, the superintendent allowed the presentation of the plan o

the Board irilwo long regularSessions. Also, he 14_4 the Board endorse .a pro-
cedure to deal with the long-range plan, but later he subtly introduced reasons
k forego this procedure. While befdre, the Board vas to deal irnmediately
with the goals by order.oi-agreernent on them, the superintendent now recom-

laded postponing consideration of the plan for four months. As mentioned
rlier, he argued that district priorities made it necessary to face the Prob-

lems of school closures first.

While tli School closure issue was important, transcripts of the vas
eus cabinet mee t which the long-range plan was discussed suggest that

,

there was reluctance on the part of .both the 3uperintende-nt and the cabinet to
ernbaiic upon a thorough examination and subsequent implementation of the pro-
posals contained in the long-ra_nge plan. Earlier cabinet concerns made



-ence to "budget priorities" the plan would bring about, and the "debilitating
effect this would have on the staff", as well as the "time problem", since there
was no "staff to do this''. (54) At a later meeting,' cabinet reluctance to deal
with the plan centered on the issue of whether the community should tell the ad-
minis rators what to do. Cabinet members made -such remarks as:

"I am uncomfortable with the fact that the Board and the
DNIT. will. lay a plan on us - the administration."

I thought it would be a dream type of thing

(w.e) can't let people influence only when ,the mood
s them. If you want accountability you must have

authority granted. If the community wants an account-
ability trip, then we must try to understand fre're
buying and it costs.- (Emphasis adele (55)

It was also at this meeting that the deci made to give the
Board a I_3st rf 1( goals -which the cabinet would prt e t 9 "goald we have a-

-rived at as ,resenting major complications as we' attexiipt to Shape imajor
changes". (56)- Cabinet transcripts, however, give evidence that the-lir-6c ecittre
by which these 10 operational goals. were -selected Was"Liief and based on
rieclieney. The superintendent simply a.skeci.cabinet m ern be rs (3' raj?' 1
hands to show. whether they Saw any major objections to _each 9peratie
The 10 goals selected -were those which r'eceivscla
least six affirmative votes from the 11-nerson,eabinet: thqient're proce-
took about half an hour.

The behavior of the Board-in .dealing with the plan also shoW
y. In accepting the superintendent's rmatiOn el ay action on the plan,

did not evaluate his assertion that he needed four months to deal with the
problem of school closures. Second, the Board's decision to 'act on the 4 goals
that appeared on the lists of the cabinet and the Boarhitself seeinio,have been,
an easy compromise. Rather than to argue whether the cabinet's qriteria
dealing mith the goals were or were not appropriate, they chose the path of
least resistance: those goals agreeable to both parties. Third, the Board did
rot asTA why the superintendent had decided to disband Project Redesign as of
January 1, 1976. After was the Board which was supposed to give offi-
eial approval for major dee ans.

Why did the Board beha ? retrospect, it Seem
the Board was quite concern e prospect of- closing three element-

ary schools. It was goirit to be a difficult decision because most parents in the
community wanted their neighborhood school to remain opeil.,_ Besides, Project
Redesi,gn had operated outside the mainstream oaf district activities and was not
seen as pro-Dosing measures vitally linked to the MCSD's survival or even
maintenance. In following the superintendent' recommendation, the Board took

I4.

1



a sensible posture, one ati fn .story- t_o'niost parties and one that seemed rela-
tively tree of search time and costs.

VIII. FATE OF PLANT'PLANNING PRPROPOSALS

By the time theplan carne up for Board action again, it was March,
1976. The planning teams had been disbanded foi at least 10 months and the
EMT had not met since December 1975. Thervolunteer participants were no

longer there. Under the process that was.used for dealing with the plan - a,

process._ reeornrnended by the director 'at the prompting of the superintendent -

the Board reviewed the operational goals by dealing vvith a group of thcni at a
tine. Table 2 shows the goals by timeline arrd action acceptance or re-
jection) by the Board..

C

TABLE

OPERATIONAL GOALS BY TENIELINE AND DECISION

(a) (b)

er .Time No. Goals' Accepted; Rejected Declined No Action

Presented

Project March 2
Director

Project May 4
Director

Proj.11es. July 8
Coo rd.

Superin- Sept. 21
tendent

Superm--
tendent

1

efers to goal about which the Board stand it would "decline to take action".

efers to goal on. which no formal dect

(*) One goal was 'stabled" indefinitely.

k place.



Table 2 also refLects the fading importance of the long-range plan.
The project director presented the first set of goals ori IVIarch 2, 1976. Six
days later, he was told by the superintendent that he was to be replaced by a
former colleague of the sup_ erintendent. When the second set of goals was pre-
sorted, the director was a lame duck and news of his replacement had been an-
nounced in the local newspaper. By the tiny the third set of goals was presented
(July 8) , the director had in twedout of town and the project's research coordin-
atorpreserited the goals. Although the proposals were stated to belong to a draft
--aim, no revisions were made of the document. On the contrary, each subsequent
discussion of the operational goals was more superficial and brief than the pre-
ce4ng one. By the titre the last set was dealt with by the Board, deliberation on
each gcial averaged slightly more than one and one-hall minutes of Board time.
Table 3 lists the operational goals as presented and as finally acted upon.

cepth tee or ectioi an operational goal meant.
As noted earlier, few of them had implementation detail attadilkii Evervaceeptance
by the Board of some of the goals was devoid of any criterion by which to judge
whether the goals were being implemented or were attaining their intended outcomes.
Only two of the adopted goals Spec ified that, report,on their progress would be pr-r
sented to the Board at a later time. In 10 cases, the Board "declined to take ac-
tion" on the goal:. This wording was, in several instances, a euphemism employed-
to reject an operational goal, will out any previous discussion.

_Ana- irsis

low cart the behavior of the superintendent ,and Board members toward
she lbng-range plan be-explained ? The superintendent expressed determination to
receive a Plan and act upon it.. Both things he did. There was little done by the
Board tliat contradicted thesuperintendent's preferences. The new superintendent
brought with him his own F et of educational priorities and.his own -style of manage=
ruent_ saw spine of.the recprnmendations of Project Redesign, in agreement with
its preferences, and others leading him into what he did not card to examine or
change, at Least for the time being. When the superiatL-2ndent liked one of the opera-

tional goals, he quickly adopted it. In onecase , his adoption,of a proposal even
preceded official action by the Board. Ironically, this goal - the creation of the'
position of Director of Research, Evaluation, and. OyienizationaL Development -
vtas one of the most exnensive, since it. necessitated a budget allocation of app-roxi--
rnately $50, 000 a year. And the fact that' the project director was appointed tO
ob made this operational goal look like a set-up.

On the other hr nd, it would be erroneous to characterize the superin-
tendent's behavior z:owarci :.he draft long-range plan as a position taken independen_tty

and in opnosiY ion- to other -points of view existing in the coronninity. There were a
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`TABLE 3

OPErtATIO IVAL .Q9A.1, OF THE Lo1 ,f1G4=1ANGE,IPLAN

GOAL

Y 1 OAR_ DECISION

FIRST ROUND: Action 5/2/76

1. The Language Arts f ai it t the
secondary level shall establit 'i spe
cific long-range objectives auk. indi-
cators for meeting obj, ectives
to improvement in writing and oral
skills. ' (# 1.3),

Within two years, th-e management
of all human Services in the district
shall be coordinated by one depart-
ment. (02. 6)

Within one year, ew organiza-
arrangement shall be created

coordhiate programs related to-
exploratory eeaperience, woric-.study,
career awareness, vocational and tee
nicai training. (412.'9)

4. During this school year, the dis-
trict shall study and make proposals
for the further expansion and coor-
dination of volunteer prograrns.
(#3.8).

5. Within five years, a system of
competency-based education shall be
developed, given a trial run and a
decision made-to e>lpand or drop the
approach. ( . 3)

6. A director of program evaluation
shall be appointed for the district.-;
(it 5. 1 )

ARI) DECISION

Accepted unanimously. The Superin-
tendent said this activity was "initi-
ated by the Board last year and is
nearing completion."

Accepted una niInou.

Accepted una=n mously.

Accepted; amended: "The Board con
Unties to give its support for the crea-
tive use of volunteers in our school
district."

Accepted unanimously. If RISE grant
is given, this will "cover part bf the
goal", said the Project Director.

Accepted unanimously. The Superin-
tendent said, "This department has
been created but the scope of responsi-
bilities has not been defined." '



OPERA` r NAL GOALS OF THE LONG7BANGE PLAN BY BOA 11D DECISION

(IDA L

SECOND TiOUND: Action taken 5/4/76

I. Two elementary classroom teachers
an sppcial assignment shall be appointed
to assist classroom teachers in Language
Arts and Mathematics. ( Eq. 2 )

The number of total staff members
(F. T. E.) per student shall be linked,
to enrollment. A change exceeding -1-1%
shall be regarded as a change in policy
and shall required Board action.
( 02.5 )

Using the administrative needs stilly
as a starting place the District, under the
leadership of _the Superintendent, shall
initiate a program aimed at clarification
of the role and time management for prin-
cipals. (0 2.11)

4-. A systematic plan to provide alterna-
tive elementary learning environments
shah be developed and imPlernenteci
within the next two or three years. (44.1)

5. By fall, 1976 middle schools shall be
established to meet more closely the
educational, social, and psychologfcal
needs of the early adolescents in our
District. (# 4.2)

6. The usefulness and c ceptability of
community- schools within the PA USD
s-aall be tested by the establishment of
a pilot community school during 2975-76.

)

BOARD DEC

Not accepted. Administration should
look for other Means to Satisfy
teachers'. need for help.

Accepted; amended: "The Board of
Education shall consider the ratio
of staff members/ADA as part of its
annual budgetary, process

Accepted; amended: The program is
under. way,-so ".. shall initiate..
is -not applicable. "The Board sup-
ports the- Superintendent and his staff
in thocinanagerfient training program
aimed-at'elardication of role and time
management for principals.

Accepted; amended: "The Board of
Education endorses the concept of pro-
viding alternative elementary environ-
ments,-,and shall respond to requests
for the formation of new-; District-wide
learning environments whicli have met
the criteria set foth in Board pelicy."
(Not voted upon.)

"Board men;ibers acicnowled ed comp-
lishment of this goal."

Not approved.



OP RAT NAL GOALS OP THE LONG-RANGE PLAT 'EY BOARD DE

AL

T. IRD ROUN_D:' Action taken 7/8/76

1. New pupil assessment procedures shall
be made available to primary teachers on
a voluntary basis. -0 1.1)

2. The Guidance and Counseling Depart-
ment shall assess and report on the use-
illness of self-concept inventories

ng learning. (tb 1.5)

3. luring 1976-77, a conference for
all- primary teachers shall be held to
ire tlfy, examine, and interpret changes

ole of primary teachers. (#3.4 )

4. The school district shall give renewed
emphasis to developing student decision-
malting skills and civic responsibility by
providing opportunities to participate in
all °significant decision-making situations
and organizational structures. (#3.7 )

5. Within three years, the apportunitY for
at least one-half of our high school students
to participate in planned on- 6r off-campus
work or career-related experienef shall

developed. (*4.4)

6. The Board of Education, through the
achninietration, shall receive reports on
selected major programs prepared by the --
Director of Evaluation and Aclin inistrative
Personnel responsible for programs on a
schedule agreed to by the Superintendent
a=id Pres ident of the Board. (# 5.2 )

7. Training programs in prograyi evalua-
tion skills for staff shall be conducted,
beginning in 1976-77. #5.3 )

BOARD DECISION

Adopted.

Not accepted. Goal hi-plied teacher
Imo-wing child through observation to
be replaced by "some sort of stand-
ardized instru ent".

Adopted. $500 for in- service budget.

Accepted; with modification by Superin-
tendent from significant decision-
making s4tuationS.!;.,to "appropriate,
decision - milking situations ". E mpha-
sis in original Board minutes)

Declined to take action. Superintendent
said the Regional Occupation Program
offers a wide spectrum of courses to
every high school student and should be
a vehicle for attaining this goal.

Accepted, with modification "...shall
receive reports of tnajor .prograrns on a
schedule parallel to the curriculum cycle. "

epteci, with modification: "...
conducted at the discretion of

Superintendent, beginning at such ti
as fits his over-all program for the
District. "



OPERATIONAL GOALS

GOAL

THIRD ROUND (font.) (7/S/76)

THE LONG-RANGE PLAN BY BOARD ACTION

8. Each elementary school, each depart-
ment in secondary schools, and each
separately-funded department at the Di
trict leVel shall Maintain a program
evaluation model at both ,program im-
provement and decision-mai:zing levels.
( 5. 4 )

FOURTH ROUND: (presented 8/3/76,
action 9/21/76 )

1 Each secondary school shall develop
a plan and take initial action toward
significantly increasing personalization
of the educationaLexperience, based on
a n appraisal it which students are in-
cluded. (# 1. 4 )

2. Within one year, the Board will ap-
prove the installation of a sensing
system to provide data as needed on
perceived needs, operating goals, and
budget priorities. (#2.1 )

S. An ad hoc committee appointed by
the Superintendent shall present compre-
hensive recommendations to the Board
for making the local school the basic
unit of educational management. (2.2)

,-4. As a means of supporting the Board
of Education in its curriculum responsi-
bility, we propose the formation of a
District Curriculum Commission, com-
posed of profesSional staff members,
parents, and students.

Declined to action. No
discussion.

Action declined. Superintendent said,
'This will be under study as part of the
RISE Project at Wilbur and Cubberley.

Goal was tabled. Superintendent argued
for a "better conceptualization of the
Board's idea of a sensing system."

Action declined. Superintendent said it
was necessary to have "further analysis
of RISE and ICE local advisory com-
mittee procedures."

Not put a vote. "Administration re-
commended testing and evaluating the
recently adopted curriculum cycle pro-
gram prior to initiating any new struc-
tural policy-recommending body.
Motion passed, asking administration
to "develop a policy statement.that
deal with the consulting process under
SB160 as it relates to curriculum.?'



OPE ATIONAL GOALS OF THE-LONG-RANGE ,P

GOAL

FOURTH ROUND (Cont.) (9/21/76)

5. The recent development of staff-
student-parent advisory groups in
schools and departments, and especi-
ally in Special Education,- shall be
officially encouraged as District
policy. ( #2. 8 )

G. Within two years, the District
have organized a parent education pro-_
gram in each local school. ( #3.6)

7, Within two years, the PAUSD shall
establish District-wide standards and
procedures for accrediting off-campus
academic achievement,. ( 114.5)

FIFTH ROUND: (presented 10/5/76,
'action 11/2/76)

I. Staff dev lopmerit7Drograrns for teach-
ers of early adolescents shall be- offered
that emphasize practical methods of work;-
lag with students having difficulties. ( #1.6)

Those.gqOponsible fo'r budget
structiontionsliali be instructed to make
proposals over the neKt five years that
reduce the ratio of ADA revenue base ex-
penditure per student to 1.5 times the
average state quality education support
level. #2.4 )

AN 13 BOARD ACT ON
11F,

BOARD DECISION

Accepted unanimously:

Not accepted. Three Board merribers
felt "satisfied with the present provi
sion fer meeting these requirements
within Adult Education at various
schools. "

Not acted upon. Instead, within the
RISE project at Wilbur and Cubberley,
include an investigation of ways to
establish District -wide standards and
procedures for accrediting off-campus
academic achieernent, and report back
to the Board next spring.

Accepted.

Declined to take action. pe ding State
legislation had rendered the rase
"quality education support 1,e el"
meaningless.



OPERATIONAL GOALS OF THE' ON,Ci-RANGE PLAN BY BOARD ACTION

BOARD .DECISION

...By
rie1tt the Cali

'detailed in the
ccvnprehonsive

2.7)

hall imple-
r Plan, aS

larh County
Plan Special Education

4. Within one year, factors responsible
for,teacher perception of District Admin-
istration shall be identified and reported.
Proposals shall be made to improve the
relationship. (# 2.10)

5. During 1975-76, the MCSD Shall initi-
ate a comprehensive, open-ended system
of staff development (1# 3.'1)

6. On-going operations of the District
shall be used as opportunities for staff
development. ( #' 3.2)

Principals shall enable teachers Lb
spend at least one teaching day per year
o4erving in the clasSrots of '`other
teachers, either within this District -Or
-nearby. -( .# 3.3)

Declined to Lake action.,;- . "It is1
not possible to predict what the
full implementation sehedule.
for the state MaSter-Plan,,,watildbe.

Declined to take action. An ev ua--
tion of this nature was necessary
but (it) "is not sure that ineasuilng
would be helpful, insofar as build-\
ing morale and support...."

Adopted. Board changed "1975'-76"
'1976-77".

Adopted..

-Declined to take action. Two Dis-
trict.programs were said to be ex-

=to T.'utilize interventions
activity called.for

Goal.-"

S. By September, 1976, a teachers'
center for elementary classroom teache'rs
shall be established.o.

9. The Adult Education program shall be
expanded at maximum levels permitted by

'law to serve both internal and external
needs that have been identified. (04.6

o take action. Some
problems adduced.

Declined to take action. "The
Adult Education program is no
longer restrfcted by the limitation
on expansion which was in effect
when this goal :was written."



number of instances that might have indicated to him that there was little corn-
,

munity interest in Project Redesign or in th plan. With the exception of,two
rr three Project Redesign partiCipirs, the superintendent was not confronted
by an angry group. of individuals demanding action on their planningproposalS.
In addition, although over 2000 'copies of the plan Were printed and"publfe hear

rings" were anno'unced.in'the newspaper, the community ,turnout was lOwi There
were 20 community persons (excluding Project Redesign participants) at the

, first hearing; five 1§12owed up at the second hearing of the plan. ,Solicited reac-
tions to the plan were also limited:'' 'Thirty -five written comments were received.
Thege included formal responses (generally supportive) from the local League of
Women Voters branch and from two educational groups in the community. The two
teacher organizations responded only to some sections of the plan, and in a very
brief mariner.

In contrast Id its ambitib s and widely -h ised beginning, the.end
of the project went''alinost unnoticed.) There were no ords of sorrow, no demon-
strations of joy, no attempt's to reflect on the paSt exp ence. Six years after,
the superhitendent's speeeh on-the need to redesign the educational system, life
in the MCSDseeined to continue as usual. Three elementary schoolS had been .

closed, the junior high schools now contained students in grades 7 and 8,` and wore
_

N. calle "middle schools", and some changes had occurred_ in the administrative
crstill Lure of the district. Yet the relationship between these changes and the ex-
istence of Project Redesign was difficult to judge,: and there was-little agreement
on attribution of these changes in the optnionS expressed byipartieipants in the pro-
ject and by staff members in the school district. ..___.-

Interviews held with Board andclbinet members revealed that while
some respondents believed Project Redesign had played a role in the district's
decisions on alternative elementary schools, middle schools, a career coordin-
ator, and a reorganization of the human services department, these individuals
also tliought that the recommendations from Project Redesign had essentially
"lent support" to changes_ that would have been made anyway. Several other re-
spondents affirmed that most of Project Redesign's. recommendations addressed
themselves to changes andprograms that "were going on already". (58)

In all, Project Redesign hadcost'$402,000, -and $,208,000 of this
had been borne by the dis Tict, nit in a district that had an annual budget df
$28 million, Project Re esign represented a small propOrtion, or .21 ?ercent of
its yearly operating funds.

IX. SUMMAREING CONCLUSIONS

In applying the rational model of decision-making to Project Rede
we posited three rival hypotheses in accounting for the decision of the major
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actor - the superintendent increating and establishing Project 'Redesigii:' As
we followed the behavior oflhe 'former superintendent throukhfive significant
points in the life of the project, we found evidence that both-supported and failed
to support the attributed-hypotheses.

Table 4 summarizes the evidence discussed in IeA alysis sec-
tions of this paper, In this table, strong evidence is define,- at providing
at leapt two instances of support. Weak evidence is.defined that which is.
based on only one suppOrting instance. No/videncedb that which ifas one or
more expected behaviors or outcomes musing.

TABLE 4

THE THREE HYPOTHESES OF THE RATIONAL MODEL BY DEGREE t F S PORT

-Project Life.
Point

ision to
ave P.R.

f=3
Choice of the
Director

Iteport of the
Cony. Comm.

The Work of
the DMT

The life of the
Task Forces of
Planning Teams

Hypothesis One

Strong support

Strong support

Weak support

Strsong support

Weak suppoit

hesis Two othesis T ree

Weak, support No evidence

upport No evidence

ong support No evidence

No evidence

Weak -'support

No.evidence

No evidence

,1-1 °theses One and Two receive corroboration, while Hypothesis,Three
fails to be supported in all five instances. It can be noted that Hypothesis One is
strongly supported in three of five events and weakly supported in the other two.
Hypothesis Two is strongly supported in two events, weakly supported in the other .
two, and fails to receive corroboration in one instance.

A conclusion of the foregoing analysis Would be that in creating project
Redesign, the superi=ntendent sought to have only an attractive project that Auld's':
give the MCSD some additional prestige. Despite his public assertions that he
wanted a renewed educational system,. the evidence indicates that hiS behavior
matched more closely what would have been expected from someone who wanted to
have an educational showcase. _It suggests that the superintendent may have wanted
to cap his educational career with one more "innovative and bold" project.
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The-rational model of decision-making led uSto examine the various'
events in the change project froth the perspective that these events and -their -outs
comes were intimately tied to the behavior and formal decisions of the superin
tendent. Biat, as we showed in theti'alyses of the various project life points,
it is far from,elear that the events that took place were indeed part of a con-
trolled, predictable situation.

In applying the rational paradigm, we found that under none of the
three stated hypotheses was there a set of criteria for, action that was stated,
evaluate or fully_ followed. The pieces of evidence that came closest to meet-
ing specifications of "criteria for action" were the "ground rules" passed onto
the volunteer participants; the Convening Committee recommendations that the
operational goals be "validated''',. and the DMT request that the planning teams
produce "operational goals" for incorporation in the long-range plan. -It is worth
noting that these exhibits of "criteria for action" were not dictated bythe superin-
tendent. The first two were products of the Convening C&ffimittee, the third one
emerged from the project's staff. Furthermore, though these instances = did re-
flect some rationality on the part of some of the actors, they were not imple-
mented. Everybody gave lip service to these guidelines,,but no one implethented
them. oil the- other hand, it would have been extrernely4ifficult implement
them. They were stated at such a general leVel that ,their operationaliz' -n:
could have been construed in numerous and different iyays.

Another element of the rational model missing in. Project Redesign
was.tr.at alternative means and solutions Were,not.considered. This -applied not

_only to the decision to have tong-range planning as the Vehicle for drastic educa-
tional change, but also to thq decisions to have planningtearns, to have a-,coordin-
,ating MIT, to give the project director cabineestatus, to produce a long-yang-6:i
plan by the spring of 1.975, to haye the Board deal with the operational goals in
small', sets, and to accept or reje'ct the operational goals.

In Consequence of the lack altern ativeS, events in Project Redesign
cannot be considered as choices from among various options. This was reflected
in the behavior of the Cenvening Committee: the DMT, the planning teams, and
the superintendent. The decisionsthat took place arnong the volunteer plarmers
were not the result of examining options. Generally, the decisions made derived
from the consensus of the group, not from a consensus thacame toward the end
of some,discussion, but rather from a consensus that emerged early -. shortly
aftor the predominant preference in a given group. of participants became visible.
Whiie the data analyzed in this study show that the superintendent did. consider
options in deciding to have Project Redesign and in choosing its.directori the
evidence beComes Slim when we try to account for his behavior towaiki the Con-
vening Committee: the DMT, and the predicts of the planning team

A third feature of the events in Project Redesign which also dOparts
from the rational paradigm' of decision-making is that the project was characte'r-

.

ized by a constant laek,ofitechnOlogy what "planning" should be and

7
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what it would take to move from intention to implementation to outcome.- Not
!mowing how to plan, the superintendent and the Board delegated. the planning
task to the coordination and supervision of the DMT. 'The DMT, now knowing
what plans were to be judged adequate, reminded the planning teams that the re-

,commendations were up to them but that these recommendations should be
"validated'!. The planning teams, not knowing what a "validated"plati meant
exactly, thought the project staff would take cafe' of this by integrating:the vari-

, ous redommendations into a cohesive plan.

The project staff could not,integrate the proposals, beyond putting them
in some categories. Essentially, the staff placed the recommendations under five
groups:` those which would improve academic excellence; improve the management
process; _provide betteV.Procediires for human resource development; make the dis-
krict more responsive to the heeds of students, staff, and parents; and help the
district to assess and evaluate programs. 57)

In addition, the project- -staff arid the D/VIT did' not want to be very spe-
_,

-dile in their recommendations because th '`,,feared that, he administrators would
tcpnot react very warmly to guidelines that, them "exactly what to do". DMT lead-
ers were later to express the opinion that ' administrators were always a negative
force to forming goals". The administrators, for their part, expected - at least
publicly - to be given specific proposals with costs, manpower, and outcomes
clearly stipulated. When none of these obtained, there was disappointment ex-
pressed by the Board, the superhi ndene, and the administrators.: 'ICU notable
that there was no criticism. This s not hard to'imderstand. To be in the position
of a critic, one has to assume Imowled-.1 of how things should be. And sue w-

ledge was., scarce.

erating side by side vv...r. _Telt of clear technology w
factor. Although some time constraintb were manufactured (especia
stages of the- project); a variety of short-term problems in the district attracted
the superintendent's attention. In the rational model, time constraints are net

given much importance, since it is assAmed that the rational actor can dekgn his
schedule around -the priorities he chooses. In the case of Project Redesign, the
superintendent, the Board, and especially the volunteer planners, suffered time
limitations th*restricted their search for alternatives, either iri)the defipition of

proems or in the solution of them.

Complicating
the application of the rational model is the fact that the

4key actor was replaced during': critic -I stage of the project. The n perin-
terident broug with hintihis own defir',,,ion of the Situation. It a pe -s that Projec
Redesign did not offer him many solutions. Orillfe contrary,
cetived itPs asp o
reeom m, entiaLi
proje&t and the p
.the.projeeji to a . Qi

ikely that he per-
m, it 'confronted him with long-range plan containing many

not t fully understand. The decisions he made regarkittig the
ing proposals made sense,, if we as utne thqt he `wanted to bring

6ending.
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From the evidence we have here xamthed, several critical de-
partur_ m the, rational mOdel have been oted. The literature on,prganiza-
tonal deilon =making is aware of the shortcomings of the "classic rational
model", and modifications of it havqOpeen proposed.- Simon (1961) maintains
that the main limitations to rationality derive from unclear and unconscious
technology, conflicting organizational goals,- and the scant arnOunt ofFitiforma
tion and knowledge. For Project Redesign, ;the technology of plannin
clearly missing, but there was no explicit Manifestation of conflicting goals
among the participants. If 'different vakues existed, these never became a sub-
ject Oot debate. The project was z.tharacterized by the great amount of informa-
tiptvits task forces and planning teams were able'to generate.- Although in-
formation by no means guarantees full knowledge, the interestiiig element in
Project Redesign was net 'that the information was considered useless, but- tha
the NrIfiOUS units in the schookdistrict made only sporadie use of the data.
this respect, it 'is helpful to discuss some furtherlimitations to the rational
model, as elaborated by.March_and Cyert (1963)..

Using as their main focus the semi-independent behavior of the vari-
ous units and actors in an March and Cyert underscore the l, irnita7
dons to rational decision-making brought about by the quasi-resolution of con-
flict: in-an organization (which leads to decisions being based.on "minimum common
grounds") the avoidance of uncertain events, and the problemistic Sr6arCh for
solOtions.

The first of the fimitations listed by March and Cyert - h uasi-
, ,..

resolution of conflict - lott,d not arise in`ProjectrRedesign; but-it should brought
to the reader's attention that Project RedasiLl was not a permanent or totally
legitimatounit of the.lganization, .i.'e., the school district. The projedt-came
-into beingithrOugh ili superintendent's initiative. It-derived some authrity
from the-fact that "participatory plahriing" reflected community involvement,

-edsomething which is supposed to be praiseworthy.orthy. Yet, Project Redesign-had no
fornial poWers. ,The Participants were asked to produce recommendations but
they received noignidelines as to how much money thase could cost. In fact,
Project Redesign did ,

notlhave a budg et to provide:financial reso rces for the
various reconimendatiOV it_would produce. --licit L.-2ing ari,_Offsicia struete of
the school district, the' e was no need for the adrninistrators i the new 'Super-
intendent to have'f ad rope conflict with it. The tactic of ignoring or modifying
its products could be'equally if not more effective.

,
. .

- T wee were many instances in the life of the project that suggest
e.

1/4

that the suporhi endent and the _Board behaved along, the lines of uncertainty
avoidance. Nowhere_ is this inore evident than in their treatmqnt of the opera-

&tional goals containsci j.ri the long-,range plan/ The new superintenderit's first re-
action toward ther&ommenations was to act on those which were 'consistent
with present or anticipated activities, not likely to cost enough to present a



blem and not likely to divert much
rnents. (59)

rorn c rebt or nor al work as,-

This behavior fits extremely well that of follovhng standard operat-
ing procedures. Additional evidence as to,the superintendent's and the Board's
uncertainty avoidance can 4be gathered from reviewing the fate,of the operational

s. A proposal to have a community school was rejected because Board mere=
were not sure that schools should go beyond -the offering of "educational
es". 'A recommendation to haVe a system to provide data-on perceived,-

,needs, ,operattrig goals ;j and - budget priorities was declined because there needed
io tie "better conceptnali;gtion of the Board's idea of a sensing eystern. The
.progbsal to identify why district admirbistratorS were perceived as inefficient was
not acted upon, because of its possible negative e-effects in "building morale and sup-
post.;' The recommendation that the district implernent the Master Plan for
Speci41 Educatibn was not acted 'Upon because the extent of the implementation by
the :state was not yet known.

The third limitation proposed byenarch and Cyert, that of problem-
istic Searchoppears:to have more explanatory power than the limitation broright

f ' i0 tbrins4ficielitlformation and knowledge.. In Project Redesigm, thd, nforma-
hat could be 'd811.60tgd in `some eattees was collected._ What happened was that

id not answer th tiolis f those whoLeventually used the reports, because
se individuaLs pecifie kids of information, that which-would

,ith the prob d defined ft.'' In consecillence, much information
War,' not used and- ion, was generated anew 'by those who were to 'be
the consumers of the `original 'Mork-nation.

.1

's,vithinth school district and even within the cabinet, there was -
, ,4

ited knowledge about
,.

Work and
,. ogress of the planning teams. But this

I ist9d ksiow1ed e did not come aboR because it was impossible for the Board. and
actninistratorP to learn about the teams `- in fact, it has been noted that the pro--

ct director attended weekly cabniet:Preetings and even talked frequently h,-
Board members. The limited knowledge came aboilt, because ention was being
devoted to more Urgent matters, notably the closing-of element y schools and
the various critical budget reductions. i

In su there was some rat nality in the participatory plidnitig pro-
Fr , --,

ject, but it was /limited rationality. ome dtbthe'very crucial elements, posited
in the rational model could not b- do rnented in the case of Projeet Redesign be-
cause they were noticeably missing: Further, the ma,tor iinputedmotivatioa for.

.,..
action In the rational model, namely, the desire for specgi butcome06r;p-re-

,

duets, did riot receive confirmation. Many. project participants saw i '-'s an ex-
Fressivp, 'rather than instrumental vehicle._ The process clearly4lorninated the

Itscproduct.. This was true in the' ease of the volunteer participarits, t case of The
-Board Members:and the administrators, and the vase of the two sup -intendents.

In the end, if tht.l.e., as any consensus about -the success of Projec'.
Redesign, it waS with the invol emerit of community 'and staff me fibers whtc)
had brought about.

r
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SECTION I THE ORGANIZED ANARCH

ByCarI4 Edlefson

One of the reason's the ikational model,. presen he f4.ti
of this report, is so useful for descbing organizational behav oi :is that we
ally think'of organizations as being rational. A.y organization'' s something-
is organized; 'pie usually start organizaTer-4-Pder scene mec
for log-ica1lvt l effic?ently.carrying out some purpoSe. , 'We expectJthat org
tional arpropriate for the desired ends, and we expect. that the ou
comes'(or ;Tice 311tients) of, organizations will logically f211oW from the 1 e
tions of the c/rgal ,ers. The analysis in Section I depends on that...Very a-

(tiofi - that, by examining outcomes anc proceeding backw in a logi f pion,
we can ahektaisi what intentions were

as mpst of u ave learned from our experiences witycArganiza-
tions, rationality ig sometim more of an ideal than a reality., Outcomes-of
organizational behavior are not always what was intended. For example, deci-
sions, even if they should happen to be implemented, on do not solve probyms.

VT

The collection of ideas that we shell refer to in th
ganized-Anartli))' model has been invented by. some sttilde

cause of disE3atisfaetion with the Rational godel._for eKpla
between itendon and outcome ,(Cohen and March, 1974; Cohe.
Gen, 1942; and March and'bIseth, "1976). The Organized Ana

ection as the

censistencies
arch, and

y model sttempts
r to ide e organiq,tional forces which separate intention from dutc odic,,

, s from being so ved, and prevencekperienee from being best
aeber.

prevent p

Th Organized Anarchy is perhaps be
Rational Model:

- . 4.

ion',acts as
the Graani d

very uncl.

understood when contrasted

he Rat I-Model of decis-ion-making assumes that the org
individua actor,Whp ha-s. a set of consisten references or go

Allard): del asA me, that the org s many people w
confl glals prerences.

-°,
-2. Proble The
problem, organization c
prbblein, and what the ons-_

tion's goals. The Orgn ized
know nxid:cannot find out what

-I" furthermoce , the orgrintatiOn
flew af.(whih-tItei can 0711y pa]

Dose to deal with any one pro

.*

Rational Model say that, 'vvhe
nsiders what avairable options it has for solving the
uences of each optiori are, in terms of the organza.%

archy model says that tfie organization doesn't
e consequences of- a. given ocher mCiht be, and,

actors fac a " " of probleils,,the
regullNte. I. us, tannot very early

confronted by a

any giVen time.
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.3. Decisions. The Rational Model, says that-therganization makes a deei7-o,

sion by choosing the best option-for qolving the problem, given its goals. The
Organized Anat.chy model says that the organizatioprtlily be able to make a,
decision only if the problem goes away or is releecated to another decision situ-,
ation, and thaftometimes soluti ons reeede probittls , or actually seek prob-.

'lebis that they might solve.

4. Leadership. Ah analysis using the41ational Model typically looks to the
behalhor of ale top leadership for data, as-did our analysis in Section 1. The

- Organized Anarchy model, °ripe other hand, says that the top leaders are
only part of the cause of organizational behavior; that, kfact, people's par-
ticipation in decision-making is fluid and,subject to the constraints on their
tine 7 which is, of course, affected by ot4r demands on their time. The ac-
tiviti.es of'many)Of the bers of the organization _are important for the
Organized Anare y analysis, especially in a "democvatic organiZation like a
school district, he leader of an-Orgqpizeci Anarchy

. is a -bit like the driver of a skidding automobile. The
marginal judgments he mak-es, his skint and his luck, may
poSsibly make some difference to the survival proSpects
for his' riders. As a result,. hi's responsibilities. are heavy.
But whether he is convicted of manalauashter or receiVes a-
medal -for heroism is largely outside his control."
(Cohen an March, p. 203)

The Organized Anarchy model, therefore, is a noh-rational,or
per -ps "semi-rational" view of how decisions are made in origanizations.

araeteristies of an, organization that behaves in, s way are:

goals and preferen'ces are unclear - because an
organization is not one person, but many;

technology is uncertain - decision-makers have
er Imperfect knowledge of:what. the outcomes,

of payticular alternative actions might be". .T
e.

a goals are unclear and technology uncertain,
e say that'OrgaThized Anarchies donit what

partic pat ion is fluid - different peOple, activate
at differeht times, affect the o
(COhen, March, and lsen,

rues of clacisic,,ris.,

, )

. In other ords, Organized:Anarchies operate in acloud of ambiguity.
We think that the Or Ana --1y descrir_s oject7, ellesign very well; 'The.
purposes f the project were' very ,vagu app6ared, that people



were happy to keep it that way. Theproject's purpose was never stated in any
but the most grandiose and non-specific terms:

- "to improve education in the Meadow City School
District and.to involve the School/Community in
that task." (Report of tj-ie Ad Hoc Convening
Committee", 1973)

- "A new design based upon all we know- ?about learn-
ing, all we have available from technology and all
we can learn from experts in all fields useful to us
must be developed." (Superintendent's speech, 1971)

There is also evidence that different people had different ideas of what Project
-Redcisig-n waS supposed to do. The technology for planning a new educa
system for the 1980IS was unknown. Theflirector who was hired had no

all in th_ community. People joined Project Redesign for many reasons
ence plwining.. Participation was voluntary and open to a

they dropped out again. They worked hard for a while, then trickled away.

While Project Redesign probably exe pl ied an "Organized Anarchy",
ideal type, the Meadow CitySehool District as a whole alsre--has many of the ear-
marks of an Organized Anarchy. The,goals of a school district are unclear,
changing, and conflicting: is the purpose of schooling to teach the basic 3-1 's
or to produce graduates who-are prepared to enter the job market? Should we
have neighborhood schools or alternative schools? Should we prepare children
for life or shor we teach them that education is life? The technology of educa-

,

tion is also un, ear. Nobody really knows all the details of how a-person learns
to read; nobody 'really knows the advantages of individualized versus whole - class
instruction. Participation is fluid. Parent groupp flow into the decision arena
when an issue is raised that they care abopt; they flow out at routine tunes.
Teachers organize and demand participation som,&irnes; sometimes they don't
want to be involved outside the classroom.

The most- interesting feature of ,an nized Anarchy that its de.:i-
sion situations turn into "Garbage Cans", into w a ruler of problems-,
solutions, and part icipants flow.

Pa_ ici Pl in Or argainarch

Atternpts to p major organizationa -,ages seem doomed to fa
\ in Orenized narchies. The, attempt will Prgbabt, -zoducemorne good outcoi ies,

but,they may5ipt rekemble oettcomeS,of good planning in the ratf&-ial sense _.,
"seeking and uti4Lng- data, weighing alternative means to achieve desired ob-
jectives, an ielecting the most effici- t ways to attain these objectives.") (p. 14
One reason that rational planning goes wry in .Organized Anarchies is that goals
and preferences arevnclear; anothel- is that technology is til\rrtain-- even if we

ew,what as vt6 wqiited to do, chances are that we wouldn't know how to do it.



When we consider that outcomes don't always follow frorh inten
we can appreciate the importance of looking back and reinterpreting what li
happened in the light of what the organization ought to be about. The plaintiff
process doe inalve evaluating.the past and talking about what ought to be.

"Plamung can often be more effective as an interpreta-
tion of past pisions than as a program for future ones.
It can be usffil 'as ,a part of the efforts of the organization
to develop a:076W-consistent theory of itself that incorpor7
ates the rritOi -cent actions into a moderately pompre-
hensive r goals." (Cohen and March, p. 228)

People try to clartfy wh 4 their goals are during planning; they become educated;
their values imprc_ve. This is why the process of planning might be more'import-
ant than the plan it -.:)duces

Cr,

"An organization is not only an instrument, with deOsion
processes related t4 instrumental, task-directed activi-
ties. It is also a set of procedures by which participants
arrive at arr interpretation of tvhat they (and a*
doing, and who they are." (March and Olsen,

A: long-range plan is an,iinportant symbol. .Peop interpret it as -.-
meaning that the organization is trying to anticipate the fut e 7 that it 'is takipg
an aggressive pcsture toward its environment and toward s purpose, rather
than passively accepting what happens. In our culture, peop e believe that these
things are good.-

The any

to try he non
school ation.
ideas. hese ideas are:

Section II will examine the even of Project Redes
al..Ori.inexTected in the behaVinr- L-46adoW Cii

se will be explained in terms of the Organize Ana

ParticipantS are ,,motivated to send time in oEgaiii:Wa-
tional decision-making for sorike or all of the following
reasons: the outcomes for the decisions are important,
and they believe they can affect t e outcomes; they enjoy
p- cipating; theOlike the other eople; they leahi things;
they it is their duty.

2. Prob ol ions nerl places whe
be-discuss 6 placeS
because we are apt to ind all manner. of problems,
eslutivnei- ra.rticipant, and decisions in these places.
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e Garbage Can, solutions often precede problemb or
'or: problems. Decisions often don't selve prOblems.

4. The structure of an organization reflects the values of.the
member8 and affects the way that problems solutions, parti-
cipants, and decisions come together.

PROJE r REDESIGN DISC ED USING THE ORGANIZED0NNARCHY MO

THE DECISION TO HAVE PROJECT REDESIGN. IN THE MEADOW tITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT

The decision to have a Project Redesign will be considered as a
series of events taking place m a particular context, with u.ripredict\tible re-
sults. We will first consider the flow of problems and solutions in Meadol,V City

in 1971; next-we will examine the demand for participation in school policy-
making; finally, we will, imagine that the superintendent's speech, "Education
in the Seventies - a Superintendent's Perspective", resulted in the creation of
"garbage cans" to which many people would be attracted as participants.

The Flows of Problems and S

Meaddw City L-ri the school_ year 1970-71 was a placid pool cOmPared.

to the communitie around it _Surrounding school dish:lots were having problems
with teachers' org nizations, dese
dent protest. (See Table 5 Watt
and President Nixon was taken
While ordering the invasion o

egapon issues, juve*ile delinquency and stii-
hile,:tucients at loll colleges cvere riotin
rd line" against young people in 'general,
AndAgollo XIV landed on the moon.

The biggest contrbver
thnin -graders should be.required

the right to make such a decision.
,,..controversy in a het_ boring distrie
'At least two ot r neighboring d
ings should be osed in re
intrendrit actin !edged tha
Meade' . One nearby

'City teach

T'he e ado
Its,.

_-an

sue ooks
which involv

Diets were q a
o decUri
ight be

rift had (la g
ed conten

a over whether or not
story, and who should'have

mparison to the
desegregation and busing,
ling about which school build -

ents; °th Wieadow City super-
' at s rye future time in

rs over salar-
----ispu

p

City olio trictf) ew problems in 19 0-71, but it
0 as a "liglith use clistrisk" was at least partly

as wa nstaritly trying.



ABLE 5
,c7

MBADtW CUYTEVIES .ARTid
RELATED TO E.DUCATION,:--.

AND LETT
1-FEB.15,

Other Distri is Local and Nat:onal

Racial Problems'and
Desegregation

Juvenile Delinquency,
prugs, Runaways

Personnel, incl.
Labor DiSputes

Sart lent Rights and
Protests

(43) 18 (0)

(28) 12 1.

(25) 10 8.1 (7)

(20)

Funding Education (20)

School- Bd. Elections.'..: (1.8)

Innovations

Reorganization*

-Planming,Commwr
it Involvement, -A&
countability

Handicapped Children
1'Lower Voting Age-to
Eighteen

Unemployment

Other

T TALS

11

Break-in at elem. school

Studen

3. 5 The Budget

58 (5) -SchOol Board ,E Won

8.1 (7) Athletio:Progr _ pss.
fail grades 9th 'grade
sociall studies

Reorganization

Supt. is.speeolr on'c]
school.; opeh 'Board-n ga.,

. .

(3)

(36) 15

(0)

5.9.3 (51 High School activities
1.2 ( 1) Supt: trip to Sotivi4

Union re resenting Amer.
AS.$0.

Includes District mergers, school building closures, and
boundary changes.

Eycludes news of athletic contests in sports section



Demand for Participation

City hasila lot 43f:v.thr33' v .-eduCated,residentg, and many who
-f-

.v.
are' ery l gowledgeable hbout sbhools. lutWorits residents are college
graduatee."ckStudy done, in about 1970 found that 16.2 percent of residents over
60 years= of age had attended graduate school, (a 1 ) The university which is
located within the School district has a prominent school of education and a
federafiy4unded Center for ReSearch and Development in Teaching. Their

. verypreseneOlineans that a large number of people in Meadow City are very much'niterested..in:education, and that many make their living from it

tl somany people interested in education, it is not surprising tha
the community keeps a close watch on its. school system, and that,sOmetimes
this results in conflict. In 1969, 3152.`:sighatures were collected onra petition
to censure lie_ superintendent because of his handling_of a multicultural educa-
tion 2 )progra In 1970-715-the superintendent and-the director of instruction
were.criticized severely for their handling of the ninth grade European History'
issue. )

us, in The 1970-71.school year, Meadow City had.marly potential
participaii ho were highly educated and highly interested in schools, and had .;
demonsttated that they could organize (Apposition to unpopular issues.

;
'corniOnts-of two cabinet _administrators 'indicate that they per-Tie

ceived the demand for participation that existed Whelythe project began:

e 'cdUldAtt--Manage all the input from the cornniunity
A Master-Flan would chart.91if Con se..,.. r, 4

I would rank (Project Redesign) as important because
in this time period there was a need'of-ipeople.td be
Lavolved." ( 5 )

Creating Garbage C n

4

k Thewidea to have Project Redesign is generally cr edited tp the super-
ti intend4ent.- Eleven of 17 Board''mtmberS and top atiminist ators intoi iewed in

1975 said that Project Redes-rginwas started at'his instigation. On February -8,
1,9711, the superintendent addressed an educational' -issues pripgram sponsored
hy--tifb PTA, Communications Committee. This was the speech that gave birth

..,.

to Project Redesign. ( 6)
.- . . 1

Three questions- come to mind (1 ),where did the superintendent get
idea of a partiCipatory redesigning of the system what'were his "real"

....,
me Lives ? and (3) why did the idea catc dh?

if
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Rumor had it that the superin'tendent's wife wrote the speech. Flow7
ever, a look at what was happening at the time suggests that the idea of long-
range planning for schools- involving the community was not unique" to Meadow
City nor to the superintendent's family.

In 1969-70, the legislature liltr Co -recommend
objectives, and priorities of education for the state". (- 7 ) A Joint Committee

,on,Educational Goals and Evaluation was set up and an Advisory'comMittee was
appointed to help it create a program in which school districts thrdughout
the State would join the Legislature and the State Board in determining State
goals, program objectives, .and priorities. "( 8 ) Thus, the ideas of reassess-
rnent, evaluation, establishing priorities, and community invelvement were
ideas that were being_ ditcussed by state educators.

. An article in the ad_aw City Times of January 13, 1971 was headed,.
"Educator Wants 'Involvement' A- Parents' Aid in Schools Asked." The article:
reported a speech by the superintendent of a neighboring elementari,school dis-.
trict about involving, community- members in the operation of the schools. He
was quoted as saying, "We should let the citizenry set the priority of what
should be done at. each school". lie called for the trustees to set
broader goals for -the district". Neighboring districts, then, were, also talking
about planning and involvement.

What were e superintendent's 'Trait' motives in propos g Project
Redesign? He said, fair 'years later, that he had been trying to plan_for change,
tr..... develop a school district responsive to the needs of the community, _not to
the needs of the English. teachers'', and to involve cornmunity, staff, and stu-
dents? "I tho'ught we had rich resonrces to tap." ( 9 )

Several months later thesuperntenden1 noted, "By and large, people
who worked in Project Redeisign carne'to be supportive of the' schools itwas
a vehicle for people with divergent views to soften each other. "( 10 ) Did he

- have in mind frornthe beginning that Project Redesign would be an opportunity
to co-opt those who were critical. of the district and its administration? It is
difficult to answer that question.

One of the assistant superintendents, a close associate of the super-
intendent-, said in an interview'that the superintendent was looking for a way to
use community input and that he probably thoughta: Master 'Plan would be away
k.of saying yes or no to demands of special interests. ( )

'Perhaps the creation of Project Redesign was an accident. Perhaps
the superintendent's speech was only one of many philosophical or inspira-
tional -speeches he was accustomed to giving, except that, by some chance,
this one happened to catch the imagination of his autience, -fie-indicated on a
couple of occasions that he was surprised at the response to his speedh. The



n wspape verage of the speech suggests, however, that the superintendent
was pus or the implementation of something like-Project Redesign. -It
was a lsr e article, with a Niotograph of the superintendent; and appeared on
the front,-page of Section Four of the Meadow City Times of February 9; 1971.
The lack' of a byline suggests that the sunerthtendent may have had Vie article
prepared_by the school staff.- The clogeness of the wording, to the text of the .

-speech indicates that the -su erintendent or,his-`staff wrote therelease.

The second piece of eViddrice that tends to discount the accident the=.

ory is, the specificity of the proposal the superintendent made for the stucturiri
,of a Project Redesign. His speech called' for a "designteain" which Woulcl,break
up- into subconimittees , according to various topics. These subcommittees
would make recommendations through the "design team " -to the Board of Ecluca-
tron: This structure was reported in t'he newspaper article. At least some of
the ideas for implementing such a project had been thought out in advance.

The fact that the ideas in the speech became Project Redesign is prob-
ably both planned and accidental. The district admtnistrators sornetilnes send
up trial balloons. If 'suggestion's aren't popular, or if they are strenuously op-
posed, they are dropped. Two such trial balloons conic immediately to mind.
One went up th 1971, when a plan Was proposed to realign attendance area bound-
aries and thus relieve crowding at two secondary schools. _ The Meadow Citk
Times for. February 2nd repOrted that two dozen sp0-5.kers and 150.of their suP-
porters carne to the Board meeting to oppose the. changeS, foroing the superin-'
tendent 0 "reconsider". Another trial balloon was sent up in 1976. when an
Assistant 4periritendent proposed cutting, costs for middle schbols by lengthen-
ing periods and making fewer of them thus requiring ieSs staff. This idea was
also rejected by the community (12).f The superintendent was probably testing
the ideas in his speech, and when they ire received enthusi stically, he was
encouraged to develop them further.

Why did the idea of Project Ii6design "catch on' ? Two hypotheses
6 to mind: (1) people .saw the need for long-range p fling; and (2) people
a chance to participate,

197O-71, it seemed that the world was;changing taptcily. The neigh-
boring university sponsored a symposium on "Future Shock ( 13 ). A new
decade was beginning. People M the community felt the need to anticipate the ri
turbulent future. They didn't want to be pulled alonk by change; they wanted to N.

be ahead of it.

The Meadow City school district did not have a very exciting array of
dedision situations in which people could participate, especially when compared
With neighboring districts. However, organized groups were pushing for their -

own programs, For eample,- some high school student leaders were pressing



a seat on the Boa

The Board and the adifunistrator
-of only thrnost vocal and organized 01 th
expiable

my vote for Project Redesign was becaiise Meadow
----City was suffering from a central \core of pressure.,

groups. We didn't know what`the entire ,cdnimunity

it they. were hearing the opinions
constitdents. As one Member

realty. wanted. f t ( it )

At any rate, the idea of Project R design was very warmly receive
'A- local consultant and "heardwatcher"was engaged by thesuperintendent-in
March, 1971 to do "Research and Development" work for the district. In a
letter.to the superintendent dated March 18, 1971, this Con.sultantindieated
that he would like to commit myself, fully to the Project". He estimated
at that time that the cost for his services would be $1200., -Amemoranclurn

m the superintendent to the business office dated,Marcii\24, 1971' author-
:s up to, $3500 to be paid for this - consultant's, services.

The superintendent's next step was to call together a group of ap-
-

pointed' staff members, which he called the 'Educational Mali iner Planning
Group", which.rnet during the spring of 1971. The group inditided four,cen-
tral office.administrators, a senior high school principal, a. Board member
and the consultant. This .group 'decided that a full-tirne dire or was neede 15)
A memorandum from: in assistant superintendentto this Tr_oup, dated May 13,
1971, suggests that some of the issues discussed related to pefennial/Phila-
sophical debates in education: specified content,vs, child-centered/approach;
content vs. process in learning; district-wide curriculum vs: local school or
de artment autonomy; and individualized instruction Vs, the sam experiences
for all. -U

The °assistant superintendent suggested in his mem Aliciwn that
'.'selected staff..... great teachers and great administrator itli recent exTeri-
ence in the Meadow City Schools...." should discuss the iss l So, he
wrote, the Meado ity district should study what Othe districts were doing
in this area of leng,trange planning. He suggested th conflict due to the in
diVidual biases with respect to these issues could p Vent Changds from ocictir
ring in the district. He was -later to criticize the oject because it had not
involved top-level staff, an_ d because its Master a. had contradictory sec-
tions which advocated both side's of some of the' bove issues. (16) '

The consultant, meanwhile, was working on a:plan for organizing
the "Educational Reformation Project". very sure that the project
should have a full-time -director; indeed he thought he .should be hired for
that position. (17 ) He envisioned the catojeet as made up of two groups of
teams:. ,one to write the philosoPhY of tki district, and the other to design
the programs that would carrysOut that philosophy. The teams_would report
to the director, who would put together.a comprehensive plan for reforming
the system; The directorpould report to the superintendent.



The,foll wing fail,. the superintendent reported to the Board of Educa-
tion on pr ogress in ttl:e matter of long-range planning, fie explained that the
Educational viaster Planning Gi'oup had met and that the consultant had written

riduan on "Ileconintded Organization of Design Teani(s) for an Ed.':
eformatiori Project he called for a one-year project that would
TAaster Plan, to include. (1)tileeds, mission, philosophy, and goals;

,

an icipsted opportunities and constraints; (3) a plan:for the redesign octhe
-clow City system. He Canoeivector a one,-year planning phase, a two-year

e ign,ar d preDaration phase, and rive years for implementation. By .the 1979 -
1980 school ybar, the systern'would be'reacly to tegin planning again. He mien-

oned that sevel'al governmental -agencies and private foundations might b[e
eresteti in funding silcha project', Although: he projected a-$70, 000 budget
the planning year, he felt that no more than $25, 000 would have to come

frop district operating fuh'ds.

At this Board meting, the Board gave the go-ahead to thy. Project
The uperCriCendent had aslted for: authorization to produee the Master Plan
'in 12 months; (2) a project cilrector; and (3) a $70,00,0 budget, or which
$25,000 would be district money. The Board vote was 3 in favor and 1 against,
with'orie Board member absent. 8)

q

e consider o have .1edesig
e ehy model, the following element seezri iniportarit

,

sing the

The demand for participation. it way be helpful to think of demand
participation as pressure on the system. Another way of thinking of it might

as :a kind of psychological need of the participants, or of the organization it-
self. Mtbat-- the organized anarchy model makes clear is that this need for parti-
cipation is not necessarily connected to a specific Osti or p-roblern People who

want to participate are not always 'those who want to change something.- Issues--
can cone after participation, rather than before-

It may be that this need is created by the iniportatice of the democratic
ideology-associated with the schools. Local school districts in this country have

strong tradition of local eontol, which has been jealously guarded. There is
also a strong tradition of parent interest in e,diteaOun, especiallyarnong the

classes; be-ca.-use giving children a good education has been considered one
of the most important things parents could do for them. So, parerits may feel a
need, or a duty, or guilt about participating school governance.

too, has

Schools, 4e. the other hand, need_the suevort of the commit-1i y. In

at participation is likely to unlike people in' oreYrsupportive, the school,
need for participation,
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2) The lack of important probleas. A friend once-noted that at
'a ri%eeting of school superintendents, those who had the Most difficult prob-
lemS were the most respected. Certainly, a leader is -more of a hero if he
or she copes with bigger problems. Superintendents, therefore, almoSt
boast about the tough probleinS they have. Who eyer-heard of a district be-
ing commended for being peaceful and, content ? Among school districts,
prestige and fame come from dealing Nvith big problems.

aSo what does a school district do-if, it has no problems 7 It looks
into the future to try to anticipate some prOblerns. Mea-dow City; in 1971,
found itself with very few major probleins, .especially in comparison with
surrounding districts. Therefore, a way was found to look for-problems and
bring them into the systerh were talented problem-solvers were waiting_to
be called-on to participate in solving them.

(3) The creation of a arge number of Garbage .Cans. Participants
need something in which to 4articipa.te, and a long -range Planning project
provides almost unlimited opportunities for partidiPation. Issues.need a
place to be discussedand any issue is relevant in long-range planning. Alm
Most all community members are experts in some aspect of the schools'
operation, and they all have the right to bring up their particular area of
expertise in an all-encopassing planning process. Indeed, -since the em-
phasis was oncomprehensive and lon-rango., he discussion of the plan was
not at all limited in scop or time.

(4) The motives of the superintendent. The organized anarchy model.,.
does not ascribe a great deal of power or control to the head of the organiza-
tion. Usdally; the leader cannot do much more than try to set-a program in
motion by bringing together some issues, people, and facilities, and hoping
that something good conies of ito( 19)

1t may be the% the superintendent did have in mind. a device for co-
11opting some of his critics by giving their official input into decision-n king_

It doesn't seemtilikely that he created Project Redesign in order to dirt at-
tention from nocre important issues, because there weren't any.' For the pur-
poses of the organized anarchy analysis, his motivation is not particularly
-m octant .. We will be- interested in that the results of certain actions seemed
to although we will be cautious about attributing causation just because
even occurred in a certain'time sequence.

(5) The Plan as a syribo_._ school districts a e full ofosy-mbols of
virtue. People do many of the things they o because th-y feel it is Somehow
right to do that-in a school, not because the have thought out the consequences.
The idea of a Plan for the guture is in keepui with the syrnhol of the school as
preparing youth for the society of the-future. -adow City had a reputation
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for leadership among school districts, and long-range planning sounds like-
something a leading district would do. In a sense, that alone would explain
the decision to set up Project Redesign.

THE HIRING OF THE DIRECTOR

The facts surrounding, the hiring of the Airector for project Redesign
have been laid out in Section L They will be highlighted here:

(1) The procedure by which the director was chosen was irnpbrtant.
There were two rounds of interviews; there was a national search. These

'procedures indicate the importance of the position to be filled.

(2) The supertntendent was overruled. The Board members asserted
themselves in order to. insure that the new director would be ,someone whom . the
community would like.

The director had three outstanding characteri 'es:

He was better with group process than with ideas. Both
e 'boardwatcher/consultant" and the. "rimer-up' in

interviewing process,'according to one of the assistant
superintendents, had more ideas about how to go about
`the planning. The man chosen as director, however,
was "open to new ideas".

- He had experience organizing e en groups, but no ex-
perience running schools.

- He had connections with prestfgieus people-in the field
of -educational administration, by virtue of the fact that
he had just been through a special training program.

What consequences did the hiring of the director have for the demand
for participation, the 1.aotTis, and the creation of Garb e Cans
The director's experience was on the lay side of educational governance. lie
had had experience in organizing community members, identifying problems,
and mobilizing coalitions. He 4 a layperson's leader, not an adrninis--
trator who had come up through the' ranks of teaching and principalship. Thus,,
he was-likely to be able to gain the trust of the community, and thereby, to
facilitate participation. He had many contacts (or knew hew to make them)
with other school districts and with educational' experts. He had recently been
in a training program and, according to the assistant superintendent, "a a
was up on recent developments". Ile would be able to help identify problems
because he was familiar with current important educational issues and leaders.



Finally, the director= did no
He was clearly a "process" pe than a "program" person, eppe
cially as compared )with thelocal consultant considere9/6ariter, or with the
other -finalist for the directorship. lIe cared more about the 'rtiown of the
project than the "what". This made him a good creator of Garbage .Gans
in which numerous problierns, solutions, and participantsare welcome. He
had no preconceptions of \vhat would be ruled within the scope of the PrOject
and what would be ruled outside_

with a lot of reform ideas.

HI. THE C1t c SDI OF THE CONVENIN rITEE

,The new directv spent. several months after his arrival in neadow
City getting to _knew the connnunity. ( 20) Early-in the 1972-'73 school year,
the Board met in a study session e21) to hear a progress report. For that
zneeiing, direator hoc pv,epared a 21-page memorandum to -guide the dis-
cussion. In it, he outlined a Lev of his perceptions of the community, the
task at hand, aiid some of the educational issues with which Project Rede'sign
might deal. lost sinificantly, he called for the appointment of an ad hoc
convening committee, which would assesssProject Redesign's progress to date
and develop it further. The director proposed that the ad hoc committee estab
lish the project's goals -and conceptual frarrIework; clarify the roles, strueture_
and organization; provide a time frame, evaluation procedure, and budget es-
timate; anticipate sources of funding; and set procedures for archive's and
doctimentation. His' suggestion` was that the committee report within GO-90
days 'with recommendations ,for a permanent structure for the project. ( 22)

After sortie general comments-about the purpose of Project Redesign
and several statements of hopes for its accomplishments, two issues were
distuSsed at the September 14th Study Session: (1) retorting relationships
and (2) nomination of Convening Cbminittee members. It was deckled that
the director would report to the superintendent and that the Eoard would come
up with Convening Committee nokninations to be submitted to the director and
the superintendente, (2:3

Five days later, on September 19th, the Board adopted a motion teat:

Board appoint members to a convening committee in
Executive Session and that the Board President appoint two
Board-members to work I:via-the Superintendent in develop-,

g a charge to be given to the committee and that tl Board
take official action at its next meeting. (24)

An amendment was made t o that a time limit biincluded in the Con-
vening Comniittee's charg2. Two Board men hers were desiplated to help
the superintendent prepare the charge.



The Superintendent's statements indicatthat he felt strongly.that
,1

,
the oar should play the major role in appointing Convening Committee
nerribbrs.= At the September 19th meeting, he said this would _give the pre
ject credibility in the community and avoid giving it identity as an "instru
ment-of the administration "_ (25 )

In a memorandum prepared for that meeting, the superyte
listed criteria for Convening Committee membership. These inclu d:
willingness to work on desig&-iin Project Redesign, rather than. woricing di-
redly on educational problems; willingness to work with a group of citizens,
Oneatop, and students; knowledge of Meadow. City and the Meadow City
school district; willingness to invest time; willingness to study extensively; --
openness; future orientation and optimism. ( 26)

By September 19th, the director had list of 65 individuals and
"several PTA's" who had volunteered to help with Project Redesign. 27')
The supbrintendent had also prepared a list of suggested peeple, most of
whom were both qualified and prominent. From these lists, the superin-
tendent prepared a list of 50 "Suggested Names for Membership on the Pr -
ject Bedesig-n Convening Committee". (28) An analysis of this'list suggests
that he had criteria, in iriind in addition to those listed above. Of the 50 wnorn
he recommended, twelve were known as critics of the, district andits manage-
ment (some of whom had also volunteered to help, with Project Redesign);
five were prominent figures at the university or in local Bdustry;Thand two
were former Board members, (The critics were identified f roin a list of
about 35& project participants. Two administrators independently idea
25 of these individuals as known critics of the system, )

We ririgh boonjecture that the superintendent was interested in (11
facilitating participation of critics of the administration, pehaps hoping that
they would become more sympathetic to the way he was running the district;
and (2) giving the project legitimacy by naming some important people to its
Convening Committee. .

At the October 3rd Board meeting, the Convening Committee was
appointed. Table 6 gives information about the members. 'This table shows
that one-third (6 out of 18) of the members who had been recommended by
the superintendent were critics of the district management. One of the eight
added by the Board and none of those who had been recommended by-the
teachers' orgvizations were critics. Only eight of the 69 who volunteered
to help with the project were selected for the Convening Con-unittee, whereas
23. Convening Committee members had to,be recruited by either the superin-
tendent, the Board, or the teachers' organizations.



1VIE ERS OF THE

TAE

D HOC CO'NVENING COMMITTEE
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Listed in Added in _ Norn-ina0d by Total 6
Superintendent's Board's Teacher Orgs. Comm t
memo, 9/20/72 Discus4i6n

El, By Sex, Ethnicity
and Role Category

Professional
Community

Staff

Horn ein akers

--Students

Total:



Those oho were recruited were, by and large, thobe who adde the
tige to theicommittee, either because they-were critics with a follow-
ause.they were well-respected in business or in kademe.

While critics were appointed to the Convening
theyvwere in th6 minority (7 of 31), as' were students
al ), and women (13 of_31). There was nearly, equal
n41 community members, staff, home-makerS, and

Committee,, it is clear
(6 of 31), blacks
representation of pro7
students, however.

The Convening Comninittee members were importnt he following

1. They respected people in the Community.
2. Some of there were people who had been critical and who

wanted to make changes,
The_ y_were people- who represented various elements of

the community (edg., minorities, students, horne-
makers, .professionals)

The trio( of members of the committee had the effect of making the pro-
active arg)ileL4Li for participation by many community members. The

o resp6cted people on the Convening Committee indicated that the project
d iJe important enough to have important people working on it. The presence

people indicated that all opinions would be welcome in the project, and
e presence of people representing different community groups indicated that the

ptchjePt- would be a rarbage can for all who wanted to participate.

So-, while the members of the Convening Committee were appointed
a highly selective proces, they conveyed to the community that the pro-
would be open for participation by everyone. The composition of the Con

mittee had the effect of motivating others to participate -in, the larger

11 E REPORT OF THE A.D HOC cONVENENG COMMITTEE
13 LA N G A PLAN ING PROJECT

The first meeting of the'Convening Committee was held on Sunday
Outobe 1972 The Board president addressed the group, noting the imps

week they were about to undertake. lie said he was impressed bythe _

treMell Pus range of talent within the membership of the committee. He cautioned
that he mad not guarantee that the Board or the community would accept all of
the committee's recommendations, but promised that the Board would do its very
hest to implement as many as possible. Finally, he urged the committee to



recommend procedures that would seek the bioadest.possible community
put. The superintendent also spoke to,the committee and-commented upon.,
the lack of understanding between community and school, faculty and admin-'
istrators, etc. tie stressed-the importance of a coMprehensive planning
endeavor on a "system -wide basis: administration, curriculum finance,
'personnel, board operations, etc, " 29)

Topics of Discussion. Table 7 lists the topics discussed by the Convening
Committee during meetings and in memoranda. The table indicates that the
"how" of Project Redesign was much more important than the 'what" in
their ,discfissiona,_ Their charge, of course, was to recommend a procedure
for planning. The question of what educational issues should be stndied by
Project Redesign caneup only twice: 'once at the first meeting, and again
in theininority report" submitted with the final Oonvening Committee report
to the Board. The Committee seemed to find it very- difficult to define the
pressing issues in the 'Meadow City School District. (The exception was one
member, who was the primary author of the "minority report". He was
quite co vinced that the most import ant problem in the district Was that of
financin he schools. )

Fifty-nine percent of ,the topics discussed the Convening Com-
mittee dealt with how the :project should proceed. Quite a few of those topics
involved debating what the Committee itself should be doing.-' Twenty-eight
percent of the topics dealt with what the project should accomplish, and almost
half of those dealt with whether the project should be more- concerned with the
"near" future and present problems, or with the more far-off future. There
seems to have been very little discussion of the-purpose of the project {which_
was never very Clear) or of the educational issues it shbuld study. Now and,
then, someone would remind the group that, after all, it is learners and
teachers we're most concerned with, and then a kind of homage would be paid
tothissynnbolic raison d'etre, "learners arid teachers ". In short, discus-
sions of educationA problems seemed rarely tolet down to specifics.

ti

An analysis of the various drafts of the Convening Cprnmittee report
also reveals the kinds of topics about which the group was most concerned,
One concern was that the planning be done with'a great deal-Of competence.
There was, much discussion of the importance of collecting data before recom-
mendations were made; vvhethei or not students were sufficiently competent
to do plarming; and how planners should be trained: In toe final draft_,_there

a list of qualifications for the membership en the-Design Management 'lean.
It gives an indication of the concern that Proleet Redesign be well done:

"Knowledge of the following categories are necessary assets
for the membership to have, collectively:



Tb IC OF DISCUSSION Il THE CONVENING COMMITTEE

(In Order of Their Frequency, by Category)

Topic *. 'Frequency of IVIention/
Minufes and Memos.

THE PROJECT. WOULD PROCEED:

Managementt of theProject
Organizatio n of Planning Teams,
What the Cony. Comm. ShOuld Do
donarriuntcation with the Commtniity.

,lieporting Relationships
Implementing the Plan
Time schedule
Comprehensive Models of Planning
Resources (pants )
Need for 'Training in Educational Planning
Using the Resources of the Community
Self-Criticism of Project
Compensation for W9rkers in Project

Total

WHAT THE PROJECT WOULT) ACCOMPLISH

mediate vs. Long-Range
("Near" vs. "Far" Future)

Data Collection
Purpose of Project',
Educational Philosophy
Areas-s- Of =Study
Focus on 'leather and Learner

HI. WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE

To

rand To

lnelaci9s only those topics that were discussed
at least twice in meetings OT memoranda.

1

14
12

4

4

4

3

3.

14

2

2

32

116

59

2



Fu netioning of our present school system
Techniques and principles planning and

organizational theory
c. Student, staff, and parent perspective
d. The diverse needs and interests of the community

Alternative and emerging educational systems
f. Techniques of decision-making, conflict resolution,

communication, participation, group interaction
g. Legal. knowledge (q.g. , the Education Code)
h. -Educational theory and practice (30)

At the same time; the Convening Committee was concerne,d about
egalitarianism; every citizen, staff member, and stude t had aright to
take part in the procesS of planning for the future of the schools; The born=
petence vs. egalitarian dilemma provoked much discussion. -There never H

c,.
really was a*resolution - both competence and broad participation were
esired.

Another topic of debate was whether the projeqt's emphasis.should
on planning for_ the near future or for.the more distant future. The Com-

mittee saw the- advantages of dreaming big, "pulling out all.the stops", being
creative, imaginative, and unrestrained by mundane considerations of prac-'
ticability. But they also saw some reasons for being more earth-bound.
They felt that there should be some consideration of prdsent.capabilities and
problems. 4he dilemma the Committee felt about "nearr.-1.-vs:"far." future
is reflected. in the "Ground Rules" section of its report:

Redesign should be future-oriented, going frOrn
where we are to where we want to be, emphasiz-
ing what is possible and desirable, rather than
what is wrong now.

4. Redesign should tdke note of current'problems,
referring them into existing stri4tures or sug-
gesting new ways of dealing with them. " (31)

The "near vs. far" future problem is one that-recurred throughout time exist-
ence of Project Redesign.

A third topic of great controversy was the Designylanagernent Team,
which was to be the governing committee of the project. The designing of the
"DMT" embodied the problem of competence vs. egalitarianism. The-problem
was the focus of most of the discussion on-how the project was to procee,d (see
Table 3). The duties assigned' to the DMT indicate the_ concern for proce'Ss or
procedure, as compared tp product. The DMT was not to be concerned with

A

specific issues, but with coordinating the project:



"The Design agement Team should not generate their
own ideas for redesign, but develop plans and proposals,.
which combine and interpreeideas, data, and other input
from numerous sources within the Project and school/.
comninnify," (32)

-Many of the same questions raised in the discussion a the DMT'

were raised with respect to the SCITS (Schopl4Corninunity Input Tednis;
later eferred to as "Planning Teams"). For example, there seems to
have ben a great deal of trie, spent discussing how, many teams there should

and very little indiscussing what:kinds of issues the teams shoulll deal
with. Most of the discussion seemed to be based on the assumption that the

rris vv tiil.d pie brganized by issues,' sOch as "long-range financing" or
" early a 6 gseent ethcation", tattier than by geographic region, as was pre-
scribed by the Conijening Committee.

4
_

Person/ Hours of Work by the Convenin Committee

In the eleven weeks of thp Convening ComMittee's existence, each
tuber put in approximately 35 hciurs (average) toward preparation of the re-

portIl 'hose six members who-Served on the Steering Committee gave nearly
8 hodrs per week, including a sizable amount of time over the Christmas holi-
days. The time.contribution of Convening Committee memifers is shown in

Table 8. .

Results of the Convenin Committee Deliberation
Table 9 traces the development of the ideas for organizing Project

Red sign from the Superintendent's speech of February 1971 through the con-
sult memorandum of June of that year, the superintendent' report to the
Board in qeptember and, finally, the Convening Committee's report of Fehru-
ary 1973.' For all `of the time elapsed and the work put in by Convening Com-
mittee members, the 1973 report does not depart' very far from the ideas pro-
posed two years earlier.

a. The Director it appears to haveen the consultant early in
the project who first proposed that there should_be a full-time director. The
Convening Committee did not change the director's' role very much. Thor as-:
signed to the DMT the responsibility for seeking funding. ( 33) The Convening
Committee also gave to the DMT responsibility- for assembling the final Plan.

b. The Teams. What changed was the size of the project. Earlier,
a one -year project involving "selected" citizens, educators, and students had
been suggested. The Convening Committee wanted to involve as many people
as possible and to extend the project at least 2-172 years beyond the time of



TABLE 8
)

ESTIMATED* HO S CONTR UTED HIS CONVEG cGIVIIMITTE MEMBERS

NON - STEERING CC Total Hours Average Hours
per Person,

Home-Makers
\=.

-( N=6)

Staff ( N-7)

Students ( N-5)

Professional
Community,

Total: ( 25 )

STEERFG COMMITTEE ( 6 )

TOTAL CO EN G CORIMITTEA BY SEX

Womenen ( 13 )

Men ( 18 )

Grand Total: ( 31 )

187 - 31.1

181'

92

110

570',

507 5

25.9

18.4

15.4

22.8

84.6

488.5 37.6'

65

1077.5

38.6

34.8

Hours were estimated by counting the number of meetings attended and
multiplying by 3 hours; multiplying the number of pages of memoranda
written by 1/ hour; and addirg them together for each person. It was
estimated that the Steering Committee spent 50 hours each, beyond the
number of hours in regular meetings and memorandum t2Piting. The
over-all estimation of time is believed to be conservative, -because
(1) subcommittee meetings, other than Steering Committee meetings,
are not included (there may have been only one or two such meetings);
and (2) preparation time for the regular Coniiening Committee meetings
was not counted unless a meniorariOin exists; (3) several members
made trips to Sabrarnento or Portland, or spoke at various community
meeting_s - this time was not counted. The time or the project director
and the research director also was not included.



TARLE TWO;YEARS OF PLANO TO PLAN, DEVELOPMEIDEVELOPMENT OF THE IDEAS FOR ORGAIVI ING PROJECT REDESIGN

Su erititendent's Speech - /71 , Consultant Memo 6/3/71 Super tendent to Board 10/15/71 Convening Com-

mittee Report -

2/6/ 37

HRECTOR

_;_...,

,

__ ,...,.._ .._..,....L.7,,_

Full-time; or e teams;

hold hearings; design and

edit reports; write proposes

ds for funding; 4611 to

swerilitplict@t:it,

-

Report to Superintendent

v

Role: x,cu ve.director;,

manag. Pr pot and its,.

finances prepare guar-

terly, r ort's; do annual

___evkia_ AO project__

port ._ superintenden

appitatment confirmed by
t

# $rd annuallyp yn Cabin(

amber- of DMT/without

t Other stiff (smal

may be added,
'-,

i EAMS DESIGN TEAM - 1

Study all aspects of Kiln.-

tion; establish priorities

§UBCOMMIrEES:

Pursue high priorities in depth,
1 .

iii
]

1

TWO TEAMS -

(a) develop goals, object-

ives, philosophies; (b)

develop,trieons

SUBCOMMITTEES as

needed

.

, /

DESIGN AGMT, TETEl M:

Relate) community; op-

pointfruid coordMate team;

assimble data and proposE

an nab recoinmendatior

k funds; develop an

7 evaluation pian; do proces

not content.

SCHOOL /COMMUNITY

'_DIPLIT TEAMS:
4,

.

Liaison with community;

convey information; needs

assessment; develop pro-

posals. Report to DMT;

TASK GROUPS: Do speci

studies; report to DMT,

,(,
AD HOC GROUPS: self-

appointed or special-

interest groups - felle*

general ground 111141
2
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6 eriatendent - 271 Consultant 6/71

PR9DUCT AfOOMMENiV41010:,

E

--,.Through the Di

Team to the Board ,

for action

odueators citizens

CANTS ui tudents

in

u-- rintendent 19/71.,

friA.L 11EP2ITT:
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With a butes and schedule

(

,

A one-yeai project

Selected citi2ens', edu-

cators and student

For Director. salary; .

salry of research score-

, tarii travel; $upplies

1

, 4

TIIBEE-MR:t PLAN:

(a) needs, go0

(b) constraints, opport

ties .

(e) design 'of systeti to man-.

age change

/

CYCLE:
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2 years redesign d pre:

paration.

3 years implementation -

Then b6gin again

Cony, Committee - 2

(a) A management plan for. ikj'oc

(b) f.utpres materials

(c )Curricalum evaluation

(d) Organization and decision-i

(--makirig study

chool/cominunity profile

Asyssment of retroactive. data

) Review staff development

h Create a rescued ool _

PQMPIA-SESi-

)

(a) Preparation

Exploration and assessment

(c) Design and decisionaaking

(d) Lmpletnentatiot

to last 2.1/2: year.

to last 2 years or more,

'Cornpetent_and iterested

stiff dents, eitiziens educators

professional consultaflts,

'

$7.0,000; $25,000 from '111.08D
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side,
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involved, but also concern that parr.
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a mix.,pfsitudents, staff, .a izens

ad parents,

Fort implementation",,

65-70,0,00 per year, of which

W,000 is for Director and-office.

Possibility of 'outside fun'tliiig,



the presentation of their report. Part of the task of managing this very large
p roject would belong to the Design Management Team.,,

The DL1T, as described in the Convening Committee ,eport, was
closer to the ideas-the superintendent had put forth in his February 1971
speech than. to the consultant's conceptualization. The superi=ntendent's
idea-of a Design Team that would study all aspects-of education and establish
priorities is close to what the DMT actually became.

_1

--A-great-deal-oftime-was-spent-inthe-Gonvening-Com-mittee-in,an at-
, tempt to determine what other -comrhittees should bg:established besides the

DMT,. This is the part of the report that shows more detail Than the earlier
proposals-, But the Convening Committee did not have to work out .all of the de-
tails themselves, for in October, a new staff person came to Project Redesign -
the research coordinator. Much of the detail of the School/Community Input
Teams was worked out by him, bi a proposal for funding which he submitted 'to
the National Institute of -EduCation.

c. The Product. It is interesting to note the differences between the
superintendent's product ---"A Three-Part Plan", and the many products man-
dated by the report of the Citinvening Committee. Several sections of the report
mention that Project Redesign will be formulating proposals for change, e. g.,
"The DMT will have responsibility for supervising the development of a coher-
ent presentation of Redesign Proposals. "g However, there is little emphasis on
a comprehensive planning document; which seemed central to the superintend-
ent's conceptualization.

The superintendent's "needs" and "goals" became the "proposals" in
the Convening Committee report. The Committee chose to emphasize
information-gathering (prpdpets.b, c, d, e, 1), rather than "constraints and
opportunities". The ComMttee thought more about human resources than
about dollar resourceb (products g and 11).

Although there was some discussion in the Convening Committee about
how to implement the redesign changes (see Table 7 ), this topic received less
attention in the Committee's report than in the Superintendent's October 1971
description oCathree-part plan.

We might infer, from the Convening Committee's description of the
purposes of Project Redesign (p.3) that there was common subscription to a
couple of assumptions: (1) if everyone in the school and community is allowed
to participate; and ( 2)- if proposals are based on "valid and reliable" data,
proposals will result that will be welcome and implemented in an "orderly way".
While there was some recognition of the political need for consulting all who
would be affected by proposed changes, it seems the Committee assumed that

11u



everyone would agree to adopt a Good Idea, 'once they had had a chance to
.understand the reasoning and the data that led to the proposal of the Good
Idea. No one 'Seemed to think that sound investigative work and propercon-
sultation could result in a bad idea, nor was it conceivable that anyone'
suited would oppose a Good Idea. The Good Idea assumption is stated
explicitly on page 8 of the Committee Report:'

'The -bas.e--ASsurnpt=ionof=Redesigrvis__made_that if the data
is reliable and proposali are based on that data, decision-.

makers will take action on the recommendations."
(Emphasis added)

TMs belief in the pri ,acy of Goal-peas probably resulted in little concern
about strategies for irnplernentinechang es.

d. and Budget. The proposed,tinie schedule
for the rojelbt grew by degrees from one year, suggeited by the consultant,
to 4-1/2 years, proposed in the orrirriitteet:s report. The concern for open
paiticipatioi, but also for competeras already been noted: The budget ,

section of the.report seems to have been prepred by the-,project director--.and
the superintendent; there is little discUssion of+ in the Convening -tornmittee
minutes. Again, the Conunittee showed a relative lack of concernfor money.

C6nOlusions
a

An attention structure is that set of rules wilt& says who may attend
to what; that is, who in the organization has the right to make., or help rnala-
(or veto) which decisions. The organized anarchy model predicts that unde,, r,
onditions of ambiguity therte will be less instrumental justification of attention

str=uctures and more SpnbOlic, educational, and traditional justificatl if. There
will be more concern with disd'overing an communicating nieaniri nd lessdk,,

concern witly,the best wayrto make rational 'decisions.
r-

\

In an ambiguous situation, symbols of the organization's values are
very apparent. It seems that when we don't know what were doing, we use

-'s nbolic means of showing that what we are doing is good, even if it is ma-
Pew thing's are more arnbiiimiarThan a comprehensive plan.ming effort.

This was certainly true for Project Redesign. The first year and a half after
.the superintendent's speech (February 1971 to September 4972)-, saw no plan-

_
tying. Most talk about the project had been in terms of generalities; the only
specific action was the hiring. of the director.

The purpose of the Convening Committee was to set up and justify
the attention structure of Project Rede ign; or, we might say, to legitimize
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It as a Garbage Can. True to organized anarchy predictions, symbolic, edu-
cational, and traditional factors were more apparent than hard-headed, elf
cient standards for getting the job done. The primary tusk of the Committee
could be seen as one of educating the rest of the conimunity to an, appreciation
of the importance of Project Redesign. It was difficult to convi rice people in
advance that the. Project was important bee wise of what it was going to naccorn-
plish; it was easier to show that the project was important because of how it
was going to be done.

Perhaps' this-lierps-to--e -tairFwhy- it-was ne r-theTO-oriverting
Committee to spend so much time preparing a report that ed essentially
the sane ideas as those expressed in, the memorandum written a year earlier
by the consultant. The prestigious embers of the ConvenUngCommittee had
to put their stamp of legitimacy on t e project. Their function was to certify
that the project was worthy of respec and that it would be run it a manner
that would be in accordance with the hi t values of the community; they
made it a_n attractive Garbage Can.

The organized anarchy theory predicts that the attention structure
will be ipecialized in an organization that values expertise; that is, only the
specially-trained expert will be able to make a decision in his particular area.
In an organization in which there is a belief in differentiated status,_ a hier-
archical struchlre will predominate; the higher one's position in the organiza-
tion, the anore decisions that individual will be involveclin. And in an organ-
ization in which value ig.placed on egalitarianism, open attention structures
vvi prevail. Everyone will have the right to affect any decision. T`heat'ten-
tion structure symbolizes the value system of the organization.

The Me ow City corny unity places a high value on both competence
(or expertise) and egalitarianism. Thus, the proposed attention structure for
Project Redesign provided for open participation, but also specified that the
participants would be competent before they came, or trained after they oarne
to the project. For example, the report calls for four phases of the project,
the first of which was to be a Preparation Phase

in which the paf-ticipants organize, develop participation
and leadership skills, becorrie familiar with possible alter-
native lutures , gather resources, specify the tasks, begin -
to interact." ( 31)

e proposed attention structure was a combination of competence and egg
taria_nisno, a kind of "democracy of the informed".

The belief in the Good Idea follows from this. Good procedures and
trained people in the,"dernoc racy of the informed" will naturally produce
Good Ideas. A community in which scientific researchers have high status,



as they do in Meadow City, values training iiigood scientific methodology.
Trainineparticipants to collect data would make them` at least good research
assistants. Careful use of good procedures leads to the best scien ific know-
ledge. The belief in the "Good Idea depends on, having ,00d scientific pro.;-

cedureS.

fiat the school district also has a hiex4rehy, It was never clear
how the hierarchy would relate to Ptoject Redesign. The attention. structure

of the Project was a combination of specialized and open v the "denweracy of

the informed". The attention structure of the own` -going, everyday activities of

the district Was a hierarchical structure, with a superintendent-at-the-topi-his-----------
deputies, principals and specialists and, finally, teachers in clissrooms.. For
Project Redesign, this presented serious problems. Its stricture was'not that
of the hierarchy. It had no authority to-make decisions in the hierarchical,
structure and had few links with it. Therefore, the Good Idea assumption be-

came crucial., if those in authorityn the hierarchy recognized a Good Idea

when it was proposed, they would see That it was implemented. The Gadd

Idea would be the link.

PROJECT REDESIGN

School
District

Hierarchy

1

on of Good Ideas
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The 'democracy of the informed" may be seen not only as a symbol of
ues of the Meadow City community, but also as another aspect of the. Pro-
design Garbage Can that made participation attractive. The project would
oeratic - and so autoTatically good; it would have informed participants

AO it would be good to associate oneself with them. And it would provide an,ecluca-
tIOntal eVerience for those who participated - they would become irtforrne eexpertsI

The primacy of the Good Idea was a way to provide an agenda in a time
were no Salient problems to work on. Borrowing from the values of the

community, the Convening Committee _report emphasizes that good pro-
are the 12y to acceptable° ideas. Goad procedures produce thin= "feliahre

oh which proposals would be based. Those proposals would be worthy of
ration by decision-makers. Working toward Good Ideas- meant reading,

UtAreying, learning communication skills - there plenty of work to be done by
t Redesign participants.

The much7-discussed issue of "nee" versus "far".futttre may he seen
tempt to define which issues-are the p vince of the hierarchical structure

are the province, of the "democracy of t4 informed". "Near" future-,
immediate pr8blems and concerns, are within the realm of the hierarchy's

"Far" future became the special expertise of. 11-ojec edesign; it was
lying the hierarchy was supposed to know how to deal with. Project-Bede-

on the other hand, hired futurologists and established "Dream Teams".
ishing an area of expertise was one. way of carving out an important sphere

df y for the project, and of avoiding conflict with the hierarchical-structure.

the "democracy of the informed", the primacy of the Good Idea, and
he "far" future are the important messages of the Convening Committee

Alf had important consequences for the future of Project Redesign.

IGIV IVIA.NAGEME T TEAM: CH O S I G THE TEAM

The Convening Committee's report was presented to the Board of Ecluca-
as discussed by them at a study session on January 23, 1973. Formal
e at the February 6th regular Board meeting, when the following motion

was passed:

- - -- -moved that the Board re-endorse Project Redesign,
that the Board make a public announc'ement of that re-
endorsement of Project Redesign, that the Board allow a
response period to encourage feedback and that, following
these actions, the Board begin implementation of Phase One
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bSr appobating a Design Management Team and empower-
ing the Design Management Team to begin its work as
suggested in the report of the Convening Committee,. " 35)

)
This was the ction recommended to the Board by the Coni.4ning Coin-

Mittee. ( 36) After sore discussion about the amount of flexibility that
should be given to the DMT and the amount of time that should be allowed for
community feedback, the Board passed this motion unanimously. The super-
intendent said he would prepare the announcement of the Board's re-
endorsement and aSk for-community input.

In mid-March, the Board met inexecutive session
appointments. They had about 90 names from which to choose. (37 ) At
least .a dozen people had submitted resumes. Some had nominated themselves;
many had letters of endorsement from community members or organizations
like the League of Women Voters. A memorandum dated March 1, 1973 lists
fourteen self-nominations; twenty-one .nominations by the Corvening Committee;
seven by the p rojeet director of the superintendent; eight by various community
people; and five by various organizations. It is obvious that many community
members felt that it was important and desirable to be a member of the Design
Management Team. One woman who nominated herself wrote:

"I have always had a kepi interest in education and welcome,
Project Redesign as a unique opportunity to guarantee the
best of education for our child -n in these 'Years of rapid
change. The attached resume icates that I am well in-
formed in the required categories.

The resume showed a Master's Degree, a courns ling credential, and extensive
experience in personnel IrArk. (She was not app lilted.) The credentials and
recommendations of most of the nominees were quite impressive. The Board
must have had a difficult time choosing whom to appoint.

Appointments included three students, three teachers, and five par-
ents. Four had.subrnitted their resumes; three had been nominated by indi-
viduals in the community; two by the Convening Committee; two by community
or teacher groups; one by the Convening Committee and a teacher organiza-
tion; and one was a self-nominee.

Q

The. DMT Goes

4ril to Augastt 1973. As the DMT began its work, three things
were of great concern to the group: (a) establishing the legitimacy and image
of Project Redesign; (b) establishing good procedures for the operation of the
project; and (c ) maintaining a high quality grouprocess within the DMT.
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The firSt meeting of the DIVIT was held on April 23, 1973. The
hoard President came to address the group, as did the superintendent. Their
remarks emphasized the significance of the project and the important role
that would be played by the DMT. Photographers from the local newspaper
were iiresent to record the event, and DIvIT members were told that they
would be as important as the Board of Education in determining the future of
the school district. ( 38)

Much meeting time during'that first spring and summer -was occupied
in struggling vvitli the procedures to be followed by the BIND' themselves. They

the..chairpersonship-should-rotate.-----C.onsequeutly,a.veryfew3nonths:__.
considerable time was spent deciding who should be chairperson. &great deal-
of discussion occurred about the minutes and who should receive copies of them.
Judging from the amount of space in fhe minutes devoted to disous-sions of the
minutes, this was an important issue. At length it was decided tit -distribute
the minutes widely, placing copies in schools and public litiraihies all over the
city. The rnintites were almost never approved as they_were first -written,
but rather, were approved "as corrected". The DMT, impressed with the'im-
pOrtance of the tasks ,before them, were quite self,-contious about how they

--- Carried out their functions.

The first duty of the DMT, as mandated by the Convening Committee's
report, was the launching of the task forces. The Convening Committee had
listed the following tasks: ".....which will be necessary to get the project un-
der way-"

1. Complete a detailed plan for planning
2. Generate material on emerging educational and societ
3. Conduct a cjnprehensive curriculum evaluation
4. Conduct adorganization and decision-making study
5. Develop a school/community profile and forecasts
G. Assess retrospective data
7. Review in-service education and staff developme
8. Create a resource pool ( 39)

--es

Most of the meeting time between April and August was taken up in
discussing who should be appointed to the various task forces.' Winch of the
discussion occurred in "executive session", open to members only, the min-
utes of which were distributed only to members. These minutes show careful
attenVon to the personal characteristics of persons who might be appointed to -
task forces. For example, this statement from executive session minutes of
May 14, 1973 is not atypical:

(Dmr member) voiced a negative opinion to the appoint-
ment of . (Second DIV1T member) agreed.
.Their statement was that he was not well-liked by either
students or staff... .. The majority felt that
name should be deleted from the list;"

I
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The DMT had a pool of volunteers from which to choose, as a re-
sult of advertisements placed in the Meadow City Times early in May of
1973. =The decision to adverpse publicly for volunteers to serve on the
task forces was carefully deliberated, especially at the May 7th meeting.
The DMT wanted to be very certain that they were appointing high-quality
people to these task forces.

Cbncurrent with the discussions about who should be on the task
forces, various DMT members were drafting descriptions of the procedures
to be follovved by each task force. -iThe DMT chairman was worling on a draft
of general "Guidelines for Convening a Project Redesign Task Force". All of
these drafts were discussed at length in therneetings. By the time the cligh-,
man finished writing (and getting DMT approval for) the guidelines on how to
start a task force, most of the task forces were already appointed and Some
had already begun meeting. (40) The "Guidelines" written by the DMT
chairman became more of an explanation of what had been done than a blue-
prLnt for future action.

Another important function taken on the DMT was the creation of the
public image for Project Redesign. At the first meeting, a sub-committee was
appointed to start work on public relations. Eventually, a tape/slide show was
put together and was shown at severA meetings in the community. A volunteer
was recruited to prepare a brochure describing the project, gad a great deal of
time was spent at the July 16th meeting criticizing her work. In addition, many
DMT membera went out to community meetings and high school assemblies to
give talks about Project Redesign. ( f11) Finally, the director spent a great
deal of his time contacting well-known writers and scholars in the fields of
education and futurology.

The concern of the D1V1T with the quality of its own personal interac-
tion,is illustrated by the minutes of the May 30th executive session. During
the regular meetIng, a graduate student (non-DMT member) had been invited
to come in and give a paper she had written, in which she suggested some ways
of organizing a task force. The DMT discussed her ideas and made comments
to her at the regular meeting_ . When she had gone, these comments were made

in executive session:
" (Chairman) said that there v>as some concern about
(the 'student's) coming to present the DMT with .a pro-
posal and having the DMT discuss her proposal while
she was present. What protocol should be followed..

(A) felt uncomfortable having (the student) there. She didn't
know what the student's role was.

(C) thought the-discussion was help ul to (the student).



(D) also said that the DMT did not know (the stude
role' or what commitment had been. made to her.

(Chairman.) expla ined that there_was no commitment to
her. He said that this should have been clear to the
entire group.

(A) doesn't want to have to confront a person whp wants
a definite answer regarding a proposal:

(E) felt the DMT should have some time to get eactions
before having the person come in

(A) wants to have more than one way of looking at a par-
ticular task before making a decision.

(F) didn't feel-that (the student) was offended.

This great concern for people's feelings within the DMT-beca.me very signifi-
cant'in the life of the group and was to have important consequences for the
group's effectiveness.

In September, the DMT produced a quarterly, report to the Board of
Education in which they summarized theiraccomplishments to date and dis-
cussed objectives for the futtite. The report clearly shows the DMT's concern
for the legitimacy of Project Redesign in the eyes of the commi.nity and of the
school district decision-makers. This illustrative paragraph is from the intro-
ductory "Summary":

"We are presently occupied with coordinating Task Force
activity and designing the SC1T as a planning group. The
latter is scheduled for completion within the next quarter
and its implications arcitriewed with considerable gravity.
Pan -the scrr. be .organized and motivated to prepare

and responsive proposals for change
can. But Redesign, as currently conceived, will live or
die in direct measure to the acceptance of the SCIT as a
legitirnate.educational planning body. To enable such ac-
ceptan.ce, a significant ortion of the constituents and pro-
fessionals in the District must first believe that their edu-
cational system can be responsive to their needs. We view
the role of the Board of Education as pre-eminent in deVel-
oping that notion and thereby providing the opportunity for
Redesign to prove itself. Thereafter, there will be little
substitute for competent, thorough work if the impact of Re-
design is ever to be felt in the MCSD. " ( 42) (emphasis added)



Task Forces
The task forced,- sometimes referred to as "technical task forces",

were envisioned as part of Project Redesign which would provide the hard data
on which the actual planning would be based. They began meeting in June and
July of 1973 and completed most of their work by December of that year The

emphasis was on gathering data for use by the School/Community Input Teams
(SCITs), which were to do the actual planning

An evaluation of the task forces was written up by the first-quarter
chairman. He interviewed or gave queStionnaires to the coordinators

o at least two other members of each task force. The resultS appeared
in a orandum, "Redesign Task Force Evaluation", dated April 30, 1974.
The chairman identified three problems common to nearly all task forces:
lack of clear mandate; lack of strong leadership; 'high rate of attrition among
members, especially student members.

Most of the respondents said that their willingness to keep on work-
ing came from the commitments they had made to each other, rather than froth
'much of a sense of obligation to Project Redesign. Almost all of them felt that
they should'have had more direction from and contact with the DMT. One said,
"Redesign may have impact on the District only through its effect on partici-
pants and the better insight they, acquire."

The DIVIT 'chairman summarized his recommendations as fol ows:

"In the convening of future groups, I would recommend
more succinct, well stated, and time-limited tasks,
strong leadership, and smaller groups of not more than
ten persons who are prepared to meet consistently until
task definition'and assignments are clear. Students
should begin specific tasks early and see where their
contribution fits from perhaps their first meeting. Fin-
ally, a closer relationship between the Task Forces and
the day-to-day activity of Redesign is needed and every-
one needs to believe Project-Re.'-lsign is for real "

The DMT: ust Decenbi 1973

As the task forces ?gall to meet, the Design Management Team mein-
bers eased into a pattern of- ving as liaison to the task forces and bringing

back reports to the DMT meetings. The next big decision the DMT had to make

was how to organize the School Community In ut Teams (SCI's).

In June, the research coordinator had received word that a proposal

to study citizen participation in school planning would be funded by the National

Institute of Education. School/Community Input Teams were to be the focus of
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that three-year, $122,000 Study of participation. They were also the heart of
the entire project. The SCIT's would do the actual planning; they would develop
the proposals that would change the system. They were exceedingly important.

At theAugust 6th meeting. of the DMT, the research coordinator and
the ma' chairman presented a draft of a paper they had written, "Planning for
the School/Community Input Teams", The DMT discussed this paper at some
length at that meeting and for several meetings thereafter. The most difficult
decision about the SCIT's, it seemed, was the topics to which they would address
themselves. Several times different members of the DMT or staff drew up a list
of topics ,(43 ) but the committee could never agree as to which lists should guide
She formation of the SCIT's. The decision was never really made, even though
there was much discussion during at least fourteen DMT meetings. For example,

. on August 27, motion was made that:

"The DMT should define 6-9 general subject areas
which attempt to cover the total educational system
which might form a basis for organizing SCIT's "

The motion was seconded, but was defeated.

It was generally agreed that there should be some kind of orientation,
Lncluding.group process training, for people who wanted to participate in the
SCIT's, and that there shotild be a few pilot SCIT's before the rest-started up. (44)

On October 24, 1973, one DMT member made a motion that " the DMT re-
consider the question of,whether or not to have pilot SCIT's". The motion was
seconded; the vote was 3 to 3, with one abstention; Motion failed. And so it went.

Finally, in a memorandum dated November 29, the staff wrote:

"We should let the a tic the selves define and choose
the area of interest in which they will work. Further discus-
sion of SCIT topics by the DiV which are meant ,to be direct-
ive is'probably inappropriate (Emphasis in original)

Whether or not the discussion was inappropriate, the staff undoubtedly
felt that all the wheel-spinning was definitely inappropriate! At the next DMT
meeting, action was taken on the two recommendations made in the staff memor-
andum of November 29th. First, it was decided that there should be a SatUrday
workshop for all SCIT volunteers, with an outside group process consultant,
during which the volunteers would learn about group process and set up-the in-
dividual SCIT's. Secondly, a subcommittee Was- formed to work with the re-
search coordinator on the SCIT's. No longer would the entire DMT spend time
discussing the details of setting up the SCIT's. In addition, it was decided that
the project director would lead a group process retreat_ for the DMT in January.



In the meantime, some preparations for inaugurating the SCIT's
had already begun.- One DMT member suggested at the October 1st meeting
that there be four community meetings for the purposes of (1) telling people
about the work of the task forces; (2) getting people to brink about the future;

recruiting SLIT members. These meetings took-place between October
0 and November 14 at four locations. Part of the program was the slide/

tape show on futuring, prepared by the Futures task force. In addition, sini-
liar programs were presented to students at each of the high schools.
Seventy-four SLIT T-volunteeis signed up at these meetings. (45) The DMT
goal of selecting topics for the first one or two pilot SCrrs before these ori-
entation mietings (46) was, of course, not met.

During this period, the DIVIT's self-consciousness abdut their own
group-process'ecintinueci. On September 17, they adjourned to executive ses-
sion, to discuss current process needs and available personnel within
and without the district".

"As a result of the executive session, it was agreed we
will invite an individual froth the District staff to sit
with the DMT- as a process consultant to ,evaluate and
make suggestions for improving our proceedings.
Secondly, the research coordinator will develop list
of available process consultants within and with° t the
District - to provide material for group protess to
be presented to the SCITs (47)

By this time, one MT member, now chairwom had already
missed a lot of the meetinks and the director announced the September 24
meeting that she had resigne& Although the subject o_ eplacing her was dis-
cussed several.times (48), lie6Place was not filled until the ,members whose'
terms expired after one year left the DMT in April 1974 and were replaced
by a" "freshman class". The DMT se ed to follow a suggestion of the
director that:

.... since the one-year members of the DMT complete
their stint in April, we might de well to improve our,group
process in, the intervening time and not press for an im-
mediate replacement for (this'member). (49)

They had worked so hard to attain a cohesive group that they didn't seem to
want to expend the energy that would be required to absorb a new person.

A self-evaluation questionnaire, designed by the student members
of the DMT,and distributed in October, revealed some strong negative feel-
ings about the group process, particularly the difficulty of reaching decisions.

I
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It. is clear, however, that the DMT cared greatly about, maintaining good group
feelings, even at a high cost in terms of time and frustration. The new DMT
chairman's report for the second.quarter to the Board orEducation (Jan. 16,
1974) also discussed the dilficulties that the DMT had had with group process:

"The second quarter has been a period of trarsition for
the EMT. The initial tasks 'of organization and forma-
tion of task forces were straightforward and accom-
plished with relative ease. The ensuing task of definLag
SCITs, their functions and process, was, much more com-
plex and emphasized the importance of group process
training.

During the period, the' DMT undertook several actions to
Improve its capabilities this area We have recog-
nized the value of this type of training and have included
it as part of the SCIT training program." (50)

As 1973 came to a close, the DMT had quite a few accomplishments
to its credit, despite its many frustratiops, It had guided the formation- and - the-=-
work of six task forces, and now the data were rolling in. It had established
procedures and guidelines for participation in Project Redesign. It had drawn
up its own management plan to guide, its work for the next year. It had arranged
itself into subconutiittees in an effort to work more efficiently. Most impor-
tantly, it had set up a schedule, beginning in January, for orienting and train-
ing SLIT volunteers. Nearly three years after the superintended's "famous"
speech, the plahning was about to begin.

The Organized Anarchy model suggests three elements that affect
people's decisions to participate in organizational decision-making:

(a) the outcomes of the decision are important, and the
people believe they can have an effect on the outcome;

(b) the participation, is pleasurable - people learn things,
they have pleasant social interactions, and they dem-
onstrate support of things that are right and good
during the process of participation;

(c) people have a sense of duty or'obliotion to participate
.

The model does not suggest that all participants experience all three
kinds of motivation to an equal degree. But anyone who had any of these reas-
ons for participating would likely have been attracted to Project Redesign be-
cause of the way the project had been conducted up to this point. The emphasis
on establighing the legitimacy of the project, for example, had the effect of

1



confirming peep e's beliefs that the project wouldproduce some import,

outcomes. The project had been very carefullY'planned_.by the Convening

Committee and its leaders (the DMT) were selected In n closed session by

the Board of Education. Some very competent experts were to be involved,

yet anypne in the community -would be welcome to make a contribution.
Official annotincements tried to make clear that the preject would have

important consequences and that it would be open to all views. The evidence

that people elieved this is the fact that so many had a strong desire to be

appointed t the DMT. Attractive Garbage Cans had been created.

The emphasis on competence was undoubtedly a factor in attracting

pa icipants. The experience of being on a committee with smart and import-

a/nt peop /e would be both fun and educational that is, pleasurable.

The emphasis on group process probably also had an effect on the

pleasu e that participants felt, as well as on their. sense of obligation. ,The

DMT sell-evaluation indicated a high level of satisfaction with "our inter-
personal exehange, and feelings toward one another", even though there was
frustration with the inability to make decisions. -Good interpersOnalrtlations
also have the effect of building up peop'le's sense of obligation, as indicated by

the respondents to the task 'force evaluation.

The technology of how to do, participatory planning was not well known,

nor was the teehnology of how to impliove education. So the participants in Pro-

ject Redesign didn't know what they wh.re doing. They had no procedures to fol-:

low. Had i4eeri apparent to the DMTthatThere were some important and press-

ing problems in the school district that they should immediately begin to solve,

they probably would have done that. But there were no pressing problems.

There was no- obvious agenda.

The organized anarchy model predicts that when we don't know what

we are doing, the way we do it becomes more important. Thus, in the work of

the DMT, as in that of the Convening Committee, we' see a preoccupation with

procedures. The minutes and the rotation of the chairperson are very important

because they symbolize the beliefs Ln equality and Openness that were the es-

sence of this _project.

/ The ernpha o_ n group process is another way of attending to the "how"

rather than the "what" of the tasks at hand. The DMT evidently felt that the im-

portance of each individual and his or her feelings overshadowed the importance

of reaching decisions quickly and smoothly. Chairpersons had trouble taking

charge, according to the self-evaluation, andthe decision about scrr topics was

never made. The pleasures and duties of the process provided enough energy to

keep the Garbage Cans attractive, even though at times it was hard to see pro-

gress on decision outcomes.



V THE pCHOOL/COMMITNITY INPUT TEAM AS A GARBAGE C N'
FORMATION OF THE SCIT'S AND THEIR GROUND RULES

Ail persons who were interested in work on SW's came to a
general meeting on Saturday, January 26, 1974. With thehelp of,a group process
consultant, the Kill's were at last formed during theslay-long session. The par-.
tieipants themselves chos e topicS they would study. Team 1 7,,Alternatives',
in Elementary Educate had seven members, and planned to study both curripu,
lum and organizational issues. Tearh 2, with 15 members, planned to work hi.the
area of Secondary Education. Team 3 would investigate Education f r
escents and was-made up of 7 members. Team' 4 also had 7 men* = rs and would
study the Personal and Professional Growth of Staff. Team 5, with members.,
would be the SCIT for School/Community Relationships

-The I3MT and the project staff had a Brea deal of con r for the
formal procedures used by volunteer participants, we have eh.. A five-page
memorandum was prepared, "Description4 Function Sand GroundRules fpr
School /Community Input Teams", dated Fill, 1973. In t, the definition of the
SLIT is made to include the procedures by which they e o operate:

"The School/Community. Inpuk Teams are
planning bodies operating within the
Redesign followin the ound

(Emphasis added)

ed
Project

below."

The ground rules specified that the SCIT rn-ernhership must include ".....in all
cases - staff, administrators, students, and citizens ", and that scrnd would be
further. defined by their basic charge:

"The basic charge of each SCIT is to develop validated
proposals for long-range educational improvement in
the Meadow City School. District. These proposals are
to be within a general subject area assigned to each
SCIT by the Design Management Team and known to
prospective members before accepting appointment.

The idea of validated proposals was an important one because, as
we have seen, there was such great concern for establishing legitimacy. These
were the criteria for "validated" proposals, aepording to the 'ground rule statement:

() It is educationally saund; (2) it is legally and
financially feasible; (3) it is acceptable to the pro-
fessional staff who will be directly affected by the
proposal; (4) it is acceptable to and desired by
those members of the community who will be di-
rectly affected by the proposal; (5) it is a response

4. I
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not merely to the present needs' but to future needs
and opportunities.

Other points made in the ground rules mernorandum were

(1) Members will be'appohited by the DIVIT and should rep-
resent the "strongest possible combhmtion of back-

ground,' skills, and representation of differing points
.of view and differing parts of the community".

(2) Basis for the formation of a SCrr: (a) a topic well
enough defined to be-workable; (b) ability of the
DMT to provide support; (c ) availability of poten-
tial members; (d) topic complementary to existing
topics of study; (e) topic of high priority in dis-
trict and community.

(3) 'A MIT member would' serve as 1
to each SCIT.

'son member

(4) Each SLIT would report to the DMT on (a) its
method of operation; _(b) .the problems it had chosen
to define; (c) a "working plan for proposal develop-

, merit, including budgetary needs, if applicable";
(d) specific proposals for implementation by the
district.

The memorandum also had a len
vs. far future" or, as the authors stated it,
These guidelines were offered:

by section on the question of "near
how far away is the future?"

" (1) Correction of problems, in the operation of pro-
grams car structures presently under way is not the
role of SCIT's; rather, their task is the develop-
ment of new programs on structures notresently
in existence, if such new programs are advisable

... ideas may develop which are of immediate
valtie as,a modification or an adjustment of pres-
ent practe-------- They would be by-products,
rather than the major concern of the SCIT's., how-
ever.

_(2) All proposals should show evidence that plan-
ners have considered carefully the future needs
and opportunities of the district.
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Daily, operational prob ems and issues within the
school system are not within the purview of Pro-
ject Redesign, except as indicators of needs for
long-range planning.

Finally, there was a warning about the possible difficulties of legitimation the
teams might face:

"It is the responsibility of the SCITs to work at a high,
level of competence in order to earn the respect and
cooperation of the District staff."

he SC 1T ground rule statement, there is further evidence that the
beliefs on which the Project operated were "the democracy of the Wormed", the
primacy of the Good Idea, and the "far future". Once again, there is concern
about the competence of the work done within the project. There is also con-
cern about validation of ideas - when a SCIT produced a Good Idea, it would
check it outy)th a broad audience. A truly Good Idea would achieve consensus
=tong all those involved. The formula was:

Gbod Procedures ÷ Emphasis
on Future

Consensus, on
Good Idea.

competent work were done so that the "respect and cooperation of the District
f were earned, the Good Ideas produced would form the link between Project

Redesign's "democracy of the informed" and the rest of the District's hierarch-
tructure to produce changes.

Second 'Wave of SC1T's

After a few meetings, one SCIT, the Staff Growth group, was dis-
bancledat the suggestion of the staff. During the summer and fall of 1974, six
new SCITs_were formed. Their topics came either from the DMT or from the
groups themselves. The Long-Range Finance group centered around one com-
munity member who had long been interested in the problems of school finance.
On his own time, he made studies of the district's enrollment and financial situa-
tion. He had worked to help pass the March 1974 revenue base referendum.
Several people joined him to form a SCIT. Included among them were a doctoral

-student in educational administration, a representative of the League of Women
Voters, two university planners, and a representative of the non-teaching em-
ployees' union.
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The Teacher Leanier group's topic came from the DMT Its lead-
hip came primarily from a junior high school' teacher who was also enrolled

in .a doctoral program. The Teacher/Learner team and the Administrative
Needs team both did surveys that eventually were rather widely used for dis-
cussion around the district. The surveys gathered data on students' percep-
lions of teachers, teachers' perceptions f students, and everyone's perception
of administrators.

A group of Primary Teachers asked to be an "ad hoc" plann group
and were given permission by the DMT. Later they were considered a "plan-
ning team" like the 'other SCrfs. This group was the only one to'be made up
entirely of teachers, with no students, community'rnembers, or other staff.

Finally, a group was forme q study Special Educational and Support
`Services. Its coordinator was an education professor. More than any other,
this team's membership probably represented special interests. They may
have been motivated by all the talk about budget cuts. The group had parent
members, but no students.

Although there were ten SCITs, or Planning Teams, as they later came
to be called, just one team will be considered here in depth: the team on Early
Adolescent Education. It was not selected as theLmost typical of the'tea-ros, but
rather because it kept excellent records of proceedings and illustrateS nicely the
"garbage can" decision process of the Organized Anarchy model. However, the
EAPT is not atypical, and other teams also experienced "garbage can" effects
to varying degrees.

The Early Adolescent Education Team as a "Garbage Can"

The Early Adolescent (or Middle School) son began with a member-
ship that included three parents, two students, an administrator, and a teacher.
After the training sessions were over they, like the other scus, were asked
to develop a problem statement. In their statement, dated February 25, 1974,
the team announced that:

"The Early Adolescent SCIT will be focusing its attention
on determining the educational needs of children in the
early adolescent period and considering ways the needs
may be net by the school system."

The concern that led to the formation of this planning team was prob-
ably widespread community criticism of the junior high schools. The Needs
Assessment of 1973 had uncovered this dissatisfaction in an open-ended ques-
tion about what the respondent liked and disliked about the schools. While
elementary schools were seldom mentioned in responses to the question, high



schools were the subject of thirty positive comments and two negativ ones.
By contrast, the jtmior high schools. received 36 negative comments and two
positive ones. (51) The dissatisfaction was ill-defined; it was hard to
find the root cause. The DMT liaison to this team noted that the junior high
age has always been known as a difficult one and that, historically, junior
high schools had had problems in Meadow City. 52)

The first action of the Early Adolescent Education team was to con-
duct a literature search on early adolescent ethicatiT. In addition, resource
people were called in - a counselor at one of the junior high schools and a pro-
fessor of psychiatry.. The team members also called upon their own experi-
ence to examine how well the needs of adolescents were being met by the Meadow
City schools.

One already existing district problem was adopted by this team:
"What grades should be in which schools ?" This was referred to as the "reor-
ganization problem". A committee had been formed to determine whether some
schools should be closed because of declining enrollment and financial cutbacks.
The high schoCrls were not filled to capacity, so it was determined that there
were two alternatives: (a) one of the three high schools should be closed; or
(b) the ninth grades (at that time housed in the junior high schools) should-be
moved to the high schdols. The latter alternative would involve closing either
a junior high or 6 elementary schools.

In a memorandum to all SCITs dated May 13, 974, Project Rede-
earch coordinator said:

.the Early Adolescent SCITrnay wish to provide in-
tensive input to the reorganization process this summer,
if and when junior high decisions are under consideration.
Then, the SLIT may continue to work in the. fall, perhaps
in, collaboration with the Cabinet and Board, or perhaps
working more closely with school facultieS and principals...

The team did want to-w,ork on this important problem, but they seemed to see
their role as one of, defining the criteria upon which the decision could be made.
They were never able to make a. renopunendation about whether or not to move
the ninth grade to the high sshi;o1s, although one of their members wrote a
"minority report" which did advocate leaving the :nth grade in junior high.

The Early Adolescent team became a-"garbage can" for a wide
range of issues. Some of them are outlined in. Table 10. By the t nd of June,
the team had arranged these concerns into a set of criteria for the education
of early adolescents. ( 53) In an early draft, they introduced their criteria
with the following statement:



OME ISSUES DISCUSSED BY THE EARLY ADOLESCENT PLANN TC TEAM

Ph cal Develo went and Trait

Remedial and accelerated instruction-in the
basic skills

Make school more interesting and chal-
lenging

Offer students more options
Teach ,students how to make choices
Consider differences in aptitude and.

development
Provide facilities for independent stay
Teachers make contracts for'wbrk to

be done by individual students
Provide field trips, special projects
Free up the. dress code r

-------Provide-wide-range-extra-curriculuin
"de different discipline structures

Provide h nors classes
Train teac ers in the biological devel-

opment of this age group ,

Provide human relations programs
Explore areas of personal interest
Control academic competition
Let students progress at their own rate
Restructure progress reports
Develop more flexible approaches ter

instruction
Students make continuous progress,

rather than passing from grade
to grade

Test competency as basis for pro_ ion
--\,,_

Recognite special problems of puberty
Give shidents help in physical devel-

opment
Emphasize human biology
Work on healthy self7iinage
Make students happy rather th

anxious about growing up
Help with weight, skin problems
Be Careful not to: favor physically

attractive students-
0 Help each student to find physical

activity at which he/she can excel
Use community faeilities

__Promote_vigoroue_exercise___
Develop recreational skills

for future enjoyment
Experience joys of team play
De-emphasize competitive aspects

of interschool sports

(Table 10 continues)



-Social ReOttions/kmotional
Dex___elopment

Encburke Lnterpersonal abilities I

Promote friendships with peers
and 'adults

Give sense of being needed in world
e.g. , students as tutors

Develop initiative and hidependence
Learn to make choices
Make discipline more humane
Promote feeling of trust and com-

munity
Identify with adults
Give more personal attention
Provide structural arrangements,

like "house" and "team" teaching
-Define role of early adolescent
Discourage so much competitiveness-
Attend to affective needs
Have informal home room; "home

base"
Give courses about social inter-

action and sex education
Emphasize androgynous, sex. roles,
Students participate in decision-making
Have smaller groupings and smaller

campus
Provide medical counseling
Teach clarificatIon of values

Z

Provide variety of experiences and ex-
plorations

Teach basic skills and enjoyment of
learning

Give freedom in choice of courses
Develop 'higher co o itive levels
Form sequential goals in reading,

writing, and mathematics
Emphasize communication skills
Understand and appreciate,history

and literature
Enrich and explore fine and practical

arts; develop aesthetic taste
Move into levels of abstraction and

hypothesizing-
Encourage independent study
Provide special classes for able and slow
Vary extra-curriculum
Student chooses more or less structured'

classroom styles
Promotion based, on competency

Curriculum



"Rather than attempt to describe a school that might meet
such varied needs at this time, we believe it most profit-
able to prepare a set of criteria that would be available
to examine any school established for the purpose of edu-
cating pre-adolescents.

By design, the criteria are simple and rather general.
What the user must bring to the:process of applying the
criteria is to decide if a failure'to measure up in one or
mor e categories can successfully be remedied by some
m inor alteration or whether a whole new format for the
institution should be shaped. For example, if it app_ ears
that it is impossible to educate ninth graders in the same
setting and with the same general arrangements as the
seventh and eighth eaders, it may be best to send them
to the high school." (54

There was reluctance to make specific program recommendations. The very
general criteria are presented in Table' 11. Under each of these criteria, these
were subgoals.

The coordinator of the Early Adolescent Planning Team wanted to
link each of these criteria to a problem then existing in the junior high schools.
He says the team deleted his list of problems during a meeting from which he
was absent. (55)

The criteria statement constituted Phase One of the planning Teams'
work. The next two tasks were to be

"The validation of the criteria that have been developed. Val-
idation. means testing and repining the criteria by means of
input from teachers and others, both informally and through
carefuMtrategies.

and
using the above. criteria for developing and/or evalu-

ating proposed changes in educational programs The
charge to this team is to develop insights, add information,
and develop proposals which will help make these decisions
better decisions. The focus should be on proposed changes
which have long-range consequences." (56)
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TABLE 11

CRITERIA FOR EARLY ADOLESCENT EDUCATION

An academic c lculum that builds both basic skills and assures development
at the highest cognitive level possible for the individual student. The curricu-
lum must arouse the student's interest so that positive attitudes toward learn-
ing will be fostered.

2. 'Attention to the affective needs of -,udents, including a healthy self-image.

3. Adequate provision for individual differences, both from an aptitude and a
developmental standpoint.

4. Promotion of healthy human relationships with peers and adults.

5. Provision for physical development and training.

6. Schools for the early adolescent must provide staff members trained to under-
stand the early adolescent and his needs, and a desire to work with this age group.
(Source: "Education for Early Adolescents in Meadow City: Criteria for Evalu-
ating our Programs and Schools. Project Redesign, August 1974)

At this point, the team underwent a reorganization, gaining some new
members and losing some old ones. There were now four administrators, three
students, four parents, and five teachers on the team. (57)

Part of the reorganized team worked on validating the criteria; others
worked on gatherhig data to assist district decision-makers with reorganization.
During this time, the concept of "middle school" became very important. In Octo-
ber, the team prepared an interim report in which they made pome.recommendations
for reorganization, reiterated the criteria for early adolescent education, and devel-
oped the concept of "middle school". The reorganization recommendations still did
not suggest an answer to the problem of which grades to put into which schools. In-
stead, they asserted that (a) program is more important than structure; (b) the
three junior high buildings should remain open; (c) a middle school should have th
grades (but no recommendation as to whether they should be 6-7-8 or 7-8-9); (d)
four-year high schools are "academically sound"; and (e) there could bek several
options available to district students, as long as the criteria for early adolescent
educatiOn were met. The middle school was defined as having these components:

1. A span of at least three grades to allow for the gradual
transition from eleinentary to high school instructional
practices.

2. Gradual transition from self - contained to department-
alized high school.
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Flexible approaches to instruction - team teaching,
core progranis, Interdisciplinary teams, flexible
scheduling, individualized instruction, independent
study, tutorial programs.

Systems of non-graded, continuos progress.

5. Non-punitive evaluation processes, with personal
rather than grohp standards for performance,
to allow each student to experience a sense of
accomplishment.

A variety of curriculum options and exploratory
activities for socializing, interest-developffig,
and leisure-enriching purposes.

A home base and teacher for every student.

Guidance programs

Specially-trained teachers - possibly with both ele-
mentary and secondary certification.

10. Limited attention to interschool sports and "sophis-
ticated" social activities.

Skill development for continued learning and effec
ive use of appropriate organized knowledge.

12. School- within -a- school or similar arrangement,
where school population "must" exceed 500-600.

When this interim report had been submitted to the superintendent
(Oct. 11, 1974), the planning team went through yet another reorganization of
its membership and task, orientation. An invitation went out on November 1st
to all sixth-grade and all junior high teachers to join the team. This time,
the charge was to develop some program recommendations that met the cri-
teria that had been set for early adolescent education.

.

A list of people considered as members of the planning team in
December included 21 teachers, 10 parents, 3 students, and 4 administrators,
However, when the team met again in January (after the decision had been made
by the Board to move the ninth grade), the membership was back down to about
the same f6w who had been abtive since the previous spring. The extra mem-
bers came to the EAPT, because they "thought it would have major impact on
the ninth grade decision." After that decision was made, they were no longer
interested in the planning team.

Several team members made lists of "operational goals" that would
be candidates for the over-all "long-range plan" to be produced by Project Re-
design. In a memorandum to the DM T dated February 17, 1975, the BA PT
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listed leven needs "for installation and reinforcement in schools for early
adolescents ", and eight objectives for meeting those needs. The need for:

- personalized education
- a good self-image for each child
- a sequential curriculum
- good communication skills
- a transition (bridging between school levels)
- competency-based promotion
- mastery of basic skills
- learning orderly thinking
- specific training and qualification for teachers

of this level
flexible learning style availability:

- non-punitive student evaluation

A. By 1977 -78, all in the middle grades. will have interdisciplinary
experiences in'their classes, as a result of curricular integration in the
school, the teaming of teachers, or by the use of block or core teachers.

B. Promotion by gra.de levels at the end of each school year will he replaced
by individual progression on a sequential continuum, with special empha-
sis on the basic skills. Individual accomplishment will be carefully re-
corded for each student.

C. Within four years, a set of competency tests will be developed that will
reflect performance in oral and written communication and computing
skills that each student must pass successfully for transfer from middle
school to high,school. In cases where a student does not appear to be
able to demonstrate these competencies, a joint decision of parents and
staff will determine what should $e. done.

D. By 1977-78, students will have many learning options available so that
they can choose the type of instruction which best suits their capabilities.
Ranging from a carefully-structured situation to almost complete learner
independence, such options will be catalogued in each school for the bene-
fit of students and parents.

By 1976-77, all early adolescent students will be assigned to a staff mem-
ber whose responsibility will be to oversee the entire school program of
a group of 15 or fewer students who are assigned to him or her as advisees.

F. By 1977-78, the_schol district will attempt to develop means of appraising
the self - image -of students as it affects their ability to learn, and will at-

tumpt to improve the self-image when it is found to be deficient to a seri-
s extent.

1
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G. Both the school district and indivithial schools will Provide adequate
planning time for all teachers and will reserve substantial budgeted
amounts for staff training needs in increasing increments through
1979.

H. By 1978-79, all new curricular materials will provide for student
training in thinking and problem-solving, from rote learning through
the higher levels of abstraction, with the ultimate potential of inde-
pendent inquiry.

The last meeting of the Early Adolescent Education planning team was on Janu-
ary 22, 1975.

Analysis
T

The Organized Anarchy model maintaffis that: To understand
processes within organizations, one can view a choice opportunity as a garbage
can into which various kinds of problems and solutions are dumped by parti-
cipants as they are generated." (58)

Table 1.2 presents the "streams" of problems, solutions, participants, and
choice situations associated with the Early Adolescent Education planning team,
if it were to be considered as a Garbage Can. The "phases" of the team's life
are delineated by tilie choice opportunities.

Phase _One: in the first phase of the team's life, they had to define which prob-
lems they would work on, the solutions they would propose, and what kind of
choice situations (agenda) they would have. The idea of.un-rnet needs as a prob-
lem definition is not surprising; asking what we need seems to tie a logical first
question in planning. The solutions that would be easily found in the popular
literature are those that found their way into this team's "garbage can". The
availability of psychologists to come and speak to the group probably accounts
for the fact that problems and solutions were'often defined in psychological terms.

The team did not go into the junior high schools to systematically study
what was wrong with them. Instead, they performed a rather limited-search for
something to work on, using Lnformation and expertise that were readily avail-
able. This, too, is not surprising, There were only about a half-dozen active
team members at this point, and doing a systematic study probably would have
consumed too -much time and energy. They consulted experts, did 'tome reading,
and consulted their own experien--,._

Generalization 'No. 1 - Time and energy of participants is scarce; therefore,
the search for problems and solutions is limited.
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.TABLE 12

STREAMS OF' PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS, PARTICIPANTS, AND CHOICE
OPPORTUNrTMS IN THE EARLY ADOLESCENT PLANNING TEAM

Time Period Partiapants Definition of Definition oaf Choice Opportunities
(1974-75) Problem .% Solutions

Feb.-Aug.

PHASE
ONE

All interested
persons

(Usually 10
or 15 mem-

hers)

Early adoles-
cents have
needs that are
not being met.

More person-
alization.
Less competi-
tion. Irate
grated curric-
ulum. Biology
and sex educa-
tion, etc.

Preparation of cri-
teria for Early
Adolescent Ecluca-
tion

Aug. -Dec.

PHASE
TWO

About 1/3
were those
whose dhil-
dren Would
be affected;
2/3 were
those whose
jobs would be
affected.

(N = 37)

Reorganiza-
tion

Middle School ",

. ,

Decision about which
grades in which bldgs.
and which to close.
EAPT interim report

Jan ary

PHASE
THREE

Those who
had most corn-
rnmitment to
DMT and to
EAPT
(About 15)

doals for the
Long-Range
Plan

"Middle School"
"Personaliza-

tion"
"Self-Concept",

etc.

DMT deadlines meant
goals had to be formu
lated. EAPT opera-
tional goals

Organization scheme borrowed from Rom etveit in March 82 Olsen, p. 8-22



Like most of the Project, Redesign planning teams, this one was
cautious about designing any grand plans. For a start, the team decided to
draw up a list of criteria for educating early adolescents. The D MT was some-
what disappointed at this decision, but decided to allow the EAPT to use the cri-
teria statement as their first choice opportunity:

",Early Adolescent Education has decided it would like
to create criteria for Early Adolescence curriculum
against which all proposed plans could be bounced.
Some discussion took place as to whether this was the
idea behind SCI's or whether they were supposed to
create educational plans. The ,consensus was to en-
courage SCI' to refine its ideas (putting greftter em-
phasis on actual planning), before the DMT comments
on them formally." (59)

As we have seen, the resulting criteria were vague. They did not
call for specific changes, nor did the team 'use them to measure the excellence
of existing programs in the district. They called for no immediate decisions
or actions and elicited little discussion, even though they were distributed for
comments. (GO) Conflict or controversy was almost non-existent in this
phase of the team's life. We have, in fact, seen that in their report the team
avoided mentioning any problems. tr

Generalization' No. 2 = Vague goals and symbolic solutions are easy to agree on.

Phase Two

The team's second phase occurred because the district was faced with
the very controversial problem of reorganization. The Early Adolescent team's
involvement came about because the junior high schools became an important
issue in the reorganization problem. If cost had been the sole consideration,
the optimal solution seemed to be to close one of the high schools. Initially, that
solution was proposed, but public outcry-was so great that peoPlf:t began to think
that filling up the high schools by moving the ninth grades into the senior high
schools from the junior.high schools was a better answer, at least from a polit-
ical standpoint. Since the EAPT had been studying the educational needs of early

f adolescents, they thought they should have some input into the decision that was
the talk of the town. EAPT membership nearly tripled during the time they were

scussing the reorganization issue.

Generalization No. 3 - An important choice opportunity attracts many pa-_ icipants.

Many persons felt strongly one way or another about the issue of reor-
ganizat on and evidently believed that they would have an impact on the decision by
attending the planning team meetings. The meetings now saw a lot of argument
over issues. Many people were fearful of change; the EAPT was one place to
which some came to defend the status quo.



Unlike the criteria statement, the reorganization question called
for selecting among well-defined alternatives: move the ninth grade into high
school or not; move the sixth grade into junior high school or not; close one of
the junior high schools or not; close a senior high school or not. The nature of
these alternatives was such that people were on either one side of the question
or the other. By contrast, people do not tend to line up definitely for or against
Something like, "Attention to the affective needs of students" (Criterion No. 2,
Table 11). It's easier tovisualize the effects of closing a senior high school than
thirk about the results of attending to the affective needs of students.

Gene zation No. 4 - A set of well-defined decision alternatives causes
conflict. (Converse of Generalization No.2)

The team's interim report was issued only after every sentence had
been voted upon by the team members. (61) One member, a teacher who had
polled students and other teachers, wrote a minority report. Disagreement ex-
isted within the team. They had not been able to use the available literature and
expertise to come up with a solution that all could agree was best. They had not
achieved consensus - there was no Good Idea. But they did have some good ideas
that they submitted in a report at the reorganizat' n hearings. The report was
received with no more interest than was the of er output. The EAPT was not
given any more credibility than any neighborhood parent who wanted to speak on
the subject of reorganization. The group was disappointed, according to the
liaison member.

On the other hand," the EAPT had come up with no solution to the re-
organization problem. They had chosen to focus on "educational" issues which,
in the hearings, were practically ignored.

Generalization No. 5 - Possession of good solutions does not guarantee the
ability to solve problems.

The EAPT could not agree on a recommendation about whether the
ninth grade should move to senior high school and the sixth grade to junior high.
Instead, they advocated adoption of the "middle school". This catch-all term
came to represent several ideas advocated by various participants. It implied
something new, and therefore called for a change. It connoted a school with
its own purposes, not an inferior version of a se nior high school. It was also
a term widely used in current educational iterature. Middle school came to
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be a symbol of a solution, more than a real solution, because its meaning was
never very well pinned down. It was hard to be against the adoption of the mid-
dle srhool. Once again, we see that vague goals and symbolic solutions were
easily agreed upon.

There are several interesting properties of the Phase Two activi-
ties of the Early Adolescent Planning Team. Initially, people believed that it
would have a lot of influence on the' decision about reorganization, so they
joined the team. Then, even though the team had done a lot of studying, their
wealth of iniorMation and their ability to speak for many people who were, in
some sense, experts still did not give them the right to make the decision.
Finally, the team found it difficult to accept the fact that they would still dis-
agree, even after all the evidence was in. When they could not make a recom-
mendation about moving the ninth grade, they recommended the middle school,
something vague enough so that everyone could agree to it.

In both the first and second phases, the EAPT had shown a refer-.
ence for avoiding conflict or disagreement - first, in not presenting the --obletriS
associated with the criteria for good early adolescent education, and the in not
making a recommendation about -moving the ninth grade.

In December, the ward of Education finally made a decision: the
ninth grade would move to the senior high schools and the sixth grades would
move to the junior high schools. "Middle School Committed" were appoi=nted
at each of the three junior high schools to plan the transition. The committees
were to include sixth grade teachers and parents. Once again, the expertise of
the EAPT went unrecognized. They were not formally asked to be on the middle
school committees. Only after the DMT chairman had a confrontation with the
superintendent were the Early Adolescent Planning Team members officially
designated to sit on each of the middle school committees.

In the meantime, many of the pa icipants who had joined the EAPT
specifically because of the reorganization iss -e left the team and went to the

The Board "unmade" this decision when the new superintendent arrived in the
sprMg of 1975, as will be noted M the next section.



middle school committee. The stream participants flowed out of the planning
team into a new garbage can, the middle school committee. After the first of
the year, the EAPT-was back to its, original size. (62)

'za on No. - Choice opportunities compete for participants.

Phase Three:

The choice opportunity for the third phase of the team's life was im-
posed on them from the outside, by the DMT. The team had to decide what
goals to submit to the DMT for its long-range plan. Participation was back down
to the six or seven who had taken upon themselves the responsibility to finish' the
work of the planning team. There was now little disagreement or conflict. The

focus had returned to the "far future". Even the teacher who had turned in the
minority report during_ the reorganization phase dropped out after the ninth grade
decision was made by the Board._ The one person who had the most input into the
team's operational goals and did the actual writing was the team's coordinator.
He was an assistant principal at one of the lenior high schools and a:former junior
high school principal. He decided what should go into the team's recommended
operational goals.

General' za.tion N - Those who persevere until the decision is made
are likely to influence the outcome.

versus Fa.r Future in the EAPT

What sets off the three phases of the EAPT's life is not only their three
different reports (one on criteria for early adolescent education; one on the middle
school and reorganization; and one on operational koals for the long-range plan),
but also the scolle of planning - near future or more long-range. We have referred
to the Scope of the planning as "near vs. far" future.-, When the task at hand in-
volved /flaking recommendations for the long-range future, the behavior in the plan-,

= fling team was quite different from what it was when the task involved making a
ommendation about a specific, immediate problem. Table 13 summarizes the

effects of "near vs. far future" on the EAPT.



TABLE 13

"NEAR VS. FAR FUTURE'" IN THE EARLY ADOLESCENT PLANNING TEAM

Phase 1 - Criteria-
Setting (Far Future)

Phase-2 - Reorgan- Phase 3 -
ization (Near Future )- Operational

Goals (Far
Future)

Problem Ar icu-
lation

Conflict

Partlaipation

LOW

Team deleted list of
problems froM cri-
teria report

LOW

LOW

HIGH

People had vested in-
terest in outcomes
e. g. , minority report
of opinion survey

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

LOW

It would appear that the scope of the planning has a definite effect on
the flow of problems, solutions, and participants in the "garbage can". The level
of conflict is also affected. The irnmehiacy of the reorganization problem seems
to have contributed to its importance, and therefore, to have drawn in more parti-
cipants. The immediacy of the reorganization probleni also increased the intensity
of people's articulation, of problems and of their commitments to particular solu-
tions; thus conflict is associated with "near" future more than with "far" future.

ThisplannLng teams garbage can changed when a "near future" prob-
lern was dumped into it. It gained participants, it experienced conflict, and it
found that its procedures didn't produce Good Ideas that were accepted by all.

VII. 'IiR F 1.ONG,RAIVG PLAN

riting the LongRange Plan.

In the spring of 1974, the concern of the DMT turned from worrying
about the operation of thp'planning teams to producing the long-range planning docu-
ment that was parrof their obligation to the Board. In April, the director of the
project reminded the DMT that they had to produce a plan sometime within the next
year. (The first Management Plan of fall, 1973 had promised a first draft of the
comprehensive plan by early 1975.) Through May, June, and July, the director
and two DMT members looked through the literature and talked to people about what

11 4
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a comprehensive pian for a school district should include.

It is evident from the DMT minutes of this period that neither the
DMT nor the Project_Redesign staff had in mind the procedure by which output
of the planning teams would be used by the district. For example:

"Some concern was expressed on where the planning team
proposals should go, After some discussion on various
aspects of the proposals, it was agreed that planning team
proposals go to the Board as the primary channel, but
that in each separate case care will be taken to get the
proposals into the most appropriate channels. ( 63 )

Everyone knew that the planning teams would make some kind of recommendations,
that the project would report to the. Board of Education, and that a comprehensive
plan was to be written. But no one knew how these would fit-together.

By September, thinking had clarified somewhat, and it became ap-
parent that planning team proposals would feed into the long-range plan which was
to be written by the DMT and presented to the Board. The DMT began to ask it-
self questions: what were the planning teams going to be able to contribute to the
plan? Wow long-range were their proposals going to be? What proposals were near-
ing completion? How should the presentatiorOpe timed? Should proposals be tried
out on a pilot basis? They worried about how to select target dates and about what
areas of the district's operation they had neglected to study. ( 64 )

In October, they began to think about themes around which the propos-
als could be organized in the final document.

In November, the research coordinator sent a memorandi/im to all of
the planning teams, asking them to produce some "operational goals" by February
15th. Operational goals were described as a ".....description of the desired fu-
ture possible for the organization within a time span of from two to five years."
The example given was:

'Within three 'Years, a system for granting credit toward
high school graduation for demonstrated conipetence not
developed in regular coursework will have been developed
and implemented." ( 63 )

The research coordinator also discussed the five themes around whiph the DMT was
thinking of writing the long-range plan:



1) Educational Priorities
2) Procedures
3) Organizational Structures
4) Human Resources
5) FinanCing District Operations

The planning tvams were asked to think how proposals that they
might formulate would relate to these five areas. They were given a timetable
for the production of the long-range plan which ended with the submission of the
plan to the Board of Education on May 15, 1976. Finally, they were assured that

the utilization of your work in forming this long-.
range plan may not be the only objective of your planning
team."

On December 2, the coordinators of the planning teams met with the
DMT to discuss putting together the plan. The minutes note that

"The operational goals will be few in number, crucial,
rememberable, on topics that cut across Redesign ef-
forts and imp'act on many aspects of the District; They
should help teams focus on what they are doing. The
goals should be simply and briefly stated, challenging
yet feasible....It is hoped that work on the formation
of these goals will not detract from the-teams' tasks."

The DMT minutes for meetings in December show a consensus that
the DMT would evaluate and modify any proposals submitted by the planning teams.
There was concern about "validation"; how would the DMT get feedback from vari7
ous groups and individuals m the s ools and in the-community abOut these goals?

The Second Annual Project Redesign Management Plan, presented to
the Board in mid-January, 1975, contained a long section about the long-range
plan. It said that the plan would be a "major product" but "by no means the only
product of Redesign." It promised that the plan would contain specif0proposals
for action and explained that the time frame of the 'Project's recommendations had
changed somewhat; now the emphasis was on goals that were realizable in from
two to five years.

"In the long-range plan of Project Redesign, we will do our
best to deal with both the compelling present and the longer
range future. We will not ignore the larger, longer educa
tional and societal issues. We will focus, however, on activi-
ties to be implemented and goals to be achieved in the near
future."

The two main purposes of the .plan would be: ".....to identify: the district's most
pressing future needs; and to outline reasonable methods for their resolution."
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The management plan expressed the DMT's determination that the
long-range plan not be a complicated, ponderous document that would be easily_ ,
relegated to a dusty shelf, but rather that it would "shape district programs
and determine priorities for the use of time, and resources".

In February, the proposed operational goals formulated by the plan-
ning teams began coming into the DMT. Members of the team carefully read and
disc6ssed all of them and. returned comments to the planning temp. In March,
the DMT and 'staff put together an "Issues Document" in which they discussed 12
issues raised by the planning teams. This was sent to 400 people (66) for their
consideration and feedback. About 30 persons and groups responded with comments.

Throughout the early spring and summer of 1975 the two staff members
worked on putting together the long-range plan. PreSsUre was on because of the
new superintendent (who arrived in lApril 1975), who would need to have an idea of
what PIoject Redesign was doing. The DMT discussed all of the many drafts at
great length, although they critici ed style more often than substance. But most
of the writing was done by the s In the meantime, the planning teams had
ceased to meet.

Finally, in Au s , the final draft was finished and sent to the printers.
as given the title of '1.4, king Draft" andmas distributed to the public. To the

and the DMT, it seemed as if an important milestone had been passed. Pro-
ject Redesign had made its recommendations for redesigning the system.

Flaming Team Input to the Long:Range Plan

After the plan had been written and distributed,- planning team coordin-
ators were asked to identify those operating goals within the plan Which came from
the recommendations of their particular team. Table 14 displays the results of
those interviews.

TABLE' 14

ORIGINS OF THE DPERATIrI G GOALS

Direct contribution of a planning team
Direct contribution of the DMT
DMT and Plmming Team claimed to contribute
Indirectly contributed by planning teams
Not-recognized by a team coordinator

Total:

* Four of these were also claimed by planning teams as their indirect contribution;
that is, one goal might have been a direct contribution of one team and an indirect
one by one or two others. "Direct contribution" means that the team wrote the goal
almost exactly as it appeared in the plan. "Indirect contributioelheanS that the
goal expresses a concern of the tearn2although not in the form they had expressed
it





Only about half of the operating goals that ended up in the final
draft of the long-range plan came directly f rom the planning teams. One-
sixth of the goals came from the DMT, who had originally intended only to
evaluate goals, not propose them (see p. 95, this section). Another one-
sixth of the goals must haye been put in by the authors i.e., the Project Re-
design staff) since no team, coordinator including the DMT chairperson) recog-
nized them.

The Early Adolescent Planning Tearn coordinator recognized three
goals as having been directly contributed by his team. They had to do with de-
veloping instruments to measure seLf-concept, offering staff development pro-
grams for teachers of early adolescents, and establishing middle schools.
(Nos. 1.5, 1.6, and 4. 2) The coordinator did not claim indirect contribution
by his team to any of the goals, but several goals that did get into the plan seem
to pertain to the topics of discussion at Early Adolescent Planning Team meet-
ings. (See Table 10) For example:

1.4 - Personalization of instruction

2.2 - More local school Autonomy

2.3 - 6iirriculum commission

3.1) Staff development
3. 2 )

3. 8 - More student involvement._ in decision- ing

4.3 - CompetetTcy-based promotion

4.4 - Off-campus experiences (more optio

Goal 1.4 was claimed as a direct contribution by the Teacher/Learner
coordinator and as an indirect contribution by the Elementary Education Coordin-
ator. Goal 2. 2 was a DMT contribution, and Goal 4.3 was proposed by the Second-
ary Team. Goal 4.4 was iirlirectly contributed by the Secondary Team, and Goal
2.3 was a contribution of the curriculum Planning Team. Goals 3.1, 3.2, and 3.8
were written into the plan by the authors, who evidently perceived them as con-
cerns expressed in some form during the project. (67) It is evident that (here
was a great deal of overlap of concerns of the planning teams.

Analysis

There seem to be two reasons why the long-range plan became the
central focus of Project Redesign fron the spring of 1974 to the fall of 1975. One
was that the plan had been promised in the management plans, and some pressure
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to make good that promise must have been present. The second reason was that
the new superintendent wanted a document to work with which would tell him what
the project was all about. The staff felt that the superintendent's support for the
plan was essential, and they had always been a little disappointed that the:former
superintendent was not more visible In the activities of the project. The arrival
of the new superintendent must have appeared as an opportunity to gain more co-
operation from the top administration. It was probably also seen as a time when
changes would be made, and therefore, an opportunity to use the work of the pro-
ject. At any rate, they worked very hard to-produce a document as quiCkly as
possible, once they knew that the new superintendent wanted to see it.

As a result of the fact that the long-range plan became the central
focus of the project, the stream of choice opportunities stopped flowing into the
project's various G- arbage Cans. In the last:section, the Early Adolescent Plan-
ning Team was described as an illustratiOn of the Garbage Can process. It will
be recalled that when the team first began, it had almost complete freedom to
choose its agenda. It had no clear grounds for excluding almost any activity that
anyone who came in would suggest. In its first phase, this particular team de--C
tided to produce a list of criteria for the education of early adolescehts. This
was a choice situation which they chose to work on, %at one that was demented of
them. By contrast, once the focus of Project Redesign became the production of
the long-range plan, all choices other than selecting operating goals for submis-
sion to the MT-became irrelevant and were 'tossed outer the garbage cans. As
we have seen, the staff apologized for having to constrict so severely the work of
the teams, after having given them so much freedom for so long.

Since there was urgency to the task of producing the long-range
plan, it actedmuch like a deadline( 68 ). In the case of the planning teams, a
deadline for the production of operating goals was imposed. In the case of the
DMT, there were no specific deadlines for the production of the plan, but there
was a great deal of urgency. According to Weiner, one of the consequences of
placing a deadline on the garbage can decision process is that the garbage can
empties. We have seen that the stream of choice opportunities stopped when the
long-range plan deadline was imposed. It was also a fact that the flow of parti-
cipants stopped.

In the Early Adolescent Planning Team, it was the coordinator a
full-titne administrator in the district) and a few other dedicated members who
did the work of writing the proposals for reforming adolescent education. In'the
case' of the DMT, the work of putting together all the proposals from the planning
teams was done primarily by the full-time project staff. At first consideration,
it seems odd that this most important work - writing the long-range plan - should
be left to such a few people.



But if we were to think-of Project Redesign as some kind of system
like an engine, for example -- we would look for the source of energy that bins
the systern. In the case of Project Redesign, the participants provide the
energy. What gets done gets done by people power. People put-in time and ef-
fort or energy by researching, attending meetings, dealing with their col-
leagues, writing, thinking. Producing a plan took a lot of energy, especially
if it was to be produced the way the MIT_ had envisioned it. They wanted
carefully-researched proposals which had been checked cut with all the people
whose organizational lives_ would be affected by the proposals. 'Then the pro-
posals would be tested on a pilot basis before the school district would consider
adopting them,

An individual's energy is divided p among all the activities in-which
he is thvolved. As We have seen, activities compete for the individual's atten-
tion. As long as the work of Project Redesign had no particular time schedule,
people could fit its activities into their corm schedules, using their excess en-
ergy, so to speak, Once a deadline was impbsed, as was the case with the writ-
ing of the long-range plan, most participants found that they did not have the
available energy to work full-time on the writint so that it would be completed
on tirne. Those who did have the energy were those who were being raid to work
for the district full-time. So staff wrote the plan.

Not only did most of the participants and most the. choice situations
leave the garbage cans of Project Redesign, but many of the previously important
probleins and solutions were tossed out, too. The concern for producing a plan-
ning document superseded other concerns like, for example, "validation". It
will be recalled that the DIVIT wanted to "validate" all proposals by both trying
them out and consulting with people who would be affected by film- This valida-
tion process never took place before the long-range' plan incorporated the pro-
posals, because there wasn't time for it.

Indeed, the concern for producing a long-range plan forced the plan-
ning teams to come up with operational goals, whether or not thdy had found
anything they wanted to change. The pressure was on the teams to be able to
show something that represented the results of their research and deliberations.
It would have been very difficult for a team to say that the area they had studied
was not in need of change. In addition; the concern for producing a long -rangy
plan caused the old emphasis oft-proposals for the long-range or "-far'' future
to become an emphasis on proposals that were "operational' and that could be
accomplished in a few years.

The urgency of the need to c ..,the up with a planning doe nee
that there was no time to continue the leisurely pace of research th



that the teams had formerly enjoyed. Proposals had to be f °ravel from whatever
was at hand. In other words, there was a limited, or "simple-minded" searcht69)
The first idea that fitted the criteria for an operational goal was -written into a
team's proposals, rather than (necessarily) the best idea. For example, the
Special Services Planning Team proposed the adoption of the State Master Plan
for Special Ectucation which they knew about and bad read, but about which they
had done little research. It was a package of proposals from the State Depart-
ment of Education, which was merely appropriated into the long-range plan. All
the teams did this kind of limited search, and evidently there were a limited num-
ber of readily available proposals, since the teams overlapped i n the suggestions
they made.

Evidently, the staff and the DM felt that not enough proposals were
submitted, for they increased the number by 50 percent with proposals of their
own, They also took the suggestions of the planning teams and, in many cases,
made them less specific. Since there was not time to refine and test the propos-
als, it appedrs that the staff and the omr decided to present them as under-
developed ideas, thus inviting further discussion after the plan was made public.
As it turned out, the small response to the issues document was an indication of
the lack of discussion to follow. The, plan was called a "working draft" but people
must have felt that it was final, for they did not participate i_ n discussions A`
the proposals.

The concern for having a long-range plan that would be _accepted by
the school district's hierarchy, as well as by the community, at times seemed
to pre-erupt the supposed purpose of the project: to propose really new ideas.
For example, some goals proposed programs or ideas that had already been
tried or were in progress at the time the plan was presented. Others were writ-
ten in such a way that their newness or their controversial aspects are not im-
mediately apparent. An example is Goal 43.2: "On-going operations of the dis-
trict shall be used as opportunities for staff development." No one ever seemed
to know exactly what that goal meant.

This concern about acceptance of the plan by the school di=strict hier-
archy and by the community is interesting from another standpoint. The MT
and the staff by this time must have realized that they did not have the set of
Good Ideas that would attornatically be approved and implemented, Ln addi-
tion, they had left the safety .of their area of expertise - the "far future", and
now had to specify times in which their goalg could be.apcomplisbed.

The s gn anee of the document called the "WOrkte:Draft of the
Long-Range Plan", then, was in many ways symbolic. It wa-s not so Much a
set of proposals for the future of the school district as a-symbol that this soh ol
district had been thinking about and planning for the future. The goals were
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symbols that the planning teams had been doing sornetlning Worthwhile more than
reeornmendatione for future action.

RESPONSE THE LONG-RANGE PLAN

At the Board meeting on September 16, 1975, the long-raage plan was
"unveiled". Five IJMT members were present to make comments and answer
questions. The operational goals were read and a time table was presented for
adopting and implementing them. The Board's tae_ tion at this time was to (1)
acknowledge receipt of the report; (2) authorize its dissemination through the
community; (3) adopt the DIVIT-recommended procedure for considering the
goals. October 7 was-set as the date for the Board's "study session" on the
plan, at which time the goals and their raltionale 'would be presented in more
detail .

Nineteen persons were involved in the long presentation on October
7th. for each operating goal they discussed the current situation, the expected
change if the proposal were adopted, and the resources which would be required.
Nineteen of the 36 presentations were made by planning team Members that
orig-inated the gtal; nine were made by the DMT members; and eight, by the
two Project staff members. 'During the pre-sentations, Board members jottcl
down their reactions. At the end of the evening, there were 17 goals on which
they felt they had enough inforrnatfon to make a decision.

Cornmuni esp °rise to the long-Image plan was less than overwhelm-
ing. On October 21, Project Redesign ran an advertisement in the MeadoW City
Times which contained the goalS of, the plan in fine print and invited the public to
hearings on the goals on October '22 and 23. The DAIT had anticipated that this
period following publication of the plan. would see muchicliscuss ion of the virtues
and drai.vbaelfs of the various operational goals. At ti-j/ afternoon hearing on
October 22, about 20 Project Redesign-participants came to ansiver questitnfs
about the operational goals; only 25 others came to learn about the plan. The
next evening, 20 came to answer questions and only eight came to ask them. *

About two do2en individuals ar.d several g_ rams did give formaformal writ-
ten' dback:on the long-range plan. Parents' English Committee had c- Qnn-
ments on several goals, paricllarly the ones about "basic skills", including'

nat same evening, October 2 another meeting vas being held another
location - about reorganization. Idance at that session were the 39 mem-
bers of the newly - appointed supertntenclenVS advisory committee and about so
others in the audience.
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language arts. The parents and staff connected with the state-funded Mentally
Gifted Minors program protected that their favorite program was nowhere men-
tioned in the plan. The Meadow City Learners Association submitted favorable
comments on program evaluation goals and on the proposed "curriculum com-
mission'', to he made tip of students, parents, and staff. The PTA. Qouncil Com-.
mittee on Educating Gifted Children commented "on about half the goals, and the
League of-Women. Voters reacted to eight. One teacher wrote several pages of
comments in general reaction to the plan from a teacher's viewpoint. She was
active in the teachers' association, and the Project Redesign staff thought that
her views had probably been discussed at their meetiriga.

eanyhile, in thei ekly meetings, the superni endent's cabinet
had been discus sing the operational goals, one by one, without much closure on
what should be done with them. Some administrators expressed cliscornfort at
being asked to implement proposals they had not helped to develop.( 70 ) Finally,
the cabinet decided to vote, without any further discussion, on those goals that
they could live with, should they be adopted. The ten goals that had received the
most votes would then be their recommendation for the first group of goils . to be
considered by the Board for adoption.

On November 3, the. superintenden two 13crard members, the DIVI
chairman, and the two Project Redesign staff members had lundh to discuss how
to proceed with the long-range plan. The superintendent emphasized the need for
proceeding slowly becadse: (a) the administration was tied up with the reorganiLa-
tion probldrn; (b) Project Redesign had operated "outside-the system" up to that
point and it would take time for the system to "get inside the plan"; i.e., all the
staff had not had time to deal with the plan ((c) the project had not been suffi-
ciently attuned to the problems of implernentation. ( For example, the plan con-
tained many inconsistencies); (d) the public's attention focused on the re-
organi nation problem.

The Board members and at least one staff member disagreed that the
public's attention had been diverted to the reopened reorganization question,
They felt that people would be very unhappy if the Board postponed all action on
the long-range plan. However, one Board member stressed the need for more
time for "validation" of proposals by-t e community. ( 711 )

The next evening (November 4) was the Board's rear meeting night.
The Board and the cabinet:met for dinner at st 30 for a discussion of Project
Re design.

Any meeting lore than two Board members must, by law, be open to the
public, but the early hour of these pre-Board meetings and the fact that spec-
tators have to watch the Board and cabinet eat keeps the audience to a handful.

r3



The decisions that had to he made were (a) whether to act upon some
goals immediately ; (b) if so, how to 'determine which ones; (c) the prccgdure
from now -an.

The biggest concern was that people who had worked in Project Rede-
sign might be expecting.inmediate action on their plan. Yet the superintendent
clearly was reluctant to put a lot of effort into dealing with the plan at this time.
Finally it was decided that since the- Board and cabinet had both made a list of
goals that they could live with, these lists would be c2rnpared arid any goals on
both lists would'be on the l= card's agenda for first consideration. Five goals
appeared on both lists

The language arts faculty at the secpndary level
shall establigh specific long-range objectives and
indicators for meeting objectives related to im-
provement in writing and oral skilla.

2.. Within two years, the management of all human
rvices in the district shall be coordinated by

one department.

Within one year a new organizational arrange-
ment shall be created to coordinate programs
related to exploratory experience, work- study,
career awareness; vocational and technical trainLn

4. During this school year, the district shall study and
make proposals for the further expansion-and co-
ordination of volunteer program's.

Withintive years, a system of competency-based
education shall be developed, given a trial run,
and a deeision made to' expand or drop the approach.

Since by this time, the project director had already been designated
by the superintendent to take over the job of program evaluation after Janu-
ary 1*, the Board president suggested an additional operating goal for the
first-round list:

6. A director of program e valuation shall be appointed
for the district.

* The superintendent also had told the s
minated Janhary 1, 1976, and the Board

r.

Project lie
of this.

d



The criteria which the superintendent said were the cabinet's reason
for selecting tho firt3t-round goals were: (a) they did not call for a large ex-
penditure;- (b) they did not require a large diversion of staff time; (c ) they did
not contradict other plans for the district's future. These were also the reas-
ons he gave to the Meadow City_Times. (72)

On November '12, 'the Board formally indicated its "intent to take
favorable action" on the six goals. They would postpone official adoption until
February, so that the superintendent, staff, and DMT could work out details.
The reason given for the delay was that the decision on reorganization was tak-
ing so much of everyone's time. Only one person in the audience asked to speak
to the Board about the six Project Redesign goals, and she was a former DMT
member. She Pointed out the possibility of far-reaching ramifications of the
goal on competency-based education: Other than that, the list of goals was re-
ceived without comment. The project staff members were not even in the Board
Room when the list was presented; they were in their office, consulting with a
staff member from angther district on how to do long-range planning,r

The reorganization decisions were finally made, after many ineetings,
hearings, and simulationgames. (73) n Decernber, the decision was made to
keep-the seventh and-eighth grades in junior high and the tiirith grade in senior
high - the arrangement that had existed since September.L\It was also decided
that all three junior highs would remain in operation and that they would be known

as- "middle schools". Inalanuary, three' elementary schools were designated to
be closed after the current schOol year was over.

The Board's final action on the first six Project Redesign goalS did'
not come until March 2nd. All six were adopted, but one was modified. (See
Table: in.Seetion 1.) Again there was very little discusskYn; this timefino
one from the audience asked to speak. Board action on the rest of the 'goals
was not complete until November 1976. Table Vsummarizes the Board's ac-
tion on the goals;'

e Fate of the Goals

Only a few of the goals and the Board's action on them will be dis-
cussed here. One - the proposal for the "community, school-" pilot project -
was the only goal that had an advocate, as well as some organized opposition
present at the Board meeting at which it was considered. The other gOals,to
be,sonsidered in this section are those whose origin was the Early Adolesdent
Planning Team.

The only goal that elicited much discussion at the Board rneqings was
the sigh one in the second round OM in the long-range plan). This was the pro-
posal for a "community school". The principal of one of the elementary schools



made a presentation at the time of the Board's consideration of this goal. She
had been dog .a lot of social service referral with the people in her school's
neighborhood and (with the help of the School Cominunity Relations Planning
Team) she had prepared a written document proposing expansion of the social
service function at her schvl and requesting the hiring of a community serv-
ices director to be based there. She described the needs of hborhood
nd outlined her proposal at the Board meeting on May 4

A neighborhood resident then asked to speak. He claimed that US
letter to the Board In opposition to the proposal had 9 signatures of neighbor-
hood residents. A second resident also spoke against the proposal. Board
members presented several arguments in opposition, including:

- other community agencies already provide the services
in question;

even though money for the pilot project would be avai
able, the district could not afford to establish such
prograhs in all the elementary schools-;

schools probably should be limiting, the kinds of
services they provide', instead of expanding them,
-since t!hq budget must be cut;

a neighborhood survey that baAbeen done by the plan-
ning team that showed evidence of need for this pro-
gram was, two:years obtaind methodologically suspect;

- the city wad- -no longer. interested in supporting the pro-
ject, as it had been two years earlier.

Four of the five Board members voted against the proposal, thus
feating it. Project Redesign's director said later that the principal'who made
the presentation was really rather relieved at the defeat. Two other planning
team members W;lio hadbeen very enthusiastic about the pro'posal when they Wrote
it, had recently told the director that they, too, had changed their minds arid no
longer supported the idea.

The Board's-disClission of the "cominu_nity school" proposal kvas much
more interesting than any Of tlie:disoussions of the EArly Adolescent TeanirS
recommendations.,- The EA.P.T gbals were: (74)

1.5- The Cluidance and Counseling Department shall
assess and report on the usefulness of self-concept
inventories affecting learning.

1.6 - Staff development programs for teachers of
early adolescents shall be offered that emphasize
practical methods of working with students having
difficulties.
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*4.2 - By fall 1976, middle schools shall be estab-
lished to meet more closely the educational ,
social, and psychological needs of the early
adoles in our district.

Goal #1 was adopted at the Board meeting of November 2, 1976. in a
memorandum prepared for the meeting, the superintendent wrote:

"This goal is particularlyerrelevant now that the transi-
tion is occurring in the district from the junior high
school to the middle school. Professional development
activities responsive to this goal have already been pro-
vided foiNniddle school staff members and others are
in the planning stage. ( 75

The middle school proposal (Goal *4.2) was acknowledged by the Board as
having been already accomplished. The minutes contain no other comment '7-

about this goal. * )

When Goal #1.5 was considered for action by the Board on July 8,
1976, the Board members had several qUestions. The Guidic e Director was
asked if the goal would mdie an extra time requirement on the staff; he replied
that it would not. The Board president complained that there were already too
`rimy reports at Board meetings and the agenda was becoming too crowded.
The superintendent said that the Guidance and Counseling Department should
be doing this already, and he saw no reason why they should have to report to
the Board on it. Another Board member thought the use of thd self-concept
inventory-might excuse a'teacher from getting to know a student well and raak-
ing personal judgments about the student's progress. The proposal.. was de,-
heated by a vote of three to two.

Te rninatin the Pro ect..
On January 1, .tile director'of Project Redesign becarne the new

director of Research, Evaluation, and Organizational Development, and Pro-
ject Redesign -ceased as an official district program. But in,mid-April the new

J-n a !nem° to the Board Mr their Decemper 12, 1975 meeting, the superintend-
ent had asked for a change of official policy from a "6-a-3 organizational plan"
to a "6-2-4 organizational plan"; that is, Kindergarten through Gth tirade in ele-
mentary school, 7th and 8th grades in-junior high, and 9th-12th grades in senior
high. "Implicit in this change in graded reorganization", he wrote, "is my intent
to work closly with the 7th and 8th grades to formulate 'middle schools', rather
than junior high schools." The Board did adopt the new policyand after that time
the name "junior high school" was no longer used.



superintendent asked the new director to resign from the distriSt. The super-
tritendent wanted to bring in a colleague-from his last superintendency to a posi-
tion in the cabinet, so he asked the director to go. The director had known that
some community members had criticized him and had opposed his being kept in
a cabinet position as Director of Evaluation, but apparently he had no warning
of impending dismissal. He immediately began a job search and was gone from
the, district entirely by mid-June.

The last meeting of the pcsign Management Team was on April 27,
1976. Only four of the thirteen members were present. They discussed the
memorandum that the director had prepared for the Board about the second round
of goals for consideration, but not for long. Mostly they exchanged pleasantries
and news about what they had been doing. The director announced hiS resignation,
which would be official when the next afternoon's paper came off the press. Af-
ter a little reminiscing, the group adjourned,.

Around the 20th of June,- the researdh director had a meeting with the
Board president and the superintendent,. This time, the Board president wanted

Itito postpone further consideration of Project Redesign goals, bec se of over-
loaded agendas, but the superintendent wanted to continue acting n them at about
the same pace. The superintendent's wishes were followed and,the research
director prepared a list of the next 'set of goals for consideration.

During the summer of 1976, the office of Project ,Redesign was dis-
mantled anol,the research director began anew participatory planning project
(this time at the building level) in two-secondary schools. On July 9, the re-
search director sent a memorandum to the DIVIT,.telling them where the former
director had gone and asking them to "keep in touch". On November 2, the
Beard took action on the last set of goals; there were no acknowledgements
that this was the last Board action en Project Redesign, nor were there any
-Words of thanks to those who had participated. The project ended quietly.

Analysis

The Lon Life of Project Redesign_

Project,_Redesign was a major program in the school district if for
no other reason than il , it went on for more than five years. The idea for thertt
project was proposed in a speech in February 1971; the consultant to the super-
intendent then suggested a one-year project. The project was not adopted by
the Board until October, 1971. At that time, it was to be one year of planning,'
followed by several years of implementing changes.

The director arrivedln July, 1972. In September, he asked for the
\appointment of a Convening Committee that would p n the planning procedure.

1 GO
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So the first year went by (October 1971 to -SepteMber 1972 without anything
happElving except the hiring of the diretor. The Board seemed to have for-
gotten that they had approved the project only for one year - 1971 -72. - and
they never reapproved it in 1972-73.

Early drafts of the Convening Committee's report called for two-:
year appointments of all Project Redesign' participants and stipulated that. the
Board of Education would have to make new provisions for the project after
two years. Later drafts of the Committee's report lengthened the life of the
project, and the final draft specified two and one-half years for preparation,
exploration, assessment, design, and decision-making; and two years for iTh-
piernentation. The Convening Committee presented its report on how Project
Redesign should be set un in February 1973, two years after the superintend-
ent first proposed the Project.

In. November 1073, th sign Management -Team submitted a Pro-
eet Redesign "IVIanageinent Plan to the Boardof Education. It called foa
rst_-draft of a comprehensive plan in mid-1975, a second draft in the spring

of 1976, the acceptance of the comprehensive planning model in mid-1977;
and it proposed further implementation and new needs assessment for beyond
1977. The second annual Management Plan, submitted to the Board in January,
1975, looked into the future only as far as the 1975-76 school year, and concen-
trated on a scheclule,for prodUOng the long-range plan by spring of 1975.

But o"draft'' of the long-range plan was notpresented to the Board
tint 11:$eptemberl._ 75, and the first of its propOsals weren't adopted b3ethe
Board utaEl March 1976, more than five years after the project had beenpro-
posed in-the superintendent's speech. And the new superintendent said at that
time-that the district should not move too quickly in considering the proposals
that all these people put so much time and effort into writing.

It is interesting to speculate as to why this continual lengthening oc-
curred. Perhaps the participants in the roject were so, impressed with the
importance of what they were ,doing that they wanted to be Sure to take enough
time to do it well. Perhaps they Liked what they were doing so well that they
didn't want to quit. Perhaps the director mailed for a longer project so that,
he could keep his job. Perhaps 'people, who really wanted to change the system
wanted to lengthen the project so ,as to' involve more and more people, and thus
build up support for the change effort. Probably all of these are true to some
extent.

The Organized Anarchy Model would explain the phenomenon as a
kind of "inertia". Anything that requires great coordination of organizational
effort to start is hard to get going; anything that requires great coordination
of organizational effort to stop is hard to stop. (77) We shave seen that there
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was a very slow and gradual termination of the project
tendent officially ended it on December 31, 1975.

fir ,

er he new supe

What were the apparentconseqiiences of the project's long duration ?
One was that people felt they didn't know what the p rojtct was doing. There
were long periods when nothing much-was happening, and jittle commtmicat ion
went out. The newspaper didn't report very much on the project, because, it
was no longer news. People who weren't involved in going to project meetings
weren't aware of its existent?.

Another consequence was that' by the time the plan was written, the
only people who cared much about its contents were ihe Project Redesign staff
and some of the DMT members. Outcome-concerned participanthad.grown
impatient with-the long wait for something to change because of Project Rede-
sign's efforts, so they quit and joined other garbage cans, (e.g.
bers who left and went to the Middlahool Planning Co-niniiiie6s ). People who
had participated in the pirdje0 primarily- out of educatiOnal, pleasurable, or
obligation :g 'motivation were 'not very interested in the content of the plan.

In other words, enthusiasm for making changes through Project Re---
design really died down over the five years. People either gave up on its abil-

.

ity to make changes, or they Satisfied themselves with other benefits of parti
cipation. In addition, any controversial issues that might have come up had a
chance to cool down; people forgot :why they had felt 4he OsaPwas importantprop
or elSe their priorities changed. ( A-good exatriple is the Community School
proposal - one-time supporters of the goal changed their minds and became
opponents. )

A third impor ant consequence of the lohg duration was that the
ganization had time to mike Changes, incrementally, as they were being talked
about at project meetings. People were educating themselves about new and
better ways of doing things as they were participating in the project. It is not
hard to imagine that they altered their own behavior sin their own corners of the
organization. It is also true that community thinking evolved as the Project Re-

.

design discussions were going on. Thus, the, middle school was a reality, at
least in the minds of the community, before the Board considered fotrnal action
on adopting "middle schools" as policy' . When the middle school goal came up
on their agenda, they merely acknowledged that it had already been accomplished.

-It is very hard to say whether community thinking affected Project Redesign dis-
cussions, 61- whether Project Redesign discussiOns and reports changed com-
munity thinking. We cannot establish whether or not there would have been mid-
dle schools in the eclumunity or n9t-, had there been no Project Redesign: The
point is that the long period of tine between formulation of proposalS in the Plan-
ning Teams and their consideration by the Board often meant that the Board's
action was irrelevant as to whether the proposals made changes either in be-
havior in the schools or in people's thinking about what should be done there.



WHAT PEOPLE THOUGHT ABOUT PROJECT REDESIGN

Probably the most interesting-question to be asked about Project Re-
design is "was it Worth it ?" In an effort to monitor what people thought about
that and to evaluate the impact of the project, -.the research staff Conducted sev-
'eral interviews and sent out sore questionnaires. In this section, we will first
consider the responses to some of the questions in the interviews and question-
naires. Second, we will-present a. set of Organized Anarchy- -ideas for inter-
preting the responses. Third, we will consider the'pre-project attitudes of adr
ininistrators, teachers, students, and parents from data that were collected at
the beginning of the project. Finally,, we will interpret peeple's opinions about
the project after it was over, in the light of their opinions before' the project be-

, gan, and'in the light of our model:

rid` Cabinet Evalu On of --P-ro'ect -Rede

All.Board,and Cabinet Meinbers were interviewed in the summer of
1974 and again in December. and January
theinexpectationsfor_thecrojeet, and in
or not their expectations had been met.

of 1975-76. Both times' they were asked
-the-case of the later interviews, whether

Almost every Board member intervieWed in December 1975 said that
the Ong-range plan had been a disappointment. The new superintendent said:been

. in some ways (the long-range plan] fell short of
initial expectations, with the futuring and think tanks.
I expected it to be more penetrating, to propose more'-
fundamental `charge, rather.than the patchwork that it
is f, (78)

One of the cabinet members, who said he very. - disappointed?
range plan, commented:

"I thought the product wouj.d be a Masten- Plan'
say:, In 5 years, we will be here. These are the
sources needed, ere's an estin-i4e of the bildgetsir and
measures to determine,.pur progress. This docilment
represents point zero in planning. The preamble IS good.
They should have tried to say: Here's what the graduate
of 1980 will be like; this is what we want. It may mean
changing the whole organization and figuring c o s t s . . . . . " (79)

It seemed to the interviewer that most Voard and eabinet rnernbers'hacl expecta-
tions similar to these, or at least 0-knight that they had similar expectations, in
retrospect.. But one cabinet member seemed to disagree:



"But I would Say,. 'Well, what did you expeq ?I You
couldn't expect to revolutionize the system." ( 8p)

When asked if they thought there were any discernable- changes in
the district due to Project Redesign, four Board members and six cabinet
members said yes. The interviews took place just after the Board and the
cabinet had decided /on six goals that would be the first to be presented to
the Board for formal action. Four cabinet members and two Board mem-
bers mentioned,One or more of the proposed actions in those six goals as
changes that had been made. Two cabinet members and one Board member
said that the discerni ble changes were in the areas of more open decision-
making and more participation in discussion tof educational issues.

One cabinet member and one Board member were not sure that the
nroject was the cause of any changes, but they thought perhaps some decisions
had been made easier &cause of the work of the project. The superintendent
agreed with this position.. One cabinet member was not sure whether the pro-
ject had made any changes, and two cabinet members felt that it definitely had
not.

The best thing about the project, according to most Board members
and cabinet administrators, was the attempt to get peopl'involved in planning
and decision-making, and the good will that that generated. Two administrat-
ors said the project ethOted people to the way the distr;ict is rein and that it
created understanding, interest, and enthuOasm for schools among community
members. Two Board members and two cabinet members said the best thing
about the project was the participation by a large number of people. One ad-
ministrate!. said that the "process" was the best thing, While:another said that L..

"mobilization of.talent":was best. "We showed the community that we were
open to their participati4n and ideas", said one cabinet administrator, who con-
sidered that the best thing; and one Board member emphasized that thoreNhad
been "broad input'.

Three of the respondents emphasi2ed the planning aspects of the pro-
ject as. being better than the participation. One Board, member felt that the
most important accomplish, lent was the development of assessment instruments
and information-gathering procedures. Two administrators said that the best
thing about the project was merely the recegnition that planning is a good thing
for a school district to do.

Finally, one administrator said that he project certainly involved a
lot of people, but that:fie didn't know whether that was good or bad.



ana men Eva uation of Projecedesip,_

About the first of April 1976, the ProMpt Redesign. earch staff
sent out a questionnaire to 121 "middle managers" in the district, asking them
to evaluate the impact of Project Redesign. This was just after the first round

fix goals had been *proved by the Iloard of Education. The response rate
was, not high only 41.3 pe tcent. Eight of the fifteen Program' Directors or
Coordinatord ( 53.3 percent) , 17 of the 42 principals and assistant primp
;40.5 percent), and 25 of the 64- department heads (3`0.1 percent ) returne
the questionnaire. The Program Directors/Coordinators include such vriried
people as Coordinator of Music, Director of Adult Education, and Pro,-
Specialist fob' the Hard of Hearing, but of the three groups, this one has
Most contactwith central office administrators., Principals and their assist-
ants are located in each school building, but have occasional meetings vvith the
central administration. Department heads are-teachers in the secondary
schools who have been designated as leaders in their curriculum areas.

Principals and assistant principals tended to give the project a more
positive evalUation than either of the other two groups. The department heads
gave by far the most.negative comments. Whether= or not the respondents had
participated in the project did not seem ,toto affect how they felt about it.

Pec

Some of thecornments -indicated that the respondents had some ex-
ons for the project that were unfulfilled. These are listed in Table 15.

TABLE 15

RESPONSES SUGGESTISUGGESTING UNMET EXPECTATIONS

Deoartnnent Heads:

"My area v as not cealt, with." (4 respondents said this
Final re,==.111; ,,/as very disappo Ling, "

Principals:

"Could lead to unrealistic expectations. "
"It might have been caaable of reshaping the distric

t but the purpose was never clear."
"Some exTeelations cannot be met."
" Maybe my expectations were too high. "

Sr e ci a lis ts

"The participan syvere led to believe- could actually
redesign the specific operations of the district."
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In all, ten of the fifty respondents e pressed the idea of unmet
expectations. Another iniportant source of neg Live evaluations appears to-
be a generalized negative feeling toward central office adrninistration. Thir-
teen of the fifty respondents expressed anti - central office feelings Re-,
spouses of this type are found in Table 16.

TABLE 16

RESPONSES SUGG S'T ANTI--GEN-7RA= T, OFFICE F5E

De antnient Heads:

"ft sees to me one of the responsibilities of the
intendent and his staff is PLANNLNG.

.the lack of, trust people have in decision-maldng.

always,seemed more a prestige-building public
relations thing than anything else.

oniebody got a fat jc b. , , .the inefficient order
ceduresa e underpaid.','

"Cynicism, .F. k .hausfran the teac ers d
credit; also criticism of the Director.

"Ego satisfaction is math benefit.

'Project is a boondoggle; brass have ignored good Tee tn-

pro-,

ij mendations dreamers who have never met classes
for years.

Principals:

"Leadership s d have been different.

"Many seem to add FR personnel to the list of
administrators they feel are. overb-ardening

Involved a lot of people, but recent decisions
tliis is not wanted and not valuable.

Specialists:_

"School board action on things that don't cost money and
don't make many changes."

central office
the district.

indic ate

"Should have had a different director.

"Recognize 'PH as PR (public relations?) 7irr\d don't try
pass it off as rati al planning for the-future.



When asked, "Vlhat were the main benefits to the district from -
ing Project Redesign?", respondents gave answers that fit roughly into three
categories: Sixteen said the doing of long-range planning was the main benefi
sixteen said the involvement of so many people; and'twenty-one said they felt
there were no benefits, or that they didn't loiow., Principals and assistants
were most likely to think long-range planning was the main benefit. Depart-
ment heads were most liJtely to say there were no benefits or they didn't know
of any, and were least likely to say that long-range planning was the main
benefit of the project.

Most of the department heads felt that project Redesign had not made
discernible chejiges in the district, particularly in their part of the district.
About half the principals arid assistant principals and about_. one -third of the
directors and coordinators thought there had been no cha g#s. A few of the re:--
spondents felt that there had been.a significant cha way decisions were
behig mace- that iii, That the decision-making pro- become more open to
the input of staff, students, and community rnern result of Project
Redesio.

P art ic

A detailed report 'on partici'pation in Project Redesign nos -been preT.
seated in o Partieiiates7 A Yield Stub of P rtici.ation in Pl s

_h.9cluiczl...a trig# -Qy Melly Stroniquist in. coilabora ion with dpl:._
(1975). This section will highlight some of those =firidfligs. --Vile data were
lected in 1974 and 1975 from those partIcipants yvho had ban invol4d for nice
than six months' in a planning team. Ninety -one of the 111 participants responded
to the questionnair e.

Participants were asked, "What was the rnain:reason You joined the
planning team?" she reason most often given was that the participant had 'a
special interest in educational issues". Only 10 percent said that -they joined
because they were dissatisfied with the school ( 11flany of those were'---
students. ) "Special interest in edue ationa' 1 issues" was the "re asopi most ten
named by both marent,s and non-teaching staff. Teachers most often said that
waiting "to participate in decisions that will affect the school system" was the
main reason they chose to is ipate. Students oncost often gave the reason that
they were "asked persbnal vi parficipate". ',81)

Participants were asked w, t_pivy ed best about pa icipthig
planning task. Most often mentidii d was "intdraction between inanity- an
staff people". Second rnost oftentioned were "=earning from discussions with
others, exchanging vievviDoints", and 'learning about education". Only 15 percentEP

said that "adconiplishing planning objectives" vas-the best-liked aspect, and 13
percent liked "doing work with others". Leastooften mentioned were "general
sense of civic duty' and i'leaz-ning how-small groups function". Table 17 aggre-
gates these responses into four categories -. Interaction, ieaming,, Planning,
slid Duty.



TABLE

AI TFE XTU LIE PLAIN' AS

70 of Responses

69LNTERACTION

Interactioi between conimunity and ataff people
- Doing work with others
- Learning from discussions with at ex-

changing vie'Wpoints

Learning about education
Learning about the functioning si 15

1DLANlilt

Accomplishing plann

groups

Parents, teaclheps, non-teaching ere. irf;what
they liked best about participating, just 2S al- in ons, for- Jo

ing. Parents and non-teaching ttoff wereftost p.ti about ittviliat they

learned, while students were rnore likely the other gro p ;enjoiaeConiilish-
ing Planning objectives_ Neva of the non-teaching, Ladf mentioned L in accomp-

lishing planning objectives. Of all groups , student ere 1 'd=ata likely te, mention
enjoSrtnent of ifiter act ion.

Virtually all particip- fisted as their "least-lik-d" feature of the
planning experience sore descr -n of the -inabi:ity of teams to function well

in planning. The most corrunon complaint was "failure of other members to
work as a team; ineffectual members..'' TvientY.foua.. percent of the responses
fell into this Category. 'ten nArcent of the responses referred to the disLike of

the'usLow pace of the participatory process ". Nine percent said they liked least
the lack of clarity of the task; eiglit percent -said they least liked the failure to
accomplish plarinLng goals; and seven percent said they had a _feeling of futility,
that the proposals would come to nothing. ( 82) 4 )



the,s_coniplaints that were not directly related to frustration
With the p ask were concerned with the time that -participants had to
spend on the project. Fifteen percent of the responses showed that the parti-
cipants liked least the "demands participating made on persokal time". Other
problems were "inconvenient meeting times" and "short deadlines''. (83) Even
these .complaints about the time involved could indicate the participants were
disabpointed in their ability to accomplish the planning task they had -set out tO
do. The way we, determine how well our time has been used depends, by and
large, on what we feel we obtained as a result of the time spent. 'Time wast-
ed" is a function of both the number of minutes or hours spent and of the value
of the activity. Thus, an twilr of waitflig in line might be corisidered a much
greater waste of time than an entire afternoon spent sleeping in the sun at the

-acli The participants in the planning teams may have been saying that the
demands of participation on the participants' time were too great for what
-accotpplished by it.

.

Finally, participants were asked to assess tirep----act of the project
school district. (These data were collected before the long-range plan

was written and, therefore, before the Board had acted of any proposals. )
lord than. half the responses expressed the-certainty that the quality of decision-

:making -would decrease if the project were to stop at that point. Participants
feit that decisions would be made with less foresight, with fewer good ideas,
and that there would be more disorganization. But one-quarter of the responses
said the project was having no impact or that the respondent didn't know what
Tits impact would be. Furthermore, half the non-teaching statics responses fit -
ted into the "do.n't blow, or no effect" category. (84)

A

Analysis

Although the evaluations reported in this section -were done at different
time s and different groups of people were polled, there seen to be some corninon
themes:

-1. Project Redesign was an important od thitg f or the
district to do.

2. Long-range pla'n g and atteri pa ng to antic ip ate the
fatale is good.

We' didn't do a very good job of propos
pee tally considering the time we invested

ere was spin oven
the part icipa group.

some of the r idcdle rnan ers were =



4. A large
involved" in

We enjoyed gel
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eop e came to meetings an d
ict dee isidn-m aking.

now each other, and we learned a lot

We have seen edeS gn-wa.s a somewhat amorphous pro-
gram that lasted ()VT a Jeri od cf Li.voral_ years.. It was amorphous because all
kinds of issues anclgr(4, is were it _ncleel'in it without any particular justifica-

.

don. People who -were lsociated .ith the project - for instance, the director -
were also involvedin oth things necessarily within Project Redesign; for,
example, a budget prioritiL survey ;,,f the community. En other words, the
boundaries between what was Redesign and what was norm al, on-go
activity oft.he district were vague. A person who was evaluating the project
would have to decide-what things he considered to be inside and what things lie

sidered to be outside the project.

We have seen that mere were conflicting, uncertai=n, and changing
goals and expectations for the project. The superintendent talked about the
"sweeping changes" it would make. But participants tended to choose to teCOrne
involvedheeause they had an interes tin _education, rather than because they were,
dissatisfied with the way things were. Sometimes the go ii seemed to be to get
people inVolveL; sometimes it was getting public recognition for the project out-
-side the district, . At the end of the project, the main purpose was to produce a-
long- range plan - which was `not an important goal at the beginning. The goals
of Project Redesign Were ambiguous.

s a set of events, Project Redesign could be somewhat confusing to
an observer. Besides the fact that issues and people were, sometimes within
and sometimes outside the project, the parts of the project itself were rather
disconnected. The Convening Comm ittee had some, meetings, then stopped;
the task forces had some meetings; then stopped; the planning teams _had some
meetings, then stopped; the long-range plan was written, then the authors- gave
it over to the Board of Ec:ucation. Sometimes the-papers produced by one seg-
ment flowed into the next segment (e.g., the planning teams contributed propos-
als to the long-range plan). But the connections were often loose, as we har7e
seen. People who participated in one segment might not have participated-in
any other. A person who was evaluating the project might have had experience
with only a part of it - and that part night 'have been only loosely connected
with the others.

We might say, then., that the o ect was an anti= Gus set of
There was not agreement on what it was supposed to accomplish. It was not 4

clear what events should be considered part of the project. Kost people had
experience with only parts of the project; relatively feu people- saw enough of
the whole to have a plete pictlire. Even its product - the long-
rang., plan - is ambi ons.



Yet the organization and its members made evaluations of the project,
and these separate evaluations had quite a bit in common. We will be interested
in three questions: How is it that members of the organization coma to make
sense of this project; that is, haw cic they determine whether it was good or had ?
How does it happen that there is some agreement on What was good and what was
bad, even t hough diverse people with diverse expectations and diverse experi-
ences made the evaluations ? Finally, when there are different'es in the evalua-
tions given by different people, to what may we attribute those differences?

ode

March and Olsen ( 85 ) have delineated some propositiOns about how
organization members come to believe an interpretation of events in the organ-
ization's life. We will use, these propositions to aid in understanding how Project
Redesign was evaluated by the Meadow City School District. The propositions
involve these variables, which are attributes of individual members:

- whom the individuals trust
- their values
- extent to which they feel integrated into the organization
- what they saw; amount of participation and how they perceived it
- to whom they attribute credit for the occurrence of events

The propositions are:

1. An organizational participant will - to the extent to. which he is integrated
into the organization see what he likes. To the extent to which he is
alienated from the organization, he will see what he dislikes.

2- An organizational participant will - to the d5gree he is integrated into
the organization - like what he, sees. To the extent to which he is
alienated from the organization, he will dislike what he sees.

3- An organizational participant will - to the extent to which he trusts
others with whom he has contact - like what they' like. To the exten,

which he distrusts others with whom he has contact, he will dis-
like what they like.

4. An organizational participant will - to the extent he trusts others with
whom he gas contact, see what they see. To the extent to which h9
distrusts others with whom he has contact, he does not see what they see.

5. An organizational participant will come' to trust others whom he sees
as producing relevant events that he likes and preventing relevant
events thA he dislikes.

An organizational participant will come to believe that people he trusts':
cause events he likes and that people he distrusts cause events he'disli<



7. An organizational participant will come to believe that events are relevant
if he agrees about them with people he trusts and disagrees about them
with people he distrusts.

An organizational participant ill be active to the extent to which his see-
-ing, liking, and trusting are,unambiguous.

9. An organizational participant will - to the extent to which the organiza-
tional structure and his activity permit - seek contact with people he
trusts and avoid contact with people he distrusts.

10. An organizational participant v.111 feel integrated into an organization to
the extent to which he likes the relevant events that he sees.

Therefore, according to our set of propositions the atisvver to the
question: "How do people make sense of the project?" (decide whether it's
good or bad) is

Participants in the organization think about them experience with
the project and then (a) relate it to people they know and interact with; (b) re-
late it to how they feel about the rest of the organization and their place in it;

relate it to values they had before; (d) try to determine who caused what.

The first thing that is obviously true, if we believe these propositions,
is that an ambiguous event is not going to convert many people to being more favors
able toward the organization, nor will it alienate those who were previously not.
A pera-on who is happy with the;organization will inteirp'ret ui l i giuous events as
good; a person whotsjunhappy will interpret ambiguous event s bad. (Proposi7
tions 1 and 2).

A person will like an event he attributes to a trusted person, but if
he likes an event, he will attribute it to someone he trusts. The same associa
tion. holds for distrusted persons and unliked events (Propositions 3 - 6).

The events that a erson consider relevant for an evaluation of the
pyoject depend on the extent o which his evaluation of them agrees with those
of people he trusts and differs from those of people he distrusts. Therefore,
if the person has a different experience than someone trusted (or the same el-
perience as someone distrusted), that experience will be disregarded.
(Proposition 7)

e Proposition 8 says that active participants in the organization %win le
those who are very positive and those who are very negative about it. Thus
people in the middle who might be swayed 4) more positive or more negative-
feelin aboilt the organization as a result of:experier,-..les of interacting within
it, are the least likely to participate in eiose experiences.
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Because the individual seeks contact with trusted persons and avoids
contact with distrusted persons, he presumably spends' as much time as pos-
sible interacting with those with whom he agrees. And since "seeing" and
"liking!" depend on shawl perceptions with trusted persons, mutually-held
expectations will be fulfilled. The person who 'di(' feel integrated will have
that feeling reinforced. The person who was alienated will become more so.
Propositions 9 and 10)

Let us determine the extent to which these propositions are borne out
u .data about Project Redesign.-

Trust,

First, let us consider what our respondents' predisposition
have been before the project began. A helpful source for this is the repo
the Needs Assessment Task_ Force,, who. surveyed school and community mem-
bers in the fall of 1973 - relatively early in the project.

Teachers

The Needs Assessment report has some evidence for the fact that
teachers "` felt some distrust of ath-ninistration. One of the questions was:
liow much are district administrators available to talk with concerned per-
sons? Forty-eight percent of the teachers thought that district administrators
were available "often" or "very often". This compares with 91 percent-of the
prc ipals and 86 percent of the cabinet administrators who gave those answers.
All of the cabinet members and 91 percent of the principAls'thought that princi-

.pals are responsive to itie concerns of teachers "often" or "very often". But

only 58 percent of the teachers agreed with them. Only 60 percent of the teach-
ers thought that "administrators are responsible for their JWII perforulance;";
71 percent of the cabinet and 77 percent of the pri ncipals agreed. (56)

'Two open-ended questions were included about what respondents liked
and disliked most about the district. The answers were quite varied' but the
one most of ten mentioned by teachers was the lack of communication'hetween
faculty and administration. One out of five teacher dislikes fell into this cater
,gory. In addition, "ineffectual administrators" was the category with the next
highest number of teacher complaints. Sixteen percent of teacher dislikes
were in that category. The authors of the report had this comment about dis-

(1C-tes of communication:

4 Teaeheas in the Needs Assessment were sampled: 50 percent vere elementary
teachers and 50 percent were secondary teachers. The department heads in ciur
evaluation study are teachrs; they would correspond to the secondary teachers
in the Needs Assessment.
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"There were more negative than positive comments fron'i
the staff concerning faculty-aciministratictn coomunica-
tion. '1 (p. 59)

In spite_, of the fact that most respondents (including community memberw iciti
students) felt that communication between the community and the district old -
between parents and teachers was good, faculty-administration communication
was not.

Principals

The Needs Assessment information seems to indicate that principals
are people in the middle. Sometimes their answers agree more with those of
teachers, sometimes with those of central office, thistrators,. and some-
times with-those of parents.

Twen.ty-nine percent Of the dislikes of ,principals were in the area Of
the district's over-responsiveness to community pressure. Twenty-four per-
cent were in the arbitrary ways decisions are made. The first dislike indi-
cates disagreement with the community; the second indicates disagreement
with the central office. In evainating teachers' and administrators' taking
responsibility for their performance in their jobs, principals.were more char-
itable toward-teachers than cabinet administrators were, and principals were
also more charitable toward cabinet administrators than teachers were.

Principals were mare likely than any other group to say that parents
feel welcome to talk to administrators and that district administratorsrare
available to talk with concerned people. This may indicate that they think this
is important. In addition, 32 percent of the things that principals it e fell into
the category of school /community relationship.

Cabinet

Less than half of the cabinet administratorsthought that teachers take
responsibility for their own performance "often" or "very often". They were
less inclined than principals to think administrators were available to talk or
that concerned persons felt welcome to talk to administrators, but they were
more likely than any other group to think,that the Board keeps in touch with
citizens. Their dislikes did not fall into any reportable categories.

The Needs Assessment survey_ showed that less than half the junior
high students and about one-quarter of senior high students thought that "prin-
cipals are *filing to respond, to concerns of studehts".( 87 ) Fifty-one percent



of junior high students
are willing to respond
Fel..ey4ive pe rept'
said that "stolen

d
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and 41 percent of senior high students said that "teachers
to concerns. 9f students "often" or "very often".( 88 )

high students and 44 percent of senior high stucle'nts -:r

o. talk with teac"he"rs" ei"oftee or "very often".(89)
counselors moreiAeventy-five percent of

ounselors are, willing tb respond to concerns of
he junior high studentg agreed With them. (W)

"Teachers are responsible for, their own performance" - "often" or
"very often" was agreed to by'31 percent of junior high and 43 percent of senior
high'students. Thirty-seven percent of junior high students and 29 percent of
seniorhigh students thought that "Administrators `.re responsible for their own
performance". ( 91 )

Who trusted whom? Teachers seemed to distrust administrato;.s in
general, but they trusted principals mere than other administrators. Forty-
eight percent of them thought that administrators were ayailable to talk, but
78 percent said that principals were responsive to the concerns of nachers
"often" or "very often".

Cabinet adadministrator tented not to think that teachers were responsible for
their own performance, but they listed the "professional staff in general" as
the thing they liked best about the district.. We might infer that they like ad-
ministrators better than teachers. They,also seemed to be saying that they<
trust-Board members more than they trust the public. at large.

The community kizeiej-aUtotal
trust teachers- sore than admini
ieport noted:

ample of the Needs. Assessment) tended to
rs of the Needs Assessment

"Favotiable comments byt.e'orre s and staff can-
,'

cerning the quality of teacher avorable corn-
ments..... there was more unfavorable than avorable criticism
of the liciministration.:...mainlY in tl 1 big areas: num-
bers_ of adinirilstrators, effectiveness, and money spent on aci,.

, ?
ministration. " ( 92 )

Secondary students, it would appear, trusted their counselors more
eir, teachers and their teachers more than their principals.

It
0

is difficult to determthe, from the Needs Assessment Survey data,
xA

whom the- principals trusted. Some of their answers seem to indicate that they
trust other administrators, but one of their big complaints about the district is
the "arbitrary way in which -decisions are made". A large part of their work



involves working with the community ard they value good public relations, but
they coniplainecliaboilt thedrstrict'p giving in to community pressure..- Perhaps
being people in the miqdle"- between teachers ancrtop administration, and be-
tween the schools and'the public -'they cannot afford to 'trust ankorie. It es'irk:-.:

teresting to note ;hovyever', that 100 percent of the principal that ."In.
general, Meadow City teachers do their job well. "

Values

The Task Force on School/Community Profile produced a report that
;

describes the community and the school district. A section entitled "Psycho-,
graphic Meadow City: One 4-year resident's Pefsonal observations" describes
well some of the values that the "typical" Meadow City resident has:

"It'S a famy, going thr gh school seriatim. Dad's got
his P/46 D; Mom's afterafterr i ers3.4 and the kids are in the
primary graies....
He works at living; and likes_ what he's doing: Ile may
_also be inclined to want to keep things the way they are.

If there's anything Meadow 'City people do in larger
measure than most communities, it's meet..
Meet to plan meetings.
Meet. to plot strategy to get their side heairl at The Meeting.
Meet to figure out how to avoid Meetings.
Meet about school. About the hJspital or the high rise. Or

Scout, TM or YWCA, hippies, dope, or traffic (speed)
law enforcement. 0-

And if we can't Meet, we write the Editor. Thoughtful, im-
.

passionekkletters. The Times prints them: " 94 )

The people in the community believe in education, they believe in
participatory democracy, and they like to be "involved". ,)

It is interesting to mite that parents tend to be more conservative
about education than do the staff of the school district. There was a Needs
Assessment survey question on the importance 6f, the development of new
methods of teaching. Since almost everyone believes that innovation in teach-
ing is important, the differences between respondent groups is only in degree
of importance. However, 19 percent of parents versus 41 percent of the prin.-
cipals and 34 percent of the teachers believe that-development of new methods
of teaching is extremely important; Percentages of persons believing that
develOpiment of new methods is either extremely ,important or very important
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are: Senior high student 61 percent; cabinet, 58 percent; teachers, 57 per-
cent; junior high student
40 percent.( 95 )

57 percent;principals, 50 percent; and parents,

The authors of the Needs Assessment rePor
to the 'question of the most important programs :and c
as follows:

"The areas that the six adult groups cdisidered to 14 the most
important were basic skills (reading, writing, and arith-
metic ) ,aria ability to communicate orally and in writing." ( 96

The values held by the members of the Meadow City schodl district
tended to be on the conservative side, as they began their experiment in Rede-
sign. The Needs Assessment report contains information on another interest-
ing set of Values - who should participate in school decision-making. Admin-
istrators were most likely to think that decision-making should be oven to such
groups as students, parents, and staff; parents were least likely. ( 97 )

rizeci the respoilnes
in, -he district'

a In this section, first we saw how various groups evaluated Project Re-
design after it was over. Second, we presented some theoretical ideas about
how people come to evaluate their experience in organizatiOns. Finally, we
tried to piece together the predispositions of the groups -before the 'project ac
tually started: their values,. whom they trusted, their feelings of alienation
and integration. Next, will 'put aiese all together to try to ex-plain how th
different groups - teacherg, cabinet, parents:directors/coordinators, pr

hpals,and students - came to their evaluations of the project.

How teachers came to evaluate' the 'ro"ect.

Teachers tended to think of Project Redesign as the creation of to a
ministration. They had some evidence for this; for example, the project's
offices were in the central office building and the director was a .member of
the superintendent's cabinet, Some of the comments on Department Heads'
questionnaires show that they identified the project with central office admiri-
istratibn:

"Professional staff's competence ignored by Board and Ad-
ministration - Director was resented and was monstrously
expensive...

(Answers as to what should_have been done differently)

"Start at grass roots teachers and reward them 'generously
for their efforts with release time, praise, credit, .recog,
nition, endorsement, even money where appropriate'. Give'
much less attention to hausfrau input and a reat deal more
to professional staff contributions. Don't hire an expensive
coordinator...." '--
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"Oh, my - I doubt you want my answer the brass has ig-
,

ncired good recommendtions of mine time and tithe, again "-

(answers to what changes have been made-as a result of project)

:"If there are any, I urge you to publicize them soon. Nothing
.,has gravitated to our classrooms that I luiow of."

"Possibly the administration realizes the lack-of trust people
have of decision-making in the district and have modified
their procedure slightly."

In the Needs Assessment data, we saw that teachers did hot trust
administrators, especially central office administrators. Since they attributed
Project Redesign to the administration, they werentt very likely to think it was
a good project.

Teachers valued innovation very much. But if they saw any new things
happening, they were not about to attribute credit to Project Redesign (ans
istration project) for them. Therefore, 76 percent of department heads said

Project Redesign made, no changes in the district.

Some teachers participated in planning teams, most often 1-,Pcause
wanted to "participate decisions that will affect the school systr This
finding-is not inconsistent with their valuing innovations. and particJation...-7-
the interaction in the planning teams, not the accomplishment of planning 'ec-
lives, was the thing they liked best about participating. AndOnly 4 out o
department heads thought that planning was a benefit Irom the project. Whether
or not they had experience on-planning teams,= teachers did not perceive the
project as making chaises.

Teachers feel some alienation from the organization, especially from,
the planning and decision-makin, -spects,. and especially as Ampared to cab-
inet administrators. The alass teacher is-to some extent isolgted in the
classroom. One department head wrote that he/she had read a report on:

"Organizational recommendations - which turned me off
completely be'cause they showed extreme lack, of know-
ledge in my area."

Teachers are not, therefore; necessarily inclined to see something good in
erganilational events. More than half (56 percent) of the department heads
saw no benefits from the project.
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How he Cabinet and the Board Came to Evaluate the Pro-ect

While teachers thought that Project Redesign was a child of the
central administration, cabinet and Board members* thought themsqlveS not
very much involved in it. They felt it was the' community's project. Soine of
their comments from the interviews:

Board Members:

"If (the new superintendent) were to do it, it would not be the
same format; it would not occur outside of the staff.. Now,
we have to spend a great deal of time getting the staff to 'own'
the goals." (98),

"I viewed-Project-Redesign as a mechanism of arriving at
goals that are_aoceptable to the community.. .The most
efficient way to make decisions is to get a good adminis-
trator you trust and let him do it. But if you have a dis-
trusting constituency, you kaye to give visibility to
decision-making. -Then yotaiave the choice of- giving
them the illusion of involveMint or giving them real
involvement." ( 99)

Cabinet Members:

"Some of the significant people in the school district %vete
not. involved Some of the people in the mainstream of
the operation of the school' district weren't involved. For
example, the Director _ rriculum and Instruction." (1

"The best. -was getting wq)eople- in here to under-
stand what's going an. .eve a tremendous number o
critics in this district; this community is full of brit
energetic nosey people. You can't tell them to stay out -
you can't say, "We're th professionals, we'll do the job.
`You have to be open." (101)

* ,The Board and cabinet are consi -rred to beof like ind,
section. 'Their evalGations tended to be ver3vsintilar

iq, relationollip h tusually resulted in Board niernber& being-_,
role of. rirnmistirators.,,

for purposes of this
r close working

socialized intothe
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The Plan) was presented in public prior to input frbrn
'9 withiii the system. (The Cabinet) didn't go out or our way

r

to participate. 'We were waiting the traditional pro-
cedure of being invited to partic h-f-e in matters which
fect our'areas Cf responsibility.' (102)

"There were people who fail special interests, not broad
community-based representatives. It kept those_people
occupied for a while-. Now they 'should be willing to get
the hell out." (1-03)

"The new superintendent said: "As an organ- ation,outside
the.mainstrearn, it was taking a risk. By not involvfrig key
policy-makers, it can be threatening. There was -some
naiven9ss,there on the part of the DMT; people in, the or-
ganation have to come to own it. Then the process -of
implementation can begin:" (104)

The Board and cabinet members also attributed what happened in
the project to the director of the project. For example, they said:

that- he ca

!'I was disappointed (the director). I thought there
would be stronger leadership; it just didn't happen.
(The director) didn't come into cabinet and walk-us

rough what was. happening. He didn't get us excited
o involved;- just gave us, reams and reams of stuff.
We asked him for reports, bid we didn't get them. He°,
dicint_ seen! secure in what.he was doi ng and he didn't
seem to waist to talk about it. We-got fed up. °(105.)

(Th ctor) will always be identified with it and
may ther-fore have enemies, because some people
don't buy it." (106) .t)

think thelack of cabinet involvement was partly due
to tJe personality of the director of Project Redesign
and partlydue to the Withdrawal by the cabinet. T e,

,1:;ehavion,of the director is reflective ,pf wh -
inanity wanted; they-could have aske for more ca. inet

e suspecte oni our examination of the Needs Assessment data,
nit did not 'tile public, and when it came to-school personnel,



they tended to like other administrators better, than the rest of the staff.
these hunches are true; we can reinterpret their statements ;about disapz
pointed expectations in the light of the comments onOted above. Remember

- that the director of Project Redesign was an outsider - someone who had not
been an administrator before. He.probably did not have the trust of the other
top administrators.

The cabinet and,Board believed in-planning. They knew that that
omething administrators Were, supposed to do. They knew that they were
ed to be experts/in things like planning. They also knew that they had to
e community happy. They did not trust the community; th'y did not

he director of Project Redesign. There was no way that theyeould like
this project that was being carried out by the ecurrpunity and the director, even
though it was supposed to be doing somethfrtgghey-considered important. They
paid they* had very high expectations for the long-range planning that the pro-
ject was supposed to accomplish. This -is probably true, but they did, they

o had very.,:low expectations, for the ability of amateurs to be able to do that
of :planning!. 'They set themselves up'4, although they probably weren't

-it, fair their expectations to be di§aPpointed.,

The 'cabinet valued bothOong-range planning and good public ,relations.
They trusted the cu is nor the director of Project Redesign, but they

'felt that! Proj out of their hands and in the hands of the public
. &

and the dire d d not participate very au?ch in the activities of the pro-
jecto and the ,.ay i ti y were not very informed about-it. Most of their
experience with the project occurred atthe, e whentheyhadto decide w1° at to
d with the long-range'Plan- This experience must hdYe been fairly uniform be-
cause it occuEr 'n cabic et meetings where. they were all preSeht, and...where
no one else was. . 6

If any of our groups should have fgit integrated into the,,or anization,
the cabinet should have, for ihe3ikere the -ones who ran it. Therefo*,they,
were most likely to be able to find something_ pipsitive to sits about a Major or-
ganizationalevent (Proposition 2 ) They were willing to'attribute' credit to the
director and the citizens for a good public r`elations event, but they didn't trust
them to do something like long -rang planning. As one Cabinet'inember said:

' ny vehicle that alloWs activ*community involvement is
desirable. If you war/to use it to really reshape the dis-
trust, it would Pe Nahgerous... People don't expect the
operational level' of Project Redesign t"ei happen._
this time period, there wals weed of people to be Inv

, Thiis,-= the cabinet almost unanimously praised thein ojpct for getting.
so many people involved, but expressed their "disappointrnen 'th the quality
of long-range planning that was achieved. 111



How Parents Came to Evalikt e Pro'ec

The Needs Assessment.Survey found that 83 percen
agreed or strongly n 'Teed with the statement, "In general,- Me
do their job well". 110) Sixty-two,peicent of the parents agr d with
ment, "The Ivleadow i School District gives its citizens their money's
Only 27 ,,percent disaareed with thiat skatemenWand-11 percent had noopin on.
VVe mig4 hifer from his that parents trusted that the school personneliwere doing

good)ob a the`timc the project was getting started (1973).

educat
Assesernept-sur
quhlity pf oduta

Ins clear thatjhe Meaqow,CitY community places a high Value on the
n of 'theirs ilclren. Ni-nety7three percent of the parents in the Needs

"The Citizens of. Meadow' City care about the

d participation in their community activities; they
ey were not, h6 never, especially convinced of the

importante of, educational in

They 'a
lilcedtgoini to meetiTit

t.

Thos'e who participated were either most integrated or most alienated,
according toe:Propositiori°8. The most common answer of our participant-

,

respohdentp ir as that they joined Project Redesign because of a "special interest
zn educationalissues". It is pOssible\pat the =sample of respondents was biased
toward gnie"- ratio thanalien on,- so we would expect their evaluations
to be positive, (Propositions 1 and 2 e":

Their eyarudiitcyis, then, had to do with learning and personal interac-'
n: the pleasures icepatilcipating. The best thing about the:Project was-the
ngs partioipants learned and the enjoyment of infrOacting with others who were

interested ira educAiod. Only six'porcent' of the parents tho4.i.4 the best thing was
planning.. The leastLiiledifature was the inability of participants to work as a
team - but thiS *ms to he attributed -to fellow ::earn members whO did-

participate fully or work-hard dnough.

Paten
werennt

plvt, they,likeE
'them' an enki in

ould ignore the fact that longrange'plans specifying big
very competently by the project hecauSe (a) for the most

s)astliey were; (b) participating 'in the project Avasqo

How.Di ecto awl L:oord`nators Came to Evaluate Pro'eet

The Needs'Assessgnent supey does not
directors and coordinators as a sepazcille:_. grou, q
villrat the-Jr attlihnfles were before hroiectigut u
that,thc-Y- woi, 1 d adminis tio,12,7thm pale

what they (k-involvc- ith publ c.-

give us info mation about the
e;don', ow anythin al u

y. .It seems nibr like y a
only a small part of

ey o.,,involves a
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particular educatipnal program, such as-music. In addition, most of them work
closejy with cabinet members.

Some comments on'theic evaluation questionnaires s73gges ed that hey
identified the project with "the Board of Education: r

Schbol Board action on things that don't cost money
and also don't make many changes."

the project helped me to see where the Board's
thinking -is in specific areas of change."

Thy, too, had unmet expectations about the project (Table 16), but
perhaps because they were oriented toward special programs, they blamed the
Board for no 3.vgriting to spend money and, therefore, for not Making any changes.
Half of the irector/coordinator group saw no hen fits to the district from the

.._.,.projeet.

"-Bow Princi Came to Evaluate the Pro-ec

Data collects
ment indicate that grind
and good public, relations.

he beginning of the project (1973) in the eeds Assess-
valued innovation Ln teaching, open decisi - making,

They probably-thought planning was a dood idea- because they had `train-
\ing as administrators. We Might also interpret their dislike of "arbitrary

stone and "overresponsiveness to Community pressure" as exp essionS of a de-
:

sire for more Planning.

In .the data on paicipants, collected, dt'ihe ,planning teams were fin-
ighing thei w =principals are included in the,"non-teaching staff" group./ li
of that group_ a that they didn't know of anything that might h d th

. . .

project end at a. paint, It would appear that they perceived t
having Vittletieffect.cinkhe distriCtiat that time: None of the non e
particip iielt that there would be

4
a decrease Lncitizen and Stud n inpu

the proj ct shoulci be terminated then This is int esting in the 1 ht of
principals' interest in more open de n-making They seem to be saying,_

did not see a great effect attribu ablecto Project Redesign updn lie am unt
of citizen and student input to decision: -niCe ng They prob b w 5e not say]. g
that citizen and s'tu nt inpu? were net. mpo

Nene of the not -teaning -staff thought that plaiminr; had been t best
pail of participating; thus, .that po- _t,i_nontri9f,,the principals who participated--

that
sat

in planni earns thought h bIanni-- vas the lest thing about part'-' ating.
ssume that p nif,-- was important to prinoirs s,', they did'

, ..-
pcioino th i i planning teams. ' %

.
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Data were collected almost two ars Later for the. su-.
anagement. When asked to evaluate the eras produce the p ojec

principals for the rn t part considered'them valuabld and were glad fo -
formation they provid d. When asked about the bendfits of the project, only
three of sevente p ncipals thought there were no benefits,:. Ten responses
indicated planning was the main benefit, and eight responses indicated that in-
volving a lot of people was the main benefit. This pattern of responses is inter-
'esting in the light of the rpsponses to he participant study questions, mentioned
above. In that study;-::non-teaching s are(including principals) who had been plan-
ning team participants did not list ac ornplishment of planaing objectives as
their_ best-liked aspect of participating.- In the middle management survey, two
principals who had been Participantp in-plann g teams mentioned b th plann"
and the invdlvement of Many people as the ma benefit to the distr ct ftrom the

dpr eel,. Of course, the questions in the two surveys were differe tly worded,
here was quite a lot :a time between thestw. . ..

T hp rincipals answers on the middle management questionnaire
were, as we ,Said, the most positi?e of the three groups. ,Thera was very littlericriticism 9f the project ' except th4tkereI, ere some ut expectations.,,. ., .--o., nine
Abput'half of the principalp could -tninkThf nothing that shOult1 have been 'done

....--x:" difrpntly. About half thought the project had made'no changes. 0--ie principal
Said h 'was "sorry to be so negative". 4A1.-A

,---,_

& 0. ,
''q

W have seen that it is difficult to determine whom principals trusted.,
They are people in the middle. They tended to see.gdotin the project, p-T.Qbably-
pecause they had a lot of practike and ilaced Much valife on being diplomatic. As
a group, they did not seem to attribute either credit or lalame:`,.

. .

planning team participant) wrote:

"The project .`ias confusing, as status and fuhction
seemed to chan e. in power struggle '

.---_,)
. , .

difficult to analyze t 'ie eve on s ements of the rincipaQ
as a group, 'seeing,of the eeing, liki id trusthig"model. 'daps if we
were to analyze each as an in victual, voizlonie better abletjrapply the model.

rtapparent about the p _ cipals is tlia.t they are incli o iritgrpreLorg0,1.---7
vents-fvorably, and that -the are dip tic.. -

cipal (-a

s Came to Evaluate

Students who 'particip -in Project Redes
ent popalation. They tc ' t be more ve,..b
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culum, and more experienced' in committee work than
were Probably in that small percentage of students who-tnisted ac
They were )ask= d to participate - 44 porcentoythe students iri

- study said _ Mainwas the ain reason they joined the project, alth
a few, who spd they joined p attily-becauee they--wer'e "dissat

.
dent part tip wire bschool distFictlx.ifo a-few pro

rated than the average,. but mOst more ra ed.

More students than any o her participants liked the accomplishm
of planning_obiectives, but they were almost-anlyAstributed,,ov 'learn'
"interaction',' - A and "planning" as things they liked best about participating.:
students ti' _L; other participants- thought the quality 'of decisionpin the di
trict woulc C.2) L the project were to end.

We have seen that students value :'development a innovatio each-
,- ing". T cy also tend to value their o pa`rficipation in educ nal decis(on-
making; Therstudcnt participants probably trusted the achninist ate rs and teach-t,
6rs who asked them to paIticiRate,- and therefore trusted that the prolvwas;gaod
and important. Stu kidewnts tended to interact less in planning team megfings, and
were less likely than other groups te.,value the interaction. They were the most
likely zcoup tothink that the quality of decision7makinwould clecrea3e, were the
p ojecf. to end at the planning team stage. They were probablycidealistic_and
p _ nelo believe that what they were doing wacs important, since Bing- Project_
Re esigriprobablyclevated their status in the eyes, of at lost me of their eers.

c_.

'a ummar4 _S l'ii
. . _ J .hough the."seetng, liking and trusting" model 'was' design to ex7;

plain how Yidividuals within org izations' make evaluations of events in th life ''
f the organizations, we have tempted to use it to explain how gri.ups make 7 '

'evaluations,. We nave taken this liberty because .we believe that, persoris within
roupS:-.that are defined by organifational role are likely to have similar outlooks

The:" are. -also lil ly.iip- interdct with ehai ether more than they interact across
les and, th seeing,_king, and trusting of individuals within roles mu

reinfore ch,pt her

groups-of div
they disagr

analys. would explaln how
ieir evaluat ns and, in the eases where

We saw that
and attempting to anticipate
Teachers probably agre
the cabinet )ecalisq_they,

. _

'4

ost of our groups agreed that long-range-planning
he. future was a good thing for the district to do.

is beeause they valtied innovatip'n; tp, Board and
1 rational planni pareritbecausc they-care very
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much about the quality of their children's education; principals because they did
not like arbitrary decisions and yielding to comitiunity pressure; and students
eause_they trusted the teachers and adMinistratorsho asked them to participate'

.

(b) 'Most of the groups agreed that the r j t did not do a very good
job of propasinh,a.nges.4'BoA"rd anti cabinet probably agreed to this because they
never thought the pWic and the cilirecpr capable of iaposing.good changes;`teach-,erg agreed, but Famed the central administration; parents thought maybe it was
because they didn't work hard enough, but °veil° that because they liked the
chools they way they were and, anyway rthe proict was enjoyable; the program

directors blained the Board for not intending to fund any changes; and the princi-
ls:de=emphaSized the shortccfnings of the project bec- se they were diplomatic.

(c) It was clear to everyone at a large number of people came to
,--iffeetings and to/it involved" in school district decision - making. Almost everyone

thought that this ivas goorkio.but again 'they had different reasons for thinking so.
Teachers and students Valued their right to participate in decision-making, and
principals tended d.agree that they=hadothat right; parents ,also xaliredstheir right
to be in on the decision's, and besides, they liked going to meetings; Board and
cabinet members valued good public relations and felt that involvement promoted
understanding-::ParticIpants enjoyed getting to know each other; and learned a lot.

(d) Most of the participants enjoyed theinteraction with other parti-,
cipants in the project. The data show that the students were somewhat less likely_
thah other groups to en oy the interaction. To some extent, they were conscious
of their lesser status nd of being "token students" on the committees. (113)
Most people who Are in the participant study were -much more enthusiastic about
the "pleasures of the process" of participating than about the accomplishing, of

objectives. However, there were drop-)outs frOm the ranks of partici-
o were not in the participant study. It is possible that they did not enjby

of the process as much, but-we have no data on their attitudes ner:s.
easonS for dropping out.

e Liking, and Trusting" niridel of organizatigna/ learning-,
has shown us that the pricanizatidi, does not, as one actor, `take stock
periendw and decide at good or bad. The organization is any acto s who

what they e what they like because of 'where they work with'n the
lion, an say what the organization will ('learn" frosts erence

oject

A NG ONCLCTI0

The Meadow city.School eD triet iri1971 was calm th d peaceful.
dYa dearth of important problems and ,a wealth of competent decision-makers

'with nothing to do. It had ademar'ifil for participation byHtVcommunity that was ".
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-not co ected to any particular issue they wanted to participate in.

The creation of Project Redesign to do comptehensiVe long-range
planning could-be seen as a creation of Garbage Cans, or opportunities for
decision-making. Planning is an ambiguous term and allows any topic, problem,
or solution to be relevant. Planning prescribes no set times when a particulaw--
kind of decision must be made; time is to some degree suspended, since the time-
frame is "long-range" and immediate problems are avoided as much as possible.
The leadership is to some extent opening up a boundary-less space for partici-
pants to work on. Anything can be discussed and all potential participants are
sligible to participate.° And singe trying to anticipate the future is a commendable
eilterprise, an aura of virtue prevails.

1 The person who can facilitateJhe operation of a Garbage C
is one who has few ideas about what ought Co be done, but has a good
to ma -,people enjerparticipating. The Project Redesign facilitator
contact eople on the outside who had big names and made people feel
The facilitator did,not rule anything outside the scope of the project. The e
was set for "anything goes" ;

The composititn of the Convening Committee epresented some values:
(a) the right of dissenters to be heard; (b) the importance of the project (indicated
by the importance of the people on the Convening Committee); (c) the right of
members of all segments of the community to participate. They made the Project
Redesign Garbage Can look attractive to potential participants.

onvening Committee report outlined the structure of the project,
which reflected the values of the schoQl district and would determine the flow Qf
problems, solidi ns, choices, and participants .in the project. The C nvening
Committee estabr shed: J

The Democracy of The
The Primacy of good Ideas
The Far Future as the -Area rExpert' e.

The "Democracy Of the hUor had the effect of making participa-,
tion in the project attractive, fdr three reasons. First, it bestowed on.the pro-
ject the .firtue of being democratic. Second, it enhanced tl* legitimacy of the..
project, because it meant that some degree of expertise would be involved in
the project's activities. This made the ptoject -)mething with which one would

oo be associated. Third, it meant that by °4,mating, people would
soin ainin

The' acy,of Good' Ideas" was a remedy for the lack of problems
to work on ,,Because stressed goo procaures for obtaining Good Ideas, it
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J.
gave people something to do, once they had:come to participate t e could
to become.infarmed;_they could do surveys; they could work an cominunica
skills.

The emphasis on the "Far Future" was als0 a way to create problems
to work or. Problems in the far -off future h6.d the additional'advantages of .havilg
a hi h.probability of salabiElity (ina sense, you can invent-a future problem to fit
a tian) and a low p 'ability of generating much conflict.. In addition,

o dream about the fare - another feature that made Project Redesign an at-
tractive Garbage Can.

Our datr aL,Dut the i sign Management team illustrate two generaliza-
ns: ( ) People c onio3.7 the leasures of participation in'Garbage Can decision-
aking, even thous the7: ..re nc . motivated by the pasSibllity of effecting outcomes,

(2) when there are o 9roblernr- to work on, procedures beCome.all-important.

Th9 partiq, ar case of the Early-Adolescent Planning Team allo
some insight as to what happens when an immediate, "near futui;e" problem,
about whose outcome people have strong preferences, Wanders into a Garbage Can.,
First, there is conflict; second, there are new participants - for, in addition to
those participants who are motivated by the pleasures and s 9f he proceSsi
there are new participants who are motivated because they effeCtOuecome,s,

The Early Adolescent TJam were_disappointed-
procedures-did not produce a Good Idea for Reorganization
thernselveys, could agree upon. They were also disa$pointe
did not call upon them as exerts in the reorganization deci
had been given the auth6rity (which came from the Board) t
fated to. e reorg;.i i za on question. Finally, they were disc pointed to find that-,
pOsSesa" of the. bes rniatioi about early 1dolescent ear ion did not mean
that th 01Ve that faced the district in that a ea,

anization question was no e ided by the long7range pl tint
and when it became apparent thatthe decisionwcsild.nat be majle,hi-The cvntext of
Project Redesign, the outcome-oriented Tracfibipants flowed into new Gafbage,Cans,

., where the decisions would made. Only the loyal participants who, by'this time,
( were probably motivated lirge y by a sense of 'deity and commitment to each other,

o d that _their. good.; .
t at even they, aindng

o find that the Board
n, even though they
tidy issues that re-

ea!ixteft.

A
The Ear Adolescent Planning T m Garba.0 _,4then, was chan

en rniously when etha.' Lem wals dumped into _IV gained icip
',t, experienced conflict, dis that the procedure, it had develop d. disc ra
v,ork very well. ylien reorgan zation Problern. left the EAPT Garb
many of the pa
procedures -to p

left, too. The remaining dneswere then free to
commendations for the lon-range plan.
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The, need to produce a document - the long-range plan - was brought
about because of_ decisions made in the Mil' and promises made to the Board.
Biitthe real urgenjOin Writing the plan came becatise the new superintendent
wanted to. have something that would represent What PrOject Redesign been
doing. 'The plan writing process meant that the Garbage Cans of Project Rede-

were turned over, emptied, and left upside-down. Participation was limited
to those -feu., Who-could work on-Writing the plan. Issues were limited tWthose.'
that4'could be written into oAati9nal goals. There were no Good Ideas that had _

been y'vtdidated" by all who ould be affected. The lar.futimel! was.represented
in the plan by three "altern ve scenarios", but it was too vaguc to be in any of
the "operational goals".-

In contrast to the urgency in writing tie long- range plan, na one felt
a great urgency about adopting the proposals it contained. The Board and the
cabinet felt pressure to take= some action tai acknowledge the work tone by Pro-
ject Redesign participants, but those:who had actually formulated the proposals
were not lobbying for their adoption. It is_true that by this time thereorganiza-

c,

tion question was once again .a burning issue, giving participants and issues other
Garbage Cans to go to. Project Redesign Garbage Cans had lost their appeal.

Without important iroblems, without Good Ideas, and without energy,
from participants, almost the-only significance left to Project Redesign was Yrn7
b6lic. The long-ra.nge plan.was- a symbol that the Meadow City School' District

\ had thouglit about the future, grappled with it, and formUlate'd some propOsals for
`anticipating it project itself end also the Board's willingness to act upon':
all\36 of its_prRpoSals, was a that authorities meant to listen to
consider carefnlly input to dee opt gal ;frig from all constituents.

,
,. There is quite a b

,,spilt of the prOject. New 1 poli
-/ would have happened anyway. Eyq
Istituents didri't Change. Neverthere
project was probably a good thing: It got people
ducational issues. It introduced people to each o

iMpOrtant. An it ova ark Cant
mad pe, p el good that the

ant resp-on.
.

to theT:.peop !s:demanci for p icipation
,..-- .

that nothing charred as A re-
dget cuts and scheibl closures
participants' and other con*pebple ado- City think that-the

_d thinking about
er, got them to interact, ad

e -pattic-pating in something
'eaucr cy of the district
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THE SYMBOLIC SERA

By Rudolph Johnson

`ION MODEL

a Third_P

The two viewpoints on Prop°
e internal workings-of the orgaiiizati

use p

the first section, Stronquist assume
uation is the rational, intended actions of the

"_ularly those of the superintendent. Decision-
/dent dominates the outcorne(s) of the project and his

reed concentrate

e dominant foe
ational leadership,

the superin!-'
ions are crucial

clerstanding the chain of events known as Project Redesign, Stroniquist
ome a.ssurnptionyabout the intentions of the superintendent, and in-

'gates, events to see 'if those assumptidos can be sustained.-

Edlef son assumes that the -dominant factor is the operation of a
deci$ion-malcing process resulting from the organizational structure, and
from the individual: actions of numerous persons pursuhg their own interests
\Within that-structure. This structure and this decision-making grocess were

liberately clesignecfto operate in this manner. Both evolvedgradually,
erican educational history uniolded.7 In the striic\ture resulting from this

evolution, central administrators arid principals have considerable influence,
but the outcomes of any process such as Project Reclqign depend only partially
upon'theirq intentions or desires. instead, outcomes are largely dependent on
the interaction of certain factors over which they have but limited control. Pro
ject Redesign is interpretedrby Edlefson as a case in which to demonstrate the
interaction, of some of these organizational forces and resulting outcomes.

In this section, we will explore a third approach. The thrust will be
to examine some factors about the relationship between the school system and
the connmitnity it serves. Project Redesign is seen as an organizational re-_
sponse to tif&coininunityi'k More importantly, it is seen as An activity: of a etil-
titral institution which depends for ;its health upon the continual renewal of ideks,
concepts, andattitudes concerning the schools which'exist in the minds of large
numbers or community members. The school system within this point of view
is not a permanent feature of the landscape, like the creeks and hills surrounch
Meadow City. The system is held in plzice not by political decisions made in the
heat of elections and.rneetings of the Board of Education, but b,y the waliAgties of

City ill - defined, of course. It rnust be defied
any precision in terms ilS to be achieved. In 'Noject Redesign,

/coxnmunity" was widely used and was defined to mean h

'persons who live within the Meadow City School Diistrict and are affeote'd by the
schools. ". (See coiipments to the Board of Edueatiain by the pri;ject director in the
minutes of the -13o9.1:d , January 23, 1973.) le
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thousands of parents to claily`entrust their children to a group of relative strang-'
ers called "teachers" (Meyer and Rowan,- 1974), in a place called a "sohool.v.
The system is built on trust and the trust is focused net on specific individuals
but on the commonly-held and enforced meanings of certain key terms, which
together constitute the community's definition of an acceptable school system.

Schools operate by using resources. The basic resources, however,-
are not taxable property and state and federal funding. More than two hundred
years ago,, Adams Smith argued that the wealth of nations does not consist of gold
and tangible property; the wealth of nations consists instead of the skills of in-
telligent citizens, able and willing to produce goods and services.

AnalogOusly, the real wealth of schools does ot consist of taxable
real property nor of federal grants. The real wealth, or lack of it, is.found in
the meaning_s that the schools haVe for the citizens, parents, and students who
live in that community, and in the country at large,*

If that is so, it is wise for school managers to be concerned about
what the schools mean to the community. If it is possible to assist the com-
munity to redefine ,"schools" and "schooling" in such a way that the educational
system has richer and rnbre positive meanings for the community at large, the
schools will surely benefit.

Thinking of this kind was behind Project Redesign. In-this section,
we will explore- the validity of this approach, both theoretically and as a basis
for such a project. We will explore the effects of the community, not upon the
school system in its entirety, but upon this particular project.

44 In an econorrac analysis, education would be one choice among many for the ex-
penditure of scarce resources on the part of citizens. This is not an economic
analysis. No scarcity is assumed. So far as we know, there-is no shortage-within--
th universe of knowledge, love (hate ?), or meanings attached to education. We
ar concerned not with tax bases and fiscal problems, but with the meaning that
"sc ool" and "education" have for a group of people who live in :In artificial entity
called a "school dis I ion dollars spent under greatly differing sets of`
meanings for.education will have y different effects. Educational studies
have concentrated on the psychology of in viduals and conornic analyses of pay-
ing for/SChools, while giving Hale attenti the development of meaning for
school on.p commimity-WIde basis.



A Short Di' es 1 izations

It fs important at the start to sort out some of the meanings attached
to the word "planning". In flarticular, it is important not to impose meanings
on Project 'Redesign in regard to that term which were not put there by those
who developed the project..

According to a well-developed scholarly tradition, certain types of
planning do not work, particularly in government. This is not the place to re-
view the very extensive literature on planning and decision-making iii govern-.
mental institutions. The reader is referred to Michael (197.3) for a summary,
and a bibliography. The, constraints against success in broad, deliberate, -high-
ly rational Planning processes for the improvement of major institutions or.
agencies are staggering. These include the unpredictability of the future - along

-with the future actions of legislative bodies, voters, and courts; short funding
cycles; the limited,supply and high cost of information; limited'energies-and
multiple distractions; and hosts of constraints arising from existing structures
of laws and organizations. A basic conclusion reached by those who follow this
line of thought is that change in major agencies and institutions comes about only
through incremental shifts in actions and strategies which may result in nudging/
the system in desired long-term directions. Comprehensive long-term planning
which claims to be able to produce major improvements using available decisiOn-
maktng channels in a highly rational manner is largely unworkable.

Project Redesign was billed from the start as a process of deliberate,
directed, self-transformation of the school system. If that is interketed to mean
that the project was to develop plans very much like plans for a new dam or for an
apartment building, the evidence from previoue planning,projects of this nature is
overwhelming that such a project could not be very successful.

From this perspective, a Project Redesign must indicate alack of
sophistication on the part of school district Management, assuming the intention
actually was such a planning project. Hidden-agendas might provide other reasons
for setting up such a project, even knowing the difficulties. Improvement of public
relations, or de-fusing dissident citizen groups might be among such reasons.

On the other hand, not everyone who has examined the evidence is will-
ing to abandon the idea of broad-scale planned change in social institutions and
governmental organizations. Prominent among those unwilling to do so is
Michael (1973), who argues that abandoning the idea of thoughtful, intentional
long-term change in our institutions is a form of fatalism. According to such
views, once a major social institution exists, it can be changed only by revolu-
tionary forces from without. As a human race, we are stuck with such institu-
tions as the postal system or the school system, until such time as radical



of
political change or other outside developments orce these systems Ilapse
or to undergo radical self-transformation.

Miehael opposes such views, arguing that becaute we have not learned
how to _conduct humanistic, participatory long-term planning for line improvement
of our institutions does noP mean that-it cannot be done, It means only that we have
not learned how to do it. We have no effective applied sociology. Furthermore,
active belief in the impossibility of such planned change probably helps to create
that very reality, just as solid acceptance of a world view providedby, say,

_ -
Freudian psychology; tends to produce behavior which confirms Fre,udian psych-
ology (Becker, 1974).

Project Redesign neither proved nor disproved the case for intelli-
gent long -term planning of social institutions. It did provide some insights use-
ful for further exploration of that possibility.

The Shaping of Schools by Communities

Project ,Redesign was launched with the statement that . the
Meadow City community must now, together, review its entire educational sys-
tern. (Superintendent, 1972) The role of the community was thus stressed -
from the beginning. In all the statements surrounding the project, it wa_s never
billed as a process of internal 6rganizational change. Somehow, through this pro-
ject; the community was to give new shape to its schools. It was felt to be more
important to consult the community than to consult experts and to analyze data.

A number of writers have recently described the means bY which corn--
munities, at,,least in suburban and small town settings, actively shape school
systems. This shaping happens not only, or even chiefly, through formal chan-
nels of decision-making, but through alternative channels- of influence operating
in subtle but pervasive ways on the teachers and administrators. O'Shea de-
scribes the suburban case (O'Shea, 1975), while Peshkin describes the process
in a small rural community:

"The community basically likes its way of life, and sees
its school system as critical-to its-survival, _The result
is a school system that has been, shaped to respond to
the particularities of a small rural community."
(Peshkin, 1976)

It is one tiring to believe that communities shape their school systems.,
It is quite another matter to believe that it is possible to intervene in the process
in a manner useful to the school system and the community. Nevertheless, Project
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Rede as intended to do just that. In this sec iori, we interpret the prolject

as an att m pt, however tentative intervene in he on-going exchange between

the school- system and the cornmuni y which results in the shaping of the system.
This *as not public relations; it was an attempt to actively shape and renew a

social institution through non-traditional means.

Much of the literature on pranned organizational change schools

pays.scant attention to the deliberate involveAent of the cournunity, change

processes. When such involvement is- dealt with, the conceptual frameviork.is ,

.often quite restricted. For example, Havelock and Havelock (1973) present sev-

eral models of change agentry in schools. Only pne of these takes the commun-

ity into serious account: a model called the "political lnikage" model. A change

agent operating according to this model would have as his primary task "..... to
assist the school system in building mechanisms for sharing power between the s

political role incumbents and the user groups"

One assumption in such a model is that people want td" share "power"

in a narrow political-sense: permanent.new positions with defined authority to

further or to block actions. Some do want that, of course. Others - probably

the majority - are' little concerned with such natters. They want something

called "education" for their children. The process by which. specifics get de-

cided or the amount of power attributed to whom, or the ereation.of new official '

positions in a "powersharing" structure is of little interest to them. They are

the ''apathetic puhlic%described by Z iegler (1975 ). ,They)vant to trust their .

schools to-elCisishat they expect schools to do. They want to participate 'n an emo-

tional`consensuS about education and Schooling as carried on in the loc I system.*

'Tower-sharing" becomes important only as a device for demanding s me changes

when trust has broken down.

This is not to say that people do not want to participate in shaping

policy or to join in general debate and discussion about education. Many people

do. Participants in Project Redesign'livere among them. The major motivation

for most participants was riot the attainment of power within the system,.- however.

Other factors were more significant, such as general interest in education, and

willingness to be of service to the school system -when asked. (5trornquist and

Johnson, 1976)

Many models of change agentry are available besides political models.

For example, the 4itucly of change through dissemination of better ideas, products,
Or procedures has a long history. -Belief in the potency of "better ideas" is dis-

cussed by Edlefson as a possible factor in Project Redesign.

g19A bolic

The approach to P ect Redesign in this section begins with the as-

sumption that one key to change lack of change in schools lies within the



conurnaty but outside standard political piocesses. By "standard poli -
pOesses" is meant the formation of groups and alliances working to influence ac-

tions of officials or elected representatives. Such political demands oh the sys-
tem presumably bear'some relationship to the needs and cleeires OE the coiniunnity.
The political processes, however, follow from other prior processes by vi.itich the
community, or portions of it, develops symbols which determine the p.eceptab;ilit3
of itri educational system. What -the educational system, is ennd how it operate is
deteriniiied less by "what works" or "what is educatibnally sound" than by what is
considered to be "right" or "acceptable", in the" minds of cominunitY members.

For several years, scholars of educational organizations haw orn-
rnented on the lack of organizational controlS over the aetivities of teachers iz
classrooms. Recent legislation in the state in which Project Redesign took place
attempted to increase the degree of such control by reqUiring stricter evaluation
of all personnel.

Parents often find it frustra discoverthat there are lim
time ability of administrators to determin how teachers *ill teach or what t
will emphasize. In a recent paper-, Me er and Rowan 11975) argue that the con-
trol -system in education is only deceptively loose. Meg authors believe Oak. a
powerful set of controls is in operation, but not visible inthe'same way that a .
supervisor's direct order to ,ai employei would be visible. Such controls include-
rigicPan.d exacting guideline about who may teach and who may-be a studertt, Sub-

.

jests to be taught are also closely controlled, as is the clistribution.of space,
'Inds, materials, and equipment.

Basically, these controls are exerted by the enforcement of certain -
agreed-upon meanings for certain terms. "Special education teacher", .for
ample, or "phySical education", or "high school sophoinore" are all terms with;
precise meanings,' well understood by everyone within the school System and the
community. If you are a high school sophomore, you may, do Certain things, but
not others. It is not the definition of these terms in ptate law that is most crucial,

the definition in the minds of the community. *

We will not enter the debate on whether laws change behavior or whether court
orders can be enacted which result in redefinition of meaning with4iic communities.

_There may be various avenues by which meanings become fixed within comet iurti-
ties.



If SO ethimg is introduced into the picture which lacks such wel
established meaning, difficulties will appear. Examples can readily be pro-
.vided from the Meadow City school system. One'year, .a group of teachers and
administrators proposed to replace the standard ninth grade course, "European
History", with a new course, "AMerican Politic-al Behavior". (Ilampson, 1W1)

Of course-, no effectivecontrols existed over the content or teaching
methods of the old course, nor were the outcomes Measured in any methodical
way. Any ninth grader amid lake the course Without learning much European
history. It was, nevertheless, considered "right" that a class called "European
History" should be taught to all ninth graders: The attempt to eliminate' the
course and to replace it with something else met with extreme community pppo '-
tion. After extensive hearings, a compromise was reached so that students,
could take either "European History" or "American Political Behavior". In

' this case, the standard political cha_nnels were employed to influence a decision.
Many residents attended meetings and spoke to the Bodrd pf Education. None-
theless, the important element was; the meaning of the terms- "European History"
and "American Political Behavior" in-the.xnuids, of the comi6iinity. Initially,
"European History_ " had meaning; "American Politibal Behavior" did, not. The
process of debate that ensued produced meaning for the new concept, whereupon
change took place.

If the process of debate had gone on within the community pri
the time. the matter was taken to the Board, the explicitly political process at the
Board level might not have come into play, at least at the level of intensity that
Occurred in that instance. *

This line of-discussion is leading to he following point: changes an
improvements in schools have to do with internal- organizational processes, to be
sure; they may also be related to the dissemination of better ideas from outside
sources. Another factor in the picture, however, is most certainly the concepts
and meanings within the minds of parents and community residents (and among
educational professionals) concerning schooling and what is "right" in the schools.
"The -meaning of schooling in Triadern society seems to be captureid in many ways

,In the case of "American Political Behavior", it was relatively easy to generate
legitimacy by finally labeling the new course as an acceptable ninth grade alte
tive to meet an established requirement. It could be fitted into an existing "cate-
gory,". On the other, hand, Project Redesign itself never achieved acceptance
among many persons and probably could never do so because such a dep'artment

The "rightness" of a Project Bede-"simply did not belong" in a school system.
sign as part of the' system was uspect.



by these definitions and categbries:," (Meyer and Etowah, 1975) II Meanings
change, .then schooling itself will change.

r

-If this is accepted, and if efforts are to be made to change schOols,
then change age,nts should work directly with these definitions and categories
which exist in the minds of conimimity members. .Lf and when sign'ificant changes_
occur, they will be accompanied by shifts which have taken Place in the meanings
or terms,- or In the adoption of new terms which have widely-accepted meanings.

One or the basic difficulties in all this of .course, 0 that the control-
ling "categories" in schooling are largely defined statewide, or even nationally.
Local communities have.little control over who may be admitted to the system as-

.a teacher, for example, regardless of how the term might be redefined by that
local community. Nevertheless; there are substantial differences in the meaning
of the term "teacher" between and within communities. "Teacher" may mean
active instructor, or servant; or master?, or order-keeper, or expert, orpro-
teeter of community values, or stimulator and challenger. These aztd.many other
functions are possible, depending up on the meaning of the term within the minds'
of parents and students. Peshkin found in a rural Illinois community that Intel-
leetual challenge.- wasnot desired from teachers there. The corniniinity was happy
with its way of life and had no'desire for teachers t(2 inspire students to want to
leave 'or to advance intellectually (Peshkin,- 1976).

'Moreover, schools are not as bound by laws and regulations as is
sometimes supposed. Sarason found that school principals could innovate far
more than they usually- cared to do (Samson, 1971). Under current state law
operating in Meadow City, schools may do whatever is not forbidden by statute;
they are not, as previously, limited to what they are explicitly Perrnittedto do.
Schools and school systenis can introduce wholly: new concepts and develop new
meanings for schooling,if the lodal community understands and accepts them.

By a dimly-understood process, agreement is 'reached on the mean-
, ing of schools and on many subcomponents, of schooling between any educational
system and the community it serves. These 'meanings constitute an unwritten.
contract. In thit respect, schools are unlike many otheforganizations and gov-
ernment agencies, and more like religious institutions. The -Department of
Commerce, for example, does not have continuing daily interaction, all day long,
Over a period of years, with the children of th*cornmunities it serves, with all
the emotions, fears, hopes, and projections attached to children and all of the"
accompanying opportunities for the exchange of ?pinions and feelings, and-for the
deveropment of meaning. Schools, remark Meyer and Rowan, are organizations
for negotiating the meaning of certain activities with the environment.

As times change unwritten contract between the ehool sys e
and its community needs some renegotiation. Conceivably, this may be
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accomplished by deliberately examining some of e meanings held by the
community concerning the schools and perhaps working toward a new under-
standingabout some of them. As an example, according to the understanding
between most schools and the communities they serve, high schools maintain
something called "varsity sports". Not every student is exPected to partici-
pate ki this. In fact, it is not expected that every studeat will_ receive much(
attention in the' development of physial skills useful in sports. Some students
who have special talents in this area will receive, intensive personal instruc-
tion, called "coaching", at extra public expense.

We can imagine differen "contract" in which. all studen. s would
be assisted in improving sports skills through.gaines in which all Participate,
while the term "varsity team would lose meaning. A formal decision to do
this would have .importance but it would not° be posSible without first reaching
a new understanding on the matter within That might be accoan-

- plished by the Board of Education itself, through the use of public hearings and
other devices. It could also be achieved in other ways. Sometimes, ad hoc
citizens' groups. or groups of citizens and staff bring about such new agreements.
In Meadow City, an ad hoc group pressed for changes in the unwritten contract
about the teaching of English in one of the secondary schools. The persons in-
volved believe some changes did take place as a result of their work.

Elementary principaks in Meadow City find that if the classroom work
of any teacher does not meet the expectations of.parents, extreme pressure will
be applied to change the teacher's procedures or change the teacher. The e)pecta-
tion.s of parents are not obscure. Neither are they spelled out in 'written laws or
contraets.

Sometimes changes which. result in new meanings arise from eau
actions or legislation completely outside the control of the 'local community.
Nevertheless, local school districts have it in their power to make many changes
in local schooling, if they can achieve agreement with the locai community. :More

cimportantly, all local schools are ontinnally shapedby the meaningA , arid by the
changing meanings, that schooling has in the minds of the corm-amities' served.
The 1Vleadow City community is often chosen as a place to live by parent& who are
in agreement with the meanings which schooling has in this cornmunit3a Students,
transfer from nearby districts in significant numbers, when the laws allow, in
order to attend schools here.: While the budget per-pupil ris high in Meadow
that may be relatively unimportant, compared to attitudes and expectations- which
shape the schools.

At the same time the community is shaping the school system will
also shape a project such as Project Redesign. The outcomes of such a project

J tJ



-depend to some extent on the explicit decisions and desires of the superintendent
and to some extent on the operation of organizational forces over which the man-
agersof the system have only limited control. These outcomes also depend
heavily upon the meanings about schooling and the Meadow City school system
that are in the minds of the community, which are' challenged, reaffirmed, or
modified by such a project.

It is -increasingly recognized by thoughtful parents that activities
undertaken by schools are deliberately chosen, _not given. Knowledge is bound-

less. Beyond some basics on which there is nearly unanimous agreement, the
content of schooling is, determined by factors which may no longer be appropriate,

--sudh-as parents! memories-from-theireown-schooledays. Who js_toesayethatepoetry_..
or music, or astronomy or geology, or Asian history, or prknciples.offaccciunt-
ing should not be-required Of all students., instead of being offered as electives to
a few in only some schools ? The fofTns of schooling, tea, are arbitrary construc-
tions agreed upon by the community. AlternatiKe schools 6 becoming standard,
along with Some provision for open classrooms aid--"1-T1r -R" schools, because
they are demanded by some parerlis and students.

Ree gnition of the arbitrary nature of schools is congenial to social
thinkers who emphasize the arbitrary nature of all social institutions (Berger and
Luckman, Pearce, Garfinkel). Constant effort is necessary to' maintain meanings
of institutions, lest both the meanings and the institutions vanish. Without the con-
stant work of great numbers of people to perfect and maintain the rituals, prac-
tices., and tenets of religions, family life, or football, these institutions would
quickly disappear.

Without incessant daily effort to preserve the reality of schools, they
would cease to exist as we know them. Principals-must enforce daily what Meyer
and Rowan call "categories" - making sure those pupils and teachers who are tzt
stlapoLejii to be there, are there, in the proper places at the proper times, study-
ing something labeled 'history" or "algebra". There may, of course, be no
checking to make sure it really is history Or algebra, unless members of the com-
munity are offended b what they hear is going on within these clasSrooms. Nev-
ertheless, the reality o the school has to be recreated afresh each morning by
constant work, to keep it as it should be in the minds of the corn unit . This
is hard work, as any princip
a structure which is not "right
of the community, in spite of al

however, can create and maintain
e meaning of schooling in the minds

ails of educators to the contrary.' If changes
are sought in schools, then, attention should be focused on what schooling means
to the community. This is the strategy adopted by organizations such as PUSH,
organized by the Rev. Lesse Jackson 'to improve urban schooling in Chicago and
other cities (Phi Delta. Kappan, January 1977 ). The PUSH leaders insist that
when the studentS and parents demand excellence of themselves and their schools,



the schools will quickly change from centers of dismally low achieveme t to ex-
cellent educational institutions.' When this happens, the meanings 'attached to
the Schools by the community will have changed.

In other words; the adequacy or appropriateness cf education, is -de-
fined, by Individuals and communities themselves. Objective data compiled by
outsiders will be of little help-in changing it.. There must be agreement on what
is acceptable and 'adequate aa an educational prodess or educational outcomes;
not imposed by others, but sell-imposed or sell-defined. A scientific pursuit
of what "works" for improving schools is not as important, from this point of
view, as development of agreement about what is "right". _

etweerrtire ten idle cornmunit and students on what is "r' ht" it will
work. 7

Meanings or symbols) are crucial to schooling, in this perspective.
-If a scho I administrator believes that the meanings he'ld by the community re-
gardlng the schools are crucial, andif he believes that changes are going torbe
needed in these meanings, what should he do?

The most obvious answer is to institute sortie process of deliberate
interac ',on between the school system and the community around educational
issues Which will help focus on what the school system means to the community
and what the community expects of the. system.

This is a gamble. As Goffman says, "Life may not be much of a
gamble, but interaction is" ( Coffman, 1959 ). It is a gamble, for several
reasons. One is that some kind of two-way learning is suggested by interaction
around such issues. The community and the system may both have things to
learn. This kind of learning is not always on the agenda of administrators of
large institutions. Another risk is that unacceptable ideas may be proposed.
The interaction may produce propositions to which the organization cannot give
assent.

Interaction produces large anoints of data, not necessarily in,the
statistical form beloved of social scientists, but data on feelings and behaviors
of persons who would otherwise not have the opportunity to present them.

These are only some of the problems. It is a tremendous jump be-
tween believing that communities shape schools through the development of a set
of m*Ings which then affect all activities conducted within the educational sys-
tern, and believing that it is possible to intervene actively in this process with
useful results. It is one thing to believe that schools draw upon the meaning of
education within the community as a necessary resource, and another to believe
that schools can actively develop meaning; and in so doing, develop their own
resources. Schools may be passive, meaning-using institutions, not meaning-
creatifig ones.



is exploratory essay, the following points have been made:

A basic, resource on which schools depend is the meanings
that schooling and education have in the minds of parents, students, and ier
members of the community. (The term "synth° s uld be used inst ad of
" "meanings ".) Legally, schools operate as an arm of s ernme with
relative independence from the Citizens of any one communi Thl can be
deceptive. The ability of local teachers and administrators to conduct strong
progrtis-atitrto-teachmuccessfUl cla-s-ses dependi-li.nly on what thos-e
schools mean in the lives of those parents, students, and other citizens.

2. Meanings are not God-gilien. They are developed by social pro-
'ceases. They'are arbitrary, in the sense that other meanings are quite possible.
Meanings are not permanently established - they by to be maintained-'and up-
held at all times by daily activities.

3. An unwritten contract exists between school systems and the com-
munities they serve, based on general consensus on the meaning of schooling.
This general consensus may be, broken down into components consisting of what
Meyer and Rowan call vcategories"; for example, "history% "high school Eng-
lish", "teacher", "alternative school", and the like: Schools use or do not use
certiiin educational techniques, or teach or refrain from teaching certain sub-
jects, largely because schooling does or does not carry meanings in the local
community which support such activities. For instance, schools do not use such
educational techniquesas "laboratory education" with devices such as T-groups
and guided fantasy, except in limited instances; nor do schools in this country
teach the principles of Zen, or oceanography. Allthis is perfectly arbitrary,
and a progressive society may demand a faster rate of change in methods and
content than we have traditionally had

4. School systems may be able to intervene in the process by which
the meanings of schooling are developed in communities, and to assist communi-
ties on a broad scale to move to new or revised meanings for schooling which will
have certain benefits for parents, students, and the school system. This is not
passively seeking the existing meanings through some survey process. Nor is it
planning in the sense of developing exact steps to be followed by administrators
or teachers toward some end, It is the negotiation d meaning. It may be defined
as one form of educational planning. Educational planning which does not deal
with meanings will deal only with surface issues. To accomplish this requires
some kind of interaction. We will use the term "symbolic interaction" to identify
this process in which meanings are examined and negotiated. School systems in
recent years have been attempting this in various ways, including goal-setting
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exercises, advisory committees, needs assessments,' and other devices Deal-
t-ing with "symbols" rather than with "substance is not a waste of time, nor is

it a symptom of pot knowing what we are doing. Symbols and meanings are sub-
stance and power in schooling.

5. The on-going decision - making structure of school distric
of most other organizations causes interaction leading to the development and
creation of meaning to be _difficult. Most of the time within organizations is
spent in activities, which may be interpreted as reinforcing present meanings,
or ensuring-the maintenance-of-the-present-,----arbitrary-reality-of-thesSrstem.__

Project Redesign will be examined in the framework of this general
perspective. It will be argued that. while this kind of thinking was not made,
plicit in the staternents'of the superintendent or anyone else, it lay behind the
words spoken and the actions taken. As the project went along; the factors in
the community which shape the schools also shaped the project itself.



THE BEGINNING - THE DECISION TO HAVE PROJECT BEDES

Project Redesign did ncit begiri with a specific set of problems for
ch the administration of die district sought solutions.

From one poin of view, the lack of clear and compelling_ problems
would make a planning.projoct annectary.

9

Participatory plannin focused .arowid very specific issues, is easier
to conceive. If new schools are to be built, or old ones closed; or better racial
balance to be.achieved; or steps'laken to deal with vandalism and violence on

stipetinterident-would bp expected to-develop-some-sort-of planni
operation to find 'solutions to identified problems.

But 4 planning project in which it is proposed that comintut-
ity must now, /together, review its entire educational system" ?4 That sense does
it make, other than to provide the solution's to tome unstated problems, such as
better control of public input into, the Schools, or better maintenance of,:the super-
intendent's reputation as an innovator?

From the symbolic interaction perspective, such a project does make
potential good sense. A particular project might not be successful, but the con-
cept of such a project, in the context, was applauded by rnanyrinembers of the
community.

The times were a-changing, and the superintendent knew it. An era
was over - the era of continual expansion of the school system and its budget,
continual additions of departments, schools, and personnel. Now enrollment had
begun to decline. The implications of that were but dimly foreseen, at first. The
building of new schools still proceeded. The major financial crises of the late
seventies were not yet visible. Nevertheless, it did not take a genius to foresee
serious stress on the system. Other systems across the country were experi-
encing great difficulties.

Lf it were possible to reassess the school system and the psychological
contract between the community and its schools in a manner which would stren
the good will ,of the community under changing circumstances, everyone would
benefit.

The president of the Board of Education described the purpose of Pro-
ject Redesign as follows, at a Board meeting on September 14, 1972:

"In the main, Redesign is aimed at change to better meet the
community's educational objectives and to enhance thew
muconlidence in its schools (emphasis added).



By comparison with other school systems, the Me dow City sys
looked like an island of serenity in 1971. Nevertheless, to y it looked
stormy. At a Board meeting on October 19, 1971, the Board president is quoted
as follow:

A

stated that last spring, in talking to many
groups, the need for long-range planning can up consist-
ently. There was a feeling that we move from crisis to
crisis. He felt, confident that the corurreunity would give a
strong mandate for long-range planning:" (2)

A t the time the decision was ma.cle to have .Project Redesign, the s-
as relatively peaceful. Setting up such a project was somewhat like

ring problems in order to solve them. The superb endent had followed such
a strategy before, notably, in his establishment of a clistri multiculturN
program. in this iristance, the superintendent and the Board were doing more
than that. They were responding to what they perceived a; a significant coon
ity value: plahning for the future. Attention to "planning" which Went beyond the,,
planning-facilities-for-expansion of the 1950's and 1960!s was becoming more
poPuIar in school systems elsewhere.

r

F)latining projects in public agencies may ser =re several purposes,
For example, the Early Childhood Education program in CaliforniaestablisheS
planning in elementary sch-ools throughout the.State which is aimed at the accom
plishing of various ends: scheol staffs are brought together as a team to develop
programs; parents and community mernbtrs-ere engaged in school tiroblerns;
community need's and attitudes are atsessernore accurately; and administrators
are provided with means to deal mare effectIvely with the management of certain
kinds of problems. These ark among the, intended outcomes, at least; ,Such bene
fits could conceivably result from planning activities involving the community,
conducted on a system -wi basis.

Although participatory planning was an incredsingl popular
1911, Project Redesign was still a most unusual project for sch ool di
Ettugators do not (Alen find rewards in promoting unusual ideas. Curing t pro-
ject, the district management was assessed by a special state team set up tio Con-
sult with local districts on improved management practices. This team
described Project Redesign as tile, largest conprehensive planning activity Down
in the field of local education.(3)

Rigorous theoretical analysis did not enter into the original form
ton o he project. Nevertheless, the intuitive judgments made by the superin
tenders in setting it up were in-,accord with" what one might choofe to do =from the



- perspective described in
vides more details:

e introduction to this section. The 1971 speech pro-

"The prospects for education in the 1970's are not bright
at this moment. It is a fact, not' a prediction, that a
credibility gap exists between educators and their publics.
There is a lack of confidence in the schools, and criticism,
both warranted and unwarranted, is a common phenomenon.
Educators become_ defensive and protective of the status quo
wjien the hOstility oi',a Community manifests itself. Mo e
deteriorates, frequently adversary roles are assumed, and
always, young people are the ,losers,

In 1975, the superintendent remarked in an interview conducted just
before he left his position, that he had meant What he said in, his 1971 speech:,

- ''There are two elements in Project Redesign ee I conceived
it planning for chan0; develop a school district reeponsive,
to the needs of the community, not to the needs of the English
teachers; and broad involvement of stuents and teachers and
parents in the planning.

You have to assess yoy,r community and see what i.t is that the
community wants to see innovated. You have to orient the
change. The sense of timing is with the superintendent. We
had community involvement-but we had no coordinatiofi,
cohesive force in Meadow City."

Elsewhere in this interview, the superintendent referred to the pro-
eess of interaction in a group setting which produces new ideas, concepts, and
agreements between the school system and the community:'

"If you really believe you an depend on people to be prop-

. erly motivated and if there is a lot of intention among
... then you still gets a good thing from that group.

We-need to be able to give both structure and opportunity.
lucre sed community participation is a societal trend and
that's why we need Project Redesign." (4)

In other words, weeieed symbolic interaction on a broad scale, in a
e concerted, organized effort to update the "contract" between the system and the

cernmunity it serves. By means of a new setting (the term is Sarason's) the
superintendent hoped to accompli a more orderly interaction between the corn-

inemity and the schools, leading to orne form of long-range changes in the system.
e.



At this point, the emphasis was on agreement between the community
and the system on some basic- goals', not on blueprints for specific changes. At
the Board meeting on October 19, 1971, the superintendent stated:

"The first year would be devoted to planning, including
especially the philosophy and goals of the MCSD. Fol-
lowing this, the constraints placed upon the system and
the opportunities that prevail would be anticipated. A
system to manage whatever change is to be made would
thep be developed." (5 )

The method to be used was extensive interaction between the system
and the community in some structure provided by the district. Efforts of a
superficial kind would not do, however. Goals for the district had just been de-
Veloped by an ad hoc citizens' committee. This committee, organized,without
district sanction, had spent more than a year in developing a set of basic educa-
tional goals for the Meadow City schools. Public hearings had been held; it was
a creditable job. The Board received the report of the group with thanks. In

his memorandum to the Board, the superintendent included the following comments:

"I am most appreciative of the work of this committee..
It is important for Me to say that the proposal authorized
by the Board of. Education called Project 1970's/1980's -
An Educational System Redesign - will, I pelieve, find
this statement most helpful, It is my interition to involve
the community deeply in the development of goal state7
ments, and the work of this group will reduce the time)
necessary for thiS particular phase of the endeavor. " (6)

The chairperson of this ad hoc goals co
elected to the Board of Education.

ee was subsequently.

A tradition of extensive participation had long existed in the district.
District advisory committees operated in several areas\of concern in 1971. The
district enlisted hundreds of citizens as volunteers in schools. The superintend-

. ent had listened to innumerable speeches at Board meetings. Many, of these were
made by the same individuals who frequent these meetings year alter year. Nev-
ertheless, Board meetings typically drew several doz-en_people and, on occasion,
even hundreds. Issues which attracted large crowds included (at certain times),
multicultural programs and the construction of certain icr-grehool buildings. On
all occasions, heavy pressure on the schools continued, resulting from high ex-
pectations and low tolerance of inadequaies on the part of the community.



The desire for a better, more systematic structuring of partidipntion,
particularly around major directions for the school district, was a reasonable
one. Participation had expanded and was still expanding throughont the country.
Interest groups did Caine and go in this district in an unpredictable fashion.. The
appeal of a incii.e thoughtful approach to planning and prol3lem-solving was high,
too, as an alternative to the heated adversarial mode so often experienced.

J
The superintendent knew that with major chatio in. store for the sys-

tem, the community would have to he involved in giving ?hape to `theSe changes.

lin the discussions, during the decision-making period to go aliehd with
Project Redesign, t#ere was little_talk of issues of internal organizational change.
There was also little discussion of the "technology!' or procedures which might work
th conducting such an ambitious planning project. No serious doubts were raised,
about the manageability of such a project. The focal point of the discussion was re-
gaining or developing the com1 aunity7s confidence in its school-S. The superintend-
ent was:not sophisticated in organizational change teahniques. Evidence of this can
he seen in his handling of other projects. For example, in th.e multicultural educa-
tion proj-ect mentioned above, a director was hired who was charged to develop a
prograni to be imposed on the district from the top down, with little participation
by staff in th4 formulation or implementation of activities.. Sound advice in organ-
izational development and change techniques would likely haire dictated quite a dif-
ferent approach. 1

Attitudes of school -level personnel toward central administration
were probably not good. Evidence of this was produced later in Project ,Redesign .

a survey condue by a project planning group early in 1975, teachers were
as ed to rate the general effectivene4 of central office administrators. Fifty per-
cent of the teaching staff rated them ineffective; only thirty percent gave them an
"effective" rating. (7)

The superintendent was aware- these feelings, but tt des of the
community were of greater concern than those of staff.. The new prof ct was to be
aimed primafily at working with the community on the future of the sc ool system,
not.,at working with the professional staff.

Many arguments could have been put forth riakAtyroject Redesign,
the superintendgjaLwa.s willing to go ahead in the face ofbut were not. Perha

known difficulties because he felt all might learn something from the effort. In

the new, uncharted area of expanded community participation, nothing could be
learned without venturing out. tf



When the _decision waE made to begin Project Redesign, the Superintendent
and at least some members of the Board of Education were concerned about the
relationghip between the schobl system and the community. iThe superintendent
referred to a lack of confidence in the schools. The Board president discussed
the desire within the community for long-range planning by the schools and for
changes in the system so that the educational objectives of the community, would
be better met and the confidence of the community in its schools enhanced.

This concern for schoo munity rationships, may be interpreted as
concern for the basic resource of meanings which enabled this system to operate
successfully. Projecit Redesign was seen as a possible means toward renewing
or'fficrieasing this resource of meanings, and in so doing, updating or revising
the unwritten contract between the school system and the community. The pro-
ject was tube much more than a goal- etting process, but was to start with a
new statement of philosophy and goals r the Meadow City schools. This was to
come about through systematic, structur interaction. We have given this the
name of -,"synibblic interaction", not in the p jorative sense Cnat it is."rnerely"
interaction around symbols and not very real or Important, but because
interaction which renews-or creates symbols is highly important to schools.

It might b said (bat the corn-nullity brought about Project Redesign. The
_projdct was a response on the part of the system to the community. The response
could have taken other forms. This particular form reflected the style of this
superintendent.

_II. ,! THE HIRING OF Till= DIRECTOR

From the point t of view of symbolic interaction, the primary qualifications
for the new Project Redesign- director would be the ability to create new structured
settings for interaction - in this case, interaction Between the community and the
school system. Such interaction will be the basic location for the development of
new meanings or for the recommitment to old meanings

Persons With these skills are in short supply. Presumably, some- back-
ground in education would be important. No position like this had ever been of-
fered by this district; no job description existed.

Standards exist for most school jobs, in the form of unwritten expectations
in the minds of parents, students, and district administrators. In the hiring of a
high school principal, for instance, detailed specifications aimed toward a Specific
job in a specific high school are seldom spelled out. General eKpectations are



stated in the form of exacting personal requirements: has this individual attained

an administrative credential ?' Has he/she taught for X years? Does he/she have
favorable reviews on file from previous positions ? These personal requirements
are filtering devices.

In the case of Project Redesign, no such convenient filtering devices
were in existence. No credentials were established, as they are for other school

positions. No comparable positions existed by which successful peilorrnance
could be accuratery judged, except general successful experience in management.
The position of ProjectWirector for, Redesign, in other words, was ill-defined.
Diverse expectations could exist among those doing the hiring. Conventional
school credentials were not the most important consideration.

--Announced qualifications for the position did not include the ability to

conduct a conventional lanning project. The published sob decriptio-ti-di-d-not--br.--
elude familiarity with en ollinent projection techniques, physical plant usage,
budgeting, and the like. urther, this was not described as "management con-

sultant" position. No ex-pe ntions were stated that the director would assist

school district management, xcep\t to conduct Project Redesign.

Later, as the work urifol the director spent a substantial portion
of his time in activities unrelated to rgject, at the direct request of the super-
kitendent. But that's gettin ±f the stc7ric.

The more desired qua ications for the director's post, as stated by
the superintendent, included an educational background in sociology, psychology,

or education; successful school and/or administrative background; understanding

of the institution of education; experience in developing a system to manage change

in a school system; ability to generate confidence, to be accePted; open-minded-
ness; understanding of himself and the world; ability to organize, expedite, liste'
auebe articulate; ability to walk on water.

any of these qualifications including, no doubt, the last-named, aid

net apply to the person hired. uailfieations were those of a competent bus i-

n as executive with extensi e-exp9rienc, in educational affairs as a citizen. He
had just spent two yea a major university in a program designed to enable
Enid- carerpersons to enter educational management. He had been a successful
manager in marketing anthadvertising. He possessed high interpersonal skills in
meeting people, making contacts, organizing meetings, and making group

presentations.
These qualifications may or may not be relevant to conventional school

planning and management, but they are certainly relevant to the task of managing

interaction between' the school system and its constituent community.



The new director was hired with a broad mandate to organize and man-
age an educational change project for the school dystern. Explicit directives were
not given; no blueprint was provided. This is true, of course, for all school dis-
trict jobs. Teachers and principals are not given detailed instructions upon em-
ployment. It is assumed that, ag competent professionals, they will know what to do,

NS

The new director did not begin by organizing a technical planning pro-
ject. There was no talk of needs assessments, analysis of,data,ihe tudy of in-
ternal management problems, or other such matters, in the.'betrinnin . The dire
or instead "spent several weeks immersing himself in the confinunity and the school
system. " (8) '.

In other words, the director allowed himself to be shaped by the orn-
munity. e imposed no ideas and no structure. His style was to interact, to lis-
ten, to b ing individuals together to talk, but not to propose direction. His be-
havior w s that of a mediator, asked to work toward modifying or updating the con-
tract bet een the schools and the Community.

In a memorandum to the superintendent dated September 11, 1972, af-
ter several weeks on the job, the director stated that "..... intellectually and in-
tuitively, one senses that we are at the edge of new and more precise definitions

fof what education should be ancl'how it should be delivered." The term "defini-
tions" is significant; he did not say "plans" or "proposals ", but "definitions"...
what this community means by schools and schooling.

The approach taken by the new director met with the favor of the sup-
erintendent and the Board of Education. They were of disturbed by the lack of
planning activity. In the September 11th memorandum, the director proposed that
the time had come to setup a more elaborate structure for the project. He dis-
cussed several possibilities, but recommended a general approach consistin of
four parts:

Examine the significant factors in the external environ-
ment which are pressing on the system.

Examine the transactions among the actors the total
educational social system.

3. Examine our total educational delivery system o see
if it is:

a. Adapting to the changing demands of the
society at large;

b. Providing satisfactions (filling needs)
for its chief actors;

c. Utilizing all of its resources.



4. Redesign those parts of the educational delivery
system which are not meeting these three. criteria.

The broad statements or suggestions from the director to the super- .

intendent were accepted'by the superintendent and the Board. They did not have
arty better ideas. It is certain that they desired some process by-Which to hear
from the.community in a systematic fashion, and by which to translate community
desires. into school programs. They did not want a technical, internal planning
job.. They wanted to knoW what the community "really" wanted from the, schools.
The "transactions among the actors in the total educational system" in the memor-
andurri from the director do not refer to internal ,organizational matters-, but to
interactions among parents, students, and educators.,

g
The director proposed that he oug not to design the structure. for

Project Redesign himself; litit-thata-conmritte be-appointed-to-assume_this re-T
sponsibility. Once again, the basic decision on the part of the director was to
let the project be shaped by the community.' This posture was maintained through-
out the project. The director rarely intervened in the course of events that was
set in motion by the participants from the community and the school system.

Strong conceptualization of Project Redesign wa.s lacking as the pro-
ject got under way. Moreover, no technology existed for such a project. No
clearly applicable expertise was available to call on, no trained. experts, no ex-
perienced leaders, and no accepted methods for approaching the work.

The newly-hired director did not have qualif laations as a technical
planner. His skills were in human interaction, public relations, and community
organization. The stance which he adopted allowed the shape of the project to
emerge from community and school system participants. He did not impose a
planning or interaction system, but facilitated the invention of such a system. As
subsequent events will show, once the process wasset in motion, the director
did not often intervene..

The term "technology" refers to systematic, tested methods for accomplishing
an objective. yIf previous planning projects had produced a set of procedures
which worked and if these were applied in the new case, that would be a."technology
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By hiring this particular director and by their actions during its fi
weeks on,the job, the superintendent and the Board 0
that their interest was not in a technical plannihg process. instead, they were
interest ed in engaging the community and the school system in restatement or
further development of the meanings the school syqteiri has for Meadow City.
This would be follaved by translation df, these newly-interpreted or fie velopecl
meanings into nokprograms or reaffirmation of old prograrns.

ducation demonstrated

The approach adopted by the director wasp applauded by- the

dent. and the Board - they apparently got what they were looking for.

The choice of the director was symbolic, lie had participated in
school affairs as a citizen leading oppo on to school In another city.
His appointment here might be s en a gesture to the community. rhe
tion now was: would it wo k? ould Projpet Redesign function successfully?
The answers Were left to orivening-Committeea cfroip na_ cod
vent a structure and a process.

THE CONVENING COMMITTEE

Following the suggestion of the director of Project Recte ign, the
Board of Education appointed a blue-ribbon committee of thirty-one persons, in-
cludink teachers, administrators, students, parents, and other- citizens, and
charged them to invent he structure and process for Project Redesign. The
formal charge from the Board to the Committee reads as follows:

Preamble

Project Redesign exists because the Meadow City Schc
District community is ready and eager to reappraise and
redirect its educational system. It recognizesthat tech-
nological change has eroded the public school's position+

as primary educator. People are seeking renewal, fresh
_directions and clarity Of purpose. At the same time, the
MCSD community recognizes the importance of a balance
between .conservation of the best knowledge man has at1airied
thus far to define himself, his nature and his universe, and
emerging concepts based on contemporary research. 'We
need to examine what we believe andwhat we do, preserving
what is of value, discarding what is riot.



The Charge:

The Superintendgint and Board of MCSD hereby convene the
Project Redesign Ad Hoc Committee representing MCSD
community; educational staff, and students. It is charged'
to_ a procedure for, the redesign of the educa-
tional_system to meet community and individual needs in
the 1970's and 1980's.

Provision should be made for; consideration of such areas as

- a conceptual framework embracing the GOALS FOR
PROJECT REDESIGN;

organization and structure ,w th emphasis on dia-
logue among, all people;

time 1 e for development;

evalua ion procedures

The Committee is to submit its findings and recommenda-
tions to the Superintendent and Board by January 15, 1973.

Date of action: October 3, 1972; by the MCSD Board of
Education.

The Charge states the intent to stage a negotation process between
the school system and the entire community on the basic concepts of public educa-
tion. "Technological change has eroded the public school's position as primary
educator." It declares the possibility and the sensibility of a major intervention
into the process by which the community shapes the schools. "The community is
ready to reappraise and redirect its educational system."

This was not to be a light undertaking. The Convening Committee was
surrounded with the special halo of constitution-builders. The report which
emerged three months later included the following passage in a statement from
the director:

"In spite of it all, the Convening Committee, in my judg-
ment, has done magnilicently. In 1787, Ben Franklin
made the following remarks to the Constitutional Convention:

for when you assemble a number of men to have the
advantage.of their joint wisdom, you inevitably assemble
with those men all their prejudices, their passion, their
errors of opinion, their local interests, and their selfish
views. From such an assembly, can a perfect production
be expected? It therefore astonisheg me, Sir, to find this
system approaching so near to perfection as it does; and I

21,
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think,it will astonish: our enemies. Thus I consent, Sir,
to this constitution because I expect'no-better, and be-
cause I am not sure that it is not the best." (9)

yrocess experts might fear that casting Project Redesign in such
di e-termsAvottld-affeet the-work-in--datuaginrways.-WhicheaVy responsi

bilities! Similar grand responsibilitieS and objectives were given later to the
sign Management Team, the group which would `serve as the central coordin-

,

aping committee for the project.

The gravity and scale of these expectations also underscore the fac
that genuine social invention was thought possible. Public schools were not to
be regarded as sacred and unchangeable. The meanings of this school system for
this-community were to be put up for grabs - or, at least, for reexamination.

What happens when a committee of school professionals, students,
and citizens is handed such an impressive and formidable charge? Some felt that
the task was overwhelming. One p0

)
rominent member moved at the second meeting

(1that the Committee be disbanded. Some called for more structure for the
COnvening Committee, presumably to make the task more manageable. However,
no structure was to be provided; the committee would have to structure itself.

ObjectiOns were raised to the idea of a Convening Committee instead
of a Project Management Committee. In other words, why not jump right into
Project Redesign itself, without the intervening step of a committee to plan com-
mittees. To this question, the director replied that expectations for this Project
were high. He hoped that the Convening Committee would help the project get
started on the right foot. (11)

The work of the Convening Committee may be considered a process
for negotiating the negotiating process which -was to be undertaken with the com-
munity. It is not unusual in situations calling for ne- to first, face the need
to negotiate the,.negotiating structure and process 'if this step were to be skipped,
objections could conceivably be raised about the egitimacy of any outcomes. Two
years later, in fact, such objections were raised about/ the outcomes of a process
for choosing schools to be targeted for closure. In that instance, the decisions
were rescinded and the decision process itself renegotiated.. It was important for
the redesign process itself to be the subject of negotiation. The Convening Com-
mittee finally accepted this and went to work.

It should be emphasized that the very fact of having this intermediate
step - this. Convening Committee - is evidence that Project Redesign was basically
intended to be a mechanism for school/community negotiations. This was not an
efficient way to design Project Redesign. A consultant could have done it faster
6ildrnore cheaply.

----- 7-3

21
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Certain facts about he Convening Committee deserve mention as
illustrative of this point. First of all, the committee was too large to serve
as a working body. It was necessary to appoint a small Steering Committee to
do most of the work. The large-committee, had been appointed for reasons not-

y-to-the-task, one of vhich was to ensuerea equate representation
ivergent sections of the community.

Secondly, almost no.outside expertise Was utilized by the committee.
One consultant was invited to make a presentation. This person, an educational
planner from a federaliy-funded educational research facility, discussed inter-
esting ideas with the committee, including the distinction between "education"
and "schooling", and the possibility of conceptualizing and creating the'future.
Subsequent discussions within the committee indicated a desire to take account
of the ideas of this consultant, but in the end_ , his suggestions were not built into
the final plan and no interest vas expressed in further use of this or any other
outside assistance. A majority of the members stated, in a survey at the conclu-
sion of the Convening Committee's work, that there was no need for outside con-
sultation.(12)

Organizations often hire experts to conduct negotiations. In this in-
stance the school system had apparently hired a project director to handle nego-
tiations with the community. NO one from top-level administration took part in
the deliberations of the Convening Committee. None attended any meetings subse-
quent to the first. The same is true of members of the Board of Education. Dur-
ing this period and throughout the project, the day-to-day administration and govern-
ance of the school system was separated from Project Redesign. The top adminis-
trative staff was not involved in designing the project's structure not were they
"designed" into the process which would subsequently take place.

A few years later, with the advent of collective bargaining, the school
system would hire a professional to conduct negotiations with the teachers' associa-
tion: The two might be considered to have something in common.

All of these characteristics of the Convening Committee Suggest that
the major objective of Pi-eject Redesign was a form of negotiation with the com-
munity on the meaning of schools. It was not a process set up to bring about direct
internal organizational or program changes. Those were expected to follow. The
first priority was elsewhere.

After-preliminary jockeying; the onvening Committee divided into
four small groups. Each Was asked to make first attempt to design Project
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Redesign. 'That' wasvfollowed by several weeks of discussions by the whole Com-
mittee about possible structure. Each week, specific issues were taken up for
further` development or refinement. Between the weekly meetings of the entire
group, the Steering Committee,wrote trial documents and delivered them to the
larger group for study.

The content of some of the issues discussed during this period merits
some' study. Many of the issues are revealed in a set of memoranda collected by
the Convening Committee from its members on December 19, 1972. These were
commentaries- on the proposals for structuring Project Redesign then under
consideration.

Values surfaced early as discussions" got under way. It was decided to
explicit mention at some of there. These were first called "core values".

Later, the term was changed to 'ground rules". A set of such ground rules or -
value statements was included in the final report to the Board, of. Education. Some
of the most significant of these statements are the following:

All citizens of the community, young and old, have the
right and obligation to, be involved in shaping the public
institutions created to serve them.

This statement gives conscious voice to the belief that communities can and.
should create and control their own destiny, including their own institutions. A
second statement is similar:

Decisions should net be imposed on those who must
implement them or are affected by them, without
prior 'involvement.

The third ground rule deals with orienting the project to the future:

Redesign should be future-oriented, going from where
we are to where we want to be, emphasizing what is
possible and desirable, rather than what is wrong now.

This ground rule might be interpreted as an effort to avoid entangle-
ment in present school district affairs. It might also, be interpreted as an effort
to face the difficult problem of inventing'new categories of meaning for education.
The difficulties in this area were becoming evident. In the discussions of the
COmmittee, the point was frequently made that it is very hard to escape from the
clutches of existing practices and concepts:

(We should) delete those words and phrases, such as class-
room teachers, etc. , which describe too literally and thereby



constrain education of the future. It is conceivable that
at some future time and for some learners, the class-
room and teachers as currently defined may become

-obsolete," (13)

This same member was opposed to listing_too many "ground rules_"
because " ..... those ground rules which really are ground rules inhibit...
redesign", (14)

Another committee member also struggled withthe problem of how
the meaning of education for the,community might 'change, and whether it is pos)-
Sible to deliberately work toward the creation of new meaningi Y.

One of our tendencies in Redesign is to begin solving to-
day's problems with structures which somehow have to
be tied to today's .structures, The results may be good
or bad, but probably will be limited - because the-prob-
leni;.3, the structures, and maybe both, have been -around
for such a long time that they narrow our range of vision.-

The initial task for the Redesign committee Would,be to
conduct a futures-view project of community forums and
workshops .on various,.coneepts of educational futures.
For example, =there would be:

- education without schools
- education in a society with restricted natural resources
- education in a crisis (earthquake atural disaster, war)

education in a declining popul
- education in a biologically, or genetically-

controlled environment
- education in a welfare or leisure state
- education in Consdiousness II (15 )

The difficulty of imagining anything different from that which already
exists is shown in this very statement about the difficulties. Except for the ref-
vence to "education without schools", all the references are to schooling carried
on with a different set of external circumstances, not with differences in schooling
itself or in the meaning of schooling.

Another "ground rule" or value tatement stresses the alternative to
the development of new meaning for schools, namely, the reaffii-mation of old
meanings:
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Changes should. not be made
of what education should- be.

less- they fulfill a

Reaffirmation of customary meanings, but with renewed clarity and
is illustrated by the views of another member of the Committee, a

former Member of the Board of Education and a promthent executive:

Project Redesign should, focus on the educational point of
sale what goes, on in the classroom, what we present,
and hew we present it All other aspects of school life
are ancillary.

Among its goals, Redesign should include making the
aqquisition oChasic skills More rapid, more complete,
and more unirsal, and making educational effort by
students more self-rewarding. 16)

Notice the explicit reference to conventional categories in education:
classrooms, students, basic skills. The purpose of Redesign from_this point of
view would be renew and clarUy the old and familiar. "Let us help improve
classroom presentations, increase the rate of acquisition of skills, and make the
existing process more palatable to students.

Parrying went on between those thinking of possiblb new meanings and
those thinking of reaffirming the conventional. One school principal wrote to the
committee:

Somehow, the present flavor coming through to me is one
of cautious admission that concessions must be made to
-the creative, the futureb approach, but that caution is the
byword. (17)

Another member wrote:

Redesign will seek the cooperation of all affected groups
to life existing constraints of every kind wherever pos-
sible; will expect from groups, established routines,
vested interests, and decision-makers the freedom to
think through and test new ideas and arrangements.

However -

We need to say something to the effect that after study-
mg, Redesign will provide that chance for some people
to have changes, for some people to keep existing prac-
tices, and even for some people to return to earlier
educational practices. (18)



This memorandum, along with commen
statement or "ground,rule".-which, stated:

others;, led to 'a value
,)

Redesign Should be committed to alternative educa-
tional solutions to meet the needs of a divei-se com-
munity and individual differences, realizing that our
established pattern of consensus-seeking may lead
to solutions which satisfy no one.

These quotations illustrate some of th ifficulties experienced by
the Convening Committee as it attempted to ereat a process by which the com-
munity might usefully iniluence education in Meadow City. Some,members pro-
posed committee structures and procedures which would clearly tend to reaffir
and einlorce presently-existfrig meaning, For example, proposals for "needs
assegsznents" as an initial activity provide one means for reaffirming existing
procedures. One memorandum calling for needs assessments stated that we must
first "determine from students, parents, and staff their perceived deficiencies in
present programs. Project Redesign should not make changes merely for the sake
of change. All change should be based onverceived needs or deficiencies." (19)

This approach ensures that a donservative stance dill be taken by
focusing attention on "deficiencies LI1 present programs". Others called for
structures in'the project which would facilitate the generating of new concepts.

procedure:

hcol/Community Input Groups during Phase I of the pro-
ject are logical, available units for discussion, interaction
among parents-teachers-students, for deliberation, defini-
tion, conceptualization. (29)

Another member put it this way:

The need for coordination is not the most compelling need
of the project. An overriding concern for control can
kill. (21)

One would open up the process very broadly: I suggest a hree-step

The central staff does necessary data work
A set of guidelines is available for those

who wish to do detailed work
The game is open to those who, wish to

do detailed work. (22)



anyone can play; let the conceptualizaticir6

Centralization versus decentraliza io
igning the structure for.the prof ct

" I Oppose p oposal that Redesign should be undertaten
in committees at the local school level, so far as pos-
sible, with district-wide issues there to-be transmitter
to a central committee, which has xneanwhile been at
work on conceptualization of educationallutnres.....
I would prefer that a district futures committee wcrlr'
on the conceptualization and that-lodal sc repre-
sentatives -either serve on that commit or form a
gress to react to the conceptualization t23)

The value conflict between expertise and emoci'acy Surface' in art-
OUS ways. One extremist argued that the democracy s o Id be so wide-open that-
the central management committee of the project shop e appointed by lottery. (2.4)

This would presumably prevent control by the hiera y of theastrict.
{

-The arguments for and against vario a "democratic" forms reappeared
differing ways:

"Broad community involvement should be consultative.,
not participatory. The later stag/es of the process
should involve the expertise of a small group or groups,
under right coordination and direction. It is these
analytic and creative phases that comprise the heart
of the Redesign process." (25)

In the end, a centralized process was selected, with all ac i es
centering at the district level. Lip service to expertise was retained, h t the
value most strongly emphasized would be open participation. in certain ways,
the stru.cture of the project, as it was invented by the convening Committee,
mirrors the school district itself. Perhaps this indicates the strength of con-
cepts about the rightness or wrongness of existing structures within the minds
of staff and community members.

In the newly-invented structure, a central committee, to be, called
the "Design Management Team", would be appointed by the Board of Education,
and would consist of three students, five parents, and three teachers. The pro-
ject director would not be a member of the Design Management Team, but would
serve as staff to the committee.



The work of the project would be carried out at first by data-ga hering
task forces. These would turn over the results ofheir studies to "Sc o /
Community Input Teams" (SC1T's), which would develop the actual pla and pro-
posals. Membership on these teams would be open to anyOne, without discrimina-
tion. The process would be a very ialional, linear process of data-gathering,
needs-assessing, planning, official approval, and finally, implementation.

The final Convening Committee report described a proposed process
`by which meanings and definitions of education could be negotiated between the
community and the system. It stressed neither planning by experts nor internal
organizational planning and change. Listen- to the language of this report:

The Meadow City school system changes its shape as those
with responsibility for its-shape-respond, to needs expressed
by staff, students, parents, or other eitens, or by outside

Project Redesign is a planned intervention in this ongoing
exchange..... Effective planning for the future of educa-.
tion in Meadow City depends upon schoolicomnum.ity parti
cipation.....

At the time of decision- making, -the Board, SuperLntend-
ent, and others may wish to hold hearings, a convention
of the school/community, or possibly submit alternative
proposal's to citizens in referenda.....

The report refers to school decision-Making processes and irnplemen
ti on processes in a cursory manner.. The focus is on broad participation.

Evaluation of progress may reveal the need to invent new
forms of participation and drop those which are not workin

Little concern was expressed 'for the manner in Which the staff of
the district might react to Project Redesign. A great deal of concern was mani-
fested for the feelings of the community about the project. The superintendent
had previously entered into projects which were not, popular with the staff. Sur-
veys conducted within Project Redesign and later, as the project was studied,
indicated a high level of mistrust and antipathy toward the central district ad-,
ministration on the part of the teaching staff, and toward Project Redesign as



it unfolded. At no time were these feelings explored or considered a problem,
either by the superintendent or by anyone else. In fact, the structure for the
new project was to be a "top-down" structure, paralleling the top-down nature
of the school system.

In the work of the Convening Committee, coistent references are
made to the need for stressing the long-range future, rather than immediate
problems. Although never expressed in that way, this can also be interpreted
as desirthg the project to focus on basic "constitutional" issues, rather that on
less basic operational issues. The matter was put into the time dimension,
rather than into the dimension of the depth-of the issue.

One proposed but rejected structure for Project Redesign called-for
a very different interaction process. A minority of Convening Committee mem-
bers wanted a large "congress" of community and staff members for debating
Redesign proposals. As the setting for developing and negotiating concepts-for
shaping education in Meadow City, this idea may have had considerable merit
It was rejected, however, in favor of a small "management team" working with
a number of ;I'school/cornmunity input teams".

On January 23, 1973, the eport of the Convening Committee was
present ed to the Board of Education. In the ensuing discussion, the greatest con-
cern was expressed about the tffluence of community chamiels upon the school
system Some quotations from the meeting illustrate this

stated that this report is a reaffirmation
of the quality of citizen participation in educational
planning.

Mr. addressed the Board concerning that
segment of the community which is generally silent.
He said he was worried about sustained community
interest and a process of getting a lot of people work-
ing on committees.

Mrs. referred to the Citizens' Advisory
Committee on Multicultural Education, which had
been a group of 75 or 80 people. She noted that this
committee had come up with an extraordinarily ef-
fective report.....
Mr. questioned how the committee saw
this project fitting in with the statewide project for
goals assessment...

'f
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Mr. commented that the first motion passed
by this committee was to have a needs assessment of
the community. (26)

At the Board of Education eeting.on February 6 1973, the Project
Redesign was "reindorsed". A month as set aside for public input on the pro-
posed design for; the project, as submitt d by the Convening Committee. No men
tion was made of the need for comment from district staff nor from the superin-
tendent or his staff, the teachers' organization, or any other internal source.
The concern was for reaction from the public. No public reaction was forth-
coming. Project Redesign had been designed.

Summary

The Convening Committee was appointed as a means by which the
community and the school system would negotiate a negotiation procedure for
possible re-examination of the unwritten contract about schools befween the
community and the systeM.

Value statements in the form of "ground rules" were 'developed early,
followed by the gradual invention of a centralized but highly participatory open
structure.- -Difficulties of the task ahead -- were - apparent: in the work of this,com-
mittee, as opposing points of view developed and as the difficulties of escaping
from established meanings concerning education became apparent.

The Board of Education readily accepted the report of this committee,
with concern expressed only for the adequacy of community influence upon the
school system.
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IV. THE PROCESS

One month following the report of the Convening Committee, the
Board of Education proceeded' to appoint the Design Management Team. This
group was to serve as the executive committee for Project Redesign. This
was no mere governing board to receive reports and give directives. It was
Intended that the "DMT" shape and manage the project, with general responsi-

-bilitrfor the direction and coordination of all - project- activities.

Great care was taken by the Board in making appointments to the
new governing group. Numerous candidates surfaced. Nearly ninety names
were eventually considered for the eleven positions. After an initial screen-
ing process, the finalists were interviewed by Board members personally.
Discussions about prospective appointees were conarted in private executiwa
sessions of the. Board, where the decisions were eventually made. }Finally, on
April 23, 1973, all appointments had been made and accepted, and the Design,
Management Team was ready to hold its first meeting.

The Board of Education had never adopted the report of the Conven-
ing Committee as an official pattern for Project Redesign. It had simply
"reindorsed" Project Redesign, then begun to implement the structure as pro-
posed by that mrnittee. The Design Management Team was charged to pro-
vide leadership gut not bound precisely to the structure and process handed to
it by the Convening Committee.

Nearly a full school year had passed nince the appointment of the
director.- That seems unreasonably long, if the primary objective of the pro-
ject was development of a written plan for the school system. On the other hand,
if the objective was to invent a new meth() for negotiating meaping between the
community and the school system, how long is long? The struggle to find or to
invent ,a workable system for improved or systematic interaction between the
community and the schools -might be compared to negotiations about how to nego-
tiate, which occur in diplomacy or in labor relations. The situation between-,
schools and communities may be even more complex, since clarity of opposing
interests is missing. Board of Education , of course, are supposed to play this
negotiating role. Perhaps Boards should not be expected to enter directly into
activities that have the characteristics of negotiation. On certain issues,
Boards of Education may better play a mediating role between teachers, ad-
ministrators, and the public.

Within Project Redesign, by early 1973, several steps had been taken
to place the community at large in a new situation for interaction with the school
system:

1. The director had begun by interviewing many com-
munity members, as well as staff members, about
possible outcomes of Project Redesign.



2. A "Convening Committee" ad been appointed and had
worked out a "basic 'structure" for the project. Great
care hb.d been taken when appointtng this group to accom
modate the various sectors of the community. Sixteen of
the thirty-one members were repre'sentatives of the
community.

3. The Board had waited for reactions from the commun-
ity before proceedLng to act on the basis of the report of the
Convening Committee.

4. The new executive committee for the project, to be
called the "Design Management TeaM", had been appointed
with great concern for acceptability to the community. Five
of the eleven members of the DMT were community repre-
sentatives, a proportion settled upon by the Board of Educa-
tion. Of the rema'' g six, three were students and three
were teachers.

After the dust of the ors._ ional period settled, some features of
this new structure for the negotiation of meaning became clearer. Some of
these deserve mention at this-point, .to help illuminate succeeding events. In
describing this structure, I will make repeated references to symbolic inter-
action and howtProject Redesign may or may not be interpreted from this
point of view. At the close of this section, I will suniniarize the relation
ship between symbolic interaction and the actual chain of events which con i
toted Project Redesign.

Some important features of the situation are as follows:

1. The DMT was to rePort"directly to-the Board of Educa-
tion. Proposed changes in administrative mdttersi were to
be taken to the administration:- The direct line of responSi.
Way, however, was to the Board. Proposed policy changes
and proposals for redesigning the schools were to be taken
directly to the Board; tw

2. Very little attention was given .to the shape and form of
any final product or plan inithe charge given-to the DMT.
Very brief mention was made of a "validated conceptual
plan for education intleadow Ci "which was to be presented
"e0 the School/community" (emphasis added). The
stress was on the presentation of a plan to.the community
after the development of sucha plan with substantial par-
ticipation bLy_the cornrnuni_ty, Nothfrig further was said
about the plan itself. Should it consist of a statement of



general goals for the system, or should it provide de-
tailed steps for changing specific programs, or should
it be somewhere in between? Should it focus heavily on
such matters as enrollment projections, buildings and
final-ices, or keep these matters in the background? All
such questions were left entirely to the new Design Man-
agement Team.

The DMT was to begin its work by appointing task
forces. These initial' gi.oups-vrould-gather-data- for-use
in planning. Such information studies would clarify (it
was hoped) the problems and issues that lay ahead. Ex-
perienced group process specialists might have pointed
out that linear piocesses in which one group is expected
to take over the work of a preceding group are usually not
very successful. (Schmuck and =Runkel., 1972) If this were
to be a standard problem-solving or planning proceSs,
such data-gathering might be better accomplished simul-
taneously with the actual problem-solving or planning.

I However, Project Redesign was never billed as an ordin-
ary problem-solving or planning process. The DMT was
faced with the extremely difficult task of unearthing some
of the basics of the relationship between this school system
and its clientele, and subjecting them to re-examination.
For such purposes, an initial thrust toward gathering all
types of information on the Community and the school sys-
term could provideia workable beginning. Not much system-
atic reasoning entered into the decision to start with data.
gathering task forCes; it just seemed sensible.

4. Proposals for change were to come about through the
work of the School/Conimunity Input teams, which were to
be organized by the DMT was the second major wave of
activity within the project, following the task forces. The
School/Community Input Teams (SCIT's) would be a new
vention. They would constitute the major setting in which
interaction' between the community and its schools would _-
take place. The interaction was expected to result in the
developthent of new thinking about schools which would
eventually take the form of concrete proposals for restruc-
turing the system.,

'!In the early phase of Redesign, the SCIT will be starting
ace where people can learn alai:nit our system, sk. ques

tons, express opinions, and begin to think about filet' ure.

231
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After a period of study and preparation, the SCITs will col-
lect data by survey, receive back analyzedidata, ant dis-
tribute and discuss local as well as distrir-wide results.
Finally, the SLIT will be a focal point for the development
and review of mans Redesign proposals. " (27)

The Sens were to be open to anyone from the school system
or from the community. Six to nil* of them were to be or-.
ganized, and were to include parents, school personnel, and
students, as well as non-parent community members. The
SCrTs were to be the primary working parties for the devel:-
opulent of proposals which; from the point of view of sym-
bolic interaction, would result from the renegotiation of the
meaning of schools. The SCI- s were charged to provide
some systerii of on-going interaction with the broader com
munity around the specific topic under discussion. If there
was to be a SCIT on elementary education, for example, it
would have the responsibility to involve the community and
the school system in the development of any new ideas about
elementary education. Only after a lengthy period of inter-
action and testing of ideas would finished proposals be
presented.

5. Provision was made for other activities to be undertaken
by the Design Manageme -t-Team, such as development of a
pool of resource people, sanctioning of special self-appointed
ad hoc groups, and hiring of consultants as needed.

6. Project Redesign was set apart from the operational ad-
ministration of the school district. No administrator was
appointed to the DMT, and the Team itself reported directly
to the Board of Education. A comment or two about this ad-
ministrative separation are in order.

Day-to-day administrative decision-making and problem-solving may
not mix well with interaction around basic educational issues. If it is possible
for intervention to occur in the process by which the meaning of the school sys-
tem for the community is shaped and !ahanged, it may be necessary for that
intervention to be conducted separately from on-going budget and perso
decisions, problems with programs, and daily concerns with students.

In the case at hand, Project- Redesign was not on the work agenda of
the top district administrators. The project director was a member of this



group (the superintendent's cabinet). No Redesign activities or proposals were
taken up for ser' -us analysis by this group in its weekly meetings until after the
completion of ti first draft of the long-range plan in the spring of 1975, more
than a year after these proposals had begun to take shape.

Various explanations are possible for the sharp separation that ex-
isted between daily administration id Project Redesign. One would be that
the superintendent was simply not concerned with the actual work of the project
because his own goals for it had little to do with actual proposals and plans which
might be produced.

On the other hand, Project Redesign operated much like any other de-
partment or office within the school system, with little examination of its day-to-
day activities because the superintendent trusted it to do the work assigned to it
and did not wish to interfere. It has been pointed out by some scholars that school
systems may be dekribed as "loosely-coupled" organizations in which the connec-
tions between operational departments do not call for continuing interaction and are
largely based on trust. ('sm Meyer and Rowan, 1975). Principals, for example,
have much less daily control over the work of teachers than do supervisors in cer-
tain other types of organization. The principal must trust teachers to accomplish
the work for which they are hired, and does not oversee their work on a daily basis.
If such supervision were necessary, more management personnel would be required.
Supervisors are primarily concerned that established standards and procedures are
followed in regard to attendance and Other para-educational matters. The actual
methods used to teach, and the quality of the learning process, are not under daily
,supervision. AL best, the principal can hope to change faulty teaching by shifting
teaching assignments between school, years, not by daily work supervision. Simi-
larly, the superintendent does not supervise the work of his subordinate depart-
ments on a daily basis. Applying this to Project Redesign, we would expect the
superintendent not to be concerned on a daily basis with' Project. Redesign's work.
He does not concern himself with other operational departments in this manner.

The project director chose not to bring the project to the continuing
attention of top administrators, either for reasons of personal administrative style
or for reasons of strategy. He did have a weekly appointment with the superin-
tendent, during which time continuing discussions about the project took place be-
tween the two men.

.

Froni the viewpoint of symbolic interaction, separation from on-going
administrative affairs while keeping in touch with administrative developments

,i/ would be reasonable during the first stages of an effort to renegotiate meanings
about education with the community. There would be time enough later to deal
with administrative consequences. An alternative point of view; however, is that
in any process involving basic organizational issues, the top management must be
personally and directly involved right from the start (Hardy, 1972).



In any case, Project Redesign was thoroughly separated from the ad-
ministrative structure and life of the district, except for the frequent inter-
action that took place when members of talk forces and school/community input
teams sought information or advice from members of the administrative staff
on an individual basis. The project was separated, moreover, from the daily
life of local schools and classrooms. Project officers were located at the
central district headquarters.

The above factors described the situation when the Design Management
Team came into existence. it could have challenged any of these, and indeed,
some of them were challenged as the project moved along. For the most part,
the D MT did not attempt to change the structure of the situation as it found it.

The new Design Management Team found itself faced with a novel
role, without guidelines and previous experience to fall back upon. It was given
a staff, albeit a very small one, consisting of a director, who had other duties
as well ias Project Redesign, a research coordinator, who had other duties re-
lating to a federal grant, and a secretary.

The Design Management Team was a symbol of joint effort between
students, community, and staff to renegotiate the meaning of schooling for
Meadow City. Its work was substantial: it was to manage and direct Project
Redesign. The project director adopted a very non-directive stance from the
beginning, for the express purpose of avoiding the charge of manipulation or
"social engineering". No structures, procedures, or topics for planning were
proposed by the director.

.The members of the DMT were being asked to deal with values and
normative thinking, with creative plan formulation, and with deterministic
projection of current trends, n it in one operation. They were to think about
the "oughts", as well as the "can" and "will" sides of things. The task seemed
clear on paper, yet was filled with enormous complexities. The DMT members
were not planners, nor.organi,-:ational or social analysts, but ordinary citi-
zens, students, and teachers. Their make-up as a group was less functional
than symbolic: three students= three teachers, five parents. Could any degree
of success be expected?

The First Phase. The Task Forces

Soon after it was officially organize-T--the DMT began to Organize the
Project Redesign task forces. The formation of these task forces had been
recommended by the Convening Committee in its report to the Board of Educa-`
tion, and the DMT accepted the recommendation without debate. A recruitment
'process was set in motion. a month after the appointment of the DMT,
advertisements appeared in the Meadow City daily newspaper and notices went



out to the staff and students of the school system, all seeking volunteers for the
task forces. More volunteers appeared than were needed. The DMT could be

selective. Great care was taken to appoint a promising group of students, com-
munity members, teachers, and administrators to serve on each new task force.
There were six in'all:

Task Force on Organization and Decision-M ing
Task Force on Needs Assessment 6
Task Force on Curriculum
School/Community Profile Task Force
Task Force on Retrospective Data
Task Force on Emerging Educational and Societal Futures

The a.ppobitment of the task forces was the third occasion when the call had
gone out for volunteer participants for Project Redesign. First had been the ap-
pointment of the Convening Committee; next, the appointment of the Design Man-
agement Team; and now, the Project Redesign Task Forces. in all these instances,
many more perSons volunteered than were needed.

Once these groups were set in motion, the outpouring of human energy was
substmitial. One hundred eleven persons were appointed to membership on the task
forces. Ri every case, these groups met weekly over a period of many weeks or
months and in every case published extensive reports. In some cases, several re-
ports were issued by one task force. Copies were distributed throughout the dis-
trict and many requests for copies were received from other school districts and
agencies. Requests for copies continue to be received in 1977.

These groups were charged only to collect idormation, not to develop pro-
posals. The really exriting, work was to come later - the work of developing pro-
posals for change.

From the viewpoint of symbolic interaction, issues were raised or facts pre-
sented by severartask forces which led to the reconsideration of important issues.

The Task Forces and Their Output

One of the task forces set about to write a "profile" of the Meadow
City community, with sociological and economic data. Income figures, sources
of employment, levels of education, racial characteristics, and other information
were presented in summary form. A history of the school system was provided
in brief form, with information on the growth of the schools since World War II
as well as projections into the future. These future projections indicated that
great changes were just around the corner. Enrollment was declining and finan-
cial pressures were beginning to appear on the horizon which could become very
serious.

The chairperson of this task force was the owner of a local advertis-
ing agency. Not surprisingly, a portion of the report described Meadow City in

-
serious although whimsical terms:



"In Meadow City, everything works.

The garbage men dome on the days you expect them. And the
noise level is carefully orchestrated. Stays within tolerances.

City government works so smoothly it's almost invisible be-
tween elections.

We like to get our kids involved. We sign them up for lots of
courses during the summer and school year alike. They can
learn to swim, play football (Pop Warner) and baseball
(Little League) or study dance or be in a play at the Chil-
dren's Theater.
So here's what I see in Meadow City: an hitelligent, wealthy
group of family - oriented, individuals who want a happy, pro-
ductive life for themselves and their children. They_ 're

active in seeking change for all of society, but they are not
driven to effect it. And they resist change that will ruffle
their lives. Things are great as they are." (28)

This task force suggested that Project Redesign concern itself with
the use of- surplus buildings, soon to become available because of declining en-
roilment. It also suggested that attention be paid to the school district's role
in serving seniorr, citizens, of whom the community has a high concentration. It
also made suggestions about conducting needs assessment activities within schools.

Significantly, a theme of communi elf-satisfaction and satisfaction
with schools mlneated the task force re ort. No renegotiations were called for
about the meaning of schools and schooling. "Everything works in Meadow City",
and works well, with citizen energy behind it, and this includes the schools.

The Task Force on Needs Assessment produced more evidence for
this community satisfaction. They took an extremely ambitious survey. After
they rejected professional assistance in questionnaire development, the group
wrangled through to produce a survey instrument to seek opinions on the value of
numerous school programs and concerns, and on the success of the Meadow City
schools in conducting these prograMs. Questions were included on the adequacy
of information about schools, and the survey concluded with general open-ended
questions about the responsibilities of the school system.

Random samples or -espondents were drawn from among the entire
community (not only parents ) hers, other school employees, junior high
school and senior high school students. The school principals and members of
the top administrative staff were asked to complete the questionnaire as well.
Volunteers delivered and collected all these questionnaires personally. The hun-
dreds of open-ended question responses were studied and categorized by



volunteers, while the short answer questions were tallied by computer. The re-
sults give evidence of several facts significant for our purposes:

First, a high level of satisfaction existed within the community with
the school system, its programs, and its personnel. Clearly, this school sys-
tem had a valuable resource in the attitudes of its clients. They were positive
and supportive of the system as it existed.

Secondly, a general consensus was evident among the parents, stu-
dents, and school personnel about the responsibilities of the schools and the im-
portance of various programs and activities. If there were to be a reexamination
of the meaning of schools or the negotiation of new meanings, that process would
start from a position of general agreement, not disagreement, between the school
system and the community.

Not surprisingly, the teaching of basic skills, communication skills,
and concern for the emotional well -being of children ranked as top priorities.
Preparation for college was also rated as of primary importance. Job training,
on the other hand, was seen as very important by a large majority of students
and teachers, but by a minority of the parents.

These priorities reflected existing district programs. Substantial
resources were being devoted by the district to special programs for teaching
basic skills, and a great deal of emphasis was given to advanced college prepara-
tory programs. The district also invested heavily in psychological services, re-
flecting the commtmity's concern about the emotional well-being of students. On
the other hand, investment in vocational skills training was minimal, reflecting
the community's attitude- but not the staff's ttitude toward this endeavor.

Large numbers of persons did find fault with the system in this sur-
vey. The teaching of oral and written communication skills was seenas less
than adequate by a substantial minority of respondents. The same was true for
counseling, job training, and -success in meeting individual needs and interests
of students.

Substantial differences between the responses of different groups ap-
peared in a limited number of issues. Only a minority of parents rated the dis-
trict as successful in "disciplining students". Students agreed with parents'
_assessment, but administrators rated the district as generally successful
discipline. Most parents and staff members rated thg4stem as successful in
meeting the emotional needs of students, but only a small minority of highischool
students agreed;

The survey mildly supported the innovative, experimental stance of-
ten taken by the district. Development of new educational methods was rated as



important by only a minority of parents, but in the open-ended questions, a sub-
stantial number of citizens mentioned the willingness of educators to try new
programs as one of the-things they liked about Meadow City schools.

The survey generally indicated satisfaction with the system, with
some strong dissent, but also revealed a conservative stance toward education.
"Major responsibilities of the schools" were stated as "the teaching of basic
skills" and "preparation of students for college or for a career". Humanistic''
considerations, such as "teaching understanding and concern for other persons
and gro'ups" and "developing special individidual interests and abilities" also
showed up as important, but in low second place. There was nearly unanimous
agreement that the schools should play a strong role in the developments of
morals and values.

The survey gave much evidence that thisitchool system understood
'and responded to the unwritten contract between this community and its schools.
The results were published in several versions and were widely diStributed. The
survey was repeated one year later, with nearly identical results.

-r Task Forces

A Task Force on Retrospective Data. busily collected previous studies
conducted in the Meadow City schools, to make them available to Project Rede
sign participants.

The Task Force on Curriculum compiled an overview of the curriculum
of the entire system and attached an extended set of curriculum issues. for study
by Project Redesign planni=ng groups. Some of these constituted issues for the
negotiation of some basic meanings between the system and the community_ . One

of these was the issue of graduation requirements.

How can graduation requirements reflect the district's
general educational philosophies and goals?

Should graduation requirements be increased?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of early
graduation?

Another was the issue of course content and decisions regarding course content:

Does content serve the needs of the minority, as well as
the majority?

How can conflicting pressures be resolved?



The difficulties of change were noted:

Change at best is difficult in a district such as Meadow _City,
with declining enrollment and largely tenured personnel;
we may have difficvlty in matching district personnel to
desired changes in curriculum,

Evaluation was notedas an issue:
A key issue in curriculum change is the need to evaluate
the potential curriculum before it is implemented, to
test how much students already know, and to develop
meths for evaluating the success of the program.

Other issues included the extent to which curriculum diversity is desirable as
contrasted with a common core taught to all students; the degree to which values
should be explicitly identified and included in curriculum planning; the degree to
which curriculum decision-making should be decentralized; the grouping of stu-
dents for instruction; and the means by which students are informed and make
decisions about courses. Any one of these topics could have become the basis
for a major planning effort.

One of the members of the Tas orce un Curriculum, a high school
English teacher, illustrated the trust accorded the school system in comments ap-
pended to the task force report:

"As far as I know, there has been a general tendency both
at elementary and secondary levels, but particularly at
secondary levels, to allow schools and teachers to adapt
and change as they will, with little or nothing in the way
of written syllabi." (29)

In other words, curriculum decision-making is elusive in this, school system.
The community trusts the system and the adMinistration trusts the teachers.

Similar conclusions were reached by another task force, the Task
Force on Organization and Decision-Making. This group set out to describe
the organizational structure of the school system and to analyze the process by

which decisions are made.

A typical Project Redesign task force, it included twenty members:
Six parents, three students, four teachers, a teacher aide, a school counselor,
three administrators, and two citizens who were not parents of school age children.

-Thettask force met weekly for an extended period and worked in two
subgroups. One developed a description of the organizational structure of the

fr
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system, something which had not recently been done. This report was used ex-
tensively by A management consultant team, from the state department of educa-
tion in making recommendations to the sup rintendent for structural changes in
the system. The second subgroup set out examine decision-making by asking
Persons in interviews how they believed deci ions in the system were made.
Lengthy interviews were conducted with 57 pertsons. Questions were asked about
decision-making in curriculum, new program- personnel matters, pnd budgets.
This enormous effort produced the following dbnclusions:

The decision-making process, in practice, is very un-
structured and difficult to describe, as it applies to
curriculum and new programs. The formal procedures
which exist on paper do not help describe it very well.

Decisions on curriculum and new programs usually be,
gin within a local school and are often heavily influenced
by pressure groups from the community.

In general, it's an arduous process.

Personnel matters, on the other hand, can be traced
more easily through the formal authority structure of
the district. Budget decision - making takes place cen-
trally, with few persons involved or knowledgeable about
the decisions or the process. (30)

The persons interviewed, who represented a selected set of teachers,
administrators, parents, and students, generally respopded that in the curriculum
decision process, students, parents, and teachers shodld all have more direct
participation and influence. Most of the persons suggested that in order to ac-

__complish a decision in the area of curriculum or new programs it is necessary to
"sell" the idea carefully to various groups within the school system and to be able
to demonstrate sOmebenef its to students.

The work 'of this task force describes a system only partially equipped
to negotiate the meaning of education with its community. Students and parents
were seen by this influential set of respondents as possessing valuable insights
and information on educational matters which, however, is not received or utilized
very well by the system. .4cording to the respondents, it takes pressure groups
to accomplish much. No process of mutual education and planning between the
community and the system existed. A possible topic for Project Redesign would
be -some restructuring of decision processes to help facilitate negotiations between
the system and its community.

One task force remains - the Task Force on Emerging Educational and
Societal Futures. This group took advantage of the presence of several persons
who were parents in the district and also scientists engaged in futures studies in



.economics, psychology, or technological fields. Vigorous task force work re-
sulted in several publications, including bibliographies and suggestions of how
to engage in "futuring". The writing of scenarios of the future was on' suggested
technique. Thre6 scenarios were written by members of the task force, depicting
society and its impact on schools within the next seireral years.

By means of a special small grant from a federal research project,
the county office of education serving Meadow City picked up the work of this task
force and published it for distribution to a wider audience. "Futuring" became a
major activity of the director of Project Redesign, and he became a popular speak-
er throughout the state at educational meetings. A professional "sound and light"
company offered its services to help produce a multi-media slide show on possible
.itures in education. The contribution of the futuring enterprise to Project Rede-

sign is difficult to assess. It did provide a great deal of publicity for the project.

A project activity related to the work of the futures task force, yet
separate from it, was the Dream Team operation. In this operation, developed
by a special committee, groups and individuals were asked to dream about the
future of education in the community. These persons included teachers, parents,
students at various ages, service clubs, women's organizations, and various other
groups. "Dreams" were written at meetings, given orally to interviewers, or
called in to a special elephone recording system set up for the purpose. A mass
of material was received and reported. Within it can be found developffig ideas
about education and schools, some of which began to appear in the proposals which
were eventually developed for change in the system. Some excerpts illustrate the
point:

(On the telephone recorder)- I am a Meadow City High School
junior and I would just like to express my opinion that I think
the highschool in the future should be tailored more on voca-
tional training..... Thank you.

(on the recorder) - The other day I b6dame aware of an
organizational change that a school district near Los
Angeles has tried and turned out to be a very happy,
satisfactory type of thing and I thought I would pass the
word along_ _In their efforts to reorganize, th y felt
that the needs of the junior high age children see` led to
pose problems for a great many districts around hem
and decided to begin there to discover the psychol gical
and educational needs-of the-children of this age g up
and then see what really seemed to be important to e
done for them and see how the reorganization for th
others fell into place. What they did was to include
ninth grade with the high school..



(At a women's club meeting) - We need ore-basic educa on
and fewer "frills".

An ingredient I find missing in,the 9th g ade is super counsel-
ing. Surely a counselor should be war of required" sub-
jects in 10th, llth, and 12th grades
We need greater integration of school and community life,
more opporlamity for students to observe and experience
job opportunities and relate their school time to it. (31)

In the "Dream Team" operation and in all the efforts of the task forces, substantial
interaction took place between the community, and the school system. Many doors
were opened to the reinforcement or modification of the meaning of education and
schools to this community. Nearly a thousand pages of reports and studies were
completed and polished by the six task forces and related groups.

Back to the Design Mana ement Team and the Project Director

By the end of the summer of 1973, the Design Management Team had
fielded and supported all the activ,ities,of the task forces as well as the "dream
team" work. These were busy times. A calendar of events for July 1973 shows
that 28 separate Project Redesign meetings were held during that month, including
meetings of task forces and the DMT. Some of the DMT members were attending
three and four meetings a week, many in the evening. A management pla.n for the
project was also being written.

Once the task forces had become operational groups, the DMT turned
its attention to designing the School/Community Input Teams. These were to be
the groups which would formulate and test actual plans and proposals.

The DMT was faced with a difficult design task. If it was not intrinsic-
ally difficult, the-group certainly struggled very hard with it. The problem was
not conceptualizing how the School/ComMunity. Input Teams would be organized,
what norms would be established for them, or how they would go about their task.
The difficulty was settling on the charge to be made to each team. In other words,
how should the over-all work of redesign be divided up? How does one parcel out
the work when setting out to "redesign" an entire school system ?

For many weeks, the Design Management Team struggled with this
issue. The struggle is significant. It is extraordinarily hard for the participants
in an institution to have enough insight about that institution to reshape it. This is
just as true on the individual level. Which of us has enough self - knowledge to
effectively reshape our actions and our personalities ? The members of the DMT.
were trapped in the thought categories about schools and schooling that currently
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controlled the shape and activities of the institution. To explore other possibili-
ties in a serious and, sustained manner is extraordinarily difficult. The gathering
of information, through the work of the task forces, was trivial by comparison.
When it came to doing it, "redesigning" was tough. Whenever a proposal was
made to organize a School /Community. Input Team around a certain topic, objec-
tions were raised that the particular topic was too narrow, or too broad,'ov unim-
portant, or unmanageable. At one weekly meeting of the DMT on October'3,
1973, twenty-nine possible topics for SCITs were listed. Since only six to nine
SCITs were thought to be administratively possible, such a list merely compli-
cated the problem. The deceptive complexity of education and educational institu-
tions was becoming apparent to the beleaguered DMT members At a meeting
on October 15th, the group considered a proposal for organizing only two initial
SCITs; arounduthe topics -

(1) What are the expectations of and for the learner ?

(2) The sequences of experiences of the learner in the schools.

This proposal, along with many others, was defeated.

Meanwhile, invitations went out inviting people to participate in Pro-
ject Redesign as members of School/Community Input Teams. Four informational
meetings were scheduled, at various sites within the city and at differing times.
Advertisements in newspapers and through staff and student channels were also
used to iniorm and recruit potential participants. Several dozen potential partici-,
pants materialized.

On December 5, 1973, the first meeting for volunteer SCIT members
was held, followed by another in early January. Full-scale training sessions for
SCIT participants from among the staff, student body, and parent community were
begun on January 9, 1974 and continued weekly until January 26 of that year, when
a full-day training session was scheduled. The topics around which the new
School/Community Input Teams would work had still not been chosen.

The eventual solution to the problem of topic selection was simple: let
the topics emerge from among the volunteer participants. A facilitator was en-
gaged to take the participants through a topic selection process on the last day of
the training sessions.

The Communit Continues to Sha e Its Schools

Time does not stop when a project of this nature is undertaken. The
first five School/Community Input Teams began their work on January 26, 1974.
Meanwhile, many other events were shaping the school district, some of which

t__
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must be noted here; first, because they fit within the general the retical struc-
ture of this, essay, and secondly, because they took much of the ti_ e and energy
of the director of Project Redesign and introduced considerable un ertainty into
the project. The director was assigned varying duties outside th project, as
time went along, most of them connected with the events to fisted below.

It was rn ntioned earlier that the maintenance of social institutions
requires unceasing effort. Principals must daily ensure that students are be-
having like students, not like teachers, or principals, or outsiders; the estab-
lished beliefs of all must be constantly reinforced.

Along with this incessant work within schools and classrooms, similar
activities must go on system-Wide. We noted that surveys and interviews had
indicated broad approval of the school system within Meadow City. The-superin-
tendent interacted regularly with PTA leaders and with many other persons
throughout the community to reinforce acceptance of the present "contract" ex
isting between the system and its public. All, that is route and common to any
school system. In 1973-74, however, events began which were not routine for
Meadow City. Enrollment declMe had begun i'nearnest, which meant some
schools would have to be closed. This had been foreseen but not acted upon.
At- the same time, the basis for financing education had changed in the state in
a manner unfavorable to Meadow City. Tie community had a rich tax base, and
had been able to support its school systeni comfortably with a moderate rate.
Now the state required that expenditure for -schools be based on a prescribed
amount ppr pupil. The Board of Education no longer controlled the tax rate.
The district would have to seek perm lssion from the, voters to continue to spend
as it had in the past.

The district was forced/ to seek reaffirmation of_support for the sys-
tem from the voters in the form of a tax election, while making substantial or-
ganizational changes to accommodate declining enrollment.-

The events of this period are described in the Second Annual 'Manage-
ment Plan for Project Redesign presented to the Board,in December, 1974:

The period covered by the First Annual Management Plan
(October 1973 to October 1974) had been a turbulent one
for the school district. In March 1974, the voters ap-
proved a one-year revenue base election by a margin of
7-3, enabling the district to enter a year of intensive opera-
tional planning. Continuing declining enrollment and finan-
cial constraints have caused a flurry of planning activities
preparing the district to face the 1975-76 school year, such
as. Reorganization for Instruction, and Budget Priority Setting,
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Dr. (the superintendent) has subsequently an-
nounced his rdsig-nation and the search for a new superin-
tendent is now completed. The Board's choice,, Dr.
promises to affect the immediate and future long-range
course of the district. During such a hectic period; the de-
sirability end ng-range planning is continually
challenged.

It may help to clarify the situation if we list some events and activities which
directly affected the director of Project Redesign and indirectly affected the'
project itself.

1. An election to peiniit the district to'dontinue increasing
its rate of expenditures per pupil was held in March 1974
and was successful. The director was heavily involved in
activities surrounding this -election.

- .

In.conjunction with the tax election, the Board'pron-iise&
the community that a survey would ,be conducted to deter-
mine community priorities on existing school programs.-
The director of Project Redesign was asked to take the major
responsibility for this very elaborate survey. One of the DMT
members also served on the Board-appointed Committee.
This committee was appointed on February.25, 1974.

3'. For a year or more, the superintendent had desired a
wholly new prOgram for the professional renewal and re-

. training of teachers and other'staff members. A committee
was appointed by the 'superintendent to design such a system.
The director of Project Redesign was designated to serve as
staff support for this committee.

4. In March 1974, the superintendent began to develop a plan
for rearranging the system to accommodate declining enroll-
ment. On May 7, 1974, the Board adopted a,process suggested
by the superintendent for making these decisions. All this re-

p.quired considerable staff work by all central office adminis -.
trators, including the director of Project Rede gn.

5. The decision-making process for closing elementary
schools and altering the secondary schools was chaotic.
Intensive opposition developed to the superintendent's pro-
posals. The outcome was the superintendent's resignation
and the postponement of most decisions. This affected the
director of Project Redesign because he became an active
candidate for the superintendency.



All of these events could be studied s possible examples of the very process
in which we are interested: the modification or reinforcement of meaning con-
cerning the educational system within the community. , We will not do that,
since the focus here is upon Project Redesign.

Similar unpredictable arid energy-draining developments are not
unusual in school systems. When a project of several years duration is begun,
it may be expected that such things will occur.. This fits one of the major
gtaternents in the introduc on: the on-going decision-making structure of
school districts causes inte action leading tel the development and creation of
new meaning to be difficult. Most of the available time and energy is spent in
activities which may be inte rated as reinforcing present meanings, insuring
the continuance of the curren arbitrary reality of the system.

As the events ioned unfolded, the superintendent decided that
Project Re esign sho its prescribed course, and should not be re-
structur serve as a p anning unit to meet the'needs of all the new activi-
ties. is stated reason was that the original purpose of Project Redesign would
be lost if the project became embroiled in these issues. His original purpose
was to develop a means for systematically involving the community in shaping
the system, looking toward fundamental changes in education, rather than re-
arrangement of present programs. Looking, in our terms, toward the creation
of new meaning, rather than toward reiniorceznent of the old.

Project Redesign continued its course, but in an environment of -
creasing uncertainty.. We will continue to examine the processes and outcomes
of the project, knowing that the background noise was becoming quite intense.
Several project participants became involved Ln these other proceedings, and
many task force reports were utilized by administrators and citizen groups.
No one had looked to Project Redesign for answers to on-going administrative
problems when the project was conceived, nor did they now. Many individuals,
including the superintendent, did regard the project as a convenient source of
information and personnel to work on these now pressing problems. The super-
intendent had decided to separate the operational decisions from the general pro-
cess of probing the meaning of schooling in Meadow City. That may not have
been a good decision, but it was significant in the life of Project Redesign.

The School /Communit Ln u Teams or P in Team

Fifty-five persons appeared at initial meetings to organize the first
School/Community Input Teams. After several initial training sessions, the
volunteer planners themselves selected the topic areas in which to begin work.
These were:
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Alternatives in Elementary Education
Early Adolescent Education
Issues in Secondary Education
Personal and Professional Growth of Staff,
School/Community Relationships

Following the 26th of January, 1974, these new groups met wee y on We
day evenings.

The Design Management Team proceeded slowly with plans for field-
additional planning groups. Finally, invitations went out on May 17, 1974

ar volunteers to serve on five additional teams. This time, the topics had
been chosen by the DMT, as follows:

Long-Range District Finances
Teacher/Learner Relationships
Administrative Needs
Special Educational and Support Services.
Curriculum t,

These teams were organized at different times, without benefit of the orientation
and training sessions provided for the first groups.

One of the 'original teams, studying "the personal and profession
growth of staff", was disbanded within a few weeks.

hi the early spring of 1974, a group of primary teachers approacl e
Project Rectesign with the request that a new team be formed on the topic of
Primary Education. This was done. Therefore, ten teams comprised the full
group. All ten worked through to completion, most of them meeting weekly.
Between weeldy meetings, individuals studied reports, conducted interviews,
designed survey instruments, and wrote draft proposals. By the end of the
project, they had conducted a dozen surveys, some of them major underta=kings,,
and had published twenty-six reports aggregating more than 500 pages.

The appearance of sufficient volunteers from among students, teach.-
ers, administrators-, and parents to staff all these committees and do all this
work is an indicator of the resources the school system possessed within the
staff and the community. Weekly meetings in most cases continued through the
summer, and for as long as fourteen months.

Extensive analysis cf the coming and going of participants is provided
by Edlefson elsewhere in this study. A highly detailed study of all phases of
participation in Project Redesign has been completed separately and is available



interested persons. For those wishing to know more about group process is-
sues in planning, a Handbook on Participatory Planning, which draws upon the
experiences in Project Redesign, is also available, through the National Insti-
tute of Education or the ERIC= system. Our concern in this report is the sig-
nificance of all this activity, if any, for the process by which education changes.

V. THE TEN TEAMS - THEIR ICR Al t UTC ©MES

Ed lefson and Strornquist have provided details on the formal decision-
making process surrounding the work of the Project Redesign planning teams.
All of the teams were, asked-to Aevelop operational goals for the school system ,
most of which were written into(the draft of the Meadow City School District
Long-Range Plan, published by Project_ Redesign in September of '1975.

The long7rarige plan itself, was only conceptualized and written late--
LB the project. The resignation of the superintendent and the turmoil around
the issues of school closure and reorganization made it unclear los months how
the work of the planning teams could most effectively be utilized.

Meanwhile, each planning team continued to work with one or sevenl
basic problems of meaning and changes in meaning. In this section., we will re-
view these ten groups and their work, not from the perspective of their role in
the political decision-making process, but their role (or lack of it) in the rein-
forcement or change in definitions and meanings surrounding education in
Meadow City.

Elem erAuEducation

In an editorial op March 5, 1977, the Meadow City- newspaper car-
ried an editorial on elementary education which included the following statemen

"An interesting conflict of educational'values surfaced this
week while the Meadow City Board of Education was con-
sidering the expansion of the "more structured
School. is one of the school district's two
alternative schools, the other being , _which
is less structured than the neighborhood elementary schools
situated between these two poles.

The Board voted to expand ,tine 'basics' school by opening
several claSsroorns of ,a closed elementary school. It also
voted a goal statement that. neighborhood elementary
schools should be the norm, not district-wide 'alternative'
schools which specialize in one educational approach or
philosophy. "
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This was the latest chapter in a debate which has saged within the
Meadow City schools for several years. At issue is the mean_ ing Of the _term,
"elementary school". Is such a school a meeting ground for all the children,
and all the adults as well, within a neighborhood? Does it exist to provide a
common experience for all children? Should "school" mean a specialized place?
Some meanings attached to the categories of "parent", "teacher", and "admin-
istrator" are also involved. Are "parents" persons who simply turn their chil-
dren over to the school, trusting the judgment of educators? Or are "parents"
people who choose an educational method or philosophy? Are "teachers" simply
teachers, or are they "open classroom" teachers or "diagnostic and prescrip-
tive" teachers ?

One Project Redesign team entered the fray during
choosing schools for permanent closure:

"Through all the changes (of the past decade ) one organiza-
tion, the school, has been physically present and available
at the micro-community level of neighborhood. Frequently,
disaffection with the broader eornnumity has been felt by the
school and its staff as individdals have struck at the only
known and visible organization present. hi responding to the
needs and concerns, the school has provided a safety valve
for the pressures of a changing society. Individuals were
given an opportunity to feel effective in influencing the suc-
cess or failure of the activities, limited as these activities
rnay have been, The school has been the only cornrnon'denom-
thator within a geographic area and the meeting ground for all
the diverse elements of the population. The known boundaries
provide a sense of security and a sense of place. (32)

les over

The author of the report just quoted also assisted one of the neighborhood groups
attempting to block loc al school closure. This group was successful. The spe-
cific -school serves a.,neighborhood which has sharply-defined geographical
boundaries. It remains open.

Thetwe alte mative elernentaryschools in Meadow City in-1977 ex-
isted during4-3reject Redesign. One, an,open.classroorn school, was developed
when the teachers and nrincipal of a neighborhood-kliool became- excited about
open clasSroorn methods and convinced neighborhoo&Rartits to go aaong. The .
other, a "more structu red" school, was developed in response Co the orgmized
demand of a group of parents during the 1973-741 school year.



One of the superintendent's hopes in establishing Project Redesign was
to plovicle a "better" method for examining issues than by the heat of ad hoc
pressure groups. Why not study the whole issue of elementary education, in-
cluding the desirability of "alternative schools" and specialized schools? The
Project Redesign Planning Team in Alternatives in Elementary Education set
aboutaccomplishing this A survey was constructed'whieh described seven
different kinds of elementary schools. A-random sample of parents, and all
elementary school staff members, were asked to state their preferences.

The results indicated strong support among parents for alternative
elementary schools, particularly three types as described by the planning team:
"traditionally-structured schools"; "open classroom schools"; and "individualLzed

and prescriptive schools". Very little support appeared for four other_ pos
sible types: departmentalized elementary schools with subject matter special-
ists; mixed phil-OS ophy schools; "theme schools",_ such as schools specializing
in the arts or sciences; Vlfree"Tor "very open" schools.

Res-olls from staff were not strikingly different from the responses of
parents, once again indicating the high congruence in thinking about education'
between Meadow City parents and staff members.

Detailed analysis of the extensive survey work conducted by this plan-
ning team is not appropriate here, 'The team recommended expansion'of alter-
native elementary schools, incluclLng geographical expansion to more areas of
the city, and inclusion of "individualized and prescriptive schools" in addition to
highly-structured schools and open classroom schools. It also recommended
assessment of ;the desires of the community at each school site, to be followed
by decisions on educational methods to be offered at that school. This process
would be accompanied by parent education on educational options, and school
evaluation on a more systematic basis..

this Did the work of the Project Redesign team matter ?

If the assessment is based purely on changes in the number and variety
of alternative elementary schools in the district before and after Project Rede-
sig-n, the answer is no. The number and types of schools has not changed. How-
ever, the Project Redesign planning tennis raised the issue of alternatives in a
far more systematic and far-reaching way than had been done before. Hundreds
of-persons were involved in completLng questionnaires, reading reports , and
thinking about their own t .achiteaching or administrative position or the school attended
by their own children.

Lin,197'7, a very large, number of people in M,eadow City accept the idea
ive elementary schools "School" can Mean a. specialized place in
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this community-. It does n rt mean only "our neighborhood school". 1 a c ont-

inunity having six thousand elementary school children, roughly one usand

ttend or are on the waiting list of alternative schools.

The legitimacy of such alternatives is supported by parental lame-
ledge of similar schools in other schOol systems. 'The media carry accounts
of such schools.

The meaning of "parent" for many now Includes "one who may or
must choose an educational methodology or philosophy".

Patents as a group, in neighborhoods, have the right to shape each

school. This was stressed in the work of the Project Redesign team. This
same stance was stated by on official Board of Echication resolution of March
2, 1977.

On lVfarch 7, 1977, the Project Redesign studies on this subject were
once again reproduced in large numbers by one of the su.perintendent's cabinet
members for use by the su.pel.intendent and the Board of Education. The ef-
fects of the Project Redesign team, by itself, are riot separable from all of the
othei events around the same issue. Numbers of teachers and administrators
reflected oti their own methods and philosophy as a result of the Redesign re-
ports,. and perhaps Jnade some important personal de-eisions. The debate is
far from over.

Education AdoleSeQ__

Controversy had erupted around the junior high schools within
system in the years just preceding Project Redesign. 'The project's comma n
needs assessment survey had turned up a large number of complaints about
junior high education far more than for education at any other level.

The Planning Team in Education for Early Adolescents developed a
set of. criteria by which to evalyate_education at this age level. These criteria
were widely distributed for c6mments-and became the basis for a pre-school
workshop for Dior high school teachers, set up by the associate superintendent.

-The concept of the "middle school" as a departure fie? "junior high
school" began to surface early in the work of this planting team. Membership
on this team fluctuated widely as controversy broke out around the issue of
school closure, movement of ninth 'graders to the senior high schools, and
possible movement of sixth graders to the junior high schools. When, at length,
the' decision was made by the Board of Education to change the older three-year
jtmior high schools by moving the ninth graders to the senior high schools,

Y



the two -year schools that remained were to be restructured into "middle
sch.00ls". Special committees were set up within each of the three schools to
plan .the changeover. Meanwhile, the Project Redesign planning team recom-
mended the following changes in middle school education:

a. Interdisciplinary experience in classes as a result
of better integration of curriculum, teacher tearnirg,
or by the use of core or block teachers;

b. Promotion by grade levels replaced by individual
progression on a sequential continuum;

c. Development of competency tests IA oral and writ-
ten communication and computing skills, to be met
before transferring to senior high school;

cl. .Development of several different types of instruc-
tion within each middle school;

Development of an advisor system, with fifteen or
so students assigned to an advisor, to meet on a
regular basis.

Development of workin helping. st adet is improve
their self-image;

Better provision of planning time for teacher', and
more attention to staff development;

New curriculum materials in the area of creative
thinking, problem-solving, and independent inquiry.

1

g.

(33)

By late 1975, the concept of the "middle school" as a replacement
for the older "junior high school" had taken root and began to carry increas-
ingly clear meanings within the parent community and among the staff. A
number of sub-concepts had also .beet introduced and began to acquire meaning:
competency-based education, teacher teaming, block or core teachers, alterna-

tive styles of histruction, staff development, and others.

By the middle of the 1976-77 school year, schools for early adoles-

cents in Meadow City are very dissimilar to those in existence when project Re-
design began. Continuing develop-nal is moving these schools closer to the
ideal middle school outlined early in the project. Who influenced which decisions

is far from clear. A linear progression from proposal to decision to change in
schools is certainly not what happened. Throughout a three- to four-year period,

a- continuing discussion of education for this age group was carried on by various



groups, including Project Redesign, and the schools have changed. One service
that Project Redesign provided was a steady flow of literature on middle schools
to Junior high school principals and other staff members. Other project activi-
ties also helped. For example, one group of junior high teachers worked through
si project Redesign planning team to visit several schools outside the district.
They developed a special report - A Survey of Alternative Schools - (Eecernber,
1974) and became active participants in local school planning for the changeover
from junior high schools to middle schools.

specs
One of the present middle schools will serve as-an example of some

changes that have occurred. his school's program now includes:

1. A self- contained classroom program for students diag-
nosed as needing another year with one teacher before
moving into specialized secondary -level classes.

2. Two teaching teams with differing teaching styles, for
teaching the 'tore" subjects.

An advisory system, now undergoing extensive devel-
opment, in which each student has an advisor who
works to assist students in making the transition to
and frorn _middle school, assists students to participate
in- school activities, and helps meet other identified
student needS,

A reading program , planned for 1977 -75 which will
assess the reading skills of each student andpre-
scribe,further instniction accordingly.

These and other new developments represent modified hinking about
early adolescent education. Middle schools are to be institutions which are not
high schools, yet provide some specialization; which are not elementary schools,
yet provide much nurturing and personal attention for students.

The term "middle school" is a category new to this ystem, but with
meanings which are increasingly clear to numbers of people. For many staff
members, a growing difference exists between "high school teacher" and

"middle school teacher ". Each has its . special requirements, There is a grow'
ing unwillingness to continue the very old status distinctions which rated primary
teachers lowest, junior high school teachers slightly higher, nand senior high
school teachers as high-status personnel;

The Project Redesign planning team in Early Adolescent Education
stressed oncepts and meanings throughout its work. It presented specific



proposals for change, but concentr ted on the development and refinern
the meaning of. "early adolescent education", One of the team members
throughout the project,was a former Junior high school principal who is widely
respected in the district.

Since Project Redesign operated, intentionally, outside the adminis-
trative structure, the development of meani=ng through broad-rangiug activities
and discussions was often more productive than efforts to put.forth specific
change proposals.

Secondary Education

The Project. Redesign planning team in secondary education worked
g a period 'when many groups around the nation were developing proposals
ajorichanges in the meaning of "high school". The U. S. Office of,Educa-

tion sponsored'a corn prehenSive study of high schools; Private fouaatioris sup-.
ported similar studies under the leadership of authorities such as Janes Cole-
man. State departments of education initiated change programs. 'or example,
in the west, Oregon moved into competency-based education on a statewide
basis, and C_ alifornia had its Commission on the Reform of Intermediate and
Sec ondat:y tduc

All of these studies were read by members of the Project Redesi
planning Learn. Collectively,. they carried on an amazing variety of activities.

Letters were sent to all state' departments of education, seeking: infonnation can
graduation requirements.. A subipornrnittee,completed a study of geveral alterna-
tive schools in secondary settings. Another snbcormnittee contacted the adrniS-

,

sions officers of almost all the colleges attended by graduates of Ileadow City
schools po discuss "the present picture in college adrniQsions". One member
of the group developed a list of 31 "highly influential" persons in Nfeadow City
and asked their opinions about the future of secondary education. Twenty-four

of these people -were interviewed personally; the others provided written
statements. These interviews were published.4-

school? Should these institutions con e,to have a
keeping track of students at all tin-leg Should .they

ne of the people interviewed wa.s appoi
Education within weeks after the. interview.

e Ivlendow City Board of,-



be sites for vocational training? Ethical and moral training
diploma mean? Should it guarantee '!certain competencies "?

-at should a

The goal prgided by the planning team for it usion in the long -range
plan for the school district was very brief. It called for the establishment of a
system for granting high school diplomas on the basis of demonstrated coinpe-
tencies. The team specified some of the competencies in the-following areas:

/*A
Communications skills
Computation skills

c. Occupational skills and awareness
I. Consumer skills

Basic health concepts
Basic ecological concepts
Civic participation
Interpersonal communication

Along with stress on explicit competencieS was stress on student
self-responsibility. Students would develop "learning agendas" upon entering
high school, as a method for matching each student's intirests, strengths, and
needs with the offerings of the school. The record of completion of courses '_-

should no longer be the sole measure of education.

As the reader will note, many the ideas put forth by this group
call for very extensive changes in the meaning of "high school", "high school
teachers", and "high school students".

In 1977, the Meadow City district is participating it the,Statewide ex-
perimental program for irnproizing secondary schools. Many of the proposals
of the Project Redesign team are under study or implementation in two of, the
district's schools. Competency-based education is under study. The advising
and counseling system is being restructured to provide the type of four-year
study plan proposed by theiroject Redesign team for, many students. Work is
being done on a system for allowing students alternatives to coursework for
meeting gradilation requirements. More opportunities for off-campus learning
experiences - another proposal by the team - are under development. Linkages
between the work Of Project Redesign and these changes are indirect; neverthe-
less, they are there.

School Coninun

What is an elementary school? Is I
a place for the teaching, of children-? The (Planning Team in School/Community
Relations developed a number of position papers, but eventually centered its
efforts on a proposal to adopt the "community school" program for Meadow City,

.ornrnunity--.c.enter,ras well as



Lug with one specific elementary school.

The concept of the "community school" was a specific, well-developed
package proposal worked out by the Mott FoUndation and widely used in many
states. Experts in community school management came to the district, upon the
invitation of this team, and members of the team attended out-of-town confer-
ences. Eventually, the-concept was rejected by the Board of Education. The
chief reason given-was finances. "School" in Meadow City was not to mean
"multi-use community center". This community had a more restricted set of
meanings it wished to maintain for its local educational sites.

The work of this team provides a'clear example of serious considera-
tion of revised meanings for the concept of "school" which were rejected by the
community, and formally by the Board of Education.

Primary Education

The Project Redesign Planning Team in Primary Education was
ated by six teachers. Eventually, 70 of the 125 primary teachers (grades kin-
dergarten through third) in the trietTarticipated in the work of the team by
attending at least one meeting.

The team remainedlan eacher group. Those who started the work
were responding to a perceived=,need to talk about problems of primary-education
with other teachers outside their own schools. PriMary teachers have often re-
garded themselves with ambivalence. Their work is crucial early in the learning
process, yet the teachers of the -early grades have often avoided plaking a,strong
role in-school affairs outside their own classroom!. They are largely women.
Principals, who are typically' male, have seldom had teaching experience in the
early grades, and the primary staff tend to feel that even principals do lot under-

.

stand the primary teachers' work.

The Project Redesign team worked for many weeks to develop specific
proposals. Starting' with their own 'conviction that primary teaching has changed
because of changes in society, their proposals were clear, practical steps toward

it teaching. These proposals
o iles to help teachers diagnose
arify needed changes in primary
thin the district as a central
system for training classroom

k of other teachers; and, op-
erns directly to the Board

changes which would assist them in improving t
included the dexeloprnent of pupil assessment p
students ; the holdinref special conferences to c

ceduation; the develops of a teacher center
location for obtaining teaching Materials; a bette
volunteers; a method for teachers to observe the
portunities.for primary teachers to present their con
of Education.



Their work did not involve parents, but stad= wholly within the
anizational--ranks. Moreover, it was not very conceptual, but practical

in nature. This was in sharp contrast to:the work of the planning team in
early adolescent education-. That team's work,, discussed above, remained
largely on the conceptual-level, pressing for changes in the meaning of junior
high schools by proposing new criteria for judging education for grades seven
through nine. In the long run, when working outside the framework of the
regular administrative channels, concepts and ideas are more powerful than
practical suggestions which May too easily be rejected by management. The
long-range effects of the planning team in primary education perhaps may be
felt more in a renewed sense of identity and. Clarity of purpose among the par-
ticipants than in outward changes within the system. We have no data to prove
or disprove whether-Or-net this interaction among so many primary teachers,
outside the usual framework of organizational activities, was beneficial. The
teachers themselves expressed appreciation for the opportunity to wow
gether acress th,distriet, Mid to have .6channel for direct access to t top
administration and to the Board of Education.

Curriculum

The Project Redesign. taskforce on decision-making had shown the
decision -making process in curriculum to be highly elusive. That report re-

, 'commended that,ne* ways`F found to involve parents and students in the process.

The task force on curriculum a-different group, had raised numerous
r consideration by a planning team. The Planniag Team in Curriculum

first etendUcted seminars. on curriculum and curriculum change, bringing some in-
terestin.g national figures to the district for meetings. The work of the team
eventually centered around curriculum decision-making, particularly the problem
of finding a better mechanism for community and parent participation. Questions
of meaning are very close to the surface' in this issue. Teachers, according to s-
many,.are the experts in curriculum. A teacher no more asks, the advice of par-;
tints or students on _curriculum than a doctor or a lawyer seeks advice from his
patients/clients on professional`matters. To argue otherwise, for scime, is to
take issue with the very definitien "teapher".

,

The Meadew City school district had experienced many ad hoc com-
unity groups organized around curriculum issues. One of them took strong

issue with the curriculum in English in one of the senor high schools, and
pressed for changes. Another had urged the establishment of the "more struc-
tured" elementary school. Others had been involVed in multicultural education
and sex education. In still another instance, parents who supported the teaching
of certain foreign languages had convinced the Board of Education to-authorize
the teaching of additional languages.
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The Project Redesign team adopted the assumption that this ad hoc
system of special interest groups left something to be desired. No official
On-going forum or study group In curriculum issues existed which ireluded
parents or students. Curriculum matters were normally handled by aihninis-
trators, department heads, and staff.'

Eventnally; this team proposed the developinent of a District Cur-
riculum Commission, which would report to the Board of Education and provide
an orderly channel for interaction between' the school system and the community.
The proposal was tested by asking for Comments, from numerous parents, ,teach-
ers, and administrators. When it finally reached the. Board, one Board member
called it the, most important idea to come from Project Redesign.

In its original form, the Curriculum Commission *as notlanthorizecf
Iv the Board. Top administrators expressed considerable uneasiness wIth,the,

idea. The Matter did not go away, however - events cameJo.a -head with the ad--
vent of the state's colleetivrbargaining law, which required local boards to cen-
suit with teachers on curriulum matters.

In the fall of 1976, all the Project Redesign materials on curriculum
decision-making were utilized by a new ad-hoc group pressing for some form of
citizen participation in curriculum decision-making, to counterbalance the rights
of the teaching staff to consult on these issues.

Finally, in yebruary 1977, an advisory committee was established,
to be called the "Superintendent's Advisory dornmittee'on Curriculiim". The
formation of this committee had been ,agreed on at special meetings of all inter-
ested parties. Fiften persons will serve 'on the cc;rnmittee; including fonepar-
ents, four teachers, t o principals, two coordthators, one special education per-
son, and two senior hi h school students, plus the assistant superintendent for.
educational services.

The form and functions of this committee are very similar to those
propos d by the original Project Redesign planning team. Since all the partici-
riants in setting up this new committee had access to or were participants in the
original Project Redesign work, that is not surprising.

Administrative Nee &;

The planning team in administrative needs, like the other teams,
took its 'responsibilities very seriously.. Two sections were forged. One sec-
tion studied the existing organiz_fition and management structure of the district;
the other set out to study the n-eaning of "administrator" in Meadow City.



Thin second group consisted of an elementary school principal, a
Junior high school teacher and department head, two students, and one parent
(who was also a school administrator in another district). Over a period of many
weeks, this group developed a survey aimed at exploring what the ideal adminis-
trator would be like, and haw present administrators measured up to the ideal.

The survey was administered to random samples of parents, studentS,
and teachers, and to all administrators According to the results, three charac
teristics described the "ideal" administrator in the minds of parents: ability to
solVe problems; expertise as an educator; and clear; (well-developed -value system.
Teadiers and administrators also stressed the iMpertince of effective problem-,
solving bu placed less- importance on educational_expertise and "well-developed '-
values" 'aa, more on such traits as decisiveness -, honesty, and ability to -
codmurticate.

The com pity expressed trust in its school administrators at'all ley-
els. The vast majority rated-adrninistratois as effective M Meadow City. The pic-
ture of the ideal administrator that emerged hat of a competent professional who
evaluates effectively, follows through o commit ents, and communicates clearly
to staff, students, and. parents, Knowl dge of the community was also regarded as
Very important.,

On the other hand, the survey revealed a very high level of mistrust
among the teaching staff for the pentral administration. Fifty percent of the teach-.
ers rated central administrators as "ineffective" or "very ineffective". The sur-
,veTalso revealed str gly different administrative styles, both between and "among
the elementary,princip

Two recoMmendations f the planning team in AdminigtratiVe Nee
were built into the Project Redesign Song g-yange plan, . tend was a-proposal for'a
systematic staff development program for adininietrati(mi',7:t lo'v4hei::,yrar:a proposal
for inVestigation of thedistrust hetweentea6prgirdiitler 4t-dininisirators.- The
new superintendent has sWce instituted o.

+

staff development program for manage-,

ment. He has hired an oFganilational de:6lopment spdciaksts,and has reconstituted
all administrators into a "management -team" which meets. Several days each school
year for training-and some participation in decision-making.

The results of the survey of adminidrative needs have:been utilized by
several individuals and groups. One member of the Board of Education stated in a .

public meeting that the report had been enormously helpful to him. In March 1977,
further reprints of the report were made by the director of. Human Services for use
withelernentary principals.

This survey was unclOubtedly the most detailed ' dy of administration
ever conducted in the distri0. For those-who made use of- it Clarified the ex-
pectations of staff and community for administration. Detailed plans for the re-.
structuring of the district's administration were not a.n \outcome of the work.



eci Service

The Project Redesign Planning Team in Special and Support Services
studied two types of. school activities. The first included all professio serv-
ices providedIfor students which are neither classroom teaching nor administra-
tion,tion, such as co seling, psychological services, and special consultation in
subject fields,/ . e. , art and "family life" education (sex education). The second
included all "special education" programs, such as those for the physically handi-
capped, the hospitalized, or the mentally retarded.

This team was unusual in that most of its members had reason to be
intensely interested in the subject under study, by reason of being an adminis-
trator, teacher, or other professional in one of these special fields, or by reason
of being a parent whose child had special educational needs.

The team struggled for many weeks with problems relating to special
services and services to children with special needs. Little interaction took place
with members of the community outside the group. A detailed study of many of
the services provided by the school district, and their cost, was developed by some
of the team members. An over-all statement of educational philosophy was
developed:

The cent philosophy of the MCSD should be a sensitivity
and responsiveness to the uniqueness of each child. All
children deserve educational programs apprOpriate to their

R:quired services should be,available to all
students without excessive segregation or Unduelabeling.
Each ancient should benefit from the educational resources
of the distryet according-to a plan designed to meet his in-
dividual needs. (34)

Within this statement are contained many important features of an
uhwritten contract between the schools and the community. These include highly
Lndividual programs and a minimum of "labeling" and segregation of students into
identifiable categories.

Surveys indicated that both special services and services to children
with special needs enjoyed strong support in Meadew City.

The final iecornmendations of the team stressed greater parent par-
ticipation through aOisory committees, particularly in special education, and
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program evaluation' of all special services and programs. During the period of
this group's work, a major reorganization of special education programs was
being proposed by the state. The planning teats threw its support behind this
proposed reorganization. The Project Redesign long-range plan included a
statement of support for the measure.

The planning team also advised more needs assessments and better
information services for students and parents about options and programs avail-
able. In a variety of ways, this planning team served as one vehicle, among
titers, for helping to change certain concepts M. special education.

A reorganization of the administrative structure for special services
Was another recommendation of this team. Within a year after the development
of their report, the administrative structure of both services for specialized
needs (special education) and special services for all students were significanE.
changed. A director of special edueatidnand a director of human services were
appointed both new positions.

Teacher /Learner Relationships

This planning team took direct aim at one of the key words in educ
Um: teacher. What is a teacher? Does being a teacher also entail being an
advisor ? A friend?

The team developed an interesting study of teacher/student relation-
ships, in which a random sample of teachers was asked Yu answer a series of
questions about "favorite students", while a sample of students answered similar
questions about "favorite 'cachers".

Numerous interesting conclusions were derived from his exercise.
For example, age se, an: cant of work assigned, the subject, and the classrcorn
structure were all itnrelatcd,to "being a favorite teacher". That distinction was
instead significantly 1 iced to lcno- -int something about the students' lives outside
the classroom, having a sense of humor, and giving personal attention to students.

The results of the study were used in workshops for teachers in two
junior high schools."' ,The team wer_t on to develop several proposals. One was
for a teacher/advisor .system in the secondary schools, in` whichevery teacher
-would relate to a group of students in a non-subject-Matter sittiation, for advis-

,

big on courses, activities, and other matters,, and to provide Some teacher/
student interaction outside t he usual classroom situation.

Beginning in 1976-77, the job de.-_,,riptions for all Meadow city
teachers in _the new middle schools included advisory duties as part of the job.

2



This was in spite of the fact that advisory yrograrns had earlier led with].
district. The move to using "advisories" was part of a general movement to
"personalizing" education, which continues in the Meadow City schoollYStetn
While the connection between the work of this planning team and the develoPment
of aciiisories and other personalizing efforts is indirect, the team's work was a
factor in the changing situation. This team al3o proposed support of alternative
programs within secondary schools which offer differing ways for teachers to
relate to students. New altgrnatives have appeared in 1.976-77, and others are
planned for 1977-78.

kl)'ithin the Meadow City system, many taf +Udents attach much
broader meanings_ tothe term "teacher", p rticularly "hi col teacher" or
"middle school teacher", than simply "subject matter specialist ". Undoubtedly,
thig hhs always been true' to some extent, but a concerted effort exists to bring
teachers and studenta into different 'person.al relationships, stressing that the
teacher's respOltsibilities go beyond competency in subject matter presentation.

Lon

The last planning team dealt with the financial condition of the whole

school system This team, particularly one zealous parent who chaired the group,
worked diligently to convince the public and the district (management that steps
shouldihe taken to prepare fat'. stormy financial times ahead. Court decisions,
new educational finance laws, and declining enrollment were drastically changing
the financial scene.

A series of highly competent enrollment protections and projected fu-
ture financial situations were written by this group. It included a member of the
bon-professional school employees' union, an active member of the teachers'
professional _association, and parents with high sl=ills in financial analysis, in-
cluding members of the financial planning staff of the nearby university.

The documents deveoped by the group continue to be used by sd
istratcrrs and advisory committees many months after their completion. The
team recommended that the district begin to systematically reduce its expendi-
tures,toward a level less at variance with the state average expenditures per
pupil, and that certain management checics be installed, particularly the ratio
of administrative staff to teaching staff.

One of the issues in the financial studies is the meaning of high levels
of spends the community for schools. The building of showpiece schools
and the prOvtsion of ,elaborate programs may have greater importance' than indict

,

catedby ae'hievement scores, or college admissions rates. High spending and



expensive inaildLngs may in thcrnselves constitute assets and be indicators of the
meaning of schools for 'Meadow City. This may help explain why the warnings
of this team were heard, bat steps were not taken to reduce eXpenditares until
the financial facts made it imperative. Some of the ground work of educating
the Board of Education, members of the staff; and some members of the corn -. -_
munity, to the new financial situation was quite surely achieved by this planning
group and its energetic cb.airroan. The chairman remarked to the Project Re-
design staff that without Project Redesign he would have no place to go to invest
himself in -working for the best interests of the school system. Never interested
in. running for a Board position, he wanted to apply his considerable analytical
skills to the problem of education ;: ap a concerned citizen and a parent. Such an
activity is not often welcomed or understood by school personnel. We may inter-
pret this as a desire to help change the meaning of salooling in Meadow .0

Summary

impressive outpouri=ng of e
City r C Listriet'and'comriiunity within t

e within the Meadow
of Project Redesign.

From one -pint of view, this was s imply, part of a deck -making
process. Information was collectdcl,' some pr6poSals were devele and some
decisions were rnalle about those proposals. Since Project Rede ct-

. .

ively separated from tkie-rforinal acireinistiativg decisions /of t
jest was somewhat like an outside stUdy email fl3 S ion tinged age
pbsals for the improvement of an organizatiqn. The difference ray iff
Jiat the participants in the project were members of the community, student body,
or staff from the school district with 2! hi h. personal invest=ment In.the vork and
a stake in the butcomes.

From the point of view of symbolic intera,ction, the explicit, public,
formal decision- making processes are only one nart of what goes on, perhaps
not the Most important part. At all times, ferment exists around the rneiriing oa
schools in all communities. Parents discuss schools,"criticizR teac=i, t'S,-and
affect the life of the classroom, quite apart from what toes on at the Board of
"Education level. Teachers forma attitudes and work habilis; and accept, meanings
for the entire enterprise ...And for their oval role in it. They must - we all must
agree upon the rightnes things around us; otherwise, we would stop doing them
except from necessity.

Meanings are clevapted or rea firmed at all times. INlieneVor
zen goes to church, he realffih.the rightness of that particular religious faith,
and continues to create the reality of it. In the schools, the daily interaction of
principals, teachers, students, and parents in recogniied, ordered ways recre-
ate's the- rightness and the rmeanMg-falness of the entire, enterprise.



From tir e to time, meanings change, in some instances, the reason
is clear: technology, for example, has introduced a new element into the structure
of mewling. The term "computer" meant nothing in 1935. Neither did "alternative
school", "open classroom'' "block scheduling", or "exploratory experience". If

we examined the matter closely, we would probably discover that the term "teacher"
has undergone some significant changes Lit meaning. In 1935, it merit "low-paid
subordinate", among other things. In Meadow City in 1977, "teacher" does not
mean quite the same - the average teacher is paid about $20, 000 and has organiza-
tional strength through the teachers' union.

Such changes did come about through a decision- making nrocess. I ow-
ever, first or concur_ rently re-examination of meaning, the results of which
led to willingnesS to engage in a political process to bring about charges. We see
this happening in many- phees: in minority movements and women's movements we
surely have good examples. he voliticai arin of these movements is vital, krut

L,,E7z_ could not be effective without changes in meaning taking place in the minds of many
persons.

Changes and developments in meaning lead to activities within formal
decisioa4rn ing and political channels. Project Redesign set in motion an array of
groups and con-1m it-tees which discussed, studied, and examined countless is sues,in
education_ 4any of these -were questi9ns of basic nieaning: what is an elementary-
school if this community ? What is a teacher What 'is "early adolescent educa..-"
tionr!?, What is a parent ? A high school?

The effect of all this study, fOrne, d, a vity Is extremely hard to__ ,

measure. Much of what happens maymay'`affe'ct,at1 k shavior tf persons m the future.
It is almost impossible to measure futut*,)3Q a.v or inthe present.,:-: "Fp 0 .t1 any vari
abler intervene.. The symbolic interactio Redesign -Was not con-
ceived before the project beg3n. It emerge - Iiing what was happening;

_
The explicit outcomes of the project were disapPOitging;t9 many.

. Grand pans for
the reform of the IVIeadow City schobl system were nof viiitien bri.adopted. In-
stead, thousands of hours %vere spent in meetings and hundreds of pages of studies
and proposals were written and circulated throughout the district. SiSme believe
that all this was to no effect, That takes no ac cunt of many results arising from
this intensive and coraplek WO of activity. For example:

1. Shifts in meanisig on specific topics in the mindS of
teacher, parents, administrators lead to changes
in personal teaching styles, or to support of major
changes, such as-the shift to middle schools.

The education of a considerable cadre of persons about
.educational issues and this school district May affect the
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/ internal processes of the District for years to come. The
reports developed by Project Redesign are in consistent
demand in 1977, two years or more after they were written.

3. Valuable personal experiences, tncluding interaction on..
planning teams, resulted for a great many people - teach-
ersi parents; students, -administrators, and researchers.

7

Events within the district but outside the project were disruptive to
the project and make attribution of an3;.effects to Project Redesign difficult.
.,,Such historical events are quite common in any institution, over a period of

years.

Project Rede was billed as a "redesigning" job which would bring
lit speccific changes growing ou thcryork of the project; Many features of
process are open to criticism: the separation of the vv6rMday life- of the pro-

ct from central administration; the, split betiveen information- gathering and
rination-using; the glut of information gathered by teams and task forces;

and the over-use of written reports - to name a few. _Process issues growin
out of Project Redesign. hdve been analyzed elsewhere. A great deal was learned
which will benefit anyone attempting participatory planning.

What "really" happened cannot be confined to the fate of specific
als at a specific time. What "really" happened also has to do with the subtle'and

elusive, as well as the grand and visible, changes in Ineamings, and also with

ages in program.

e real work of project Redesign was-the developpent or reaffirm anon

of the meaning of schooling fOr Meadow City, de'cision-rnaking about project pr
posais becomes somewhat puzzling. If change in' meanings or reaffirmation of old

meanings were to ,occur, this would happen before- time for decisioti-making-at the

Board level. if these 'changes in meaning should ell for changes in prograrns, -.
not all of these might need to be taken to the Board. Some might be handled by
individuals, others by schools or departments.

Some participants and observers had conceived the project from -the be-
ginning as a centralized, tightly-controlled planning effort which would produce a
blueprt for improving teaching and learning, a blueprint which would be approved

as a whole by the Board of Education and would be implemented by directives from

central management.
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This vision of Projec.tRedesign, was never followed. No highly inte-
grated bluepiint for educatiOnal change wis,ever developed. The focus through-
out was on broad participat*i, =as described in preceding chapters. For many
months it was uncertain rhethar a single reporting document or "plan" should be
prepared at all. Se- rca, ons for thiS were discussed by the project staff.
Uncertainty prtevaE,:d about the new '.,suPerintendent, for one thing. More import-
antly, some of thbsc' who worlii, d within the project were aware that fancy central-
ized "plans" often di 'not affect )ractice very much. The superintendent and hi'
top administrative st, '1 reinafn __ uninvolved in the project, a fact which gibaran-
teed that detailed bluepi is for change would not be accepted in the end anyway.
Rather than preparing an eLlorate long-range plan, it was felt by some that it
wouldbe more Useful to submit various proposals to the Board from time to time,
and to support the work of planning teams in other ways, all without attempting to
write the diverse activities of the project into one document

The original report of the Convening Committee did not say much about
a single comnrehensive long-range plan. The Board of E)ducation and the adminis-
tration said nothing to indicate their expectations. When the p!an was finally pro-
duced and presented to the Board, one of its members remarked that the task of
Project Redesign was not easy, ", g in identifying exactly what the Board wanted
then to do", (35)

Kevertheless, in late 1974, pressure began to develop for the writing
of al)lan. The project director felt that the new superintendent expected and would
need 2 dingle document suMmarizing proposals stemming from planning tems.

-Moreover, deadlines and procedure s were needed to help focus the work of the teams.

Each team was asked to produce "operational goals", defined as spe-
ciffc changes to be accomplished .g.oniewhere in the school system within a specified
period of time. The set of such operational goals collected from all the teams be-
came the raw material for developing a master plan.

Not all of the goals presented by planning teams were actually used.
Moreover, -with the agreement of the Design Management Tea, additional goals were
added from sources outside the teams. In all, 36 operational goals were proposed,
grouped into five categories under general goal statements. Each operational goal
was accompanied by a brief rationale: The full set of goals was enclosed within
'other materials: a short history -of Project-Redesign; some discussion of possille
futures for socinty and for Meadow City schools; a statement on "dilemmas an
inconsistencies" within the goals; and a bibliography. The plan went through
eral drafts, each-very carefully scrutinized by the DMT, Finally, the plan stood

a surntnary of much of the project's work, and was ready for the r?,6w superin-
tendent and the ia oard of Education.
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The events which followed have been described in earlier sections.
In this section, we will point out factS which indicate the symbolic nature of cer-
tain meetings and docpments. Our argument is that what occurred could better
be described as ceremony than as decision-making. r To characterize an event as
a formality or a ceremony is not to render it unimportant; on the contrary, cere-
monies are essential Parts of life, including organizational life. Re pious serv-
ices, family customs, graduation exercises, and marriages all serve needed
ceremonial purposes. The ceremonial purposes of official agencies, such as'
board of education, are also important. Boards do not merely make decisions;
they symbolize community control, orderly procedures, and the seriousness a d
importance of the educational task. Most importantly from our viewpoint in thi
section, they give voice in a ceremonial manner to the meanings that the schools
have for the community and, by so doing, shape the actions of administrators and

.

teachers.

To illustrate, the Meadow City Board sometimes hears very formal re-
ports from groups, departments, or special interests from within the school sys-
tem. These serve to inform the Board, but they also provide occasions for the
board to give voice to what its members believe to be the meaning of schools here.
These are not decision-making occasions, but occasions for the articulation of
meaning. If what is presented by the professional .st out of line with the con-

.

cepts about schools within the minds of Board neiibers questions will be .raised
and suggestions made to bring educatic nal activities into li<rin©ny with what is felt
to be `,right ". The Jutcorne of these ceremonial ports ie less, likely tole spe-
cific decisions and directives thangeneral statements of satisfaction or dissatisfac-
tion, which will have an effect on the work of the professional staff possibly as,.great
as the effects of specific decisions or directives.

Let us examine some. of the ceremonial elements in the relationship be
tween Project Redesign and the Meadow City Board of .,Education.

r

The role of the Board, as well as that of central administration, was
largely ceremonial throughout Project Redesign. Board members appeared when-

.

ever requested at the first meetings of new groups , such as the Convening Commit-
tee or the Design Management Tear-A. These appearances were brief. Statements
were made about the importance of the project and how, appreciative the Board was
to those who had volunteered their services.

Formal progress reports to the Board were also largely ceremonial in
nature. These reports were initially presented every three months. On these
occasions, no directives were given, few suggestions were ade, and only frag-
mentary of substantive issues took place. Codents were made,
favorable to "continuing the good work". One Board member used these occasions
to express skeptizism about the value of the project.



One Board rnernber, at his own request, did become involved in substan-
tive discussions within the Design Management Team over a period of several
months. Ile was designated official Board liaison to Project Redesign. In addi-
tion, the project director occasionally met one or, more Board members for 'well
and briefed them on current activities. Over-all, however, the term "ceremonial":
describs fairly the relationship between. the project and the Board. The same is
true of the relationship between the superintendent and the project. The superin-
tendent also appeared whenever requested on special occasions, to speak briefly
about the value of the project and to express his appreciation to participants. At
no time did he give directives or engage in serious discussion about any of the
procedures or activities within the project.

It is hardly surprising that the ceremonial relationship which existed
throughout the project should continue as the long- ratip6e plan came officially to
the Board's attention. A relationship which has been targely ceremonial for an
extended period of time can only with great difficulty become something else.

The plan, was officially titled, "/Nor king Draft: 1976-1981 Long-Range
Plan". This document itself was intended for ceremonial use and public consump-
tion. It was printed in an attractive format and contained extra materials of gen-
eral interest which would not have been appropriate in a document intended for
internal managemee.t purposes. It first appeared as:pn, 'Information item" on the
Eoard's meeting agenda for September 16, 1975, and rgamained on the agenda for
the next 14 months. ft had been transmitted clirekly to dire' Board from the Design
Management Team,, without passing through the superintendent's staff.

Following the advice of the Board President sonic weeks before, the pro -
ject Redesign staff-and the DM1' not only ftermally presented the plan to the Board
but proposed a process for the Board to use in studying and voting on the document.
Orchestration of the ceremonies to come was not left to chance.

As part of the proposed process, it was agreed that the Board -would study
the plan in detail at a "study session" scheduled for October 7, 1975. This second
meeting was very highly structured and, contained rimy ceremonial elements:

Following introductory Fet rks by the project director, each operational
goal within the Plan was presente rately by a representative from one of the
planning teams or by one of the two members of the project staff. The -Board is
seated at a raised semicircular table. Each presenter came forward, dressed
much more formally than usual, and rcit ade the case fort is or her goals in a ritual
Fatterri worked out so_ that all goals ?were presented in a similar manner. An out-
line of what each oresen.tor would sAy- was flashed on the wall behind the B
means of an overhead projector. kv-ery large poster had been prepared
the relationghip of each of the goals to al: the others, and as each was discussed,
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tuber of the KNIT affixed to the poster a large, brightly - colored tag with an
abbreviated title for the goal.

As each goal was presented, the Board `members were asked to respond,
in writing, to three questions: what he/she "liked about the goal", what "concerns"
he/she haciabout the goal, and what further information he/she would like to have..
Each Board member was also asked to state whether he/she was prepared to take
action on the goal in the near future.

J
This process made it possible to summarize a mass of information in.

public in a relatively, short period of time. It also precluded much discussion,
although malay questions-were asked by Beard members. The meeting was not
stated to be for the purpose of decision-making, but for the purpose of r4ucing

the plan to the 13,ard. We might say, for the purpose of presenting sy
statements to the:-Board.

The goals, reviewed elsewhere in this report, ranged over much of the
school system and touched upon many meanings for schools irrIVIeadow City. They
proposed action in matters as diverse as alternatives in elemenaary education;
development of Middle schools; competency-based education; career education;
program evaluation; personalization of education; community schools; decentral-
ization; iprimary teachers; special- education; a curriculum commission; human
services; staff development; teachers' centers; parent education; and advisory
groups within'schools. Many terms contained in these proposals were quite new
to the community, especially "competency-based education" and "middle schools".
Did they symbolize meanings within.the community which Avauld be translated into
sehool.prograrns? Had Project Redesign brought about suffieient understanding of
these concepts so that they represented neWlY reaffirmed, or newly developed
meanings for education to which the Board and the administration should respond ?
That was the real issue for the Board. The operational goals were syanbols, ritu-
ally presented in a highly ceremonial fashion. This ritual preseatation: served to
emphasize the central role and importance of the Board of Education itself; and
provided a ceremonial opportunity for new and old meanings to be tested and re-
:Stated, as symbols are always presented and reaffirmed or tested on ceremonial
occasions.

Adequate opportunities were provided for others to share in the cere-,
menial activities. One thousand copies of the plan were printed for general dis-
tribution. Two public meeting_ s were held in addition to the Board meetings, to
permit members of the public to comment on the plan. Comments were received
from thirty individuals and organizations. The operational goals were also pub-
lished in the local newspaper, as a paid advertisement.

Ceremonies are one thing. Specific decisions are quite another. Poll
presentation of the pan to the Board, the superintendent scheduled a

2



stpries of meetings of the administrative cabinet to discuss. the Project Redesign
goals. Five such meetings were scheduled; only one vas actually devoted to the
task. Frustration was expressed Py the superintenddnt alitt-others'at the lack of
involvement of top district leadership in the development-oftthe plan. To this
group;, the plan represented a problem which had to be solved: it containeci,rnean-

-,ings and symbols which appeared lo represent much of the Mind of the corrimunitY.
It also contained specific proposals, many of which the central administration was
not prepared to carry out, at least not without much deeper Mvolverrient. -

The solution to the problem preseLteci by the plan was to buy time. A
valid excuse was. available: During this period, a process Was also in motion for
closing some elementary schools. This required scores -of meetings and did in-
deed demand a very great deal of die superintendent's time.

At a special r meetin J.n.i'tovem'oer 3, 1975, the superintendent met with
two rrhembers of the Board, the;c1-_,niri-nan of the Design Managernent,Tea_m, and
the staff of Project Redesign. lie expressed Concern that the administration could
not deal with the planadequately until later in the year, because of the 1=dessure of
the school reorganization question. He -also expressed the.need for-the adminis-

: trative- cabinet and other staff.,rnembers to "get inside" the-plan. One of the Board
members present restated the basic- intent of Project RedeSign:

" (Board member) said she was unhappy with the fact that
thew is little integration of the plan. into 3 'Grand- Plan.
(Second Board member) said he didn't think it was import-
ant for such integration to be achieved, becaudb we actually
accomplish things by 'imdliling through' anyway, that is,
incremental chr,rige. The hope is that we make incremental
changes, then sit back to see what's happening; .this
the way we achieve institutional cliainge-and renewal. 'Pro-
ject Redesign was seL in motion because we wanted to,
,achieve a better system ter community input into the school
system... _ we wanted people to be able to,getpast the feel-
ing that decisions were made without 'their knowing what
they were or without eirng able to influence them." (36)

The superintendent requested that ;the Board delay further action onthe
The chairperson of the Deeign .24-anagement Team stated that that group
of be unhappy with such 'dclay, as long as a process was under way for

Kling with it. it was agreed thet tliv Board would take action on each of the
operational goals stated in trie, pian, but would,do so in stages. In each of the
stages, a group of goats :vex L be brought, to the-Board, after consideration by
the superintendent and This procedure started in I ovember of 1975.



The Board took tentative n on ix Project Re sign goals on November 18th
and annotmceCits intention to take I Val action on th p set'of six in February, 19761

This process adtu 2; 197fi.

the goals and the underlying is-sues and meanings,
of Education.' The superiniendent had, ill effect, inade)

ues and underlying meanings raised by the plan in front
lie, at the same time, not permitting specific proposals to

for the administrative staff.

The process that played out over succeeding Months continued to be largely
ceremonial. The plan held up symbols before the school system. Board act ;9ns
favorable to goals authorized broader acceptance of those SylMj01S. It certified them'
as "right", carrying meanings for schooling which were genuinely present in tie
community or which should be pursued for possible development. Actions were
taken toward further development in a number of directions authorized by these
symbols: competency-based education; staff development; middleacjiools;:and
others. This further .wort continues in new projects within the,district.

The develoriment, the influence, and he effectiveness of symbols is very
difficult to measure. The ,district in 1977 contains new terms and new practices
not present when Project Redesign began. Attributing these changes to the project
reflects only another opinion, riot "truth". 1-lundreds'of persons became involved

educaLonal issues, learned something; 'and some of them took some actions
which resulted in some changes. At the top°1eVel, the necessary ceremonies went
on.

Timesha,,ve changed.so rnu1
year look quaint. Long-rang9 plan-
have 'helped much to solve 1977's pbs
cents, and meanings through the projec
it may well have contributed to the quality

.by 1977 the issues of that
r is al` sense could not

ction of new_ideas; con-,
77's,problems either, but

Dileadow City:education..
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SUMMARY AND PiOLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

This study had at least two purposes: to describe Project Redesign
in detail and to explore the usefulness of a multi-model approach to evaluation
of an weriment in participatory planning.' The three descriptions of Project
Redesign we have presented were based on three models: the Rational Model,
the Organized Anarchy Model, and the Symbolic Interaction Model. We believe

.that taken together the three models provide a richer understanding_ of what hap-
pened in the project than would any one of them alone.

The Rational Model is probably most like the way most people would
ink of evaluating Project Redesign. In the Rational Model, plarming is seen as

"seeking and utilizing data, weighing alternative nieans to achieve desired'ob-
jectives, and selecting the most efficient ways of attaining these objectives.
(P. 14), Departures from tliese procedures are taken as evidence of failure to
carry out planning. But the other two models utilized in this report hrve
us to "see" planning in new ways.

The Organized Anarchy model allows us to see that planning is an op-
Por_unity for all the members of the organization to come forth with anything that,
for them, is an issue, "andslemand that it receive attention. Planning is also an
opportunity to lettni things, to feel important, and to exercise one's duty, adcord-
ing to this view. Pla.nning'educates people, brings them together, and providep
them an opportunity to talk about good things

The Symbolic Interactie v.iewS planning 'as arAtervention in
the on-going exchange between the . iool system and the community and as a
renegotiation of the unwritten contract between the school system and its com-
munity. According to this view, it is this contract of agreed-upon meanings that
is the sustenance of the school system. An evaluation of Project Redesign based'.
only-upon an appraisal of how, efficiently its rational objedlives were met would,
we feel4 miss much of the project's significance.

As a way of summarizing the material we have presented, let us con-
et how each of the three models helps us to think about the debisions, issues,

participant, .and leaders in Project Redesign.

'Decisions

In the Rational Moder,' decisions are central. For our study, the
istence of participatory planning is seentiis a vehicle for educational decisions.
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The purpose of participatory planning, if tnitiated with the objective of achieving
concrete products or changes, is seen as a means to ensure that.better decisions
are made or, at least, that when choices are made; they are aoted upon. For
this model, increased information and examination of decision alternatieS pre-
sumably lead to "better" decisions. Our Rational Model analysis shows:

(1) that "alternative means and solutions were not'considered" (p.

(2) "the superintendent, the Board and especially the volunteer pl ners Sufi
fered time limitations that restricted their search for alternatives, either
in the definition of problems or in the solution of them." (p.69);

(3) "Project,Reclesign,,did not offer (the new superintendent) many solutions.
the confraryi4t likely that he perceived it as a problem."' p.69)

In short, the Rational Model analysis of Project Redesign does_not make it appar-
ent that better decisionS resulted from the project. Furtherniore, the Rational
Model evaluates organationa4e haviot in terms of the decisions it makes. In
examining Project Redesign, 10eelcz to account for,major turning points in the
project's history. Outcornep ar'e judged in the light of the expressed objectives,;
when outcomes do not occur, the expressed objectives are questioned.

The Organized Anarchy model's Garbage Can decision process. is also
a decision - making model, but it is a model for decisibn-rnAlting-under conditions
of ambiguity. Instead of being the product of careful consideration of alternative
solutions to problems, dec.; on outcomes in Garbage Cans ar the result of the
availability of problems, Ay, Is, And participants at the p cular time that a
decision is calledfor. ^ P )1c= , solutions, and particip independent
and partially controllable c: into choice situations. Tli ions (choices
of solutions) May or may not solve problems, and theyeta bolic char-

.

acter. Many of the proposed solutions that were .chosen to go into, de-
s Long-Range Plan were, as we have seen, not good solytions to aoblems
and not veity significant, except symbolically. Most of the proposals were for
ideati` that were already being tried in the district by the time the long-range plan
came up for action by the Board. (p. 54, 137)

^^%

The Organized Anarchy model emphasize that th success or failure
the planning experiment may not be dependent upon better d cisions. It paints

till the fact that intention gets separated from outeomein,wanizational decision-
making. In the Organized , earthy, clkoice, situations are okortnnities for people
to. participate, and for irnpor_..lit issues to be aired provide opportunities
for the ganization to show what it glues,

r
Decisions in the Symbolic Interaction model are only a., small part of

'what gages on in the continuing formation and a.inten ice of meapin-, th t the
,

-4
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have for the community. Decisi are often syMbols of shifts in mean-
e unwritten contract between the ool and the community. The ini-

,

po ofdecisions in the Symbolic Interaction model is not that they signal
the beginning of new actions that form the system, but that they represent the
renegotiation of underlying meanings from which the system draws its life.

The Organized Anarchy and the Symbolic Interaction ne help us
-to understand why the outcomes Of_ decisions made by the Meadow trey 'School Dis-

.

trict as a result of Project Redesign fade in importance next to the processes of
participation and interaction during the project itself.

c.cording to the Rational model, the purpose of decision-making'is
settle issues. Issues or problems that occur-in the life of the organization are,
examined as if 'they were,diserete and relatively stable. Issues are interpTeted
as perceived needs or problems looking for a solution. The Rational mOLlel seel
to see how issues are finally resolVed And whether the solution chosenjs best
among a set of alternative solutions. In this case, "best" means alternatives
which maximize the attainment of an operational goal;

ecis ens, issues, problems, and solutions are all closely conneetek,
the Rational model. The Rational model does not, how.ever,. consider the pro-',

ess by which issues are,raised as behig iinportant. The Organized Anarchy and
the Symbolic hiteraction models do.

The,,0 anizedAnatelly model sees issues arising as grievances of
.,,

individuals or st groups. -The issue of reorganization (p.117 ).cyould be seen,
in thiSiway.- Sorn people in the district had a personal interest in Beeping the
junior high schools as they were; got berr: wished to change them. The resulting
process of decisionrmaking.create'd Garbage Cans it which many interpretations
of the issne wer& discussed. The interpretation of those who had participated in
the Early Adolescent ylanning Team, for example, was that,,,the "real" issue was
the psychological needs of children in their early teen years; The (erentual deci-
sion about reorgaization - to move the ninth' griade to-t(h.- schoeL-7 was only
loopely related t9.the,issue as.it was defined b3f that group. And moving the
ninth grade to h schools didn't begin to solve the problem of responding to
declining enrollment, which was on,eof the early interpretations of what the "real"

sue was. The Organized Anarcify analysis makes it clear that issues and deci-
,

aion6- mig be only loosely connected and that problems very often are not solved
'by choice's of alternatives (decisions). Issues may not be'settled. Solutions are
not just a matter of the best technology, but are carried and promoted by those
who have an_ Intlest in their adoption. Iii this view, the way an )ssue is defined
is the result of the availability of problems, solutions, and participants in the
Garbage Can.

Ln the Symbolic Interaction model, issues become salient when there
s dia onance between what the community believes 'about the meaning of education



and their perception of what is taking place in the schools. As an example,-
consider the .Eurppesm. history issue disdussed earliez:(p. 185) 1:1-*syTriboli
category,uropean history", was part of the unwritten contract between the ``1
community and the school system. By propOsing a replacement for that cate-
gory, the staff created a dissonance that brought an issue into the spotlight
and that opened up a renegotiation of meaning. In this sense, issues are What
Symbolic Interaction is about: the negotiation of meaning. Issues are: not

.problem b to be solved - they are the points around which interaction takes place,
in order to create or uphold meanings. The process of interaction and negotia-
tion is more important than decision which nifty emerge froth it. The negoL-
tiatiOn affects the, meanhig given to the catego' ry; there may or may notbe a
'change in the hitory elagsroom.

4fi

The Organized -Anarchy and,Synibolic Interaction models, by calling
attention to the way in which issues arise, help make it clear that the process of
participation is at least as important as the issues themselves,. or as the deciL
sions that are made. They also help us to understand some of the reasons why
sometimes decisions do'no't solve problems. Definitions of problems and soli'-
tions ahnge as the pro_ bess continues., Sometimes decisions are not made until

er thqtTqcess has produced chan es in meanings. (See, for example, the de-- .;
cision, 3 ve middle scho s, pp. 143, 236)

e models seem to arrange themselves on.'continuum with
to theiropo Lance of 'the peoplIOnvolvedin planning. The Rational model-

is the most objective; the Symbolic Interaction Model is the most subjectiVe; and
the Organized Anarchy model probabiy,lies somewhere in 'between, In Rationalational

4 -

model, who the particippits are, with the exception of the leadership, is imim-
.rtant (see pp. 13-14).) In the,pniest form of the Rationatmodelv;the entire or-,

ganization is viewed as a single actor who has a cOnsistentaset of goals or prefer.:
ences. Participants -Ln-p tieipatory planning are important they help to
improve °decision-I-Waking (because "twoheads are batter than brie and presum-
ably, 'inore than two are even better) . But in theRational niodel, which members
of the organization choose to participate -is relatively unimportant, since allure
presumably committed, to theParne organizational,-goals.

By contrast, Orgatzed Anarchy model helps us to_see'why the
. .

trearns of participai the decision Garbage Cans are so very important.
A

..

First of all, particiRants bringtheir conearns with them into detision cabbage
Cans.- Those. Garbage Cans that are thought L6'Co'ntain i Ann t choices become

.,., ,
crpwded with part i_ciptints. For example, there.were man participants in the
Early Adolescent Plpning Team when people thought the rporganization dec'ision
would he made thei-e pp. 126, ff ). An important choir situation' attracts ma y
participants, who -hiring with them theAr many interpretat ons of the i6sues., T

T .

choice becomesizvery ornplicated, with many proplemS,and solutions NJ-1,ft



attention n.d with many pa icipant performances. The choice, i, i -becomes
less and less predictableror ontribllab and conflict -May iric ease. Import-
antly, the pvticipants do not neoessa Y agree on owanizat al goals or on
issues, or even on what the preblern might 136.

Secondly, the participants,nre limited by the amo
-have for participagol. Demands on their tiine affect how much time y c n de-

.

, vote to y one activity. People who'have*my authority have more ern ds on
their time than thohe withHess, authority 's (however, people with more authority
havd`other adVantages: Such as more decision-_making rights and betteriaccess to

(Inflation.' ) Who is participating at the time the decision is made (Makes 'a dif-
.

e n in the Orgaiiizett Anarchy, model, since different participants may have
dfffe enb views and since people with are present are obviously more influential
than' e

ft:/raction model highlights the importance of the inter
.,_

action ar.nong,p perhaps even more than the Organized Anarchy model
does. In the Symbolle raction rnociel,qhe whole system is builtApn the com-

.-
mimity'S trust that the- school district will,do "education". This trust is reinforcet

J

thro h,rftlaal interaetion. 'iWithout great numbers of people to perfect and main-
"rain the.Ritpala ... institutions"would quickly disappear." (p. 188)

.

f.n this view, people "want to participate emotional consensus
about t-education and. schooling as cared' on in the local) system." (p. 183) Thus
the very eXiste-nee;bf the school .sy ern depends o n the supportrgenerated when
peoille participate in the negotiation its`rneaning. 1.16his view;, the participants;
come to agree on the ebning,that chooland "teacher",and4311 the other cate-'d
sories will have iii th community, In that sense-, ,particip ion is very import-
ant foE the.life and of the school dlitrict; and the fadt that Project-Redesigh.
was able to bring out So-many participants is,
of the project,.

elf, a. very important outcome

- \7itlj, respe to participants, the Organized Anarchyand Symbolic Inter-.
"action models- add two things to our evaluation. First, they d6 not consider the
.members of an rganAation as only one actor when it comes to MakinAolicyjor
the.school distri bi the Organized Anarchy model, the different participants

;,are very distinrt -7)-1 one another. They disagree with one another; coiifli t may
\develop., In t? ' ',1i.c)Int6action model, the participants may start wit i an
agreement a! education is, but theough the course' of interaction, the mean-
ing of edueat pie pa icipants' areement about it is rendgdtiated.' -lied'
change occurs

-.'- ,

The second contributionVhat cipafion is riortant in its own
whether or not measurable etiangels --sThe,0-rganied 4.nwrch

odetills ecttgahaiz ed the de or part the need for the organiza--
Clan to resnorid to that _:teman i. ym bolic ctroii malysis has emphasized

cipatio ni,th tri ffe of the MIA-ion.the it port ,,lee of i'',i,-(5.Tre
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fhe tational yodel gives-by far themost weight to the leaders of the
organization in determining the outcomes of organizati( nal action. The Or
ized Anarchy and the Symbolic Interaction analyses go a little lighter in attribut-
ing success or failure to leaders. By assuming that organizational outcomes re-
flect the intentions of ,leaders, our Rational Model analyst had to conclude that
the primary motive of the superintendent in creating Project Redesign was to
have a large-scale, grandiose project that would bring credit to the district and
to his own reputation.

The Organized Anarchy analysis shows that there are certain things
trators can do _to change slightly the course *events, but that organiza-

butcomes are to a considerable degree disconnected from leaders' inten-
tions. For example, 'the superintendent was overruled by the Board in his choic
for director of tle project. By setting agendas, establishing deadlines, caitrol-
,ling access to information, and creating new Garbage Gans, an 'administrator can,

nnel the flows of participants, proble solutions, and choide
yen that communities have such clear de ocratic rights of par7-

oOl,decision-making, administrative leaders an never be in corn-.

to #orpe 'extent,
situations. Bu
ticipation in
plete control.

Leaders in theSymbolic Interaction rmidei are responsible for creat-,
ing settings for interaction. They spend most of their time reinforcing existing
meanings and cultivating the trust and confidence of the comrn_unity. Participatoy
planning has to be shaped as much by the community - s by the educational lsaders..
Chan in the hschools corn om changes ia ne meanings and can-seldom

be i ed by lea _s

The Symbolic Interact On model also helps us
tion*ti- the symbolic elements of the deader's jab.

,
The valuesceremonial-n4, ns-;ecasioJ of dernocI-acy an

. -
upheld on these occasions.

"Boards do not merely mak recisions; they
inanity control:) orderly procedures and the .se
importance of the e ucational task... " (p. 2

S bolic odcAions,fncluding Board ineetin
f tWeen School and communify...

1".

el precia-
off rat 04.1-

h of, eduoatior are

The t r pnized eh Symbolic In eraction models, li en; take
e of the respnsibility or cress or failure off the-c rs of the leaders.

onl! i Zn lty share epr-1-,-,e, or blame. .



POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Finally, k e would like to Offer tome advice exult of
perience in and study f Project Redesign.

netter Decision

This study-must be filed along with many others that have failed to
discover how broader participation i decision-making results in better organ-
izational decisions. Ostensibly, one f the purposes of Project Redesign was
to help the district have a more consistent, philosophically-unified olZy, based
on good information slid protected fforn' Ihe pressures 0 political Wrest groups.
The project did not accornPlish this purpose. consistent philoso y vas not de-.
v ed. (For example, the 16 -range plan contained sorne expen ive proposals
bu so one for severeiy::9iirtailin expenditutes;) It did not prevent; decisions

om being to the pressures of,*§rest groups.- thIschool elos.-
and reorgan" aim decisions were made that Way. Good inform Lion was col-

=....

lected. Irilsome cases - such 'ast e reporttof the Organization.and Decision-
Making Task Force and the surve fle by Administrative Needs Planning
Tearra- the iniormatlon had never faie been collected:. Many of the 4-1 reports

i
we ft 9

read discussed, and studied extensivel.y, but it is hard to see how the in-
,

formation affected district decision-making in any direct wav,

T6;4ho'se who would choose to do participato y planning hl order
t

upgrade decision-making in the Rational Model send`, 41re would say, "Try
thing else". 1 ,

ree ent

distr
of de
the
and a

=

Community consensus on schools is not ft giveri\.' Goals of a school.'
d changing. Neither. we,nor anyone else leas a fad -/safe wa

0111171 unity wants". One oftke frustrating things about
surveying of thZ community

Ow administrators and Board
el for what the coni'munity consensus
would ve establishe

community on a

d, are effusive
ermining '
eadow City eXpe ent was that in spite of

e attempts to I e representatiVe
members said Fiat they still diclinot ,,pve 'a
vvas. Offe o the goals in the long-range
community sing system that would
T is goal has been tabled ind initely.

'pate th nee
Comm_ y Values, democratic par
t(3 ac eve consensus about
eel ich policies ar

1,i5tical information from survey
egotiatirig

cation,; as it do
up ra for the schoo

set. L-i,on,then, consensus

oce

==. '

perm nt
gulag bads.

ourceq does not elim-
Especially where the

Meadow Cit, thway
1r pep g open the p56-

not in
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The Rational motel del) is from the. Organize
©l' Interaction models in ascertaining what leaders c

not " consensus a in-evadingfeat
deeis -in what tnaly happen 4 -Th -recothrrieridat a
model .is that le d is should be directly volve4in the?prpeess

,-,?.knd, that their comrnitthentto a prproject s,hatild ber4.-- sflected not on-rhetorical support to proposals, butAe the relativdly clearjeeon
their subsequent implementati----p_rOcesseS+,4hat,ar# not pr
-d to fiy leaders who initiate them soon fizzle out in ther effe

Another lesson from the Rational model is that since vuei s ap-
b... an endemic feature surrounding most 51rofessed obj es, ders

should practice "trial balloo 5" as a leadership style. The f on of an arena
for planning can, indeed by aopgortunity to discovei teresti and feasible
changes. Leaders can find out whether there are c' unity-based, viable re-,

gom-ns. Mit we'w- d adVise leaders to be modest in their 4oinisqS. and willing,
to stand chy'the ep ations they roster.

.'
The Organized Anarchy and the embolic Interaction models fidakt

clear that administrators do not have complete control of the scha-61. system-. The
cf.

Community and the students-and staff of the school tog her shape the system,.
.

eirju*yses do suggest a couple of roles admjnist ors play. 2ne is symbolic."
The presence of a leader is inspirational; he or do a lot to make people

ant to participate. The presence of a reader si itnporkance. When both the
, .

superintendent and the Board President came to irst rrieet4ng 9f the Convening
1-_,iftee, people.1=aiew that it was,an important c c soon.-)

: - -

Another = ole that administrato;-s play is,that of brOk r,,-, They bring
people together, get them talkthg,- and facilitate riegotiati'ons. Leaders must culti.
vate, the trust and confidence of the community. They must be able ' accept

,.everyone's nput.

oleo- broke, and as _symbol leaders can do ortt
/

_ things to
ateqh- rrgd TH y Jan design and orchest e Settings in whic t people inter-.:
neg 'I'hy can. supp ationand set age dau so that
are m_ re it ly terderine problem ii solutibns in certain ways. They
4artf6ip, in that:will ch. el their energies, for ekarnpl by

g them pc form elaborate.;riluals., such as surveys. Leaders can use
..- 0-'

both the trust peo le have in them and khdiy symbolic authority to irspire people
to work for p rtic lar educational policies. That is, leaders may have,- in mind

menhings" 0 ch, es that they, think Obuld happen bawd on either their pros__
fessional °pin) n or heir moral comm ent dpi tl ose cases, they canjilvhshoul
t eer will, fnunt in ct-i-dh toward a pt- n f those thin von IIiou h, as ,
leader8, the; cannot n 01 ti--7` outc = r e of tpr`ocess ):
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4. Process versus Product

Participants in Project Redesign overwhelmingly extolled the plea
ures of participation. They enjoyed getting together to talk about thing_ s they
considered important. They reported that, they met,-Itttresting people and that
they learned a lot - aboOedAational issues, aboiit group process, and about
themselves. Tte fact that many of tVrn were diiappointed in their ability to af-sfeet policy did ng opear to dampen their enthusiasm about their personal experi-
ences with the process. This is an interesting finding, if for no other reason than
that it shows that it is possible to achieve a high level of, partieipation and satin-
action. It Ps not a surprising finding, howeVer, if we consider that education,
Xrticularly in- Meadow City, is much like religion or patriotism. People attend

religious rituals land obtain pleasure from attendance, (ken though they may not
get the things they pray for. People vote and salute the flzi-g, even if their party

in power. These rituals symbolize f4ith in these institutions. Participation
in schbol clistricit decid*making, at least in Meadow City, is a ritual that sym-,
holiies the faith eople have th the'institution-cif education. This is not to say that
the project was e ritual. It had some beneficial results, which we examine
below.

a)
b)

Our three analyses identified eral outcomes of Project Redesign

It brought prestige to the district and to t e superintendent.
It got many1people involved in policy-making in the school
district ho might not otherwise have participated.

It was an important response by the disti.ict to the community
need for participation; it affirmed their symbolic right to be
involved in policy - setting. .

It brought about "shifts ,in meanings on specific topics in the
Minds of tdachers, parents, administrators.. " (p. 248i.

It educated people.
-People valued the personal expe

The project, cost over $400,000 and it lasted Mor
Peoplg, volunteered tmdreds and hundreds of hours. Vie-ved
ject seems ra extravagant fet what it accomplished.

ences they had in the project.

n this wa
Ypats.

the p

-setting and planning are commendable activities It is tindeni-
abl en support ler schools is crucial to heir 'survival. is also true
ihat citizens are demanding more acconntabilit fr nn theirchos-1 leaders. We

eornmgnd participatory planning, on all: sqnie moie modest
ectatiOns for what can beaccompli hed thlm wasthe casewith Project RedeSign.
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